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Abstract
Behind Le Corbusier's creative imagination, there were extensive resources collected and
transformed in this studio and his mind. This 'collection' can be thought of as his personal
museum. This consisted partly of the observations and memories captured in his sketches
and notebooks, but also artefacts and objects gathered in his apartment. His anti-academic
approach meant that sources of primitive and distant civilizations became an important
inspiration for his designs and principles. The fact that Le Corbusier based himself in Paris,
the centre ofEuropean culture, was important as the atmosphere informed his outlook.
Collections and resources in this personal museum allowed him to ruminate over, toy with
and transform images, thus generating many ideas for his designs and compositions.
As Le Corbusier's primary experience was constructed throughout the itinerary of his travels,
sources ofprimitive and distant civilizations are categorized by cultures and geographical
regions in this thesis. The chronological emphasis falls between the late 1920s and early
1930s, when his Purist themes diminished but those of folk culture, women, and Surrealism
came to the fore. What these sources were and how they were incorporated into his
architectural designs, art and writings will be elaborated in this dissertation.
Ethnographers and modern artists have already attempted to explore the primitive and its
cultural implications, but the definition of primitivism still remains nebulous. Therefore, it is
Le Corbusier's own vision ofprimitivism, folk and remote cultures which will serve as the
foundation of this research. One objective of this dissertation is to reassemble the materials
scattered in a multitude ofpublications from various geographical and cultural categories,
iii
such as the vernacular, archaic and medieval heritage ofEurope, the Orient and the African
interior.
In discussing these diverse cultural influences, particular attention has been paid to the
material from Asia, as it has not yet been well examined by Western scholars. Many distant
materials, such as the Chinese images and Persian drawings, reveal much about Le
Corbusier's thought of that period. The European references, such as the Breton and
Cyclades folk houses, Balkan wooden houses and Pompeii remained as a key resource of
spatial experience to him. These sources, led by his modernist ideology, informed the
construction of his language ofmodern architecture.
Much ofLe Corbusier's source material has not been accredited by him. In order to identify
the relations between this material and his numerous works, much ofmy archival research
has been devoted to exploring the original sources. Although only a small portion of these
could be restored, they may contribute to a deeper understanding ofLe Corbusier's work.
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The art of being able to group objects together is, in some way, an expression of
modern sensitivity towards the past, towards exoticism, and towards the present.
- Le Corbusier1
In the mid eighteenth century, 'a new view ofhistory brought architects to question the
classical canons ofVitruvius and to document the remains of the antique world in order to
establish a more objective basis on which to work'.2 A grand tour to broaden one's horizons
became an important study of art. Western colonial expansion was prospering in this period
and continued in the following century. Numerous artefacts and documents from around the
world were brought to the West to form collections that were researched, exhibited and
published.
In the early twentieth century, avant-garde architects and artists rejected the existing
academicism but found inspiration from more remote sources instead. Despite the collection
of artefacts from the colonies, the grand tour in Europe was still the main source of artistic
cultivation. As a member of this avant-garde, Le Corbusier was an idealist in quest of ideals
and poetry. His primary ambition was to reinvent modern architecture for the new epoch.
Therefore, he upheld an attitude of anti-academicism and his sources were nature, the
machine, and distant cultures. Of these, it was perhaps the distant cultures, especially the
architectural experiences of them, that inspired his modern design most directly.
After terminating his partnership with Ozenfant in 1925, Le Corbusier underwent a series of
1 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete, vol. 3, Les Editions d'Architecture, Zurich 1995, cl964, p. 157,
trans. Jacques Sbriglio, Immeuble 24 N. C. et appartement Le Corbusier: Apartment Block 24 N. C. and
Le Corbusier's Home. Paris: Fondation Le Corbusier; Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhauser, 1996, pp.
59-60.
2 Kenneth Frampton, Modern Architecture, a Critical History, third edition, New York: Thames and
Husson, p. 8.
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transitions in his life. In his paintings his ascetic Purism began to infuse diverse
compositions and themes such as female, natural objects and landscape. Sources from distant
cultures were profuse in his writings of the 1920s, but toned down after end of this period
while other topics such as syndicalism opened up. In his Purist design work of the 1920s
expression of these sources was restrained, as he preferred white prismatic machinistic
articulation. After 1929 they became more explicit with the use, for example, of the rubble
wall and pitched roof. He also started to collect ethnic object and sculpture including works
from Africa.
With the resources from his diligent study and extensive travels, he established a 'personal
museum', a substantial repository for his numerous annotated sketches and artefacts at his
apartment, and developed a virtual collection of thought and experience in his mind. It
became a kind of cultural repository for his exploration of the poetry ofmodern architecture
for the new epoch. He continuously drew on it in the creation of his works, reinterpreting
and transforming its motifs into productive new designs.
This dissertation focuses on the full spectrum of Le Corbusier's resources of primitive and
distant cultures in his personal museum. I examine their backgrounds, his contact with and
thoughts on them, and how he collected them from different cultural contents. I also discuss
how he transformed and reinterpreted them, how they contributed to his theories of
modernism, and how they facilitated his modern architectural design and artwork. Le
Corbusier's interests in them varied throughout his life but I pay particular attention to his
transitional period in the late 1920s.
A Personal Museum
2
This personal museum, or repository, was both physical and imaginary. Three levels may be
identified. The most tangible one is his private collection - his collection particuliere,
comprising African masks, vases, annotated sketches, postcards, and so on. The next level
was an extension of these, gathering experiences of architectural spaces recorded in his
sketchbooks, or other experiences recalled by his books or postcards. The most imaginative
level was a synthesis of assimilated material, engendered by Le Corbusier's creative
imagination. This is exemplified by the evocative composition of his art, writing and
architecture.
Located in a cultural centre of the world, surrounded by leading artists and global heritage,
this museum was created by extensive travel with rich experiences. It was the repository of
an avant-garde intellectual, whose pioneering imagination and arguments were enlightened
by those treasures. It was the museum of an artist, with the collections subject to
transformation, reinterpretation and reproduction in his new artwork. It served as a base for
the prolific modernist designer and a template for the new epoch.
This museum was metaphorically divided into several sections such as his journeys, interests
and works. In Le Corbusier's mind there was a constant exhibition of his collection, which
he could screen at will and pick up whatever he needed for his work. He could then
reinterpret and reorganize material, and finally developed new visual languages.
This museum was like an aesthetic refuge or cave,3 where his innermost feelings could be
3 In his studio there is a vaulted ceiling and a skylight, which give a cave-like quality. See Peter Carl,
'Le Corbusier's Penthouse in Paris: 24 rue Nungesser-et-Coli', DAIDALOS 28, Jun 1988, pp. 69, 71.
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protected, his personal memories preserved and reorganized, and new ideas or streams of
consciousness stimulated. It could be regarded as a treasure box or 'cabinet of curiosities' of
all his precious experiences around the world. In the process of his creativity, these
collections and memories were interwoven with many free associations as in a dream, in
which thoughts and memories are metamorphosed and collaged. According to Sigmund
Freud, dream-displacement and dream-condensation are the two key elements for the
structure of a dream. Le Corbusier wrote about the museum of dreams in his Poeme C.2:
Because the profound refuge is in the great cavern of sleep / the other side of life in the
night. How the night is / alive rich in the warehouses the collections the library / the
museums of sleep!4
On the top floor in his apartment, Le Corbusier's elevated bed, which Peter Carl has
described as a floating ship or an airplane,5 was as high as his dining table and parapet. The
level of this height could extend as far as the horizon where the sea and the sky meet.6 To a
designer and an artist, a dream offers great possibilities and a broad insight into the
imagination. Experiences and thoughts are often condensed and transformed into dreams in
the cavern of sleep. This cavern serves as a library and a warehouse, rich in images.
Additionally, a museum, as a cultural reservoir, could be experienced like a dream.7 The
process of condensation is similar to a collage, and transformation is a way of
reinterpretation.
The opposite side of dreams is the conscious world of reason and logic, in which Le
Corbusier's imagination was also directed by mathematics and by the Modulor, and was
ordered by the metaphor ofmachine with its precision and geometry. His architectural design
4 This paragraph was translated from the original by Peter Carl, from Daidalos 28, p.71 where Carl
also pointed out the bed floats like a ship or an airplane on the horizon in the flat, in p. 69.
5 Peter Carl, 'Le Corbusier's Penthouse In Paris: 24 rue Nungesser-et-Coli', DAIDALOS 28, p. 67.
6
Ibid., pp. 67-9.
7 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta'. Modulus 20 (1991), p. 41.
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was also conditioned, of course, by many practical issues such as function and budget.
Primitive and Distant Cultures
In the early Modern Movement, admiration of primitive and distant cultures (the beauty and
dignity of vernacular architecture, for example) was paradoxically fused with an enthusiasm
for machines and technological progress. This led to a strange mixture of tendencies:
cutting-edge technological sophistication and primeval simplicity; mass-production and
primitive huts; a racing car and an archaic Greek temple and so forth.8 This incongruous
juxtaposition of elements was pronounced in the work of Le Corbusier in later 1920s, and
remained a theme throughout his life. Kenneth Frampton observed in Le Corbusier, an
ever-present play with opposites - with the contrast between solid and void, between
light and dark, between Apollo and Medusa - that permeates his architecture and is
evident as a habit ofmind in most of his theoretical texts.9
In addition, there were multiple antithetical dualities in Le Corbusier's ideologies and works
such as a historical course, both cyclic and progressive; the asymmetrical house plan set
inside the symmetrical box; the simultaneous use ofprogressive technology and primitive
expression.
As Le Corbusier's view ofhistory was both cyclic and progressive, he looked for
unconventional templates in distant and primitive folk cultures, and was inspired by the
8 See the chapter 'Automobile' in LC's Towards a New Architecture. LC juxtaposed Paestum
(600-550 B.C.) and The Parthenon (447-434 B.C.) with two racing cars, Humber (1907) and Delage
(1921) together in chronological sequence to point out progress and perfection. Furthermore, he also
juxtaposed two different fields, as he annoted the picture 'Delage, 1921': 'If houses were constructed
by industrial mass-production, like chassis.. .and a new aesthetic would be formulated with
astonishing precision.'(p.l33). Later he noted: 'Let us display, then, the Parthenon and the motor-car
so that it may be clear that it is a question of two products of selection in different fields...'(p. 140.)
Also see fig. 3.18 for another example ofjuxtapositon of different fields.
9 Kenneth Frampton, Modern Architecture, a Critical History, third edition, p. 149.
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Oriental and ancient worlds. To him the primitive conveyed an original, unadulterated, pure
and fundamental notion. The art of distant cultures was the epitome of heritage and wisdom.
There is also an implication of the universal principles of civilizations, such as order and
geometry. Exotic examples, such as a Persian palace, Egyptian temples and African huts,
were profusely illustrated in his major publications such as Towards a New Architecture, The
City ofTomorrow and Une Maison - un palais.
Le Corbusier lived in the rich cultural centre of Paris. After a formative education,
apprenticeship and several journeys, his significant themes, such as order, geometry, the right
angle, purity, as well as asymmetric composition were gradually formulated. He kept
investigating the extensive sources of distant cultures and always preferred these materials to
academic and euro-centric models.
Le Corbusier accumulated these resources and experiences during his travels and from
museums and libraries, and recorded them in his sketchbooks and in his mind. Culturally and
geographically, his sources include European and non-European ones. The former consists of
the ancient world, folk culture and the Balkans, and for the latter, the Orient, inland Africa
and the Oceanic region.
Facilitating modern argument and creative work
This rumination in his personal museum allowed distortions and reinterpretations. Le
Corbusier's visual languages were always subject to transformation, reinterpretation and
reorganization for broader possibilities. Many of them were inspired by Cubism, Surrealism
and other modern art movements, while the others had ancient precursors in primitive and
6
distant cultures that Le Corbusier studied. For example, in an ancient mural of an Egyptian
house (fig. 6.15), the plan and elevation of parts of the building are collaged together. On a
Dahomey statue in a museum (fig. 6.3), there is a juxtaposition of two distant realities: a lion
with a human body, which is one of the Surrealist characteristics with resonance within
modernism.
Existing architectural elements could be transformed into a new architecture, such as the top
lighting of a tunnel in Tivoli (fig. 1.1 & 1.2), which was borrowed and applied to the side
chapels ofRonchamp. The same process takes place in Le Corbusier's arguments, for
instance when he uses the proportions ofNotre Dame in Paris to uphold his theory of
regulating lines, in his Towards a New Architecture. Many examples have metaphorical
connections, such as the space and light of the white fireplace block in his first painting, 'La
Cheminee', in which there is a reference to the radiant prismatic Parthenon.10
In Le Corbusier's work resources drawn from primitive and distant cultures were subjected
to transformation and reinterpretation among different media and typologies, happened
between two-dimension and three-dimension, decorative art and architecture, archaic and
contemporary, and folk and modern. Consequently, Behind his pure whitewashed prismatic
architecture, there are multiple layers of broader cultures and worldwide civilizations.
Research Outline
Le Corbusier stated, 'I have always searched for the poetry that is in the heart ofman. A
10 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II, Thames and Hudson in collaboration with the Fondation Le
Corbusier 1981, E20, no. 451.
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visual man, working with his eyes and his hands, I am moved by revelations above all in the
plastic arts.'11 In order to work on plastic arts, Le Corbusier built up his repository. It
allowed him to explore inner depth freely and privately. He could then reinterpret the context
and come up with new meanings. This is further discussed in the first Chapter. The second
Chapter examines the general background of Le Corbusier's personal museum. It was
formulated against the backdrop of Paris, a cultural centre and the capital of the second
largest colonial power. He was nourished by the interwoven cultures and legacy of exotic
fantasies such as chinoiserie, Japonisme, and Negrophilia.
Le Corbusier's approach could be traced back to his formative years. While studying and
travelling, his experiences of architecture on site inspired his future design composition. His
personal themes were gradually formulated, prescribed by his attitudes toward primitive and
broader cultural sources and vice versa. This will be studied in Chapter three. In his
repository, study and travel records were kept at his apartment as travel sketches, photos,
artefacts, books and artworks, which could provoke his memories and imagination. The
contents and developments of his repository are discussed in Chapter four.
As the museum of a traveller, Le Corbusier's experiences were basically categorized by
different countries and journeys. Among them the European primitive and ancient were very
influential for him, as they were more accessible physically and culturally. These are
presented in the Chapter five. The Orient was one of the Europeans' deepest and most
recurring images of the 'Other'. Le Corbusier was fascinated by it even though he only
visited Japan, Egypt and India in his late life. The Oriental sources, extensive and supporting
1' Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au point,
New Haven; London: Yale University Press, cl997, p. 89.
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his arguments, are described in Chapter six.
As an artist and designer, Le Corbusier constantly reinterpreted, transformed, reorganized,
and experimented with the visual language of his personal museum. This process is further
discussed in Chapter seven.
His modern architecture consists of different combinations ofprimitive, folk and distant
cultures, either literally or figuratively. Much of Le Corbusier's post-Purist architecture
illustrates the tectonic primitive, and the theme of the origin of architecture in folk huts,
caves, and tents is illustrated in Chapter eight.
Juxtaposed with distant cultures and modern European surroundings, the objects, images and
themes in Le Corbusier's museum were transformed and collaged, as exemplifed in his
painting (see ch. 7), so that they always provoked productive ideas. This recalls the Cubist
collage: a juxtaposition of different times and visions, so that unexpected meanings and
non-perspectival space are generated. The Surrealist collage was also developed from such
juxtapositions, engendering a deep psychological power, where the more different the
elements were, the greater the tension between them would be. Meanwhile, the universality
emerged from the collections, as Le Corbusier stated:
It is the ability to form "sets" or "series", to create "unities" out of different periods, to
once again render the element of excitement and novelty to those things which man
created at some point in the past.12
In Le Corbusier's work, many sources can be identified, and it is interesting to see how a
western artist selected, manipulated, utilized and was inspired by these. Only certain
12 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete, vol. 3, p. 157, trans. Jacques Sbriglio in Apartment Block 24 N. C.
and Le Corbusier's House, p. 60.
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resources can be properly recognized in this dissertation; many more not easily discovered,
are waiting to be discovered. This research is also, to a certain degree, a general survey of
these sources. It focuses more on the corpus of these resources. There may emerge further
meaningful connections and interpretations between these sources and Le Corbusier's work,
which might be further unravelled in years to come.
10
Chapter One
An Avant-Garde Architect's Primitive and Cultural Collection
We will destroy the museums, libraries...We mean to free her [Italy] from the
numberless museums which cover her like so many graveyards.
--F.T. Marinetti, The Founding andManifesto ofFuturism, 1909.13
Works in museums are good schools...In the Ethnographic Museum at the
Trocadero.. .one was alone there in 1907!.. .The Negroes - what a revelation!
~Le Corbusier, 'Confession'.14
Unlike some of his contemporaries, Le Corbusier was not opposed to museums, but on the
contrary learned enthusiastically from them. Housing his collection from extensive travels
and research, his personal museum existed both mentally and physically that stimulated him
as an artist, a designer and a writer. It would be a refuge, an aesthetic and artistic one that
allowed his enjoyment of sensuous perception and private instruction, as well as
experimentation, reinterpretation and reorganization. His collection mirrored his modernist
preference, education, perceptions, cultural background and self-identity.
As a collector, Le Corbusier was not alone. He had many predecessors and contemporaries
who had similar intentions, and who built up personal collections to inspire their work.
Similarly, Le Corbusier's visual collection epitomized his life's journey and blossomed in his
pioneering design.
Part I. Collection and Inspiration
Even though the Futurists condemned collections in museums as graveyards, the avant-garde
13 Umbro Apollonio, ed., Futurist Manifestos, London: Thames and Hudson, 1973, p. 22.
14 Le Corbusier, 'Confession', in The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 198-9.
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were interested in primitive at the same time. As Poggioli states:
The avant-gardes turn their attention almost exclusively to Negroid sculpture and the
art of savages, prehistoric graffiti and pre-Columbian Indian art; they turn in short,
toward cultures remote in space and time, almost to prehistory itself.15
In order to have access to primitive and exotic material as inspiration for creativity, many
early twentieth century avant-garde artists undertook travel, studied in museums and
collected artefacts from exotic shops. Such experiences stayed in their minds as their
immediate repositories and inspired the development ofmodern art and architecture. Their
own works also soon became part of the collections in their repositories and served as the
bases of their new works.
This obsession with fundamental origins as a source for architectural theory was not new.
Vitruvius had discussed the invention ofbuildings (Book II, Ch.l). Enlightenment scholars
posited theories on the primitive hut as an origin of architecture. From the early nineteenth
century, Paris became the artistic capital ofEurope as well as a colonial capital. At this time,
'there were recurring tendencies toward the Oriental and the generally exotic, toward the
Christian and classical naive, and toward the provincial.'16 By the early twentieth century,
primitive artefacts were easily accessed in public museums and shops, as well as by private
collectors.
Many architects and artists, such as John Soane(1753 -1837) in London had his own
collection, which covered wide cultural parameters. Avant-garde artists like Picasso and
Braque collected and were inspired by primitive art. Even non-artists such as Sigmund Freud
15 Renato Poggioli, The Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. Gerald Fitzgerald. Cambridge, Mass.;
London: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1968, p. 55.
16 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, enl. ed., Cambridge, Mass.; London: Belknap Press
ofHarvard University Press, 1986, p. xxii.
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possessed a great number of them and employed them in his quasi-archaeological
examination of the human psyche.
The preservation of objects could also function as a metaphor for the establishment of a new
world, such as Noah's Ark, which secured species from devastation and, like germs, to
'increase in number and fill the earth.'17 Le Corbusier considered the early twentieth century
a new epoch with new spirit. It demanded 'a new type of plan for dwelling-houses, and an
entirely new organisation of services corresponding to modern life in a great city.'18 The
objects and images in his museum such as the Carthusian Monastery became the fruitful
germ of a new architecture.
A Repository for the Muses
Le Corbusier's work was inspired by several 'muses' simultaneously in painting, design and
writing. His personal museum, filled with opulent and diverse collections, acted as a basis to
support his creative work. Le Corbusier constantly observed, pondered, sketched and
collected information, objects and ideas during travelling and while studying in libraries and
museums in order to explore the possibilities for modern architecture. This devotion
generated a large repository as seminal sources of inspiration for new works.
This repository could partially act as an archive similar to the present Fondation Le
Corbusier in Paris. Yet to him, his collections were mainly visual forms, motifs and images
on certain themes rather than texts. They were records of three-dimensional architectural
17 Genesis 9.1. (New International Version)
18 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, trans. Frederick Etchells, Architecture Press, Oxford,
2000, p. 61.
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spaces, landscapes, ethnic objects, drawings and paintings and their related themes and
meanings. They encompass very broad geographical dimensions, historical aspects and
cultural diversities.
But to Le Corbusier, this repository was more like a personal museum, where all his
experiences were displayed, categorized and structured. After the project was accomplished,
these up-to-date works became fresh collections ofhis museum and generated further
inspirations for later works again.
In ancient Greece the mouseion was the home or temple of the Muses, and was termed
'museum'. During the Renaissance, 'museum' was coined as a variety of rooms containing
objects with 'cabinets of curiosity' (also known as wonder-rooms). The cabinet (Italian:
gabinetto) was usually 'a square-shaped room filled with stuffed animals, botanical rarities,
small works of art such as medallions or statuettes, artefacts, and curios,'19 such as famous
Ole Worm cabinets (also known as Olaus Wormius). Renaissance museums were often
understood by their creators to be microcosms of an expanding world of distant lands and
remote past.20 The specimens displayed were often acquired during adventurous expeditions
and trade voyages. Colonial expansion in the nineteenth century provided Europe with rich
cultural imports, and a great number of ethnographical museums were established at this
time.21
In general, in a museum, public or personal, collections of historical, scientific, artistic, or
19 Edward P. Alexander, Museums in Motion: an Introduction to the History andFunctions of
Museums, Nashville, Tenn.: American Association for State and Local History, cl979, p. 8.
20 Jane Turner, ed., The Dictionary ofArt, London: Macmillan, 1996, pp. 354-5.
21 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, p. 5.
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cultural interest are preserved, exhibited, and dedicated to the pursuit of learning. A personal
museum can be as little as cabinets of collections in a treasure-chest, whereas a modern
encyclopaedic museum could be as a cultural centre and social instrument,22 such as to meet
specific pursuits for various social groups, or interpret artworks as social documents of the
culture.
Exhibition and Recollection
In Le Corbusier's museum, the viewer was the architect himselfwho constantly undertook
various projects and paintings with different characters. Examination of his collections could
inspire his ongoing works. Museum experiences are discourses between visitors and object:
Exposition of the museal object.. .embodies the discourse ofmemorial representation,
inform and affirm the viewer of its significance. Being collected means being valued
and remembered institutionally; being displayed means being incorporated into the
extra-institutional memory of the museum visitors. Recollection is inspired by
collections... what they learn and perceive, and preserve as memory of that museal
experience, becomes mobile and takes the museum beyond its own walls.23
Some of Le Corbusier's collections were on constant display such as the pottery displayed in
his apartment, or his iconographic signs, such as dice or the right angle; others were 'special
collections' only for his personal amusement or for special circumstances. Being displayed
means more than just preservation, but being open to reorganization and re-composition. Le
Corbusier's collection was valued for its potential creativity.
22 Edward P. Alexander, Museums in Motion: an Introduction to the History and Functions of
Museums, Nashville, Tenn.: American Association for State and Local History, cl979, p. 14.




Fig. 1.1 Le Corbusier, sketch Fig. 1.2 Lignting tower of Ronchamp
of Scenic Triclinium at Chapel.25
Tivoli.24
Recollection was prompted and based on what he was going to perceive or make. For
example, Le Corbusier stated that the lighting inside the ruin of the Scenic Triclinium at
Tivoli, which he visited and recorded in 1911, inspired his design of La Sainte-Baume and
the side chapel of Ronchamp (fig. 1.2). Here the building was explicitly recorded as his
'collection' in his memory and sketchbooks of his journey to the East (fig. 1.1). His
'recollection' here clearly followed the trait of the lighting effect to compose the sacred
ambience, neither by the journey nor its function. Amazingly, this recollection triggered
such an idea almost forty years after his initial observation, which revealed another character
of general objects in a museum - timelessness that exists in static time and space.
This museum as a warehouse is 'a resource that has the potential to foster myriad random
encounters with the objects of knowledge rather than the singular linear narratives that tend
to be formed from it.'26 Any combination among them was possible; however, the collection
formed a memory nexus, both individual and collective. The former was not alone, but relied
on the framework of the latter for articulation. Thus interpretation of these memories
24
LC, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 5, in Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnets, English edition, trans.
Mayta Munson and Meg Shore, Electa spa. Milano & Fondation L.C., Paris, c2002, pp. 68-69.
25 Photo by Bernhard Moosbrugger. Les Chapelles du Rosair a Vencepar Matisse et de
Notre-Dame-du-Haut a Ronchamp par Le Corbusier, Editions du Cerf, 1955.
26 Susan A. Crane, ed., Museums andMemory, pp. 4-5.
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encourages interdisciplinary commentary beyond established boundaries.
Classification Precedes Collection
The practice of collecting is a mirror of the collector's thoughts and perceptions, which
change with time, and the collection is its physical embodiment. The history of collecting is
thus a narrative of how human beings have striven to accommodate, appropriate, and extend
the taxonomies and systems of knowledge they have inherited.
Le Corbusier's role as an avant-garde architect and artist embraced a strong aversion to
convention and especially Beaux-Arts education. Hence, his collections, primarily from
primitive, remote cultures, nature and technologies, were preserved and structured to inform
his creation ofnew modernist works.
Some of Le Corbusier's preferences in collecting changed frequently; so did the paintings
and artefacts in his apartment, which reflected the vicissitudes and shifts of his taste. The
'rhythms of collation and dispersal, ...replicate the natural cycles of seasonal growth and
decay, of dynamism and entropy.'27 This change revealed not only a larger picture of his
personal preference but also an entire change of general cultural environment.
Creativity in a Private Refuge
In the nineteenth century, with the development of psychology and its philosophical
27 John Eisner and Roger Cardinal, ed., The Cultures ofCollecting, London: Reaktion Books, 1994, p.
2.
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background by Schopenhauer and Nietzsche, one 'can speak of an artistic tendency to view
the "interior life" as a source of authenticity.'28 The value and meaning of "home" at this
time shifted from a representative 'institution', a part of an active civic life, to a more
personally expressive and more private receptacle of meaning. As an artist, Le Corbusier's
home in a way turned into a shelter for his own personal aesthetic.29
Le Corbusier's museum embraced his personal world and was arranged to inform his
creative work. It is a shelter where the artefacts were his delight and allowed him to freely
and safely enjoy his experiment. During the process of creation, visual languages and
characteristics were freely recalled, retrieved and picked up from this collection according to
certain clues, just like reorganizing a new exhibition. It is similar to the description by
Edmond de Goncourt of the stimulation of collections from his oriental Boudoir. In his book
La Maison d'un Artiste he notes:
... at the moment, when I am preparing to write something, anything, a piece which
doesn't even mention bric-a-brac, I need - in order to get myself going, to let the words
of the real writer flow rather than the painfully extracted stylisations of a recalcitrant
and idle wordsmith - to spend an hour in this closet and the boudoir de l'Orient.. .and
only after this contemplation of bursts of colour, only after this vision which excites me,
irritates me...a little fever begins to occupy my brain, without which I can write
nothing worthwhile.30
Goncourt's La Maison d'un Artiste is 'an aesthetic refuge, a refuge carefully arranged to
arouse sensuous perception.'31 His understanding of objects 'replaces the traditional
experience of collective participation in civic life - the shared values revealed in decorum -
with essentially incommunicable but consuming private reverie in the sensual theatre of
28 Alaster Carew-Cox and David Demie, Victor Horta, London: Academy Group Ltd, 1995, p. 20.
29 Diana Periton, 'Introduction to La maison d'un Artiste', Macjournal 4 (1999), p. 65.
30
Edmond, de Goncourt, 'La Maison d'un Artiste'(extract), trans. Periton, Diana, Macjournal 4
(1999), p. 69.
31 Diana Periton, 'The Home as Aesthetic Refuge', Macjournai 4( 1999), p. 72.
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domestic decoration.'32
Le Corbusier's objects and travel sketches functioned similarly to Goncourt's collection. Le
Corbusier called his studio 'L'Atelier de la Recherche Patiente'. To him, objects in our daily
life might be poetic and so could inspire him in his art and design. He collected many 'objets
a reaction poetique' (objects which evoke a poetic reaction) as evocative companions; 'by
means of them friendly contact between nature and ourselves is woven',33 and they gave 'a
sense of strength and purity, unity and diversity.' Nature to him, is 'our refuge, [but at the
same time, is]... a battlefield for the unremitting clash of turbulent elements.'34 Thus these
objects turned into inspirations for his ordered but dynamic architectural and painterly space.
His works were the products after a period of preparation since it took a long time for an idea,
to reveal itself, and to become manifest in the form of a complete painting.35
Fragmentation and Creativity
Objects exhibited and preserved in a museum, no matter how well they are presented, are
fragmented and detached from their authentic context. However, each such a fragment is an
emblem of the larger entity. Amuseum is thus a place in which, while confronting an object,
one can experience some kind of inner depth in a very individual and free way, and can pick
up new ideas in many different options.36 As a collection of fragments, a museum enables its
32 Ibid., p. 74.
33 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students, pp. 69-70.
34 This was revealed from his view of airplane. See Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students,
pp. 71-2.
35 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, Paris: L'Architecture d'Aujourd'hui, 1955. Translated by Peter de
Francia and Anna Bostock as Modulor 2 1955 (Let the User Speak Next) Continuation of 'The
Modulor' 1948. Reimpression from the first English edition published in 1958 by Faber and Faber.
Basel: Birkhauser, 2000, p. 279.
36 Louwrien Wijers, 'Contemporary Museum', Architectural Design Profile, (1997) No.130, p. 96.
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visitors to distort time, place and frequency for enjoyment and edification.37 Consequently, a
museum does not only preserve artworks but also serves as a platform for the creation of art.
The fragment is isolated and disintegrated, but may also conversely contribute to the
formation of new meanings and a new wholeness, as having been previously endowed with
meanings and values, which were once parts of another whole. The modern world is more
sophisticated than when it was divided into relatively isolated areas of specialized
knowledge and fields. 'The process of fragmentation is thus like an unwanted guest, a
by-product of the deep tendency in the evolution ofmodernity.'38
For a fragment, the recollection of its original state has different aspects, ft can be abridged
as scientific formula, or restored aesthetically as conveyed in poetry and art. 'If science has
discovered the instrumental, analytical meaning of fragment, it is to poetry that we have to
turn to "discover" the restorative and symbolic meaning.'39 An aphorism, with characters of
fragments, has restorative and creative potential, and offers a truth of suggestion and a
sudden illumination. Fragments 'cease to be fragments rather than by virtue of a belief in a
transcendent whole.'40 It holds a positive rather than negative meaning here. Not only in
literature, but also in many icons, a piece of artwork or architectural components, it may
produce similar effects in the visual sphere.
Fragments once applied to the setting of a new structured space can be both rational and
situational, especially in modern art where it revolts against the rigidity ofperspective space.
37 Dr. Alan Borg, Ibid.
38 Dalibor Vesely, 'Architecture and the Ambiguity ofFragment', in Robin Middleton ed., The Idea





In Cubism, such as Braque's painting, the setting consisting of fragments is non-perspectival
and situational.41 Le Corbusier's purist painting was inherited from Cubism, with his
mathematical regulating lines added. Conventional elements or fragments under the
framework of a new setting are always subordinate to transformation in the process of
creation (see Chapter 7) and consequently bear a potential metaphorical meaning.
Visited and Visualized
Among Le Corbusier's multiple experiences, many places he had visited exerted influence
on his creative works, as we saw with his memory of lighting of the ruin at Tivoli. Many
other places he had never visited were also influential. These were visited spiritually through
studying documents, artefacts and so on. These are more imaginative, yet cover broader
areas of the world and different cultures. Nevertheless, he could be inspired by both.
During his travels, he observed buildings and measured dimensions, recorded plans, sections,
perspectives, and annotated various characteristics. These three-dimensional observations
were recorded in his travel sketches as both personal diaries and working records, to
reconstruct more authentic experiences. Especially when he studied material about a new
place or object, the process of his perception became reversed - i.e., interpretation of others'
drawings, artefacts and writings, in order to visualise and build up realistic space in his mind
from such 'fragments'.
Images collected from museums and books were also major sources for his work. The input
from Africa, Persia, Cambodia, India, China and Japan was incorporated in his major
41 Ibid., p. 114-5.
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publications in 1920s and later, such as the 'regulating lines' of the Sarvistan Palace in Persia
in his Towards a New Architecture. This category of resources is very broad in the cultural
and geographical aspects, which supports his arguments on modernist architecture. Therefore,
there were cross-references between visited and visualized, travel experiences, creative work,
writings and projects, early collections and later work, etc. These interactions were very
fruitful for his creativity.
Reinterpretation and Transformation
Fig. 1.3 Le Corbusier holding a pebble and his Fig. 1.4 Le Corbusier, Poeme, p. 14
drawing. Lucien Herve, Le Corbusier as Artist,
as Writer, 1970, p. 11.
Many images from Le Corbusier's early journeys in his repository were ruminated upon and
gradually formulated into new themes. For example, in Towards a New Architecture, the
Roman and Greek architecture he visited in 1911 provided the key examples supporting his
argument.42 In Rome, for instance he observed the beauty of simple masses, light playing on
pure form, geometry of harmonious architecture, and so on. Many of his artefacts became
elements in his paintings and other creative works. For example, among Le Corbusier's
collection, a stone with orthogonal grains which looks like a human head (fig. 1.3), and his
42 Each of them occupied more than one independent chapter in the book, such as 'The Lesson of
Rome', 'The Illusion ofPlans' and 'Pure creation of the Mind.'
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self-portrait,43 is one of his 'objets a reaction poetique', which speak eloquently the natural
and cosmic principles.44 It later appeared in his Poeme (fig. 1.4), and next to the text:
'Punctual machine turning / since time immemorial / engenders every instant of the /
Twenty-four hours cycle the gradation.'
Images in Le Corbusier's collection underwent transformation into various paintings and
architectural works. Some works ofhistorical architecture were reinterpreted in Le
Corbusier's modern design by various means, such as the 'displacement of concepts'
discussed by Alan Colquhoun.45 Those historical elements were either modified or
contradicted. Another example isthe adaptation pointed, out by Colin Rowe, of the
proportions and grid system from Palladio's Villa Malcontenta into the new design of
Garches. His experience of the Parthenon in 1911 (fig. 1.5) in terms of light and space
lingered on in the white fireplace block in his first painting 'La Cheminee'46 (fig. 1.6). Some
of his favourite images were distilled and crystallized into his personal icons or hieroglyphs,
which frequently reappeared. More discussion of these transformations follows in chapter
seven.
43 Richard A Moore, 'Alchemical and Mythical Themes in the Poem of the Right Angle 1947-1965'.
Oppositions 19/20 (Winter/Spring 1980), p. 111.
44 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students, p. 71.
45 Alan Colquhoun, Essays in Architectural Criticism, MIT Press, 1985, pp. 51-66.
46 Le Corbusier noted: '1st painting 1918. Space, light intensity of the composition. To tell the truth,
behind that the site of the Acropolis is present: the painting, the drawing + the Acropolis drawing [in]
travel notebook.' Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II, E20, no.451.
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Fig. 1.5 Le Corbusier, Sketch of the Acropolis, Fig. 1.6 Le Corbusier, 'La
1911. Voyage d'Orient Carnet 3, p. 98. Cheminee', 1918, FLC 134.
Part II. The Tradition of Personal Collection
Le Corbusier was not alone in assembling a collection. Many pioneers either in history or his
contemporaries, both artists and non-artists had collections to inspire their works, for
example, John Soane, Sigmund Freud and Andre Malraux.
Fragments in Non-conventional Composition — John Soane's Museum
Fig. 1.7 Dome Area, John Soane's
museum.47
The precedents from the early sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the cabinets of curiosities,
were in essence personal collections of rare, unknown and marvellous objects. They would
47 Official website of John Soane museum, http://www.soane.org/ [30 March 2006]
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often contain a mixture of facts and fictions, apparently including mythical creatures.
Similarly, in the early nineteenth century, John Soane (1753-1837), an English architect and
collector, built his own house and museum in London. He made constant alterations to
enhance the poetic and picturesque qualities of the interior and to incorporate new
acquisitions of architectural and decorative fragments for teaching, including models, casts,
natural objects, marbles, books, paintings, engravings and drawings. They covered a wide
spectrum of sources including Egyptian, Greek, Roman, Early Christian, Medieval,
Renaissance, Neo-Classical, Oriental and South American. His house was fancifully
imagined as a ruin, in the process of discovery, or supposed to have been a residence of some
magicians.48 These collections were displayed in an inspirational rather than a rational and
classical manner. Both Soane and Le Corbusier collected architectural images. The former
collected real or cast fragments and drawings, whereas the latter recorded images in
two-dimensional forms, which allowed more possibilities for modernist transformation.
Similar to Le Corbusier, Soane also collected some natural objects such as fossils, but they
represented only a tiny portion of his massive collection.
Having these collections, Soane, unusually composed his designs with a view to classical
details rather than according to the principle of a whole classical building. On the other hand,
this approach set him 'free to explore new combinations, and his idiosyncratic approach to
spatial composition led to altogether unprecedented resulting effects. Soane might be judged
to have rejected the classical tradition; absolutely, he subverted it.'49 He was influenced by
picturesque landscape theory, and was skilful in organizing a complicated and unexpected
48 Robin Middleton, 'Soane's Space and the Matter ofFragmentation', in Margaret Richardson and
MaryAnne Stevens, ed., John Soane, Architect: Master ofSpace and Light, London: Royal Academy




spatial interplay in a wholly un-classical way.
What affected Soane's complicated spatial organization the most were his collections of
Piranesi's etchings. When Soane met Piranesi in Rome, the latter gave him four ofhis views
ofRome including the Carceri d'Invenzione (Imaginary Prisons). Soane later bought almost
all the last drawings of Piranesi. He was strongly inspired by Piranesi's imaginary and
frightening space, and he upheld Piranesi as a mine of information on archaeological
matters.50
Soane's house was filled with collections of ancient fragments, which could be seen as 'an
artificial ruin, a fabrication ofbits and pieces from the past, of flotsam and jetsam.'51 His
collection was not considered of real value; many objects would have been regarded as
throwaways. As an inspiration to him and his students, each object had its associational value
and was a part of the whole context. The juxtaposition of those fragments in the museum
signified a process of discovery and provoked possibilities of new entities. There is no
specific sequence of views but 'rather multivalent views, offered in quite different directions
all at once'.52
In a similar way to the rebellion against established modes of thinking and the composition
ofmultitudinous fragments in Soane's architecture, the Synthetic Cubist paintings of the
twentieth century offer a transition to a world in the process of reconstruction, where the
resulting configuration remains only a mediating representation. Being descendants of
Cubism, Le Corbusier's works are also composed of imaginary fragments. Soane's
50
Ibid., p. 34.
51 Ibid., p. 35.
52 Ibid., p. 30.
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meandering sequences of space can likewise be compared to Le Corbusier's 'promenade
architecturale',53 in which theatrical series of space are structured by circuitous paths. A
large part of Le Corbusier's collections are found objects to be utilised for sophisticated
development.
Archaeology of the Subconscious - Freud's Collection
There was a similar pioneering mentality in the field ofpsychological study, in which
inspiration was drawn from the ancient pagan world. After his father died in 1896, Sigmund
Freud began to accumulate an ever-growing number of art objects; almost half of them are
works ofEgyptian art, and the next largest group are Greek and Roman and in his later years
he began to collect examples of Chinese art. There were also many Near Eastern and other
Asian objects.54 Each of the pieces had a special association for him, telling the cultural
story contained in and expressed by them, and ofwhich he was a part, a spokesperson55 and
a receiver.
Sigmund Freud accumulated more than two thousand objects over forty years and housed
them in his study and consulting room. His collections consisted ofmainly small statues and
other artefacts, which were largely acquired from dealers in Vienna. In 1938, he and his
family escaped from Nazi persecution. He brought all his collections to his new home in
Hampstead near London where he spent the rest of his life. This house was later turned into
the Freud Museum, containing thousands of objects and books.
53 Ibid., p. 35.
54
Lynn Gamwell and Richard Wells, ed., Sigmund Freud andArt: his Personal Collection of
Antiquities, p. 21.
55
Stephen Barker, ed., Excavations and their Objects: Freud's Collection ofAntiquity, New York:
State University ofNew York Press, c!996, p. vii.
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A. Metaphor ofArchaeology - Excavation of the Subconscious
The collected object, as Jean Baudrillard pointed out, 'is a resistant material body, it is also,
simultaneously, a mental realm over which I hold sway, a thing whose meaning is governed
by myself alone.'56 To investigate the mental realm of various human beings, Freud's
archaeology of psychoanalysis began with himself through reminiscence of his father, and
his Jewish background, and was then applied to his clients.
He used archaeology as a metaphor for psychoanalysis, since both are an excavation of
something meaningful but concealed behind or beneath an obscurant surface. Psychoanalysis
needs an inquiry for self-understanding, which to Freud is at an individual and internal level.
As men's psyche formed by past experience. It made no difference from the activities of an
archaeologist, who systematically studies past human life and culture by the recovery and
examination of remaining material evidence. To investigate the individual reality of the ego
is to attempt to uncover the influences of the past, and then to read them into the present as
well as to project them into the future.57
Thus in Freud's collection, his view on the objects from the past was elaborated 'like
memories, [they] both reveal and conceal that the past informs his psychoanalytic inquiiy,
structuring it around the constant analysis of a yet uncovered and even unremembered past,
revealed only indirectly and very partially in its manifestations, be they general and specific
behaviours, [and] narrative of dreams...'58 For Freud, 'the objects archaeology unearths are
56 Jean Baudrillard, 'The System ofCollecting' in John Eisner and Roger Cardinal, ed., The Cultures
ofCollecting, 1994, p. 6.
57




not central objects, but rather those iconic objects as catalysts for narratives within which
they will be framed.'59 Similarly, Le Corbusier looked at his collections with an inquisitive
and imaginative mind. He drew a broken shell, for example, and found that it had 'riches to
offer which the mind cannot conceive.'60
Freud had rows of ancient figures arrayed on his desk (fig. 1.8). He had dialogues with these
figures, as with friends, which could bring him traces of certain times and places. They spoke
not only of his genealogical past, but were also reconstructive narrations of the meaningful
past of himself and his clients. Not only did these antiquities decorate his consultation rooms,
they also served as signposts throughout the theory of unconsciousness. He once told a
patient, Hilda Doolittle: '...little statues and images help stabilise the evanescent idea, or
keep it from escaping altogether.'62 They provided a resource of the human conditions and a
drama- 'a critical mass of ancient narrative power, suspended in those iconic figures before
Freud but suggesting and evoking several others not physically represented in the art Freud
59
Ibid., p. vii.
60 Le Corbusier, My Work, p.209
61
Lynn Gamwell and Richard Wells, ed., Sigmund Freud andArt: his Personal Collection of
Antiquities, p. 152.
62
Quote from Sigmund Freud, The Diary ofSigmund Freud, 1929-1939: a Record ofthe Final
Decade, p. 165.
Fig. 1.8 Sigmund Freud at his desk, an etching
by Max Pollack, 1914.61
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collected.'63 Antiquity also provides an inexhaustible well for understanding the human
condition.64
Similarly, in Le Corbusier's studio and home, he was surrounded by his collection of objects,
books, sketchbooks and works. As a scientist, Freud's collection was for his research of
mental states; whereas as an artist, Le Corbusier's was for the inspiration of visual creativity.
B. Collection and Dream
Images of objects from daily life may reappear in one's dream to actuate various
psychological mechanisms. Freud in his youth had a dream of persons with bird's beaks. It
was from illustrations in his family Bible.65 Freud later collected an Egyptian falcon-headed
human figure, which was associated with this dream.66
The source of a dream, according to Freud, could be a psychologically significant experience,
which is reproduced or remembered in a different form, or replaced by something entirely
novel. The dream gives us only fragmentary reproductions. It could be a subjective
significant experience (a recollection or train of thought), which is regularly represented in
the dream by the mention of a recent but indifferent impression.67 According to Freud, this
63
Stephen Barker, ed., Excavations and their Objects: Freud's Collection ofAntiquity, p. xviii.
64 Ellen Handler Spitz, Psychoanalysis and the Legacies of Antiquity, in Lynn Gamwell and Richard
Wells, ed., Sigmund Freud andArt: his Personal Collection ofAntiquities, p. 153.
65 'The dream was very vivid, and showed me my beloved mother, with peculiarly calm sleeping
countenance, carried into the room and laid on the bed by two (or three) persons with birds' beaks. I
awoke crying and screaming, and disturbed my parents. The very tall figures - draped in a peculiar
manner - with beaks, I had taken from the illustrations ofPhilippson's Bible.' Sigmund Freud, The
Interpretation ofDreams, p. 460.
66 No.3124. It is, however, a forgery. See Lynn Gamwell; Richard Wells, ed., Sigmund Freud andArt:
his Personal Collection ofAntiquities, p. 58.
67
Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation ofDreams, p. 153.
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source might be conditioned by two dream mechanisms. 'Dream-displacement and
dream-condensation are the two craftsmen to whom we may chiefly attribute the moulding
of the dream.'68 In the process of dream-formation, a displacement and transference of the
psychic elements results in the difference between dream-content and thought-content. The
condensation was compression and concentration of dream material, in which one element in
a dream may correspond to numerous elements in latent thought.
Thus, Le Corbusier's complex imagination, including the processes of transformation,
collage and reinterpretation, could be illustrated as a museum of dreams, as stated in Poeme
C.2. The museum is like a profound refuge in the great cavern of sleep, rich and alive as a
library. The unconscious thoughts lie behind the dream-content and dream-wish, and may
then occur in dreams, where thoughts and memories are displaced and condensed. Le
Corbusier's creative procedure, as pointed by William J.R. Curtis, 'Relied upon a period of
subconscious immersion in which unprecedented links were made...His mind contained an
elaborate mythical structure in which objects were stolen from their customary niches and
reused for his own bizarre purpose.'69
C. Culture Pagan
To explore the new frontier, Freud as well as Le Corbusier challenged academicism and
sought references in the distant pagan world. Freud questioned the existing civilization,
which he thought might be largely responsible for our misery. He then raised a contention
that, 'we should be much happier ifwe gave it up and returned to primitive conditions.'70
68
Ibid., p. 286.
69 William J. Curtis, Le Corbusier, Ideas and Forms, Phaidon Press Limited, 1986, p. 226.
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Sigmund Freud, Civilization and its Discontents, p. 33.
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Freud, as Issac Deutscher described, was one of the 'non-Jewish Jews' (such as Marx and
Spinoza). They were Jewish heretic thinkers, prophets and rebels whose ideas constituted
powerful critiques of the society. Freud studied the myth ofMoses and provocatively
suggested that Moses was not a Jew but an Egyptian aristocrat; his story was elaborated in
order to supply a basis for the characteristics and peculiarities of the Jewish laws and the
monotheistic religion in general. This heretic character was observed by Edward Said:
Freud was deeply gripped by what stands outside the limits of reason, convention, and,
of course, consciousness: his whole work in that sense is about the Other, but always
about an Other recognizable mainly to readers who are well acquainted with the classic
of Graeco-Roman and Hebrew Antiquity...71
This vision was well reflected in his collection of ancient antiquities, especially in those
displayed on his desk, which were primarily ancient Egyptian objects and some Roman,
Greek and Chinese artefacts. Freud's father, Jacob introduced Freud at the age of seven to the
family's Philippson Bible,72 illustrated with Egyptian images. Freud had received a
Gymnasium education in classical languages as well as Greek and Roman histories.
In Freud's writing, his symbolic codes for the conceptualisation of unconscious structures
and conflicts were derived from Greek mythology: Narcissus, Oedipus, Jocasta and Kronos,
Zeus, Juno, Alecto, Iphigenia, etc.73 Under the existing convention, the journey of ancient
humanism in the pagan world would allow Freud to explore psychic phenomena of human
beings in various aspects, such as the homosexual, and to avoid the restriction of the existing
Christian morality. He favoured Hellenic paganism, as opposed to Old and New Testament
71 Edward Said, Freud and the Non-European, p. 14.
72 Ellen Handler Spitz, Psychoanalysis and the Legacies ofAntiquity, p. 156.
73 Peter Loewenberg, 'The pagan Freud', in Stephen Barker, ed., Excavations and their Objects:
Freud's Collection ofAntiquity, pp. 17-18.
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morality when he invoked the Greek as a more tolerant sexual and cultural ideal.74
Freud sought clues to the riddles ofpsychic life, peered into the murky reservoirs of ancient
art, mythology, and pursued the fantasy, dream and desire.75 The interpretation of dreams, as
Freud pointed out, has to 'include selections from the rich material of poetry, myth, usage of
language, and folklore.'76 His antiquities provided the traces ofmythology and folklore from
multiple cultures. These obscure legends passed on to us from the primeval ages of human
society are influential and comparable to the 'despotic power of the father.'77
Freud's theory of psychoanalysis was further elaborated in the fields of sociology, and
anthropology. He extensively studied multiple cultural sources besides Graeco-Roman and
Hebrew antiquities to support his arguments. In his Interpretation ofDreams, for example,
Freud listed the dream-interpretations among Jews, Arabs, Japanese, Chinese and Indians.78
He discussed many primitive and ethnic examples in his Totem and Taboo, in which he
found an agreement between taboos and obsessive prohibitions of neurosis. For instance,
both of them were Tacking in motive and equally puzzling in their origins'.79 These
examples, which he listed, cover many ethnic groups ofMelanesia, North America, South
Africa, Australia, and Japan.80
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Sigmund Freud, 'The Interpretation of Dreams', in The standard Editions of the Complete
Psychological Works ofFreud, Sigmund, Volume 4, p. 4n.
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Freud's Totem and Taboo.
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On Freud's working desk, the statuettes of a Chinese guard and a Chinese priest were put to
one side, and a carved Chinese screen inlaid with a sage was positioned at the centre just
behind the statuette ofAthena.81 It was like a stage with a collage of different figures and
cultures, also a sort of condensation of dreams.
Similarly, Le Corbusier always sought inspiration for modern architecture from distant
cultures, such as the folk houses on the Cyclades, Turkish houses and others. Religiously,
Freud was a heretic Jew, while Le Corbusier considered himself as more or less a pagan and
claimed himself to be ofMediterranean origin, and a descendant of the heretical
Albigenses.82 He read Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra in 1908 and underlined what
Nietzsche also stresses, the death of God and belief in the superman. In the very beginning of
Towards a New Architecture Le Corbusier criticized existing religions by saying that,
'religions have established themselves on dogmas, the dogmas do not change; but the
civilizations change and religions tumble to dust.'83
Le Corbusier owned Maxime Collignon's 'Mythologie figuree de la Grece' and studied the
bas-relief ofTriton with Theseus, and Oreste meets Electre84 in the Louvre. Ancient and
exotic myths85 allowed him freedom from convention, and inspired him to come up with
new, unusual and even alien compositions in his creative work. For example, he created a
single head of a half radiant Apollo and a half ferocious Medusa to denote the opposing
forces of good and evil, light and dark. He illustrated a mythical winged female figure in his
81 See photographs of his desk of the Freud Museum, London.
82 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, The University of Chicago Press, 1997, p. 5.
83 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 14.
84 FLC2241 and 2240.
85 Such as alien combination ofhuman body and animal head happened in the statues of king of
Dahomey, the King Glele (man-lion) and King Behanzin (man-shark). Le Corbusier studied them in
the Ethnographic Museum at the Trocadero. Most of ancient artefacts, either European or exotic,
always connect with some legends. See more discussion in chapter six.
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Poeme and several other examples of human bestiary.
D. Inspiration from Collection
Fig. 1.9 Corinthian alabastron, Fig. 1.10 Le Corbusier, Drawing Fig. 1.11 Le Corbusier,
c. 600B.C. Freud's of a Greek vase, Louvre Museum. Poeme p. 108.
Collection , 3699. FLC 1985.
Both Freud and Le Corbusier were pioneers in their respective fields and collected many
ancient and exotic statuettes (Freud), images and objects (Le Corbusier). Some of Freud's
artefacts are coincidentally similar to Le Corbusier's.86 Among them, a typical alabastron,
an oil or perfume flask (fig. 1.9) owned by Freud belongs to the early Corinthian period. On
the fig. 1.10 the subject is a winged 'mistress of animals', and in each hand she holds the
neck of a swan surrounded by dense thickets of ornament. The winged mistress is regarded
as being derived from various mother goddesses of the Near East, whom the Greeks
associated with Artemis, their goddess of the hunt.87 To Freud, the winged figure is
associated with certain related issues such as 'flying' as one of the typical dreams.88
86 Such as the Greek flask (alabastron, 3699; FLC 1985), an Egyptian baboon (god of intellectual
pursuit, 3133; FLC2077), Statue ofAthena (representing the goddesses ofwisdom and war, 3007; A
photo in Le Corbusier's The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 119), Heart Scarab (resurrection and rebirth,
4004, FLC 2463), a cylinder seal. (4242, 43, a drawing in Le Corbusier's The Decorative Art ofToday,
p. 121.)
87
Lynn Gamwell and Richard Wells, ed., Sigmund Freud andArt: his Personal Collection of
Antiquities, p. 83.
88 For example, 'A great number of children, all of them the dreamer's brothers and sisters, and male
and female cousins, were romping about in a meadow. Suddenly they all got wings, flew up, and were
gone'. Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation ofDreams, p. 214.
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A flask in the Louvre similar to Freud's was coincidently studied by Le Corbusier (fig. 1.10)
and published in his The Decorative Art ofToday (p. 202) as an important artwork of his
museum related study. The figure of a female with wings might have inspired his winged
figure ofCapricorn (fig. 1.11). The Capricorn is the sign of his wife, Yvonne. The unicorn of
Capricorn is associated with his early drawing of a lady with a unicorn, or a unicorn hairstyle,
adopted from a fifteenth century tapestry 'La Dame a la Licorne'89 in the Cluny Museum,
Paris. Le Corbusier had a special passion for vases.90 A flask does not only refer to a
container of liquid. He called a flask a perfect 'family container' in his Modulor IIf
New Templates: the Modern Artist and his Collection
The cult ofnovelty and even of the strange, which is the basis for avant-garde art's
substantive and not accidental unpopularity, was an exquisitely romantic phenomenon
even before it become typically avant-garde.92
In the twentieth century, many modernist artists were interested in aspects of the romantic,
emotional, intellectual and the subconscious.93 Henri Matisse, for example, came to African
sculpture in a curiosity shop. He was astonished to see how they were conceived from the
point of view of sculptural language, and how these 'Negro statues were made in terms of
their material, according to invented planes and proportions.' 4 He purchased one in 1906
and showed it to Gertrude Stein and Picasso, and that was how Picasso became aware of
African sculpture.
89 FLC2262.
90 See his article 'Des Pots...' in L'Esprit nouveau no.16, and description in his Journey to the East,
pp. 14-17.
91 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, p. 173.
92 Renato Poggioli, The Theory ofthe Avant-garde, p. 50.
93 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, pp. xxii-xxiii.
94 Henri Matisse, 'First encounter with African Art', 1906. Flam, Jack and Deutch, Miriam, ed.,
Primitivism and Twentieth-century Art: A Documentary History, Berkeley, Calif.; London: University
ofCalifornia Press, 2003, p. 31.
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Picasso's Cubist work was inspired by African art. Around 1906-7 when Picasso went to the
flea market in Paris, as he remembered in 1937: 'I understood something very important:
something was happening to me.. .Those are primitive, not magical things.. .The spirits, the
unconscious.. .emotion, it's the same things.. .Les Demoiselles d'Avignon must have come to
me that day, but not all because the forms: but because it was my first canvas of
exorcism—yes, absolutely! '95 The effect of this African art upon Matisse and Picasso was
different, as pointed out by Gertrude Stein: 'Matisse thought it was affected more in his
imagination than his vision; Picasso more in his vision than his imagination.'96 They both
influenced Le Corbusier considerably, as he admired Matisse most before, but later he
thought positively about Picasso under the influence ofOzenfant.97
Picasso had a collection ofprimitive art, as can be seen in a photo of his studio in
Bateau-Lavoir, Montmartre in 1908, with New Caledonian sculptures in the background.
Another photo of his studio, around 1911 in Boulevard de Clichy, shows an African statue
next to Guillaume Apollinaire. Around the time when Picasso produced Demoiselles, he
amassed a large African collection and his figures of the following years have the traits of
most African sculptures,98 such as distorted faces and geometric breakdown of human
bodies. The emancipation of visual appearance and the break with traditional perspective
result in a simultaneous vision or the 'anti-perspectival art, in which every object depicted
synthesizes various viewpoints.'99 More freely composed, the collage explored by Picasso
can be described as the incorporation of any extraneous matter as fragments on the picture
95 Pablo Picasso, 'Discovery ofAfrican Art. 1906-1907', Ibid., p.33.
96 Gertrude Stein, 'Matisse and Picasso and African Art. 1906-1907.' Ibid., p. 35.
97 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 352 & 492.
98 Nikos Stangos, ed., Concepts ofModern Art, p. 52.
99 Ibid., pp. 53-58.
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surface. These fragments, the intricately hinged planes or facets, which 'Picasso was to apply
to three-dimensional forms on his canvases, Braque applied to the spaces that surrounded
them.'100 Moreover, transparency was suggested in a Wobe mask through its inversion of
natural appearance. For instance, the eye in the mask is presented as a projected cylinder.
This cylindrical eye also expresses the magical penetrating glance of the spirit. This mask
was collected by Picasso and seen also by George Braque.101
There were many other modern artists who collected primitive arts for inspiration in this
period: Andre Derain, Maurice de Vlaminck, Georges Braque, Jacques Lipchitz, and Andre
Breton, for example. Le Corbusier also bought statues from Dahomey and Gabon. During
the 1920s, with the rise of Surrealism, greater emphasis was given to Primitive art. Among
the Surrealists, 'African art was criticized as being too "rational", and greater attention was
given to Oceanic art and the art ofAmerican Indians. Collecting and connoisseurship were
also on the rise...During this period, Primitive art begins for the first time to be exhibited in
art museums and in galleries normally reserved for modern art.'102
Imaginary World Museum
Similar to Le Corbusier's conception of the museum, encompassing worldwide cultures is
Andre Malraux's musee imaginaire.103 This was an imaginary collection of all the artefacts
ofhuman culture, a complete repertory of artistic styles, and cultures. Malraux criticized the
100
Ibid., p.57.
101 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, pp. 159-60.
102 Jack Flam and Miriam Deutch, ed., Primitivism and Twentieth-century Art: A Documentary
History, Berkeley, Calif.; London: University ofCalifornia Press, 2003, p. 119.
103 Andre Malraux (1901 - 1976), a French author, adventurer and statesman who was bom in Paris,
studied oriental languages, and was highly critical of the French colonial authorities in Indochina. He
later became Minister of Culture.
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current museum because it divested works of art of their functions. He argued that it
'presents the viewer with images of things, differing from the things themselves... After all,
a museum is one of the places that show man at his noblest. But our knowledge covers a
wider field than our museums... [it is the] assemblage of so many masterpieces — from
which, nevertheless, so many are missing.'104 A museum has its limits, even in the most
powerful nation in history such as Napoleon's France. As Malraux pointed out, Napoleon's
victories did not enable him to bring the Sistine Chapel to the Louvre.105
Thus Malraux proposed the 'imaginary museum' or 'museum without walls', which he said
was not simply a prize list; 'it is initially the expression of a human adventure, the immense
range of the invented forms. Its fundamental problems are born from the diversity of these
forms... our relationship to art is established less through our decisions than through a kind
of common permeability...The imaginary museum gathers what allures our taste and is
essential on our sensitivity, but also what calls in some among us a fundamental need.'
This 'imaginary museum' is found in the books Le musee imaginaire de la sculpture
mondiale106 and Les Voix du Silence (Museum without Walls). It is largely composed of
pictures ofworks and his own comparisons with examples from ancient Europe, the
Cyclades, Persia, Mesopotamia, Japan, China, and so on. Here the exhibition ofmultiple
cultures gathered through mechanical reproduction makes a private imaginary collection.
These images of diverse cultures just like Le Corbusier's collection of images. In L'Esprit
Andre Malraux, Museum without Walls, trans. Francis Price and Stuart Gilbert, London 1967, p.
Ibid., p. 11.






nouveau, his ideal museum was also imaginary. It contained everything, revealed full stories
and would be truly dependable and honest, but did not yet exist.107 After the late 1950s,
Malraux had a close connection with Le Corbusier.108 On September 1, 1965 Malraux, as
Minister ofCulture, gave Le Corbusier's funeral oration in the cour carree at the Louvre.109
Le Corbusier's Idea of a Museum
Le Corbusier studied in the various museums during his formative years, gaining a broad
spectrum ofworld civilization. In 1929, he designed a 'World Museum' in the project of
'Mundaneum' in Geneva, his first museum project. His client, Paul Otlet, said: 'it is
indispensable to know the comparative states of nations, peoples, races, and cities which
today participate in that worldwide process...now it will be useful to review human history,
to learn what man has done, to activate this knowledge...'110 To Le Corbusier, his design
was a pyramid or a ziggurat made up of ascending spiral ramps. After a long outdoor climb
of the ramp, visitors could enter the museum from the top of the pyramid. The journey starts
with the hall ofpre-history on the top floor, unwinds in a chronological sequence, and ends
up with the 'Sacrarium' on ground level. Le Corbusier arranged 'the museum of human
creation to follow a spiral.. .through this unique means, the absolute continuity of events in
history [was traced].'111
107 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 16-7. See also Beatriz Colomina, 'Le Corbusier
and Duchamp: The uneasy status of the object', in: Wars ofClassification, Architecture and
Modernity, ed. Taisto H. Makela and Wallis Miller, p.49. In the 1920's Le Corbusier's ideal museum
contains everything. In 1930 he proposed museum ofunlimited growth, and later designed several
museums.
108 See Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks 3, no.326 and many notes in Sketchbooks 4.
109 William J. Curtis, Le Corbusier, Ideas and Forms, p. 223.
110 Le Corbusier, 'In Defense ofArchitecture', in Hays, K. Michael, ed., Oppositions Reader:
Selected Readingsfrom a Journalfor Ideas and Criticism in Architecture, 1973-1984, New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 1998, p. 607.
111 Ibid., p. 608.
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This Mundaneum project remained on paper, but in 1931, Le Corbusier proposed another
example of spiral composition: the Museum ofContemporary Art in Paris. Its plan was a flat
helical spiral, which could be constructed in phases beginning with the central hall and then
extended gradually through the standard building unit in order to meet the annual budget.
One could enter the heart of the Art museum through an underground passage. The previous
Mundaneum project was based on cultural precedents, whereas this Museum of
Contemporary Art was rooted in natural models. Le Corbusier believed that this square spiral
composition was 'a true form of harmonious and regular growth... [It] follows natural laws
of growth in the order in which organic life is manifested: an element capable of being added
to harmoniously, the idea of the ensemble having preceded the idea of the individual part.'112
Fig. 1.12 Le Corbusier, The Museum of Fig. 1.13 Le Corbusier, Diagram illustrated for the
Unlimited Growth, 1939. O.C. 4, p.19. Museum ofUnlimited Growth. O.C. 4, p.16.
This composition became the prototype of Le Corbusier's various museums. In 1939 he
proposed a project for the 'Museum ofUnlimited Growth', with a similar idea of the
'Golden Section' as generator of a spiral shell (figs. 1.12, 1.13), one of his personal icons, as
an emblem of growth, harmony and laws ofnature. Under the natural spiral order, partitions
in the gallery were freely arranged according to the requirements of each exhibition. The
112 Oeuvre complete 1929-1934, vol. 2, pp.72-3, trans, in Boesiger, Willy & Girsberger, Hans, ed., Le
Corbusier 1910-65, Basel; Boston: Birkhauser, cl999, pp. 236-7.
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route between partitions forms a diagram ofmeander. The labyrinthine plan was one of the
significant characteristics of his museums,113 which generates complicated passages, endless
wonders and surprises. It echoes Le Corbusier's great cavern of sleep as a museum in his
Poeme, filled with rich, lively and flowing images.
The concept of such an unlimited growth museum was later redeveloped and realized in the
Museum ofAhmedabad, India, 1956; the Tokyo Museum, 1957, and was proposed again for
the 'International Art Centre' in Erlenbach in 1963.
In May 1961, when Le Corbusier addressed the convention of the International Council of
Museums, in Turin, he proposed a 'Museum of Knowledge' in contrast to the conventional
museums. He claimed the objects of nature contained every idea of a museum: '1. Museum =
the cherished respected adored word / because to learn to know.../ the objects: the great
object = nature / = boundless that contains everything idea [of] museum.'114 Furthermore, he
thought that in modem time some museums were personal, like his treasured personal
collections of natural objects:
3.. .here is the modem repercussion the Museum becomes personal...
4. / intervention of the self the individual and birth of the private collection = my
P[rivate] Collection] of butcher shop bones, of bits ofwood, of roots a sea-urchin shell
/.. .bone sawn by the butcher = the splendours of the object = ivory = cut and modelled.
pebbles one of the most beautiful objects to be seen, to hold.. .to mediate [on] /
polished = politeness integrity of the material tumbled by the sea possible appearance
of veins adorable.
Man can surround himselfwith his P[rivate] Collection] and be happy that it cost him
not a penny."5
Here, he implied that his personal museum ofnatural objects was boundless and contained
the knowledge and ideas for a museum. The bone cut by the butcher looked like an ivory
113 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 41.
114
LC, Sketchbooks IV, p. 731 underlined by Le Corbusier.
115 Ibid., 734-735, underlined by Le Corbusier.
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'sculpture' which had been carved by Almighty God, the natural power; just as the pebble
was formed by nature, being sculptured by tide. Furthermore, individual objects in his
museum, a shell for instance, could inspire the 'Museum of Unlimited Growth', and the
ethos for a series ofmuseum architecture.
Therefore, there has been a dialectical relationship between his collected objects and
architecture. This idea of a museum inspired by natural objects that bear organic growth and
harmony also encompasses the cultural collections. Yet the cultural developments also
respond to natural laws, such as evolution, cyclic processes, and the meander.
Le Corbusier was driven by his extensive imagination; his rich collection of primitive and
exotic sources served as a lively dream, a museum of a great cavern of sleep. All his
experiences in daily life, travel and research were ffagmentarily reproduced by
reorganization and transformation, just like the condensation and displacement in a dream.
The possibility is of unlimited growth, and the play of imagination is unconstrained. Like
this cavern, a labyrinthine composition in his design has meandering and intricate passages
which generate continuous novels and wonders. From the evolution of this seminal cavern,
Le Corbusier created and embodied his modernist designs. This will be elaborated in the
following chapters, and the backdrop of Parisian primitive and exotic cultures will be
discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter Two
Primitive and Distant Civilizations in Paris:
The Background of Le Corbusier's Personal Collection
In the twentieth century, the interest of artists in primitive and folk culture was neither
unexpected nor sudden. This was a trend foreshadowed in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries with the nourishment of the Enlightenment, Romanticism, and developments of
ethnology, western expansion and other parallel catalysers. Maritime power enabled
European countries to explore exotic countries for economic and colonial purposes, but the
novelty of those remote regions inspired European cultural evolution. Paradoxically
primitive art colonized European culture in return.
Paris in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was one of the major cultural and intellectual
centres ofEurope. Based on self-awareness and the application of reason, the Enlightenment
was the movement in which intellectuals shared a general commitment of criticising the
ancien regime in order to emancipate mankind, by the application of knowledge, education
and science, from the chains of ignorance, superstition, theological dogma and clerical
teaching. It instilled a new mood of self-awareness and hope for a better future.116
The core aspiration of this movement was search for a true 'science' ofman, a proper study
of what made mankind human. The spectrum of its interests included the emergence ofman
from some primitive conditions, or an ideal state of nature, which some imagined as a golden
age.117 It was about truth, reason and progress, with fundamental issues continually explored.
116




Many of the Enlightenment architects discussed the origin of architecture and primitive hut.
They then questioned the authority ofVitruvius, and hence searched for the first hand
exactitude of the ancient architecture.
On the other side of the rationalist coin, the Romantic Movement influenced art, literature,
philosophy and even politics. It favoured excitement and revolted against the received ethical
and aesthetic standards; it opposed industrialism, social convention, the monarchy and
aristocracy. The Romantics did not seek quietude, but a vigorous and passionate individual
life. The morals of the Romantics had primary aesthetic motives. Another aspect was their
taste in scenery.118 This movement originated with Jean Jacques Rousseau, who thought that
Europe was a blighted region. In order to undo the evil, it was necessary to abandon
civilization, and to reclaim the natural goodness ofman. Romanticism 'characteristically
takes its inspiration from works belonging to cultures... of an historical, geographical or
literary distance productive of an emotional distance'.119 Thus it values exotic arts and
cultures. Primitivism 'in part stems from Archaism and Romanticism.'120
At the same time, the progress in global communication facilitated immense cultural
connection and exchange. France advocated Imperialism mainly in the early nineteenth
century, and had the second largest colonial territory in the world by the beginning of the
twentieth century. From these colonies, the rest of the world, such as China, could be further
explored. Thus exotic artefacts, merchandise, slaves and documents were brought back to
France. The two decades before World War I were the Belle Epoque for the French,
118 Bertrand Russell, A History ofWestern Philosophy, New York: Simon & Schuster Inc., 1945, pp.
675-8.




remembered as a golden era. Paris in particular was a magnet for experimental artists, writers,
musicians and so on. Paris was to become a centre for exotic culture, primitive art and
avant-garde pursuits.
Le Corbusier's hometown is in a French-speaking area in Switzerland. His mentor at the
Ecole d'Art had studied in Paris, and Le Corbusier himself later based his career in Paris.
Consequently, he was deeply imbued in the Parisian intellectual milieu, served as the basis of
modernist argument.
Part I. Primitive and Ancient Civilizations: Searching for the Fundamental, beyond
Convention
The arts of the primitive peoples have widened our concept ofwhat 'art' is, has made
us realize the many shapes art can assume, the diverse roles it can play, the multiple
and ambiguous meaning it can embody.
— Robert Goldwater121
At the turn of the twentieth century, artists were impelled to look beyond the conventions
formalized by their own culture for the new epoch. The feeling of discontent provoked
interest in more exotic cultures, such as Asian and African civilizations. There are influences
of Japanese prints in Impressionist painting, and some features ofAfrican statues were
displayed in the Cubist and Fauvist paintings. 'There is a fascination with "exotic" subjects,
as in Orientalist painting, from the nineteenth century to Matisse and after. The yearning for




122 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, London: Thames and Hudson, 1994, p. 11.
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Historically, the discussions on the primitive hut by architects arose in Western Europe in the
eighteenth century when Romanticism and Enlightenment prevailed. As for painting, a
French artist, Jacques-Louis David, at the end of the eighteenth century rejected the recent
over-refined painting and aimed for the simplicity of classical art. David Allan illustrated the
theme of'The Origin ofPaintings' in 1733, and Karl F. Schinkel, later in 1830123. In
literature, Montesquieu's 'Persian Letters' criticise French society and culture through the
form of letters between two Persian travellers in France; in the book the exotic stances
somehow became legitimate and uncorrupted. The Orientalism, covering the Asiatic and
North African cultures, was very popular in the late eighteenth century and extended over the
mid nineteenth century; by then Paris was the capital of the Orientalist world.124
The eighteenth century was also a great time of tourism, marine trade and an early stage of
colonial expansion. The colonial enterprises prevailing in the nineteenth century provided
Europe with a wealth of both economic profit and cultural influx. The introduced examples
were fresh to the westerners and were interpreted from a self-centred standpoint based on an
unequal status of'primitive' or 'savage'. To accommodate the unique artefacts, a great
number of ethnographical museums were established in the third quarter of the nineteenth
century125 such as Trocadero in Paris. The evaluation of primitive art was changed
significantly by ethnographers and art critics by the turn of the century;126 they were no
longer as neglected initially.
123 Robin Evans, Translationsfrom Drawing to Building and Other Essays, London: Architectural
Association, cl997. pp. 163-5.
124 Edward William Said, Orientalism, London: Penguin, 2003, pp. 51-2.
125 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, p. 5.
126 Ibid., p. 15. Details see rest of the chapters.
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In architecture, intellectuals began to question the authority of existing treatises and seek for
more precise first-hand material. Italy has been a traditional centre for the grand tour to
personally experience the ancient Roman Empire. In the Islamic world, the Ottoman Empire
had faded away gradually since the seventeenth century; thus Napoleon's expedition could
penetrate into Egypt in 1798; Greece became independent in the 1830s and could be easily
accessible to the Westerners, which enabled many scholars to investigate the ancient Near
East and other remote areas. The surveys of these ancient cultures had been brought back to
Europe and circulated by publications. These materials enriched European cultures via a
series of trends of art including neo-classicism, chinoiserie, Egyptomania, japonisme,
Negrophilia and so on.
In the first decade of the twentieth century, modern artists used nominally primitive artefacts
and models to develop their avant-garde work. It began in France, Germany and spread
quickly over the Europe and to the United States. A similar trend could be discerned in
modernist architects such as Le Corbusier, Frank LloydWright and Mies van der Rohe.127
Primitivism
The primitive incorporated means belonging to the earliest and the original, pertaining to
ancient or early times, also rude or rough like that of the early times. It also implies the
unadulterated and a search for beginnings. These values have been applied in the field of
literature, art and architecture. The primitive is always regarded as less restricted by
conventions and history, and as closer to the fundamental. There has been a passion and
eagerness for returning to the original and unspoiled state, especially in the early twentieth
127
Joseph Rykwert, On Adam's House in Paradise, The MIT Press, 1981, Chapter 1.
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century.
Primitivism incorporates a belief in the desirability of a 'return to nature' and an exaltation of
simplicity or a certain kind of irrationalism. It implies a desire to start again, unhindered by
history, by abandoning a contemporary sophistication judged to be arid, by seeking contact
with alternative modes that are perceived as elemental and more authentic.
The idea of the "Lost Paradise" is not new in human history, neither in Western nor Eastern
culture. In the Bible, the Garden of Eden was a paradise where God created all kinds of
plants; Adam and Eve were free to eat. Similarly, Ovid described the 'Golden Age' in the
first book of his Metamorphoses and maintained that the Golden Age first existed when Man
was yet new; unforced by punishment, fear, and heedless of law. No walls nor fences were
built; nor swords forged. Food, which Nature produced, a Western wind and the immortal
spring were maintained. Later throughout the Middle Ages, classical culture had remained an
important presence, 'but the Renaissance must be given credit for being the first society to
take a historical culture as a paradigm.'128
The idea ofprimitivism itself stems from 'the Romantic myth of the Noble Savage,
propagated by the thinkers of the Enlightenment more than a century before, and its ultimate
source is the age-old tradition of an earthly paradise where human societies once dwelled -
and might perhaps live again - in a state of nature and innocence.'129
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, father of the Romantic Movement, admired the 'noble savage' and
128 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 33.
129 Horst Woldemar Janson, History ofArt: A Survey ofthe Visual Arts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 510.
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thought that 'Europe is the unhappiest Continent, because it has the most grain and iron. To
undo the evil, it is only necessary to abandon civilization, for man is naturally good.'130
Rousseau wrote a letter to d'Alembert while passing through La Chaux-de-Fonds, which Le
Corbusier quoted in his My Work about his homeland:
These fortunate peasants.. .cultivated with the utmost diligence their own holdings, of
which they enjoyed the produce, devoting their leisure to making countless objects with
their hands.. .1 continually admired in these people a remarkable mixture of refinement
and simplicity.131
Romanticism is not merely in the past. Many historians and critics 'have affirmed the
continuity of the ideological and historical line between Romanticism and avant-gardism.'132
Firstly, they both are similarly opposed to traditions and academic doctrines, but celebrate
the cult ofnovelty and strangeness: '...the cult of novelty and even of the strange, which is
the basis for avant-garde art's substantive and not accidental unpopularity, was an exquisitely
Romantic phenomenon even before it became typically avant-garde.'133 Moreover, they are
both minority cultures in the aesthetic and sociological realms.
As against classical art...romantic art and avant-garde art are aristocracies subsisting
and surviving in the democratic, or at least the demagogic, era. This fact suffices to
show that the sociological differences distinguishing romantic art from avant-garde art
are only differences of degree.134
Primitivism is different from primitive. The former contains various ideas, attitudes and
interpretations of primitive by modern artists and architects in their own work, and it would
be different from an ethnographer's vision. Each artist has his own interpretation of primitive.
Primitivism can also be expressed in terms of time or culture. 'Chronological primitivism' is
in a way, a form of the longing for the good old days and the lost paradise of innocence.
Being discontented with civilizations and longing for 'cultural primitivism', we hold the
130 Bertrand Russell, A History ofWestern Philosophy, Simon & Schuster Inc., pp. 687-8.
131 Le Corbusier, My Work, London, Architectural Press, 1960, p. 18.
132 Renato Poggioli, The Theory of the Avant-garde, p. 46.




dream that we would all be better offwithout science and technology.135
One aspect of primitivism is that it was usually marked by attempts to gain an access to what
were considered to be more primary modes of thinking and seeing. Other than a stylistic
connection, primitivism for Dadaists and Surrealists lies in the artists' interests in a
pre-reflective mind.136 For the modern artist, as Robert Goldwater notes, 'the primitiveness
of different arts lay in the common quality of simplicity attributed to them. More
psychological than formal, it was a quality read into the objects...'137 He maintained a
common assumption existing in the various attitudes and intentions ofprimitivism. It was the
assumption that 'any reaching under the surface... will reveal something "simple" and basic
which, because of its very fundamentality and simplicity, will be more emotionally
compelling than the superficial variations of the surface.'138
Charles Darwin's Theory ofEvolution discusses the genetic variation through a process of
divergence from simplicity to complexity. In the social evolution, some so-called primitive
(or savage) races were highlighted as the examples of rudimentary types as an evidence of
Europe's own past.139 While many problems emerged at the modern end of the chain of
evolution, the primitive at the other end became unspoiled, undamaged and pure.
In this light, the ethonographic search was for local cultures untained by 'advanced'
civilizations. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the term 'primitive' was used in
ethnological studies and referred to the specific groups of people and objects that many of
135 E. H. Gombrich, The Essential Gombrich, Phaidon Press Limited, 1996, p. 321.
136 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, p. 7.
137 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, p. 252.
138
Ibid., p. 251.
139 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism andModern Art, p. 14.
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them belonged to a condition of the Stone Age. The primitive is 'a somewhat unfortunate
word: it suggests - quite wrongly - that these societies represent the original human
condition, and have thus come to be burdened with many conflicting emotional overtones.
The term "ethnographic" will serve us better...ethnographic societies are essential rural and
self-sufficient.'140
In the early twentieth century, Europeans believed that savages were to be found in Central
and Southern Africa, South America, Oceania and so on. However, in modern European art,
the diverse issues of similar kinds have been extended far beyond. Other remote and exotic
cultures at times have been designated as 'primitive'. Le Corbusier experienced a wealth of
them through his extensive travel and diligent study at museums and libraries.
Even within the Western world, its own 'primitives' can also be found in peasants, children
and insane people. Contrary to academic high art, peasants in rural areas may seem to
represent all that is simple, pure and genuine. In the early twentieth century, when the
Japanese print was very well known and deemed too sophisticated, artists turned to the
primitives of the early Europe and Africa. Naive simplicity was sought instead in oriental
idols. Paul Gauguin was the most famous example of such an artist who sought for
'primitive' places not only in Oceania but in earlier in France itself, in the areas around Pont
Aven and Le Pouldu in Brittany. Many artists had been drawn to these French areas in
summer since the mid-nineteenth century. Artists who worked there included Millet, Courbet
and Dagnan-Bouveret. The medieval, an earlier European states, was commonly held to have
been essentially popular.141 Le Corbusier studied European medieval churches and
140 Horst Woldemar Janson, History ofArt, Fourth ed., 1991, p.86.
141 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism andModern Art, pp. 23-4.
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monasteries, as well as peasant houses in Brittany, Arcachon and Alps for building up his
modernist argument, such as the 'regulating lines' ofNotre Dame in Paris, and the
'economy' of the vernacular house.
Primitivism is a term expressing a relative status rather than an absolute situation. In Europe
if the Renaissance art is highly developed, 'primitive' might refer to the Medieval, archaic
and folk arts. In the past, Europeans were used to thinking that they had a superior art, those
from other places were thus regarded relatively primitive, such as the tribal or Pre-Columbia
American arts. Primitive describes a Western event and 'does not imply any direct dialogue
between the West and its "Others"... as seen through the distorting lens ofWestern
constructions of the "primitive" which were generated in the later part of the nineteenth
century.'142
The third aspect of primitivism is its search for the origin of styles. Many scholars in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries discussed the primitive hut. Among them was Abbe
142 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, p. 8.
Fig. 2.1 The primitive hut. Abbe
(Marc-Antoine) Laugier, Essai
sur I 'architecture, 1755,
frontispiece.
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Laugier, who in 1755 acclaimed the primitive hut as an origin of all possible forms of
architecture. The notion of it 'had been current in architectural theory since Vitruvius, but up
to Laugier's time, it had been looked on in a purely evolutionary sense as the starting-point
of architecture.'143 Laugier grounded his treatise on the more essential truth of the structural
clarity embodied in mankind's first structure.144
In 1785, 'Quatremere had suggested that there were three original architectural forms, the
cave, the hut, and the tent.'145 'By 1803...Primitive or original building had become the
single most important architectural element to Quatremere.'146 In the nineteenth century
Gottfried Semper proposed 'four elements of architecture', which were derived from the
circumstances of a primitive human society. Viollet-le-Duc, with whom Le Corbusier was
familiar, also proposed a circular hut, which was plaited and tied with saplings.
Le Corbusier echoed Quatremere's belief of three original architectural forms early in his
career as he read Rienhold Freiherr von Lichtenberg's Haus, dorf, stadt: eine
entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken stadtebildes (House, Village, Town: a Developmental
History ofTownscape in Antiquity), carefully studied several examples ofprimitive hut, and
published the tent in his Towards a New Architecture, etc. In his book von Lichtenberg stated
the first architecture were the hut and tent, which are all simplest and original.147 In the
exhibition of the Pavilion des Temps Nouveau in 1937, Le Corbusier discussed the cave, the
hut, and the tent for the primitive men, which echoes Quatremere's treatise of three original
143 Hanno-Walter Krufit, A History ofArchitectural Theory, Princeton Architecture Press, 1994,
p. 152.
144
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146 Ibid.
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stadtebildes, Leipzig: R. Haupt, 1909, p. 13.
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architectural forms.148 Le Corbusier's architectural designs have manifested all these three
original forms.
Position of Primitivism - a Harbinger and Model
Primitivism in modern art served as a stimulation and a catalyst, which helped artists to
formulate their own aims. The term commonly referred to the artists who have been
traditionally regarded as the harbingers of a new art, providing both a break from the past
tradition and a basis on which a new one might work out, or as a trans-historical template
and a reference for the new art and architecture:
The idea of a clean break involved a Utopian vision of the future that was both based in
a critical perception of the present, and justified by an idea of human potential for
which the supposedly pure and expressive art of the primitive provided trans-historical
templates.149
Not only primitive cultures but also distant ones served the same function ofmodels. The
primitive could also be deemed as a matrix in which modernists perceived the authenticity of
the future. The reaction against tradition at the turn of the century corresponded to several
visions of a new world, modern but simultaneously ancient.150
Changing Attitudes: Admiration Rather Than Condescension
In the nineteenth century marine transportation between the East and West was significantly
148 'The primitive men to be isolated from the natural elements seek natural shelters: caves. They
improve their insulation; they ensure their safety by building artificial shelters: lake huts and houses.
The pastoral people, to follow the seasonal migrations for their herds, invent light and mobile shelters:
tents with skins of animals.'Le Corbusier, Des Canons, des munitions? merci! des logis ...S. V.P.
Editions de L'Architecture d'aujourd'hui, p. 44.
149 Charles Harrison, Modernism, Tate Gallery Publishing, 1997, p. 48.
150 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 33.
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improved, but misunderstanding and prejudice remained. One of Le Corbusier's textbooks in
the Ecole d'Art was Owen Jones' The Grammar ofOrnament published in 1856, five years
after the Great Exhibition in London. The ornament of savage tribes was appreciated: 'We
are at once charmed by the evidence of the intention, and surprised at the simple and
ingenious process by which the result is obtained.'151 Conversely, Chinese ornament, which
represented a high civilization of thousands of years, was degraded. Jones notes Fergusson's
observation: 'China possesses scarcely anything worthy of the name ofArchitecture.. .In
their decoration, both painted and woven, the Chinese exhibit only just so much art as would
belong to a primitive people.'152
James Fergusson was a well-known architectural scholar with publications on theory and
history ofworld architecture, but was distant from Far Eastern culture153 even though he had
lived in India. In 1891, as more information brought into the West by travellers became
known, Fergusson wrote:
...partly because there [note: China] really are no buildings in the country worthy of
the people or their civilization.. .but lately the photographic camera has penetrated even
within the walls of the imperial city of Pekin.. .but it seems certain that there are
buildings worthy ofmore attention than has hitherto been bestowed upon them.154
When in 1979 Ernst Gombrich discussed the primitive and its value in art, he stated that in
the Western countries the idea of the 'primitive' in art or in civilization 'has become
increasingly problematic to this century since we have lost the faith in the superiority of our
151 Owen Jones, The Grammar ofOrnament, Studio Editons, London, 1856, p. 14.
152 Ibid., p. 86.
153 In 1855, Fergusson wrote: 'The simple fact is that China possesses scarcely anything worthy of the
name of architecture. This is of importance as enabling us to understand how, in other countries, as in
ancient India, a high degree of civilization may have been attained without producing any coeval
monuments of durable character.' James Fergusson, The IllustratedHandbook ofArchitecture: Being
a Concise and Popular Account ofthe Different Styles ofArchitecture Prevailing in All Ages and
Countries, London: J. Murray, 1855, p. 133.
154 James Fergusson, History ofIndian and Eastern Architecture, London: J. Murray, 1891, p. 685.
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own culture.'155 He noted the fear of chocolate-boxy, kitsch or saccharine:
The desire to get away from the cheap, the tainted, the corrupt has been one of the
prime motive forces of artistic developments, and not only in this century. And it was
this desire that led to the adoption of the term 'primitive' as a term, not of
condescension, but of admiration.156
At the turn of the twentieth century, the new generation 'wanted to follow and surpass the
Impressionists.. .which ultimately led them to a rejection of the whole Western
tradition.. .Was it not better to begin again at the beginning and search out the art of the true
"primitives", the fetishes of cannibals and the masks of savage tribes?'157 Before the
outbreak of the war in 1914, the exploration of new art was associated with the 'departure
from naturalistic and classic styles, with rejection of literary and anecdotal forms of subject
matter, and with an interest in primitive styles, as supposedly exemplified in tribal or
pre-classical sculpture, or in pre-Renaissance Italian art'.158 Examples ofAfrican sculpture
could appeal strongly to the generation, because it 'possessed precisely what European art
seemed to have lost in that long pursuit - intense expressiveness, clarity of structure and
forthright simplicity of technique.'159
Primitivism in Modern Art and Architecture
Though primitivism is the interpretation of primitive culture by modem artists and architects,
there is, interestingly, little direct influence, nor an immediate borrowing of the primitive art
forms but rather suggestions of them.160 Aspects of the primitivist impulse in art, according
155 E.H. Gombrich, The Essential Gombrich, Phaidon Press Limited, 1996, p. 295.
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158 Charles Harrison, Modernism, Tate Gallery Publishing, 1997, p. 46.
159 E.H. Gombrich, The Story ofArt, pp. 562-3.
160 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, p. xxi.
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to Robert Goldwater,161 can be categorized into 'romantic', 'emotional', 'intellectual' and
'subconscious' types. The 'Romantic' includes Gauguin, who searched for an unspoiled life
and learned from peasants and natives; the Fauves also fall into this category. The
'Emotional' covers the Briicke who often used woodcuts as a medium to simplify their style;
the Blaue Reiter, who continued the same approach to the primitive, wished to emulate
children's art and Bavarian folk art.
The 'Intellectual' type discussed the influence ofprimitive sculpture and primitive
tendencies in abstract painting including Picasso's and Purist works.162 Goldwater observed
that:
Unconnected with primitive art, their [that of the Purist, the Neo-plasticists, and
Suprematists] common desire to create an art of simple fundamentals, and an art
uncomplicated because it reflects such fundamentals, is in itself a particular kind of
primitivism.163
Along with these fundamentals, Le Corbusier and Ozenfant stated in the Purist manifesto
'Apres le cubisme (After Cubism)' that, 'proportions are the numerical relations constituting
a painting';164 and the ancient canons of Egyptian triangles and numerical relationships were
known to the most ancient civilizations.165
The last category, 'subconscious' is about the cult of children, Dada and Surrealism. Though
many of their connections to primitive art were never formal, they nevertheless appreciated
the primitive ideas such as interior structures and compositional arrangements.
In the field of architecture, architects had inevitably aimed at innovation in the changing
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milieu of urban development, progressive technology and new aesthetic trends since the
eighteenth century. Several primitive traits were exhibited in the works ofmajor modernist
architects.
One of the aspects was the inspiration of the golden age. In Le Corbusier's treatise Towards
a New Architecture in 1923, the 'primitive temple' in an unadulterated situation manifested
the 'regulating lines', which he suggested 'all architects must use as a protection against the
arbitrary.'Adolf Loos wrote in 1910 that peasant houses were not built by peasants but God.
The architect 'lacks the certainty of the farmer, who possesses culture...By culture I mean
that balance ofman's inner and outer being which alone guarantees rational thought and
action.'166
Another aspect was the spirit of originality in craft, construction and detail. Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe urged students 'into the healthy world ofprimitive building methods, where
there was meaning in every stroke of an axe, expression in every bite of the chisel.'167
Walter Gropius and AdolfMeyer designed the Sommerfeld house for a timber merchant in
Dahlem in 1921. It was a log house with 'peasanty detailing', and interior geometric
decoration with machine-like precision. It was the most important work, being the first
collective effort of the Bauhaus, even though Gropius himself tried to distance himself from
the taint ofprimitivism afterward.168
Primitivism did not stopped by 1930s, but continued throughout World War Two. Aldo van
Eyck, for example, was inspired by first-hand research into the Dogon culture ofMali, Africa,
166 Adolf Loos, The Architecture ofAdolfLoos, An Art Council Exhibition. London 1985, p. 104.
167
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in the late 1960s. He proposed a mode of building that would be innovating in meeting the
more complex needs of both individuals and society.
A New Beginning
The avant-garde artist of the twentieth century strove for originality, rather than a mastery of
the great works of the past. Returning to zero and restarting is another aspect ofprimitivism.
By the second decade of the twentieth century, 'the proposal to start again from the
beginning had become a common slogan among the various European avant-gardes':169
To the problem ofmodern art's relation with the past and its traditions it offered a
drastic solution: a clear break...The radicals' rejection of the classical tradition and
their sense ofkinship with the art of primitives involved a kind of escape from tradition
and from history, for as they conceived it the art of the primitive had neither.170
Many modern artists who were interested in alternative traditions and cultures often went
hand in hand with their Messianic desire to deliver a new beginning to an Europe they
perceived as old and spent.171 Since 1908 Le Corbusier had been familiar with the accounts
of Edouard Schure's Les Grands inities, Ernest Renan's Vie de Jesus and Nietzsche's Thus
Spoke Zarathustra, which would build up his Messianic vision for modern architecture. He
mentioned the need to 'go back to zero' in the 1920's and sought to re-discover the pure
origin:
There is in this a loss of clarity, but one accepts this, to tell the truth, in the desire to
rediscover the pure origin of a line of thought that is considered to be distorted
today.. .In 1921, in L'Esprit nouveau, we too had gone back to zero, it was with the
intent not to stay there, but only in order to re-establish our footing.172
169 Charles Harrison, Modernism, Tate Gallery Publishing, 1997, p. 47.
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Part II. The Primitive within Europe: Folk, Vernacular, Archaic and Medieval
In addition to African art, Oceanic art, American indigenous art, and the other foreign
cultures, there were primitive arts within Europe: folk, vernacular, archaic and medieval ones,
which all provided important inspiration for Le Corbusier's work. The category of 'folk'
refers to ordinary people. Folk art is traditional and exists among common people, but
especially, it is opposed to sophisticated cosmopolitans. It is an autonomous tradition of
craftsmanship and design. It may have been at times influenced by professional art but has
tended to retain its own character and techniques through the centuries, thus it preserves a
certain character from the very beginning and maintains its primitive status. The spirit and
production of folk art are also passed on locally from generation to generation.
Europe, in the second half of the nineteenth century, witnessed a tendency among
progressive artists and writers to shift the focus of their attention from the academic 'high
art' to the folk production of rural populations, and also other primitive arts. As the folk
production 'came to represent all that was simple, pure and without pretension or artifice.
Thus, the arts and crafts of European peasants took their place beside other primitive forms,
such as the art of Japan, ancient Egypt, Indonesia and fifteenth-century Europe.'173 In
Germany, folk arts and crafts assumed importance both as art and symbol of the distinct
racial character of a region's past throughout the 1930s.
In parallel to folk art, vernacular architecture is expressive of the ordinary, domestic, and
indigenous character. It belongs to the people of a specific country or district, particularly
173 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, p. 23.
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related to ethnicity or race. The construction of vernacular buildings demonstrates the
achievements and limitations of local technology, and can be related to the aesthetic
viewpoint and organisation of the broader society. It is usually unpretentious, simple and
made of local materials, and follows well-tried types. Folk art, even though preserving
primitive characteristics, is current. Some places, though, in contemporary sophisticated
Europe still remained primitive. Gauguin, searching for inspiration, did not begin with the
South Seas, but within France itself, in Brittany. Numerous artists had been attracted to this
region during the summer since the mid-nineteenth century.
They were often in search of a more primitive landscape and people than those of the
increasingly industrialized suburbs of Paris.174 Both artists and tourists discovered Brittany
as an ideal land. Around 1890, when Gauguin visited a fisherman's inn near Le Pouldu, he
noted that he lived like a peasant and was known as a savage.175 Following Gauguin, Le
Corbusier studied vernacular architecture in Brittany and the fisherman's huts in the
Arcachon Basin area.176 He also did a series of paintings on the theme of fisherwomen.
Greek Architecture
There was a rediscovery of Greek architecture in the nineteenth century. Even though Greek
literature and philosophy was already deeply rooted in the Westerners' mind, Greek




176 To Le Corbusier, both are a kind ofprimitive architecture with different characteristics. The
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The new understanding of Greek architecture was brought about as a result of archaeological
studies.
James Fergusson's observation that Greek architecture was symmetrical in its parts but
asymmetrical in the whole became the leitmotif of French Hellenism.177
Auguste Choisy, the author ofHistoire de 1'architecture (1899), discovered that the Greeks
had created order within the apparent disorder of the entire site. The whole Acropolis had
been designed as a 'picturesque series of discrete scenes in which buildings and statues of
different sizes and at different distances were asymmetrically balanced or "pondered" with
respect to a central object.'178 He also demonstrated that 'the architectural promenade
provides the raison d'etre for the coordination of structure, form, program, and aesthetics.'179
Le Corbusier was much influenced by these aspects and furthermore, by Choisy's regulating
lines.180 These perceptions were repeated frequently in Le Corbusier's book Towards a New
Architecture. For further discussions on Le Corbusier's personal attitude towards Greece, see
Chapter 5.
Medieval Art and Others
Contrary to the current and existing primitive or folk art, medieval art is another kind of
primitive in Europe. At the early twentieth century, artists 'turned to the primitives ofEurope
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knowing.'181 Naive simplicity was sought instead of oriental idols. The distinct medievalism
of pan-European interest in tapestry, stained glass and cheap wood engravings indicated a
common belief among artists that Western culture before the sixteenth century had been
essentially popular art. It was thought that during the Middle Ages in Northern Europe the
arts had not yet been categorized as 'high' and 'low'.182
Le Corbusier was an admirer ofmedieval art. When he travelled to Italy in 1907, his
preference was for the architecture of the 1300s and earlier. For painting and decorative art,
he admired that of the late Middle Ages.183 In Paris it was mainly non-European and
medieval art that attracted his attraction.184
In modern art in Europe, the general intention that lay behind Primitivism appeared often to
create a picture of 'others', which deviated in some way from the cultural and social
standards set by Western civilization. These did not only include peasants, gypsies, children
and insane people, but also other 'Outsiders' such as prostitutes, circus and various
performers.185 In Le Corbusier's work, the above categories are all included in his paintings
and writings. For example, in his The DecorativeArt ofToday, he included a drawing of
boats on the sea,186 which was made by a child, and he also wrote about how a child could
inspire even a wise man: 'Diogenes, throwing away his bowl, had said, "This child shows
me that I still have something I can do without".'187 In another case, Le Corbusier borrowed
children's work and turned it into murals on the ground floor of his 'Pavilion des Temps
181 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, p. 24.
182 Ibid.
183 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 96-7.
184 Ibid., p. 182.
185 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, p. 59.





Part III. Influence of Non-western Civilizations
From the late eighteenth to the early twentieth centuries, trade and cultural exchanges were
facilitated by maritime transportation among the western countries, their colonies and other
regions in the world. Edward Said observed:
the rediscovery of Greece during the humanistic period of the European Renaissance;
and the "Oriental Renaissance"...from the late eighteenth to the middle nineteenth
century, when the cultural riches of India, China, Japan, Persia and Islam were firmly
deposited at the heart ofEuropean culture. The second, what Schwab calls Europe's
magnificent appropriation of the Orient...was one of the most splendid episodes in the
history of the human adventure, and a subject unto itself.188
At this time a series of expositions were held in Europe in the nineteenth century and
numerous museums were established. Musee d'Ethnographie de Trocadero was founded in
Paris in 1879, Musee Guimet in Lyon and later also in Paris in 1885. In 1889 Oceanic and
West African objects were exhibited at the Exposition in Paris. Before the turn of the
twentieth century, there were already numerous primitive collections in major European
cities and universities, such as London, Oxford, Cambridge, Copenhagen, Hamburg, Berlin,
Leipzig, Rome, Florence, Milan, Turin, Paris, Zurich and Basel.189 These collections
enriched Europe, not only economically but also academically and culturally in terms of
ethnology, anthropology and art. Le Corbusier visited many of these museums on his travels
or during his early stay in Paris.
An interest in primitive arts in the twentieth century was only the latest in such a series of
188 Edward William Said, Culture and Imperialism, London: Chatto & Windus, 1993, pp. 234-5.
189 Jack Flam and Miriam Deutch, ed., Primitivism and Twentieth-century Art: A Documentary
History, p. 441.
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pursuits of distant arts. They can be traced back to the chinoiserie of the eighteenth century,
and include the interest in Persia, Egypt and Japan, besides various Greek and Roman
periods.190 In the European mind, Asiatic and North African cultures were the domain of
fascinating Orientalism, which was not only the positive knowledge about the Orient but also
'a kind of second-order knowledge - lurking in such places as the "Oriental" tale, the
mythology of the mysterious East, notions ofAsian inscrutability - with a life of its own.'191
France at the turn of the twentieth century owned the second largest colonial territory in the
world, which provided intellectuals such as Le Corbusier with a wealth of exotic inspiration
and resources. Other than those colonies, major civilizations in the world were also
well-represented in Paris and available for Le Corbusier's modernist scrutiny, such as Turkey,
Persia, India, China and Peru. Their influence could be direct, such as the real experiences
from his travel, or the indirect knowledge through studying documents and artefacts.
Additional input came indirectly from other works such as those ofPicasso, Leger, Matisse
and Ozenfant. Under this network of global cultural communication, Le Corbusier connected
with a very wide spectrum of primitive and distant cultures, both inside and outside Europe,
over a long historical period (See Ch.5&6). It is thus meaningful to examine the background
and formation of this broad spectrum of influence.
The French Colonies and their Influence
Partly because of empire, all cultures are involved in one another; none single and pure,
all are hybrid, heterogeneous, extraordinarily differentiated, and unmonolithic.192
Colonialism, in fact, lies at the heart of theories about Primitivism.193
190 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, p. 52.
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The rising colonial movement in France was not led by businessmen, but largely by
geographers and also journalists, writers, and engineers, who advocated Imperialism to
restore national glory.194 The colonies provided abundant resources in agriculture, fishery,
minerals, geographical research, artefacts and even soldiers.
Historically, from the 1500s to 1600s, the first French colonial empire was centred in the
Antilles but also included parts of the eastern Canada, the Mississippi basin and outposts in
Africa and India.195 From the early 1800s, her second colonial empire embraced islands in
the Pacific Ocean and covered vast domains in Africa and Asia. During and afterWorld War
II, the French colonial empire started to fall apart; most of the colonies finally became
independent. Le Corbusier's urban proposal to colonial Algiers was made in the 1930s, the
heyday of French colonial empire, and his study sketches of the African statues in the
Trocadero museum were drawn during his early stay in Paris.
French colonies covered an immense geographical area in Africa. Le Corbusier studied many
statues from West Africa. He purchased a wooden statue from Benin in 1927, and a mask
from Gabon. In The City ofTomorrow the Roman towns ofTimgard in Algeria and Kairouan
in Tunisia are examples of a 'great city', and a Bongo hut in Central Africa serves a
demonstration of'order' and 'type' of dwelling.
In Asia, the French made their last major colonial gains after World War I, including a
territory, now Syria and Lebanon, mandated by the League ofNations. The French East India
194 Henri Brunschwig, French Colonialism, 1871-1914: Mths andRalities, Revised ed. London: Pall
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195 Robert Aldrich and John Connell, France's overseas frontier: departements et territoires
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Company was founded in 1664; colonies were then established in India and the Indian Ocean.
Napoleon III extended the French control and formalized French Indo-China over Cochin
China (known as Vietnam today), and controlled Cambodia and Laos as protectorates. Le
Corbusier studied many documents and objects from these areas, such as the drawings of
Angkor Vat (B2-20-244) and a dance statue from Cambodia (FLC 1928) in the Guimet
Museum.
These examples from the French colonial territories, however, were only a part of Le
Corbusier's resources. They were also toned down by his attitude of anti-academicism (see
ch.3), as these were too well-known and familiar to the French. Many others came from the
colonies of other European countries founded in collections in the Louvre, in museums in
Berlin, Vienna and other places where he stayed or visited.
African Influence and Negrophilia
In the eighteenth century, while many Oceanic islands became familiar to English and
French explorers, central Africa was still untouched, even though a little trade was carried
out in the peripheral area and some artefacts had already been sent to Europe. In the
following two centuries, France colonized a large portion ofAfrica and was ultimately
inspired or counter-conquered by the African culture. Negrophilia illustrated the Western's
admiration ofAfrican aboriginal culture, and was the term used by the Parisian avant-garde
in the 1920s to affirm their defiant love of the black people as a provocative challenge to
bourgeois values. Painting, sculpture, photography, popular music, dance, theatre, literature,
journalism, furniture design, fashion, and advertising, all were remarkably influenced.
Various African forms and expressions were borrowed, adapted and transformed by Western
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artists. After such a re-vitalization, African art and music became popularised.
Avant-garde artists and writers on occasion courted black artists such as Josephine Baker and
Henry Crowder (American black jazz pianist). Leger, Picasso, Brancusi, Man Ray,
Giacometti, Sonia Delaunay, and others enthusiastically collected African sculptures and
wore tribal jewellery and clothes. They also adopted black images in their work, and their
styles soon influenced a large audience who were anxious to be in vogue. Le Corbusier also
had such a collection, and a personal connection with Josephine Baker196.
In the 1920s, Paris revived after World War I with frenetic joy and artistic creativity. Jazz
was born in America. It was Paris where jazz was first acknowledged as an art, as Paris at
that time had less racism than America. Parisians in the 1920s and 1930s embraced this
exotic music. Musicians, authors, avant-garde artists, socialites and ordinary people came
together in the clubs and cabarets where jazz reigned.
Le Corbusier was amazed by jazz as a 'melody of the soul joined with the rhythm of the
machine'. On his trip to North America in 1935, he noted:
Launched by the Negroes, it is American music, containing the past and the present,
Africa and pre-machine Europe and contemporary America.. .through his music the
Negro has entered the chapel of hearts... from the working girl to the millionaire's
daughter-is delighted.197
He thought that jazz represented the forces of his contemporary time and was even more
advanced than architecture. He assimilated Jazz with architectural elements of'stone and
steel', 'skyscrapers' and 'creation':
196 It was short-lived but fervent in the period from 1929 to the mid 1930s. See Mardges Bacon, Le
Corbusier in America.
197 Le Corbusier, When the Cathedrals Were White, New York: McGraw-Hill Paperbacks, 1964,
translated from the French by Francis E Hyslop, pp. 158-9.
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In Harlem as on Broadway, the Negro orchestra is impeccable, flawless, regular,
playing ceaselessly in an ascending rhythm...Jazz, like the skyscrapers, is an event and
not a deliberately conceived creation. They represent the forces of today. The jazz is
more advanced than the architecture. If architecture were at the point reached by jazz, it
would be an incredible spectacle. I repeat: Manhattan is hot jazz in stone and steel.198
He was convinced that jazz was the rhythm, the song and the sound ofmachines'99 in which
the immense power prevailed in this epoch.
Orientalism
.. .the written statement is a presence to the reader by virtue of its having excluded,
displayed, made supererogatory any such real thing as "the Orient." Thus all of
Orientalism stands forth and away from the Orient: that Orientalism makes sense at all
depends more on the West than on the Orient, and this sense is directly indebted to
various Western techniques of representation that make the Orient visible, clear, "there"
in discourse about it.200 - Edward Said
To the westerners, the Orient 'was almost an European invention, and had been since
antiquity a place of romance, exotic being, haunting memories and landscape, remarkable
experience.'201 A translation of the Arabian Nights into European languages, first by Antoine
Galland at the early eighteenth century, sparked an intense fascination with the Orient. An
Oriental renaissance took place and modern Orientalism began in the late eighteenth and the
early nineteenth centuries.202 At this time the Persian Avestan and Sanskrit were revealed by
scholars. Furthermore, there was a virtual epidemic ofOrientalia affecting every major poet,
essayist and philosopher of that period. Paris was then a capital of the Orientalist world.203














Ancient Egypt had fascinated the Romans, and was much later surveyed and rediscovered by
Napoleon after 1798, and further represented in many European artworks. Many French
scholars researched Mesopotamia and Persia in the nineteenth century. 'The very fact that the
ancient arts of India, the Far East...are so admired in the West today, suggests their relevance
to the modern world.'204 French missionaries went to China and introduced to the West the
ancient Chinese wisdom in the seventeenth century or even earlier. The Japanese print
impressed European artists and influenced the movements of Impressionism and Art
Nouveau. All of these examples were contributed to this movement of Orientalism.
Egyptomania
Egypt has a very ancient history and always fascinates the western world. Alexander the
Great conquered Egypt and then the ancient Romans started to rule the valley of the Nile
from the first century B.C. With their expansion, the Romans transported many Egyptian
objects to Rome and made Egyptian culture closer to the western society. Egypt was not
re-discovered by westerners until 1798 when Napoleon's armada was followed by
professionals and scholars intending to conduct research there. The Rosetta stone was found
which unveiled a new era of Egyptology.205
The ancient Egyptian charm was conveyed in multiple ways and has affected almost every
category of the arts. It left us simple, strict and geometrical forms. Egyptian-related artefacts
204 Horst Woldemar Janson, A History ofArt: a Survey ofthe Visual Arts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 569.
205 A civilian taskforce of 165 members included artists, archaeologists, architects, astronomers,
surveyors, engineers and technicians. An institute ofEgyptian study was established in Cairo. Terence
M. Russell, ed., The Napoleonic Survey ofEgypt; Description de TEgypte; the Monuments and
Customs ofEgypt: Selected Engravings and Texts, Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001, pp. 12, 13, 16.
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and symbols became the images of antiquity in a general sense. Egypt symbolized
achievements of art, science and technology. Le Corbusier studied many Egyptian images
from books and museums.
Many symbols of an eternal life and the mysteries of hieroglyphs and sciences were of
interest to the Freemasons, Rosicrucians and the researchers of esotericism. Egypt also
represented true exoticism.206 Although all the archaeological discoveries and great
advances in Egyptology have enhanced our understanding of ancient Egypt, 'they have never
completely erased the aura ofmystery and dreams inherited from past centuries.'207
China and Chinoiserie
Chinese wares, silk, porcelain and lacquer have fascinated Europeans as luxurious articles
since very early times. Along with the spread ofMarco Polo's adventure stories and a
medieval best seller "Trover, a fiction of Sir John Mandeville set in the mid fourteenth
century,208 Europeans experienced waves of interest in the Cathay. Chinese culture was
regarded diversely as exotic, mysterious, and beautiful. The market for Chinese objects
thrived.
To further explore the East, the British established the East India Company in 1600, the
Dutch, in 1602 and the French, in 1664. Dutch ceramics soon showed an influence of
Chinese blue-and-white porcelains. This approximately coincided with a substantial increase
206 Jean-Marcel Humbert, Egyptonania: A Current Conceptfrom the Renaissance to Postmodernism,
p. 25.
207 Ibid.
208 Dawn Jacobson, Chinoiserie, London: Phaidon, 1999, p. 13.
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of exports from China after Emperor Kang-xi209 (1662-1723) lifted the ban on overseas
trade and opened four ports for international trade in 1685. Unfortunately, his successors
were less enthusiastic about such contact.
In order to meet the growing demand for Eastern merchandise, many artists and craftsman
from all over the Europe began to produce their own version of the Chinese
goods—chinoiserie. The notable examples in the seventeenth century included Dutch Delft
ceramics, French embroidery, and "japanned" furniture made in the Netherlands and in
England. In the mid eighteenth century, the enthusiasm for Chinese objects affected
practically every decorative art applied to interiors, furniture, tapestries and bibelots.
Chinoiserie is a style that comes out of a mixture of travellers' tales, exaggerations and
images from India to Japan, and the European imaginings of the exotic societies. Many of
them are not historically correct. European's interest resulted in the production of objects
displaying various imitation, emulation, and speculation. As Dawn Jacobson observes,
'Chinoiserie is an oddity. It is a wholly European style whose inspiration is entirely oriental.
True chinoiseries... are the tangible and solid realization in the West of a land of the
imagination: an exotic, remote country, fabled for its riches...'210
In France, the style of Louis XV provided special opportunities for chinoiserie, as it blended
well with the established Rococo. Jean-Antoine Watteau and Francois Boucher among the
French Rococo painters specialized in Chinese subjects. In England, the enthusiasm for
chinoiserie prevailed in the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries. Thomas Chippendale
209
Chang, Yu-fa, Modern History ofChina, Taipei, Dong-Hwa Bookstore Pub. (553£?'i,
Git, 1968, pp. 21-2.
210 Dawn Jacobson, Chinoiserie, London: Phaidon, 1999, p. 7.
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produced a unique and decorative type of furniture; William Chambers built a Chinese
pagoda in Kew Garden. Their work influenced European trends in the eighteenth century
such as the Anglo-Chinese garden, as opposed to the formal traditional garden. Although the
admirers of chinoiserie faded when a new interest in Neoclassicism emerged in the second
half of the eighteenth century, there was a revival of chinoiserie in the early nineteenth
century, which can be seen in the extravagant interior of the Royal Pavilion in Brighton.
More cultural exchanges were facilitated between Western world and China around the
seventeen century and after. During the reign of Louis XIV, for example, the chiefminister,
Colbert sent missionaries to China211 when Emperor Kang-xi of Qing Dynasty was on the
throne. They brought western knowledge to China and introduced Chinese culture to France
and the rest Europe.212 Joachim Bouvet, a friend of Leibniz', first noticed the
correspondence between Chinese Yi-Jing and Leibniz' binary system.213 In Kang-xi's court,
Matteo Ripa, an Italian missionary made the first series of copperplate etchings in China,
which in later years were studied by Le Corbusier in Paris and published in his Une
Maison - un palais of 1928. There are many other Chinese resources presented in Le
Corbusier's studies and publications (to be further elaborated in Ch. 6). In addition to the
missionaries' efforts, trade and war were also important in this cultural exchange.
211 In 1688, five erudite missionaries arrived in Beijing and won the respect of the Emperor Kang-xi.
They are specialist ofmathematics and all have a Chinese name: Fontaney 1643-1710),
Gerbillon 1654-1707), Le Comte 1655-1720), De Visdelou (M®, 1656-1737) and
Joachim Bouvet (Ezl If, 1656-1730).See Luo Fan, Feng Tang & Meng Hua, History ofFrench Culture,
pp. 576-7 & p. 589.
212 For example, Le Comte, one of the five missionaries, wrote a book "Nouveau Memoires sur I'etat
present de la Chine" describing emperors, cities, houses, geography, fruit, economy, language, book,
government, religion, science, philosophy and so forth. It was translated into English and published in
London in 1699. See Louis Le Comte, Memoirs and observation, made in a latejourney through the
empire ofChina, Translated from the Paris Edition, Third edition corrected. London: Benjamin Tooke,
1699.
213 James A Ryan, Leibniz' Binary System and Shao Yong's Yijing, Philosophy East & West, vol. 46,
number 1, January 1996, p. 61.
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Fig. 2.2 Mrs. Pierre Loeb dressed in
a Chinese costume and surrounded
by ethnic and modern arts, 1929.214
In Paris, numerous Chinese materials, art works, artefacts and books were circulated among
the middle and upper classes, artists, museums and libraries. The art dealer and galleiy owner,
Pierre Loeb, for example, (who arranged exhibitions for many modernist artists of the 1920s)
had many collections of ethnic objects. A photo of 1929 shows Mrs. Loeb in a Chinese
costume in her apartment at rue Desbordes-Valmore (fig. 2.2), which was full ofmodern and
tribal artwork.
When Le Corbusier did research in the Bibilotheque Nationale, museums and libraries in
Paris, he studied the materials of the royal gardens in Chengde, a private garden in Canton,
the checkersboard city planning of Beijing and Chu-Fu, Confucius' hometown, and a remote
sacred island close to Ning-Bo in Southeast China.
Japan and Japonisme
China was partially open for foreign trade in 1685, but the successors became more
214 Jack Flam and Miriam Deutch, ed., Primitivism and Twentieth-century Art: A Documentary
History, p. 353.
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conservative; an overall xenophobia again made the country closed in 1757 except for a port
in Canton.215 At this time Japan conversely gradually opened to the west and began its
modernization. Japan signed the treaty ofKanagawa with America in 1854, which
terminated its isolation policy that had lasted 216 years. Soon after this change, fine Japanese
artefacts and handicraft flowed to Europe, mainly to France and the Netherlands. Japonisme
was in vogue until the end of the nineteenth century. In 1867, many Japanese artworks were
exhibited in a Japanese house in the Exposition Universelle in Paris. All Japanese items were
suddenly regarded as stylish and fashionable. Shops for Japanese woodblock prints, kimonos,
fans and antiquities opened in Paris. For the avant-garde artists such as Manet and his peers,
the popular Japanese print was amazing and unconventional:
Here they found a tradition unspoilt by those academic rules and cliches which the
French painters strove to get rid of. The Japanese prints helped them to see how much
of the European conventions still remained with them without their having noticed it.
The Japanese relished every unexpected and unconventional aspect ofworld...It was
this daring disregard of an elementary rule of European painting that struck the
Impressionists.216
The influence was profound. It was their abstraction instead of the realism that made them
interesting to Westerners. It also ironically 'helped pave the way for the modern artist's
rediscovery ofmedieval stained glass and primitive art.'217 The Impressionist and
Post-Impressionist painters like Monet, Degas and Gauguin were attracted by these prints.
'Manet was impressed with their bright, flat colours.. .Whistler liked their decorative effect;
Van Gogh, Toulouse-Lautrec, and the Symbolists admired the expressiveness of the simple,
smoothly curved outline.'218 In 1875, Monet produced his famous painting, La Japonaise,
showing his wife in a Kimono and with a Japanese fan in her hand. Van Gogh saw Japanese
215 Yu-fa Chang, Chinese Modern History (5ft3£?£, 1968, p. 22.
216 Ernst Hans Gombrich, The Story ofArt, p. 525.
217 Horst Woldemar Janson, A History ofArt: a Survey of the Visual Arts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 571.
218 Ibid.
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prints for the first time in Antwerp in 1885 before moving to Paris the next year. His brother,
Theo, ran an art gallery in Montmartre and made Van Gogh familiar with Ukiyo-e, the school
ofprint founded by Hishikawa Moronobu. Some influence of the Japanese print could be
found in Van Gogh's paintings, for example, his Portrait ofPere Tanguy, painted in
1887/1888, has a background with clear Japanese images. In architecture,
Frank Lloyd Wright was intrigued by the Japanese temple at the Exposition in Chicago,
1893.219 He was influential upon Europe and was celebrated by Le Corbusier as a great
pioneer. Le Corbusier studied several Japanese statues, sketched and annotated them.
He also bought Japanese prints made by Hokusai and Hiroshige at the Printemps Department
Store, Paris.222 He further studied a Japanese building complex that was published in his first
Oeuvre complete,223 and researched temples and Buddhist sculptures.
Oceania
Since the eighteenth century, the Oceanian islands had been familiar to navigators from
different countries. There were conflicts among them in terms of the individual benefits
acquired from the islands as well as the controversial observations. In 1768 the French
explorer Louis Antoine de Bougainville arrived in Tahiti and claimed it a land of ease, peace
and abundance, where there was no private property and no sexual taboos. Denis Diderot
praised the islanders of Tahiti the 'noble savage'; whereas in 1769 Captain James Cook
visited Tahiti, stayed there for four months and condemned Bougainville's account as an
219 Peter Blake, The Master Builders: Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Frank Lloyd Wright, New
York: Norton, cl976, p. 306.
220 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete 1910-1929, p. 13.
221
FLC1897, FLC 2246 and FLC 2251. See Le Corbusier: le passe a reaction poetique. Exposition
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nationale des monuments historique et des sites, 1988. p. 141.
222 Carnet A2, no.96, 1915.
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insult to the Tahitians. Diderot dragooned his Tahitians as a device to deride the Catholic
Church's morbid attitude; whereas Captain Cook put into practice of Enlightenment a maxim
that one should seek to understand other peoples in the context of their circumstances.224
The idea of 'noble savage' was admired by Diderot's friend, Jean Jacques Rousseau.225 Le
Corbusier read several ofRousseau's books, and also quoted him in his publications.
The Paris Exposition: a Parade of Primitives and Exotics
Fig. 2.3 Poster of Exposition
Universelle, Paris, 1900.
Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg,
Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, p.
36.
A series of colonial exhibitions was influential to the Europeans. The Paris Exposition
Universelle in 1867 attracted more than ten million visitors. That of 1878 gave the impulse
for the foundation of an ethnographical museum at the Trocadero in Paris, which was
separated from that at St. German-en-Layne.226 The new form of art noticed by Le Corbusier
at the Exposition Universelle in 1900 soon won the souls of the visitors, and people began to
discuss decorative arts of the past and of exotic places. Le Corbusier notes:
The past was searched for evidence...Gothic was held in esteem. Water, earth and sky,
the Botanic Gardens and the Natural History Museum - they were all there to be
224
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explored with ineffable love for the creatures of the Good Lord.. .Then come the crazes
of the exotic: China, Japan, India, Persia. To affirm the values of the West now required
some energy.227
From May to November 1931, a huge international colonial exhibition (Exposition Coloniale
Internationale) was held in the Bois de Vincennes on the outskirts of Paris, an extravaganza
which attracted almost six millions people. In the previous year, it had been the centennial of
the French conquest ofAlgeria; a series of extensive exhibitions as celebrations took place in
the French capital, and the President visited Algiers. In the exhibition, there were numerous
quasi-indigenous architectures displayed such as Angkor Vat, a Madagascar palace, a
Moroccan palace and a Tunisian village in facsimile. Le Corbusier probably had contact with
many resources ofprimitive and distant cultures from this long exhibition. He was also
invited to lecture in Algiers in 1931, which was part of a programme in conjunction with the
centennial celebrations.228 European and local cultures interacted both in the overseas
colonies and at this Exposition. The Exposition organizer's effort was 'to create a unified,
unambiguous lesson ofEuropean superiority and colonial inferiority, the Exposition was one
of those places where the colonized and colonizer 'danced in a fascinating, ambivalent
embrace.'229
France, like the other European countries, gradually lost control over her overseas territories.
The last great Parisian exposition held in 1937 featured many European countries; France,
however, was on the threshold of losing more overseas territories in her empire. In spite of
227 Viennent les engouementspour 1'exotique (Then come the crazes of the exotic). From: Le
Corbusier, Decorative Art ofToday, p. 133. Later in this chapter he stated opposition to decoration in
architecture. He was, however, inspired by decoration profoundly, as his mentor saw it as microcosm
(ibid., p. 194). He still celebrated folk art till his late life.
228 Tim Benton, Urbanism, in Le Corbusier, Architect ofthe Century: a Centenary Exhibition
Organized by the Arts Council ofGreat Britain in collaboration with the Fondation Le Corbusier,
Paris; Hayward Gallery, London, 5 March-7 June 1987. London: Arts Council ofGreat Britain, 1987.
229 Patricia A. Morton, Hybrid Modernities: Architecture andRepresentation at the 1931 Colonial
Exposition, Paris, Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, c2000., p. 321.
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these circumstances, Le Corbusier organized an exhibition, 'Art de la France d'Outremer',
with Marie Cuttoli, at the Grand Palais in 1940. He designed the exhibition space as well as
arranging the lighting and mural photographs.
Le Corbusier was inspired by primitive, ancient and exotic cultures, which fundamentally
nourished his vision ofmodern architecture. His perception of them was developed in
various stages and will be traced in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three
Le Corbusier's Vision of Primitivism
.. .it is the work which by the progressive distillation of folk cultures reveals to us a
type-thought, potential universal, the language of the heart ofmankind.
- Le Corbusier230
Compared with the works ofPurist period, Le Corbusier's designs of around 1930 were
more expressive ofprimitive and other civilizations. Nevertheless, his involvement in
primitive materials and distant cultures began during his earliest study at the Ecole d'Art, La
Chaux-de-Fonds. Between 1907 and 1911, he studied them, especially the local folk
dwellings in various countries and the collections in ethnographic museums. Assisted by
extensive reading, he gradually built up his own vision of architecture inspired by primitive
and distant cultures.
After he settled in Paris in 1917, he became part of the avant-garde and was surrounded by
art negre as well as art of other distant civilizations. A number of perceptions formed in his
mind, deepening his thoughts and widening his vision ofmodern architecture.
Anti-academicism made him explore new ways instead of following conventions. Ideas of
universal and fundamental principles could be simultaneously modern and primitive. His
writings on primitivism and distant cultures spanned his L 'Esprit nouveau in early 1920s and
Une Maison - un palais published in 1928, right after losing the Palace of the League of
Nations competition. In 1935, an exhibition ofprimitive art was held at Le Corbusier's
studio in Paris. Le Corbusier's introduction to this exhibition expressed his belief in the
primitive as creating unities out of different periods, and the discovery of the novelties of
these objects. This tendency, infused with his predilection for nature, geometry and
enthusiasm for the machine, motivated his collections and works, more or less, throughout
230 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 207.
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his whole life.
In general, the scope of primitivism and foreign civilizations is very broad, and the
definitions ofprimitivism remain extensive and nebulous; hence Le Corbusier's own
interpretation of them will be the foothold in this research and could be examined through
his studies, writings and works. Paris was full of exotic attractions. Most of the civilizations
Le Corbusier selected are 'distant' from convention, as he wanted to establish a new
paradigm for architecture and cities. These civilizations, which cover the major cultures and
support his argument, are always folk, archaic or medieval.
In these civilizations, for Architecture, there are tents and huts, vernacular and archaic. For
instance, a tent could be a temple as a basis for Le Corbusier's regulating lines in Towards a
New Architecture, or an image of the nomad as the beginning of a city illustrated in The City
ofTomorrow. The 'hut' in Le Corbusier's view could have a rectangular plan with pitched
roofs as in Brittany, Arcachon and the Alps. Huts with a flat roof and rectangular plan offered
a direct reference to Le Corbusier's ideal modern prismatic architecture, such as the Persian
folk house and Irish Crannog. Other sanctuaries include the free-curved Ggantija on Gogo
Island, which may have inspired his design of the Chapel of Ronchamp. He experienced
personally the archaic architecture of Greece, Rome and Pompeii, as well as the exotic
Islamic Mosques in Istanbul. The great city, in his mind is the city with a clear geometrical
order, such as Peking and Timgard. Most of his arguments are developed through and
supported by these examples.
The decorative art, which he studied during his journeys and at museums, includes pottery,
statuary, sculpture, jewellery, carpet, graphic pattern and so on. He sketched and noted on
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their composition, material, colour, technique, and background. His painting was also
expressive in this field, such as his series of 'fisherwomen' around 1930. In his Decorative
Art ofToday, Le Corbusier celebrated the machine age and spoke out against decoration in
architecture. But at the same time he spoke highly of folk art. On the other hand, he was
inspired by decoration profoundly. For example, his mentor regarded ornament as
microcosm.231 Le Corbusier commented on decorative art, 'considerations of ensemble:
organization, sense of unity, balance, proportion, harmony. There were the germs of
architecture in this.'232
Part I. Development of Personal Primitivism
The development of his personal repository of primitive and distant cultures can be traced
back to his early trainning in the Ecole d'Art, La Chaux-de-Fonds. Later it grew rapidly
through his extensive travels, assiduous study and design works. His selections of collections
were foreshadowed by personal preferences; some kept changing and others remained. This
somehow reflects his persistent pursuit of ideals and the constant transition of his
environment.
Before 1907: La Chaux-de-Fonds
Despite being located on the hills of the Jura at the edge of Switzerland, the small town of La
Chaux-de-Fonds was a world centre ofwatch manufacturing at the turn of the twentieth
231
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century.233 Bordering France, it is a French-speaking town and culturally influenced by Paris.
Charles L'Eplattenier, Le Corbusier's mentor in this school, who studied in Paris, at the
Ecole des Arts Decoratifs and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts. L'Eplattenier then travelled
extensively in England, Belgium, Flolland, Germany and Italy.
In the education of the Ecole d'Art, La Chaux-de-Fonds, the writings ofOwen Jones, John
Ruskin and Eugene Grasset were read. Grammar and regulations of ornament were parts of
the basic training in the manipulation and composition of forms from daily and natural
objects.
Owen Jones' The Grammar ofOrnament presents logical principles of ornament design and
the use of colours in his systematic pictorial design collection of daily objects. The book
incorporates many exotic and primitive examples from five continents as well as several
European sources. It includes 'savage tribes' (in New Zealand and New Guinea here),
Egyptian, Mesopotamian, Greek, Roman, Medieval, Arabian, Indian, Chinese and so forth.
To Jones, these styles were the product of cumulative experience and knowledge of
thousands of years. Fie listed thirty-seven 'Propositions' for ornament, including proportion,
harmony and geometrical construction. Some of them have a similar ethos to Le Corbusier's
architectural principles in Towards a New Architecture, such as the statements of 'As
Architecture, so all works of the Decorative Arts, should possess fitness, proportion,
harmony, the result of all which is repose.' (No.3) 'All ornament should be based upon
geometrical construction.' (No.8) 'As in every perfect work ofArchitecture a true proportion
233
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will be found to reign between all the members which compose it, so through the decorative
art.' (No.9)234
This book was significant to Le Corbusier, because of the abstraction and purity of its
design.235 His reminiscence of it in 1925 stated, 'This, without question, was a serious
business.. .if nature was omnipresent, man was an integral part of it, with his faculties of
crystallisation and his geometrical formation...From imitation to creation. This book was
beautiful and true...that in a profound sense had been achieved.'236 Instead of the
Renaissance or Elizabethan ages, what Le Corbusier chose specifically to study were the
'Savage Tribe' (Melanesia: FLC 2234, 1777) and 'Egyptian ornament' (Egypt: FLC 1778,
1779), which are geometrical and more original. Thus he developed his platonic geometrical
prism and the primitive remote cultures simultaneously.
Ruskin's literature drew Le Corbusier's attention to medieval architecture, morals and nature.
Le Corbusier was quite familiar with a number of Ruskin's books such as The Seven Lamps
ofArchitecture, The Stones of Venice, The Bible ofAmiens and so on.2j7 While Le Corbusier
travelled to Florence, Ruskin's Les matins a Florence was 'extraordinarily important in
guiding his steps, his eyes, and his mind.'238
Le Corbusier also studied Charles Blanc's Grammaire des arts du dessin, and was much
influenced by some major themes of this book. For instance, 'the beauty depends on laws of
234 Owen Jones, The Grammar ofOrnament, Studio Editions, cl986, p. 5.
235 Paul Venable Turner, The Education ofLe Corbusier, New York & London: Garland Publishing,
Inc, 1977, p. 7.
236 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 133.




order, proportion and harmony'.239 These pre-figured many of Le Corbusier's points in
Towards a New Architecture and similarly influenced his selection of the primitive. Blanc
discussed 'origine et charactere des arts du dessirT starting from the Creation: 'L'oeuvre
d'artpar excellence es la Creation, done I'eternel artiste es Dieu. Ainsi, anterieurement a la
venue du genre humain sur la terre, I 'ideal supreme s 'etait manifeste et il remplissait
I 'univers. '24° This served as one of the backgrounds for the legitimacy of the primitive
temple. Blanc elaborated beauty in various conditions with the factors of climate, materials
and configuration of the sun, and he borrowed several exotic examples of Chinese, Indian
and Egyptian architecture in the discussion.241
In the Ecole d'Art, L'Eplattenier taught decoration transformed from nature and organic
forms. He and his students went into the woods to study the flora and fauna of the Jura
region with the intention of establishing a genuine Jura style.242 Le Corbusier recollected
years later: 'Our style would be a style of the country, a poem of our country.. .1 too was a
regionalist.'243 These folk motifs allowed them to free themselves from the legacy of
historical patterns. Le Corbusier's debut building design, Villa Fallet of 1906, showed a
preference for the Swiss chalet and a neo-medieval flavour; most of its decorative forms
were derived from the fir tree of the Jura.244 Similar characteristics could be identified in his
Villas Stotzer and Jacquemet, both designed in 1908.
Additionally, Le Corbusier also studied Eugene Grasset's Methode de composition
239 'le beau ne saurait etre conpu en dehors de certaines lois d'ordre, de proportion et d'harmonie.'
From: Charles BLANC, Grammer des art du dessin, Paris, 1870, p. 6.
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ornamentale (1905). He wrote in his The Decorative Art ofToday, 'Grasset was the
geometrician and algebraist of flowers. With him we had to extend our admiration for all
flowers as far as the secret of their structure.'245 Henry Provensal's L 'Art de Demain which
Le Corbusier read in 1906, maintained that architecture must adhere to eternal laws,
including those of number, unity and harmony, and that cubic forms can best express such an
idea.246 This suggestion resonated with the training Le Corbusier had received on
developing geometry from nature. Thus, in this light, and also with his own preference for
geometry and the purity ofmachine, Le Corbusier's judgement on the resources of primitive
and distant cultures was led by this predilection. He then started to pursue primitive and
remote cultures with an eye for eternal laws and primaiy forms. Architectural models he
selected in his discussions explicitly show this tendency and direction, such as the Jewish
tabernacle or the mosque in Istanbul.
1907-1911: Travel, Museum and Library Study
After a primary training in La Chaux-de-Fonds, Le Corbusier spent four years from 1907 to
1911 travelling and serving his apprenticeship. Since about 1908 he had been a keen explorer
in search of an ideal,247 ofwhat contemporary architecture should be. This pursuit was
carried out by visiting numerous cities, architectural sites, and museums; taking architectural
lectures; reading much literature; practising architecture designs; and observing local life and
folk art, etc. In this period, Le Corbusier took extensive trips to European countries including
Italy, the Balkans and Turkey. He was stimulated enormously by travelling, studying and
working as an apprentice in Paris and Germany.
245 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 132.




A. Travel as Cultivation
All my life was filled with discoveries. It is a matter of choice.
- Le Corbusier248
Travelling has been considered as a channel of education, especially the traditional grand
tour for the young European aristocrats as a culmination of their classical education. During
the grand tour, men learned about the politics, cultures and arts of other lands. Traditionally,
the ultimate destination of it was Italy, which is full of the ancient Roman heritage. Art
students from all over the Europe visited Italy to see and learn from the ancient models.
'Italy was the only European country which could provide all the justification needed for the
new fashion of travel for its own sake. Here people could update their humanist education in
its birthplace, see the monuments of the Greeks and Romans with their own eyes.'249 For
painters and architects it was a professional necessity.
Le Corbusier travelled abroad in quest of lessons that would clarity queries in his mind. His
was an attempt 'to capture the source of art, the reason for art, the role of art... [he] embarked
on a great journey, which was to be decisive, through the countryside and cities of countries
still considered unspoilt.'250 He perceived the lives and characters of each place in his
journey. He said: 'I then explored the big cities one after the other, to learn, to live, to look
for where to apply energies eager to produce, and I tasted their brutality.'251 As an architect,
Le Corbusier's daily work was to manage the architectural composition. He thus needed to
accumulate varied experience of architectural space to facilitate his design work.
248 Le Corbusier, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 58.
249 Paul Kruntorad, 'The Paradigm ofTravel in Italy', Lotus 68 (March 1991), p. 124.




During his journeys, Le Corbusier always took a sketchbook with him. Some of these
records of images and notes later became valuable sources of his numerous paintings and
building designs. His travel sketches were pictorial records of his observations and
discoveries. When he went to different places and studied local cultures, he again did
research in local museums and added notes and drawings to his sketchbooks. A
chronological list of his travels is attached in Appendix I.
B. Museum Study
From the museums I required certainties without holes, without snares. The works there
are like integral numbers, and the conversation is without pretence.
- Le Corbusier252
For Le Corbusier's generation, making replicas of historical pieces of art was an integral part
of the art and design training. At Ecole d'Art, 'L'Eplattenier used to mount his studies as
groups on large sheets ofwrapping paper so that his students could easily study them. Many
of Jeanneret's most beautiful museum studies appear to follow L'Eplattenier's style
closely.'253
Le Corbusier made extensive research at museums when he travelled or stayed in Venice,
Paris and Berlin, which is listed in Appendix II. In 1907, for instance, he went to Vienna to
study contemporary design. He visited many museums which often became a 'part of his
Sunday schedule yet - as in Italy - he never sketched paintings by masters; what he recorded
were usually furnishings, the decorative arts, or works produced by distant cultures'254 as
252 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 197-8.
253 Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, New Haven,
Conn.; London: Yale University Press, 2002, p. 161.
254 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 121.
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well as the examples of architecture in museums and in cities. In Vienna, he went to the
Historisches Museum255 where he did not pay attention to European collections but studied
Egyptian sculptures instead; he also researched in the Arabian room at the
Kunstgewerbemuseum.256 He visited numerous local museums during his travel such as the
Acropolis museum in Athens, and the Naples Museum near Pompeii.
In the current archive at the Fondation Le Corbusier, there is a list of drawings that Le
Corbusier made in museums during his formative years. Most of them were ofmore or less
primitive or distant cultures, instead of high art. For example, his sketches made in the
Louvre include the Persian bull, ancient Greek statuette, vases, and some mediaeval carpets,
without any great art in the Renaissance or thereafter. In the Trocadero museum in Paris, he
showed great interest in African art and made many records ofPeruvian art. He was also
interested in Cambodian statues and Japanese Buddhist statues in the Guimet museum.
Study in the museum, as Le Corbusier later recalled, proved more reliable and certain than
learning from books.257 In Paris, he enjoyed working at Perret's studio, which 'provided the
freedom to spend afternoons, evenings, and weekends as he liked, perhaps in museums, at
the Notre-Dame, in libraries.'258
C. Imaginary Journeys: Study from Books
In 1908 and 1909 when Le Corbusier stayed in Paris and worked for Auguste Perret, he spent
255 See Passe no.314. Le Corbusier annotated: Wien Historisches Museum.
256 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 122.
257 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, 1987, pp. 197-8.
258 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 175.
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considerable time studying at the Bibliotheque Nationale and the Bibliotheque
Sainte-Genevieve.259 Since 1910 Le Corbusier had worked on 'La Construction des villes', a
treatise on urban design. He researched in many libraries while travelling260 and included
many distant cultures such as Ernst Johann Robert Boerschmann's travel documents
concerning Chinese temples (see Ch. 6).
Apart from his visits, Le Corbusier also took imaginary journeys by reading books such as
Rousseau's Les Confessions in 1909 and Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra. When he
stayed in Vienna 1907 and 1908, he read through Les Grands Inities, a gift from
L'Eplattenier, and Sanctuaires d'orient all by Edouard Schure. The former book portrays the
lives ofmany of the world's greatest prophets of the past, including Krishna of India, Moses
and Jesus from the Middle East, Hermes ofEgypt, and Orpheus, Pythagoras and Plato of
Greece. There are other spiritual leaders discussed such as Persian Zoroaster, Indian Buddha,
Chinese Fu-Hi, and so on. Schure's discussion compared each master's tenets. As a result,
the world civilizations opened Le Corbusier's mind not only with decorative patterns as
Owen Jones discussed, but also broad wisdom from diverse cultures, which commonly
nourished people. As Schure states:
Lao-Tse261 in China was emerging from the esoterism of Fo-Hi262; the last Buddha
Sakya-Mouni was preaching on the banks of the Ganges; in Italy the Etrurian
priesthood sent to Rome an initiate possessed of the Sibylline books.. .Their diverse
missions had one common end in view...at certain periods, one identical spiritual
current passes mysteriously through the whole of humanity.263
259 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, 1914-1948; notes by Francpoise de Franclieu, p. 5.
260 For this treatise, he visited Paris again for research in the Bibliotheque Nationale in 1915. In
Germany he visited many cities for his book Etude sur le mouvement del'art decoratifen Allemagne
and studied in local libraries for 'La Construction des villes'. See H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's
Formative Years, pp. 430-5.
261 A Chinese philosopher, the founder of Taoism and the author of Tao-Te Chin.
262 'ffctt' (in Chinese), a legendary intellectual in ancient China who invented 'Bagua', eight
variations in the universe.
263 Edouard Schure, The Great Initiates, vol. II, p. 10.
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During his sojourn in Germany between 1910 and 1911, Le Corbusier became acquainted
with William Ritter, who became a close friend, before meeting Ozenfant, the second great
mentor in his life. Ritter, twenty years older than Le Corbusier, was a critic ofmusic and art,
as well as a biographer and a prolific novelist. The settings of his writing were usually the
Slavic countries. He had much enthusiasm for the peasant life, which obviously persuaded
Le Corbusier to visit this region in 1911.264
Ritter recommended Le Corbusier to read Les Entretiens de la villa du Rouet; Essais
dialogues sur les arts plastiques en Suisse romande by Alexandre Cingria-Vaneyre in 1910.
Cingria-Vaneyre insisted on the popular and folkarts of the French-speaking Switzerland
'had preserved ancient classical values... [and] must be reintroduced into the region's
architecture.'265 This book supported Le Corbusier's view that he had already established
and had much influence on him. Thus, the classical value should be fused with the
vernacular one, which would be a key component of his new design. The many other books
he read at this time are listed in the appendix of Paul Turner's dissertation 'The Education of
Le Corbusier.'
1912-17: La Chaux-de-Fonds, Early Professional Career
From 1912, before moving to Paris, Le Corbusier had an early professional career in his
hometown, teaching, designing and writing. Vernacular features remained his delight, as
after returning to La Chaux-de-Fonds in 1910 and 1912, he liked to stay in a Jura farmhouse
close to his parents' house. Such farmhouses typically consisted of a low-pitched roof and
254 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 217-8.
265 Ibid., p. 237.
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sheltered all the necessities. It turned out to be one of Le Corbusier's favourites where he
stayed for months, and its images inspired his later design. The pyramidal chimney, for
example, was borrowed and reinterpreted into the Assembly Chamber, Chandigarh, India,
and the church at Firminy, France.266
As revealed in an essay of 1914, his Jura regionalism was somehow adjusted. He no longer
thought that one could bring about apriori, a regional architecture form. He was convinced
that an architect, sensitive to his surroundings, would gradually reveal the environmental
influence in his work. This therefore negated L'Eplattenier's call for an art based on the
natural forms of the Jura, and one further step took place.267
1917- 29: Paris and L'Esprit Nouveau
Le Corbusier moved to Paris in January 1917 to begin his new career. From May Le
Corbusier worked on housing at Saint-Nicholas-d'Aliermont, Normandy. He spent time in
sketching vernacular buildings near the site and studying their massing, roof shapes,
fenestration and materials. It was his client's decision to respect the regional architectural
styles so many features in his design came from the local buildings.268
After having moved to Paris, Le Corbusier met several friends who were fond of the
primitive. Among them, Fernand Leger had been Le Corbusier's close friend since early
1920. Leger designed the setting and costumes of the ballet 'The Creation of the World' in
1923 with a stylistic African reference, which was a balance between modern and primitive
266
Ibid., pp. 185-191.




forms. His designs suggested that at that time 'African forms became a metaphor for origins
and their aspirations for modern society.'269 Amedee Ozenfant was Le Corbusier's important
friend. In Ozenfant's The Foundations ofModern Art270, he freely juxtaposed images of
African art and modem technology. He also praised Jazz for its intensity and richness.271 Le
Corbusier absorbed the duality ofAfrican folk culture and the machine that infused the work
ofOzenfant and others.272
In 1918 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant published their Purist manifesto Apres le cubisme, in
which they elaborated the traits of Purism in number, geometry and harmony in nature, with
the demonstrations of the ancient canon of the palace in Assyria, the Parthenon, the Persian
Dome and so on. Later in L'Esprit nouveau, the subtitle of early volumes, Revue
internationale d'esthetique, conveyed an intention of international reach. Most of the
positive examples there were related to primitive and distant cultures.
Le Corbusier's articles in L'Esprit nouveau were largely republished into four books
afterwards. His modernist arguments are supported by distant examples. As he stated, the
modem sensibility rests upon the past, exoticism, and the present.273 In Towards a New
Architecture, he stated his view that 'the plan is the generator'274 and a spatial rhythm,
which is illustrated with a Hindu temple, Santa Sophia, a temple at Thebes, a palace in
269 Petrine Archer-Shaw, Negrophilia: avant-garde Paris and black culture in the 1920s, London:
Thames & Hudson, 2000, p. 110.
270 First pubuished asL'Art, Paris in 1928, published in English inl931.
271 Amedee Ozenfant, The Foundations ofModern Art, p. 169. See also Susan L. Ball, Ozenfant and
Purism: the Evolution ofa Style, 1915-1930, pp. 86-7.
Mich. Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1981.
272
Mardges Bacon, Le Corbusier in America: Travels in the Land ofthe Timid, Cambridge, Mass.;
London: MIT Press, c2001, p. 221.
273 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete, vol. 3, p. 157, trans. Jacques Sbriglio, Immeuble 24 N.C. et
appartement Le Corbusier: Apartment Block 24 N. C. and Le Corbusier's Home, pp. 59-60.
274 LC, Towards a New Architecture, p. 45.
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Amman and the Acropolis. In discussions on the arrangements of and the relationship
between interior and exterior,275 Santa Sophia, the Pompeii house and the Acropolis are
taken as examples. The elaboration of 'Regulating Lines' exhibits more comprehensive
examples to prove their universality throughout histories and cultures, in which some cases
are cited from a primitive temple (Jewish Tabernacle, in fact, fig. 3.1), a Greek temple,
Persian cupolas, the Notre Dame of Paris, the Capitol at Rome and the Petit Trianon at
Versailles. Two independent chapters are dedicated to the Parthenon and ancient Rome, as
well as the drama of St. Peter Church ofMichelangelo. Le Corbusier kept a distance from
other Renaissance art and noted carefully: 'The work ofMichael Angelo is a creation, not a
Renaissance.'276
In The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, examples of this category are focused on the
discussion of order and uniformity.277 A 'great city' in his mind is with a strong order.
'Where the orthogonal is supreme, there we can read the height of a civilization.'278 Such
examples with a checkersboard or a concentric plan listed are Khorsabad (fig. 3.2) and
Peikin (Beijing).
Fig. 3.1 A primitive temple. LC, Fig. 3.2 Khorsabad.
Towards a New Architecture, p. 71. LC, The City ofTomorrow, p. 101.
275 In the chapter of'The Illusion of Plan'
276 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 168.
277 In the chapter of'Classification and Choice' and 'The Great City.'
278 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, trans. Frederick Etchells, London, The
Architectural Press, 1947, p. 55.
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There are discussions on the authenticity of folk culture and the legacy of ancient decorative
art in The Decorative Art ofToday. Illustrations are primarily accumulated from his early
study in museums, ranging broadly from a Peruvian vase to a Nimba goddess and photos
from other publications. While discussing the machine conceived within the spiritual
ffamefwok, he stated that the geometry and the gods of Egypt and Congo sit side by side.279
He also affirmed that the folk culture was corrected, perfected, polished, clarified, was a
mirror of people, and therefore became transmissible.280 On the other hand, in the machine
age, 'new standards will be our own folk culture'.281
In La peinture moderne, a synthesis of the Parisian artistic milieu,282 primitive examples
were elaborated in the chapter 'Destination de la peinture' as a historical account; and an
Egyptian engraving was illustrated for the demonstration of hieratisme in the chapter for
discussion of'Idee personal: Tangle droit.'
At the late Purist stage, folk architecture became strong in his writing. One reason is his visit
to Brittany in 1924.283 There he made many sketches of vernacular houses and was
especially impressed by a scene of a vertical stone standing against the horizon on the sea, a
'right angle' in the natural landscape, and his primordial icon on a primitive land. These
Breton folk houses were later published in Almanack d'architecture moderne of 1926, in
279 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 110-2.
280
Ibid., p.33.
281 Ibid., pp. 36-7.
282 Carol S.Eliel, L'Esprit nouveau: Purism in Paris, 1918-1925, Los Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles
County Museum ofArt in association with Harry N. Abrams, c2001, p. 94.
283 Le Corbusier took a vacation in Brittany in 1918 including visiting Angers, which is a big city.
See H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p.494. Le Corbusier mentioned Brittany again
on houses: '1933 Cyclades the idea comes back of the house in Brittany of 1924 starting out from a
central nucleus.' Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, 1914-1948, no.314.
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which they were regarded as a 'standard'. They were precise, pure, and true as an apple or a
pear. Reinforced concrete, resisting sea well; was later introduced to this region; a new
standard was thus established.284 Many examples in the book illustrate the history of
architecture and focus on geometry and the human scale from ancient time to the present.
In 1927, Le Corbusier purchased an African statuette from the Hotel Drouot.285 In the same
year, he participated in the competition for the Palace of the League ofNations in Geneva,
which led him to rethink the argument for modern architecture. This project was intended to
unite all nations, and pushed him forward to encompass the larger world. He consequently
highlighted his narration on primitive and distant cultures to justify his argument, and then
published Une Maison — unpalais: "A la Recherche d'une Unite Architecturale" in 1928.
The mood of the book is, as in his previous publications, always juxtaposed with archaic and
modern examples; the machine and nature; and moreover, Europe and the whole world. The
instances ofprimitive, folk and distant culture are broader than before. References to
primitive and folk, becoming more explicit, included current primitives within Europe such
as vernacular huts in Brittany and Arcachon with lengthy discussion, several pre-historical
examples such as Stonehenge in Britain, a sanctuary on Gozo Island, and instances of
medieval European cities. Many other examples were from civilizations such as Persia,
Assyria, India, China, Greece and Rome. This book highlights the most comprehensive
viewpoints of Le Corbusier's discussions on the primitive and ancient civilizations of the
world as his stance to proclaim modern architecture.
The following year, 1929, during his journey to South America, Le Corbusier gave a series
284 Le Corbusier, Almanach d'architecture moderne, pp. 86-91.
285 In May 19-20, 1927, likely in Paris. See the catalogue in FLC.
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of lectures, which were later published as Precisions. In this book, the primitive hut and
Argentinean folk house were discussed, but not as much as in his writing as before. On the
contrary, the folk, primitive and natural elements gradually become expressive in his
architecture.
Transitional Period: Collection around 1929
Citation ofprimitive and distant cultures in Le Corbusier's writing reached a highpoint by
1928, as he published Une Maison - un palais, but in his design work only after 1929 these
sources turned out to be more expressive (Maisons Loucheurl929, Maison Errazurisl930, Le
Pavilion Suisse 1930, etc.). The classical and universal disciplines, such as order and
proportion, had already manifested through the regulating lines since his Purist architecture,
and later continued as Modulor. The primitive, folk and natural languages in design were
more significant in his post-Purist architecture.
A. Suppression of the Machine after the Late 1920s
Le Corbusier's repository in the late 1920s had already accumulated rather rich materials of
many types, but principles of how to apply these materials were adjusted in order to echo his
current work and background. The theme of the 'machine' in Le Corbusier's writings in late
1920s is weaker than in the early 1920s. He continued to mention machines and technology
but discussed much broader issues in his articles. For example, in Une Maison - un palais,
the machine age and the 'machine for living' was mentioned but was less strong than that in
Towards a New Architecture of 1923. This was similar to his urban design treatise The
Radiant City published in 1933 where many other themes were involved, such as the
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biological cells, the law of nature, urban paradigm and syndicalism. As observed by Kenneth
Frampton:
...after 1930, Le Corbusier no longer believed in the Purist project as the manifest
destiny of the machine-age civilization. Thus, he came to realize that far from heralding
a new golden age, the machine was at best an ambivalent instrument or, ifnot that, then
certainly an insufficient cause for the realization of Utopia.286
Le Corbusier's dialogical habit ofmind took a totally different turn around 1930 when
he began to think of revitalizing vernacular culture through its subtle integration with
modern technology.287
This disillusionment with the machine and technology fermented gradually. The American
Wall Street Crash of 1929 unleashed a dreadful economic crisis, which spread to France in
1931 and was not improved until 1938. The Depression, apart from its obvious impact on the
economic sphere, also undermined the faith ofmany French intellectuals in the American
industrial Utopia. 'Fordism and Taylorism no longer seemed such certain means to obviate
class tensions once the prospects of abundance were in doubt...The disillusionment with
technocracy had almost immediate repercussions on French economic and political life.'288
Le Corbusier's Purist architecture was not fully successful in realization, such as his mass
production housing project at Pessac (1925-1928).289 His pure geometric boxes with
monolithic finish revealed technical problems when built,290 which is ironic considering his
praise of technology. The large pure transparent glass fapade in his Salvation Army hostel
was problematic in hot summer weather, and was later replaced by operable windows.
286 Kenneth Frampton, 'The Other Le Corbusier: Primitive Form and the Linear City 1929-52', in Le
Corbusier: Architect ofthe Century, p. 29.
287 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, Thames and Hudson, 2001, p. 7
288
Mary Caroline Mcleod, Urbanism and Utopia, Le Corbusierfrom Regional Syndicalism to Vichy,
Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, June 1985, p. 73.
289 Ibid., p. 30.
290 Such as the Villa Savoye was 'providing a catalogue of disastrous technical fallings' such as
leaking, flooding, problems of plumbing and central heating, etc. See Tim Benton, 'Villa Savoye and
the Architects' Practice' in H. Allen Brooks, ed., Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, Garland
Publishing, Inc., New York, 1987, pp. 93-4.
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Fig. 3.3 Le Corbusier, Errazuris house in Chile, Fig. 3.4 Le Corbusier, 'La table
1930. O.C. 2, p. 50, detail. mise', 1927. A Sketch for the
surrealistic paintings 'Le dejeuner
pres du phare'. (FLC 1208)
The turning point in Le Corbusier's career, according to Mary McLeod, is 1929, the
concluding year of the first volume of his Oeuvre complete,291 By then, Le Corbusier had
begun designing the Villa Savoye, sketching his Rio de Janeiro scheme - a great sweeping
viaduct - and designing the Errazuris house in Chile (fig. 3.3). These projects 'reveal a
change in formal vocabulary: from white planar surfaces, static cubic forms, ribbon windows,
and flat roofs to exposed materials, textures, looser geometries, and sloping roofs'.292 Le
Corbusier's architectural design began to use expressed concrete and rubble material.
Nevertheless, many signals of transformation had already emerged earlier. His paintings in
1927 had a more plastic and surrealistic flavour, such as the sketch La table mise (fig. 3.4,
FLC 1208) for the surrealistic paintings Le dejeunerpres du phare (FLC 263), La guitare et
la mannequin (FLC 211) and Siphon et gants (FLC 210).
To Le Corbusier, nature was perceived in its tremendous power as a view from the air. He
noted in his Aircraft: 'In the air, from above? It is wilderness, indifferent to our
291
Mary Caroline Mcleod, Urbanism and Utopia, Le Corbusierfrom Regional Syndicalism to Vichy,
Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, June 1985, p. 31.
292 Ibid.
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thousand-year-old ideas, a fatality of cosmic elements and events...From the plane: there is
no pleasure...but a long, concentrated, mournful meditation.'293 The stimulating experience
of taking a flight in the late 1920s transformed Le Corbusier's sensibility, as Kenneth
Frampton observed:
The revelation stemmed not only from an aerial experience of the sublime but also
from what he perceived an apocalyptic image of the earth from the air.. .vast cosmic
forces and their cyclical capacity for destruction and recreation.294
The meandering rivers, which Le Corbusier saw from the airplane in South America,
inspired him to think that natural forces applied on the vicissitude of topography. His trip
home by sea, which lasted over two months, had an enormous impact on him. It highlighted
and transformed the 'Oceanic' aspect to his vision...the sense of oneness with the
295
universe.
Like many other modern architects, Le Corbusier sought to recreate from what were seen to
be the paradigmatic values of ancient and primitive cultures. For him primitive art, as Peter
Carl pointed out, was the 'approximate cultural equivalent of the generative cell in nature.
His world was constituted in the 'reciprocity of the potential reconciliation with nature,[and]
the receptacle of the ethos of community (tradition)...'296 His collections were rich in both
nature and primitive cultures but contained few examples of the machine. Henceforth, the
compositions and contents of his paintings become less strict, less machine - like and many
mythical combinations appeared. The machine remained one of the themes in his work but
not a dominant one.
293 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig. 121-3.
294 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p.l 10.
295 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, Thames and Hudson, 2001, p. 88.
296 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 51.
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B. More Primitive Expressions in Painting and Architecture
While Le Corbusier's written works around 1930 became broader and diversified, his
architectural designs began to use elements of vernacular language. As Kenneth Frampton
observed, 'Shortly after the Crash of 1929 he began to lose his faith in the manifest destiny
of the machine age, and it is just this doubt that came to be played out in his return to
primitive constructional methods in the mid-1930s.'297
Paradoxically a critique to his earlier 'Five points towards a new architecture', the pitched
roof and rough timber, applied in Maison Errazuris (1930) and Maison de vacances aux
Mathes (1935), were continuously recommended in his later proposal of 'Murondins' in
1940 and his own Cabanon in 1950. Turf-over-vault structure with implications of a cave
was designed in La Petite Maison de Weekend in 1935. The image of a nomad tent was
realized in Pavilion des Temps Nouveau in 1937 and it anticipated the Philips Pavilion of
1958.
In terms of choosing new materials, the rubble exposed walls had been displayed earlier for
the garden wall ofUne Petite Maison (1924) and the Villa Savoye (1929-31), now used
expressively for his interior studio wall at Nungesser et Coli (1933) for Maison de Weekend
(1935), Mandrot Villa and the Pavilion Suisse at the Cite Universitaire designed in 1930.
The pilotis on the ground floor of the Pavilion used exposed reinforced concrete, which had
a primitivistic flavour.
297 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, Thames and Hudson, 2001, p. 7.
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Apart from a vernacular language, there were Surrealist themes incorporated in the Beistegui
Apartment of 1929 and in many of paintings, and will be further discussed in chapter seven.
Compared with Le Corbusier's Purist paintings, the painting of 1930's was more expressive,
and many natural objects, scenery, boats, and female bodies appeared. Many of them were
transformed and juxtaposed to create a mythical aura but, at the same time, arranged in a
clear geometrical order. Many components are exotic or primitive such as Josephine Baker
and the women in Rio and the Casbah, Algiers. The theme ofwomen as 'conceived as
voluptuous architecture or landscape preoccupied LC from an early age.'298 In 1929 during
Le Corbusier's travels to South America, he developed an intimate friendship with Josphine
Baker, which brought him a close experience of an African American. Le Corbusier invested
in her symbols ofpurity, innocence, nobility and also a kind of sauvage vitality, which
reflected the language ofmyths of 'primitivism', modernism, and americanisme.299
There were many other modern artists incorporating woman-related subjects as well, notably
Picasso, whom Le Corbusier was familiar with, in his metamorphoses period from 1925 to
1936. Particularly in the 1930s, Picasso developed vocabularies of the human body, which is
built of spongy and mineral materials to constitute bold erotic metaphors, or to evoke an
unambiguous crudeness of sexual relations.300 Some of his works are associated with the
motif of the odalisque.301 For Henri Matisse, another ofLe Corbusier's favourite artists, the
motif of odalisque had been present in his paintings since his first Nice period from 1917 to
298 Charles Jencks, Le Corbusier and the Continual Revolution in Architecture, New York, NY:
Monacelli Press, 2000, note on fig. 122.
299
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300
Dominique Dupuis-Labbe, 'Le siecle de Picasso', in Hsiang-Ling, Lai, ed., Le Monde de Picasso,
1881-1973. Exposition Sept 1998-Jan 1999, Musee National de Palais, Taipei, Organisateurs: Musee
National de Palais, Musee National de Picasso de Paris, China Time Group and Dimension
Endowment Group, p. 252
301 Such as his 'The Painter' of 13 May 1934. The source of this painting is Ingres's 'Odalisque and
Slave'. See Elizabeth Cowling...[et al.], Matisse Picasso, pp. 236-7.
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the 1930s. 'The odalisque was to form an important part ofMatisse's repertoire for the rest
of his life... it was placing him in a French nineteenth-century tradition'302 along with Ingres
and Delacroix. Most ofLe Corbusier's women in the 1930s are elaborately distorted heavy
women. Not quite 'as calm and statuesque as Picasso's Neo-classical nudes in the 1920s.
Rather, they are gargantuan, muscular, and peasant-like.'303 The feminine presence was
abstracted during this time, 'perhaps becoming an earth goddess, mother figure, and object
of sexual desire.'304
In this period these natural expressions in his painting and natural materials in his
architecture led him towards Brutalism, which, as pointed out by Charles Jencks, was 'a
move that was prompted in the deepest sense by a rediscovery of natural orders, primitive
societies, and a sexual relation with women unconstrained by conventional etiquette,
sophistication, or snobbism.'305
Early 1930s: Syndicalism, Radiant City and the Primitive
In his political life, around 1910 Le Corbusier was in Germany, where he regularly read his
hometown socialist newspaper La Sentinelle. He also published an article in it concerning
the wellbeing of the working class. His socialist and syndicalist view was already established
by 1910.306
302 John Golding, 'Introduction', Elizabeth Cowling...[et al.], Matisse Picasso, London: Tate
Publication, 2002, p. 20.
303 Charles Jencks, Le Corbusier and the Continual Revolution in Architecture, p. 202.
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In 1928 Le Corbusier visited Moscow to discuss the construction of Centrosyus, and became
more seriously involved in the Soviet thinking during his three trips to Moscow between
1928 and 1930. Many of his friends and colleagues were leftists or strong advocates of
communism, but some others were politically to the right as well. Eventually as a
professional architect, Le Corbusier found Marxism too abstract and divorced from
immediate action307 and he was never a communist. However, he was still extremely
interested in designing dwellings for workers and studying houses of peasants.
Later in 1930 he met Philippe Lamour, a lawyer and a syndicalist, and became actively
involved in a neo-syndicalist movement, editing and writing for three politically committed
journals, Plans, Preludes, and L'Homme Reel,308 from which excerpts were later
incorporated into The Radiant City.
Syndicalism was a political and economic doctrine that advocated control of the means and
processes of production by organized bodies ofworkers instead of owners. As with
communism, the power in society could reside in the hands of the workers and peasants,
rather than the upper classes. Thus, as the power of the lower classes was praised and
celebrated, their folk arts and architecture were consequently honoured.
The themes ofPlans, other than political issues, covered many discussions of folk and the
primitive. The editors' preferences, as Mary McLeod observed, were 'emotional and direct.
In contemporary art they liked [Frans] Masereel's expressionistic woodcuts and Leger's
"brutal, direct" painting... In addition to these works of "true value", they
307 Mcleod, Mary Caroline. Urbanism and Utopia, Le Corbusierfrom Regional Syndicalism to Vichy,
Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, June 1985, pp. 96-99.
308 Ibid., p. 94.
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endorsed.. .primitive art... and vernacular architecture. In contrast to thz L'Esprit nouveau
editors...the Plans group accepted folklorique as a living tradition'.309 They moved away
from a predominantly abstract conception of order. 'If the contributors still allied themselves
to a Latin culture, it was one that extended beyond Pericles's Athens to archaic Greece,
Romanesque churches, North African Casbahs, and fishermen's villages.'310
In The Radiant City first published in 1933, Le Corbusier discussed mainly the modern
technique, new age, and reformulation of the generic city plan. There are several paragraphs
discussing the primitive hut. At a CIAM conference, he began with the folk hut in the
Cyclades where the houses there were eternal and had 'measurements on the human
scale.'311 A diagram of a cone-shaped hut312 showed an 'artificial site' with a note that the
savages had created it to avoid floods. This diagram was adopted from his previous
Precisions. To support his urban design scheme in Algeria, for example, Le Corbusier
praised the Arab-owned 'hospitable and charming house, so clean, so measured, ample and
intimate.'313 And, the house in Ghardaia is a'poem'314 and so on.
In 1935 an exhibition ofprimitive art was held at Le Corbusier's studio in Paris. It was
organized and presented by Louis Carre, but Le Corbusier also participated in and
contributed to it, exhibiting his paintings, writing an introduction in the invitation and
insisting that the Greek statue, 'Moscophore', should be painted polychrome. His
introduction expressed ideas on the primitive as creating unities out of different periods. The
309 Ibid., p. 128-9.
310 Ibid., p. 128.
311 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, tr. Pamela Knight, Eleanor Levieux and Derek Coltman, London:
Faber and Faber, 1967, p. 52.
312 Ibid., p. 56.
313
Ibid., p. 230.
314 Ibid., p. 232.
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exhibition was infused with the primitive and contemporary, archaic and folk, European and
African elements 'to once again render the excitement and novelty to those things which
man created at some point in the past'375 (see Ch. 4). This exhibition was later recorded and
published in Le Corbusier's Oeuvre complete vol. 3 and various other books.
Later in 1935 he travelled to New York and visited the Brooklyn Museum where he found an
Alaskan totem pole and the art of the Incas and the Mayas. To him, they were examples of
'great and magnificent art, dominating, exalting the sun and cosmic powers...how much
modern consciousness finds here an eternal vigour.'316 He also celebrated African American
cultures, especially Jazz.
Later Development
The general trend towards the primitive in Europe had changed by World War II. As Robert
Goldwater observed, after 1938, the impact of primitive art receded, as it established its own
non-naturalistic traditions, and familiar parts of our aesthetic environment. They no longer
appear as 'primitive' as they did before 1940.317
In Le Corbusier's mind, the primitive tendency was not only a thing of the 1920s and 1930s,
but was rooted and continuously expressed in his design works, such as in his vacation
cabanon or the Maisions Jaoul. Exposed concrete was widely used as a building material
315 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete, p. 157, trans. Jacques Sbriglio in Apartment Block 24 N.C. and Le
Corbusier's House, pp. 57-60.
316 Le Corbusier, When the Cathedrals Were White, p. 133.
317 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, p.xvi.
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In 1937, Le Corbusier designed a tent structure for the Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux, with a
series of image and text including the history and development of urbanism, including the
primitive dwelling of cave, hut and tent.318 In 1940 Le Corbusier proposed the 'Murondins'
system of construction (Mur et Rondins, i.e., wall and tree trunks) for the refugee camp
during the war. The refugees could build their own shelter with their own hands and natural
materials. Le Corbusier noted: 'These simple and primitive constructions touched on the
most fundamental elements of architecture; sun and light, the human scale, purity of
structural system, plastic aesthetics, and relation to the site.'319
The 'golden age' was cited in The Home ofMan, 1942, Le Corbusier's book on urbanism.
He discussed the 'essential joys' of sun, space and verdure, and noted that a town planner
and architect should 'erect again the settings of the golden age... valuation of the profoundly
human elements, the manifestations of consciousness illuminated by the "essential joys." A
symphony, a harmony.'320 The illustration of this is an island with a pavilion and trees.
In his Propos d'Urbanisme of 1946 (Concerning Town Planning, 1947),
Le Corbusier illustrated urban examples from the past again, including Paris, Venice, Rome,
Treviso, Strasbourg, etc., recast from his early study of 'La Construction des villes.' He
followed this by the primitive construction of the 'Murondins'.
In Chandigarh, India in 1951, Le Corbusier had the opportunity to get in touch with the
318 Le Corbusier, Des Canons, des munitions? merci! des logis...S. Y.P., Editions de L' Architecture
d'aujourd'hui, pp. 42-44.
319 Le Corbusier, Concerning Town Planning, tr. by Clive Entwistle from the French Propos
d'urbanisme. London: Architectural Press, 1947, p. 36.
320 Le Corbusier and Francois de Pierrefeu, The Home ofMan, London: Architectural Press, 1948, p.
102.
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essential joys ofHindu principles in folk life: 'a brotherhood of relationships between the
cosmos and all living things: stars, nature, sacred animals, birds, monkeys, and cows, and in
the villages, children, adults, and still living people, the pond and mango trees, all present
and all smiling, poor but in proportion.'321
In his final text of 1965, Le Corbusier notes 'the axis of fundamental laws: biology, nature,
the cosmos.'322 At the same time he was still concerned with folk and distant culture, as he
recalled his journey to the Orient and the peasant house coping with a sloping site that struck
him for life.323 He also mentioned that he tried to visit Peikin (Beijing) and Mexico City.
There, in addition to a palace, he 'admired the peasants' house, the house ofman, the huts,
the modest thing on a human scale.'324 Since his formative years and especially in the late
1920s, this tendency was rooted in his mind, and remained important to him for the rest of
his life.
Part II. Notions on Exploring the Primitive, Historical and Geographical Dimension
Some notions in Le Corbusier's mind were formed gradually since his early studies, which
led him specifically to select certain sources during his study or journey. These notions also
guided him in exploring broader geographical and cultural visions while formulating his
personal museum. Anti-academicism was quite a strong attitude, which led him to explore
new unconventional possibilities. Many of his personal architectural standards are universal,
and his design principles are rather fundamental which would simultaneously fit into modern
321 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, New Haven; London: Yale University Press, cl997, p. 89.
322
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and primitive, contemporary and ancient, European and distant cultures.
Anti-academicism
The schools of the 19th century have destroyed the human scale and abolished respect
for material. The new architecture is the work of rebels...The schools are run by
"professors".. .The professors teach according to the prescribed programme.. .Has a life
a programme? No, life is explosive.
— Le Corbusier325
Le Corbusier liked to regard himself as a freethinker. Throughout the period of the
Albigensian heresy, persecuted refugees had flocked to the Jura valleys from the south west
of France. Le Corbusier was convinced that his family had such as connection and tended to
take the heritage of heresy as a spiritual revelation against the onslaughts of the official
religion.326
Le Corbusier read several books around 1908, which made him think ofhimself as a prophet
in the realm of art and architecture,327 and a protagonist in the historical process. Edouard
Schure's Les Grands Inities illustrates many of the greatest prophets of the past. Friedrich
Nietzsche's Thus Spoke Zarathustra and Ernest Renan's Life ofJesus suggested a special
notion of a missionary role of an architect 'as someone intuiting universal truths, which he
then reveals to the world.'328 With the idea of a 'superman', Nietzsche's account radically
challenged the authority of the official religion and the status of God.
Le Corbusier's specific attitude to academicism was unveiled as early as in 1908 when he
325 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig. 49-52 & 61-64.
326 William J.Curtis, Le Corbusier, Ideas andForms, p. 16.
327 Paul Turner, 'Romanticism, Rationalism, and Domino System', Russell Walden ed., The Open
Hand: Essays on Le Corbusier, MIT, 1977, p. 20.
328 Ibid.
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visited Paris to 'delve into the innermost depths of architecture... his own "ideal" ofjust what
contemporary architecture should be.'329 After four months of rumination, he wrote a letter
of criticism to L'Eplattenier:
...You, Grasset, Sauvage, Jourdain, Paquet and others, you are all deceitful -
Grasset, a model of truth, deceitful, because you do not really know what architecture
is all about.. .1 know it now - yet none ofyou told me...
In his article, 'The Lesson ofRome', Le Corbusier stated that 'the business ofArchitecture is
to establish emotional relationships by means of raw materials.. .Architecture is a plastic
thing, spirit of order, unity of intention.'330 From these standpoints he denounced the
education of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts:
.. .The lesson ofRome is for wise men.. .Rome is the damnation of the half-educated.
To send architectural students to Rome is to cripple them for life. The Grand Prix de
Rome and the Villa Medici are the cancer of French architecture."31
The plan of the Forum [of Pompeii] contains a number of axes, but it would never
obtain even a bronze medal at the Beaux Arts... It is a joy to the mind to consider such
a plan and to walk in the Forum.332
There were many other modernists and their predecessors concerned about breaking with the
past. Henri Labrouste, for example, applied new materials and a structural system to the
Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris. In its grand reading room, the structure of the interior
columns and the roof are separated from the exterior walls. Le Corbusier spent much time
studying in this library in the 191 Os and this served as a prelude to his Purist doctrine. In
addition, Viollet-le-Duc, the author ofDictionnaire and Le Corbusier's hero, retained an
anti-academic bias all his life.
329 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 151.
330 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 151.




Giacomo Barozzi Vignola (1507-73) is frequently mentioned in Le Corbusier's writings and
stands as the target academician.333 Vignola wrote La Regola delli Cinque Ordini
d'Architettura (The Rule for the Five Orders ofArchitecture) in which he established
paradigms of the orders based on antique examples. This book was 'the most widely used
architectural textbook of all up to the nineteenth century, and to some extent into the
twentieth century.'334 Le Corbusier reiterated in the last year of his life: '1919: regulating
lines.. .From now on... I repudiate all treatises. But I declare war, war on Vignola (and
Company), which always smells to me of the dead bodies.'335 The standard type of a
primitive hut was an inspiring example against Academies:
With such a [standardized] program...we are leaving behind the customs...We will
learn more from the savages, from men close to nature whom the Academies have not
touched.336
Universal Standards and Geometry
The notion of a universal order rooted in Le Corbusier's mind and was manifested in his
arguments. Throughout his life, as observed by Charles Jencks, 'Le Corbusier was searching
for a type of universal symbolism that would be trans-historical and non-conventional.'337
Henry Provensal's L'Art de Demain, which Le Corbusier read, maintains that architecture
must adhere to eternal laws, which comprise those of number, unity and harmony.338 These
principles, having influenced him since 1906, were later reinterpreted in his treatise. During
333 One example was quoted in 1929: 'Mr. Vignola is not concerned with windows, but "between
windows" (plasters and columns). I de-Vignolize with my "architecture is lighted floors.'"Le
Corbusier. Precisions (Precisions on the Present State ofArchitecture and City Planning), trans. Edith
Schreiber Aujame, Mass.: The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA., 1991, p. 51.
334 Hanno-Walter Kruft, History ofArchitectural Theory. Princeton Architecture Press, 1994, p. 80.
335 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 88.
336 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 33.
337 Charles Jenks, Le Corbusier and the Continual Revolution in Architecture, p. 117.
338 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 255.
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Le Corbusier's apprenticeship in Germany in 1910 and 1911, Peter Behrens impressed him
with the significance of harmony and proportions, including the use of regulating lines.339 In
Apres le cubisme, Le Corbusier and Ozenfant illustrated 'universal harmony' based on
anthropocentrism and anthropomorphism to liberate us.340 The ancient canons were based
exclusively 'on precise knowledge of the universality of the natural laws that govern the
exterior world and condition works of art.'341 In Le Corbusier's Purist paintings, objects
such as jars, bottles, pots, according to the author, are banal, but ubiquitous, have a high
degree of generality,342 and responded to man's imperative needs in all ages.343
In Towards a New Architecture, Le Corbusier discussed the engineer 'inspired by the law of
Economy and governed by mathematical calculation, puts us in accord with universal law.
He achieves harmony.'344 The definition of harmony is 'a moment of accord with the axis
which lies in man, and so with the laws of the universe, - a return to universal law.'345 If this
harmony can be universal, it thus should be able to be manifested by examples from around
the world and throughout history. Hence, Le Corbusier enumerated so many examples from
remote cultures and history in his publication, which is an aspect of universality and
timelessness.
In his mind, the standard type is another universal issue in human history. All mankind
resembles one another and has the same skeletal, nervous and arterial system. 'They [human
339 Ibid.
340 Le Corbusier and Amedee Ozenfant, 'Apres le cubisme', English translation in Carol S. Eliel,
L'Esprit nouveau: Purism in Paris, 1918-1925, Los Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles County Museum of
Art in association with Harry N. Abrams, c2001, p. 156.
341 Ibid., p. 157.
342 Ibid., p. 161.
343 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Robert L. Herbert ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964, p. 63.
344 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 11.
345 Ibid., p. 212.
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scale, function and needs] are not very numerous; they are very similar for all mankind, since
man has been made out of the same mould from the earliest times known to us...These needs
are types, that is to say they are the same for all of us.'346 Thus human functions are
type-functions, and generate type-objects and type-furniture.
Fundamental Observations
Le Corbusier's notion of architecture was more fundamental than stylistic or formal, which
allowed him to cultivate various historical and cultural aspects of architecture and then to be
further inspired. As an avant-garde architect, Le Corbusier did not simply maintain a radical
manner to resist the past. He delved profoundly into the quest for the essence of architecture.
Architecture, to him, is 'the masterly, correct and magnificent play ofmasses brought
together in light'.347 An architectural plan, to Le Corbusier is 'not a pretty thing to be
drawn... it is an austere abstraction.'348 The drawing of plans in the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
'has become a piece of paper on which black marks for walls and lines for axes play a sort of
mosaic on a decorative panel making graphic representations of star-patterns, creating an
optical illusion.'349 But man's eyes are around five feet six inches above ground, and can
only look at one aspect of architecture at a time. The arrangement of architectural elements
with an appreciable rhythm 'is the grading of aims, the classification of intentions.'350
The essence of a religious place, for example, is to provide its visitors with a space of release;
346 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 72.
347 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 29.
348
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to enable them to breathe and to feel a spiritual immensity within a simple form. He
observed a mosque in Istanbul:
It needs to be spacious so that the heart may feel at ease, and high so that prayers may
breathe there... the whole should be perfectly simple; and a kind of immensity must be
encompassed by the forms... the few who come to pray may feel joy and reverence
within this great house.351
To Le Corbusier, a Christian, this Islamic example may convey universal and fundamental
qualities of a religious architecture. An architectural effect is created not by a set of
symmetrical axes in plan, but by the experiences of a sequence of space. A man will be
'impressed by one dimension of a room succeeding another dimension, by one form
succeeding another. That is architecture!'352
This sequence of spaces of different dimensions and light creates rhythm and expresses
specific meaning, as he discussed on the Green Mosque in Broussa (now Bursa) in 1911:
Tiny doors and enormous bays. You are captured...You are enthralled by a sensorial
rhythm (light and volume) and by an able use of scale and measure, into a world of its
own which tells you what it set out to tell you. What emotion, what faith!353
The Primary Form and Dom-ino
When Le Corbusier studied in the Ecole d'Art, his mentor helped him observe the
composition of plants,354 which were echoed by Henry ProvensaTs notion on number, unity,
harmony and cubic forms. Gradually he established his perception based on primal forms
and geometry. This perception on the original and basic forms was elaborated by Le
351 As Le Corbusier is a Christian, thus this Islamic instance proved universal effect in religious
architecture. Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 100.
352 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 73.
353 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 182-3.
354 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 105.
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Corbusier in his key proposition: 'cubes, cones, spheres, cylinders or pyramids are the great
primary forms which light reveals to advantage',355 which recalls Paul Cezanne's famous
words to Emile Bernard in 1904: 'treat nature by means of the cylinder, the sphere, the
Such ideas concerning primary forms were preceded by the Enlightenment architects.
Etienne-Louis Boullee, for example, tried to look for the basic principles of architecture.
Similarly, Le Corbusier's perceptions ofRome (fig. 3.5) and of the mosque in Istanbul (fig.
3.6) could be abstracted as basic forms.
An elementary geometry orders these masses: the square, the cube, the sphere...The
orientation of the axis of every mosque on Moslem soil toward the black stone of the
Kaaba in an awe-inspiring symbol of the unity of the faith.357
In other words, the great cities both in the East and the West can be crystallized into primary
elements, or, they are all composed of essential forms.
Fig. 3.5 Le Corbusier, Rome was
crystallized into pure forms. LC, 'The
lesson ofRome', Towards a New
Architecture.
Many of his works were developed from, or composed of basic forms and basic units:
Dom-ino system (fig. 3.7), such as the combined units of the housing project in Pessac. As a
355 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 29.
356 Charles Harrison and Paul Wood, ed., Art in Theory, 1900-1990: an Anthology ofChanging Ideas,
Oxford: Blackwell, 1992, p. 37.
3,7 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 104.
cone .
, 356
Fig. 3.6 Sketch of Santa
Sophia.
LC, Voyage d'Orient
Carnet 1, p. 78.
Fig. 3.7 Le Corbusier,
Dom-ino system. O.C. 1,
p. 23.
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basic flat-slab building unit, his 'Dom-ino', a term derived from the combination of domicile
and innovation, was to be assembled and reorganized like playing a game of dominoes. It is
in an elemental form - pure column and pure slab - 'an industrialized equivalent to
Laugier's Primitive hut.'358 Its evolution came with his Maison Citrohan in 1920, which was
partially derived from the megaron form of the Mediterranean vernacular, typical of the
islands of the Aegean and equally evident in North Africa.359
The character of the domino is a unit, which can be repeated, combined, turned over, and
played by chance. It is pure, simple and can be enlarged to a big scale. This characteristic
was elaborated in Le Corbusier's early documents and paintings. In Pera, Istanbul, he saw a
compact city, 'Stone houses scale up within, thrusting upward like upright dominoes,
offering two sections ofwhite walls riddled with windows and then two adjoining walls the
colour of dried blood. Nothing softens the severity of this height.'360
While Le Corbusier researched in Delphi, he sketched three square 'stone dice' against the
background ofmountains and a valley. These stone dice were probably the three bases of the
Ishegaon near the Temple ofApollo.361 He noted in Une Maison - un palais: 'Dominating
the chasms and the valleys, at Delphi, these three stone dice, severe and pure testimonies,
speak of the sublime.'362
On the same page, right next to this image, another sketch was arranged carefully: the
358 William J.Curtis, Le Corbusier, Ideas and Forms, p. 43.
359 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 35.
360 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 90.
361 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 3, p. 147, Note 106.
362 'Dominant les golfes et les vallees, a Delphes, ces trois des de pierre, temoignages violents etpurs,
parlent du sublime.'Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 14.
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Parthenon and the Acropolis are seen from the Lycabettus, with the background of the Gulf
ofAegina.363 He intended to construct parallels between these two images, through pure
geometrical forms or dominoes in a setting of sacred nature. Here a game of scaling suggests
a connection between them: the silhouette of the Acropolis in the drawing is roughly similar
in size to the dice ofDelphi. The purity and geometry speak similarly of the sublime. Le
Corbusier noted:
It is therefore on geometry that the temples and the palaces are to be raised: it is in this
that the proofs of the will are to be found: power. Priests and the tyrants, demonstrating
their strength established architecture on geometry. Geometry: clear spirit and the
infinite mystery of combinations.364
Le Corbusier's sketch of the distant Acropolis was presented allusively in his painting 'La
Cheminee' in 1918, a theme of a prism and a fireplace. He noted: '1st painting 1918. Space.
light intensity of the composition. To tell the truth, behind that the site of the Acropolis is
present: the painting, the drawing, + the Acropolis drawing [in] travel notebook.'365 Thus the
domino, the dice, Delphi and the Acropolis, as well as his modern architecture are all
metaphorically interwoven. The Dom-ino, in its various forms, was amotif which lasted
throughout Le Corbusier's life.
Stimulation by the Past
There is, in fact, almost no avant-garde manifestation, which is not a new variation on
the attitude defined by Apollinaire as 'antitradition.'
363 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 3, p. 98, Note 80.
364 'C'est done sur la geometrie que s'eleveront les temples et les palais: c'est en elle que sont les
preuves de la volonte: puissance. Les pretres et les tyrans, manifestant leur force, etablirent l'archi-
tecture sur la geometrie. Geometrie: esprit clair et mystere infini des combinaisons'. From Le
Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 14. Trans. Cynthia Ann Poole, From Private to Public: Le
Corbusier and the House-Palace, 1926-1928, Thesis (PhD), University ofWestminster, 1997.
Unpublished. The original translation: 'in geometry the proofs...' was modified as 'it is in that the
proofs...'
365 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks 11, no.451. Underlined by Le Corbusier.
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- Poggioli366
Many theoretical statements made by modern architects around 1920 stressed the need to
reject tradition in favour of the new spirit. The manifesto of Futurist architecture insisted, for
example, in 1914, 'This architecture cannot be subject to any law of historical continuity...
Architecture is breaking free from tradition. It must perforce begin again from the
beginning'.367 Similarly, the De Stijl Manifesto 1 of 1918 asserted: 'Tradition, dogmas and
the predominance of the individual stand in the way of this realization [of the new
consciousness of the age].'368
Le Corbusier stood for the past in many ways, even though he discarded a certain tradition as
well. His discussion on tradition in L'Esprit nouveau: 'Decorative art is dead. Modern town
planning comes to birth with a new architecture. By this immense step in evolution... we
burn our bridges and break with the past.'369 In the same chapter, when he compared the
mature European civilization with that ofAmerica in the twentieth century, he praised the
past:
The fact that we have been nourished by earlier civilisations enables us to disperse the
clouds and to judge with clearness... Our spirits, nourished by past ages, are alert and
inventive.370
Architecture conveys the spirit of an age and carries the updated connection between
newness and tradition as an unbroken chain:
Architecture is the manifestation of the spirit of an age, seizing upon its technical
conquests. It imparts to.. .aspect of youth and honesty which revives the spirit,
stimulates creative activity, and constitutes the new links of that unbroken chain of
366 Renato Poggioli, The Theory ofthe Avant-garde, p. 53
367 Antonio Sant'Elia and Filippo Tommaso Marinetti, 'Futurist Architecture' (1914), in: Programs
andManifestoes on 20th-century Architecture, Ulrich Conrads ed., Massachusetts, MIT Press, 1970, p.
35.
368 Ulrich Conrads, ed. Programs and Manifestoes on 2(fh-century Architecture, p. 39.
369 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 17.
370 Ibid, pp. 18-19
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tradition, that chain whose every link was at one time an act of creative optimism, a
forward step, a constructive effort.371
Whether or not an artwork could be simultaneously avant-garde and traditional depends on
the timing and situation in history. Traditional works might have been regarded as
avant-garde instead of conventional when they first appeared, but an advanced work may
soon become history with the passing of time. Nevertheless, history always repeats itself:
All the great traditional works, those that without exception constitute the classical
chain, link after link, were revolutionary when they first appeared.
The essence of creation is necessarily to equate new relationships.372
Le Corbusier was not only an architectural designer; his other artworks, such as paintings,
were also architectonic. Searching for a new design is creative because it conceives and
reorganizes relationships among all the elements and their surroundings in the historical
chain. To him, the past should not be negated; on the contrary, he had studied it for a long
period of time as a rich source of stimulation, as he argued in his lecture 'To free oneself
entirely of academic thinking' in 1929:
Today I am considered a revolutionary. I shall confess to you that I have had only one
teacher: the past; only one education: the study of the past. Everything, for a long time,
and still today: the museums, travels, folk art... It is in the past that I found my lessons
ofhistory, of the reasons for being of things.. .373
It is unlikely that Le Corbusier could have been such a radical avant-garde artist only by
studying the past, as he provocatively stated. The issues are what the past meant to him and
how he studied the past, which provoked him to become a revolutionary modernist. He
always sought the profound reasons for the relationships among every event and object
rather than simply accepting them as they were. His mentor, Charles L'Eplattenier said to
371 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, note of fig. 26 and 27.
372 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 160.
373 Ibid., p. 33.
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him, '...don't treat nature like the landscapists who show us only its appearance. Study its
cause, forms and vital development, and synthesize them in the creation of ornaments.'374
History to Le Corbusier is not only a timeline but also 'the lesson ofmovement, the balance
sheet of human actions, the panorama of human adventure. The lesson of history is an order
to advance.'375 The innovations ofmodern science do not deny the knowledge of the past
but are instead built on it.376 History was a rich resource for him, as is evident from his
annotation of a series of photos of the Parthenon, Pisa Cathedral, the Colosseum and the
apses of St. Peter's: 'Forms taken by culture in areas of concentration. Flowerings of the
human spirit... These are the high peaks of human thought. Necessary human
nourishment.'377
The Naked Man and Primitive Wisdom
Le Corbusier discussed going back to zero in L'Esprit nouveau378 in order to re-establish his
stance, and while discussing decoration versus basic needs in The Decorative Art ofToday,
he proposed 'the naked man' as the basic and original state, which is another form of going
back to zero, The naked man does not wear a conventional embroidered waistcoat but 'sets
himself to think, and by developing his tools, seeks to free himself from the dominance of
external circumstance...focuses his thought on what he thinks best and most noble...He likes
374 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 194.
375 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 155.
376 '"How can there be a Sacrarium in the heart of a city ofModem Science?" The word, in effect, is
awful. Modem science is made up of the knowledge of the past.' Le Corbusier, 'In Defence of
Architecture', originally published in Stavba 2, Prague, 1929, trans. Nancy Barrey, Andre Lessard,
Alan Levitt and George Baird, Oppositions, p. 605.
377 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 139.
378 Le Corbusier, In Defence ofArchitecture, Original published in Stavba 2, Prague, 1929, Trans.
Nancy Barrey, Andre Lessard, Alan Levitt and George Baird, Oppositions Reader, p. 599.
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to understand the reasons for things.. .He arms himself to attack the task of the day.'379 This
naked man frees himself from the burden of all the current external authority and convention,
and then rethinks what is right and best.
This man is indeed Le Corbusier himself whose spirit ofpurity, originality and transparency
is manifested in his Purist work. This spirit corresponds to Adolf Loos' article 'Ornament
and Crime' published in Le Corbusier's L'Esprit nouveau. The basic living unit, in his mind,
is like the Diogenes barrel, a primordial cell of a house.380 He maintained, 'Whitewash,
Diogenes.. .The hour of architecture. Truth, sense of truth.. ,381 Similarly, the original natural
state is elaborated as the primitive men managing his environment:
I look for primitive men, not for their barbarity but for their wisdom. America, Europe,
farmers, fishermen. This means I go where men work to produce their food, and where
they strive to find ways ofmaking life a little easier. They also manage, without too
much effort, to enjoy the pleasures of living in society- in work, the family and
382
community.
This paragraph in the first section of Le Corbusier's treatise The Radiant City, serves as a
starting point for expanding his whole ideology. Implied in this paragraph is Rousseau's idea
that uncivilized human beings were wise and inspired modern people. He also criticized
civilized men:
We ourselves carry the deadly germ that goes around in the unspoilt countries, ruining
the hearts that used to be simple and believing, and art that used to be normal, healthy
and natural.. .For a cleaning out is a vital necessity, and since people have no wish to
perish, they will return, yes, to health and thereby to beauty, out of simple desire to
live.383
To Le Corbusier, the naive work is not only healthy and natural but also a series of human
379 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 22.
380 Ibid., p. 72.
381 Ibid., p. 165.




contributions, which sprang from the bud to those works, which show great sensitivity.384
Similarly, folklore 'shows us "man naked"...reasonably satisfying his minimum
requirements and coming to terms with the surplus to permit him the enjoyment of his great
material and spiritual well-being.'385
Primitive and Folk on Art and Dwellings
Here folklore presents us with a poetic goal, that of bestowing the benefits of sensitivity,
the expression of a creative instinct on the land. Folklore, the flower of tradition.
—Le Corbusier Talks with Students386
Existing folk culture still embodies a primitive essence, which is expressed by indigenous
people following their traditions and responding to their surroundings. It is praised as
uncorrupted, as opposed to sophisticated and materialistic. To him, folk culture 'is a
magnificent creation. An achievement purified by time and number.. .folk culture is a perfect
expression of the physical and emotional resources of a people.'387 The distillation of folk
cultures reveals a type, and is potentially universal. The formation of folk culture is 'born of
unanimous collaboration. We will be convinced that it is a work ofperfection, of value, of
lasting quality.'388
The folk cultures showed me how serious is every lasting act, how conditioned, how
much a development ofprevious acts like itself.. .there is the desire to make a beautiful
poem or a good tool.. .The simplicity of the folk cultures is the sum of the
achievements of centuries.389
Folk architecture is one of Le Corbusier's main arguments for his modern architecture.
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peasant houses dealt with the sloping ground.390 He regarded the folk house in Brittany, as a
'standard', as pure as apple, as exact as the tide rising, and as the eternal truth.391
Other than as motifs of art and architecture, Le Corbusier's idea of the vernacular was as a
conceptual model for the natural relationship between society and its artifects. It was
necessary to sustain his poetic purpose while standing within the reality of contemporary
technology. Hence, as Francesco Passanti observes,
Between society and architecture; specially, a conceptual model for the notion of
modern vernacular - one as naturally the issue ofmodern industrial society, and as
representative of it, as the traditional vernacular of common parlance had been of
t • • 392
earlier societies.
In Le Corbusier's Villa Savoye, for example, he used ordinary 'found' industrial elements
such as a window glass and a washbasin. These elements were commonly used by ordinary
people in certain areas, a sort of vernacular in modern world.
In Une Maison -un palais, he praised the fisherman's hut highly. This folk architecture was a
tree from profound roots, and a 'type established with profound reasons.'393 Moreover, 'they
allow[ed] themselves to carry along a scrap of lyricism, very proper, very permissible, very
natural, a lyricism altogether human, or, entirely human.'394 Thus, he celebrated the
fisherman: 'why should he not be a poet?'395 The fishermen built their huts in a quotidian
way. Yet the elements in the huts, as claimed by Le Corbusier, have grand orders to ennoble
390 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 108.
391 Le Corbusier, Almanack d'architecture moderne, Paris: Les Editions G. Cres et Cie, 1926, pp.
85-6.
392 Francesco Passanti, 'The Vernacular, Modernism, and Le Corbusier', in JSAH, 56,4, (1997), p.
447. Also in Le Corbusier's Almanack d'architecture moderne, where he stated that the Breton
vernacular was going to be replaced by a new standard through new technology.
393 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, Paris: G. Cres et Cie, 1928. Reprint. FLC, Editions
Connivences, 1989, p. 46.
394 Ibid., p. 47.
395 Ibid., p. 48.
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the whole structure. They are there with a total truth, born from each other, one depending on
the another, and having rhythm in the most effective coordination. Nothing is to be rejected;
all are useful. There is neither an excess nor a repetition, just a total effectiveness. These
houses all have a common measurement: a human scale, a measurement through the step, the
shoulder, and the head. Therefore, on 'one fine day, after having suddenly understood them,
one exclaimed: 'But these houses are palaces!' 396
In 1929, more interpretations were made on the 'hut - palace', which referred to the
primitive hut and the peasant house, and the eternal facts of architecture (fig. 3.10):
I have drawn the hut of the savage, the primitive temple, the house of the peasant, and I
have said: these organisms created with the authenticity that nature itself places in its
works- economy, purity, intensity- it is they that, one day of sunshine and
clear-sightedness, become palaces. I have shown the house of fisherman built with a
clear-cut truth, indisputable; my eyes, diving one day into architecture, into the eternal
facts of architecture, suddenly discovered it. 'This house,' I cried out to myself, 'is a
palace!'397
In spite of its simple outlook, the folk hut was, in fact, the ancestor of royal palaces and
glorious cultures, as Le Corbusier noted: 'Look at the ancestral residences of the peasants of
Mesopotamia. These humble houses ofwood and cob reveal the celebrated splendours of
Babylon and Nineveh; they thrust our memory into the past.'398 Similarly, the root of the
form of the Parthenon and temples of the Acropolis were presented in humble huts. That is,
the humble hut in the mountain follows the rules of the lawgiver, mediating between human
beings, nature and the universe. Le Corbusier noted: 'On the Acropolis ofAthens the
lawgiver placed temples; sounding boards of the surrounding mountains. The roots of their
396 Ibid., p. 50.
397 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 161. Also see Modulor, p.133, where he pronounced: 'grandeur [...] a
matter of intention and not of size. Conversely, a palace must be as near to the simple necessities of
life as a humble dwelling: being noble, it must also humbly serve. In this equation [house - palace] is
concealed a key: proportion...'
398 Le Corbusier, Une Maison, unpalais, p. 42.
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forms were in men's humble huts. But his art made him discern the spirit of those lines
which can fuse the human creation and the natural creation into one whole.'399
At the beginning of his book, Almanack d'architecture moderne (1926), Le Corbusier
presented a series of images to convey his view of architectural history. Among them, the
cone-shaped savage hut and the nomadic tent (fig. 3.8) were placed at the very beginning,
before the Egyptian and Persian temples and were regarded as the prototypes. He was
convinced that there were valuable primitive resources in such aboriginal habitations. As
pointed out by Joseph Rykwert, the notion of 'the first house' was invoked as a justification
of 'the first principle of their radical reforms',400 and the first principle was 'a product of
unadulterated reason.'401
As Rousseau admired the 'noble savage', Le Corbusier believed that the primitive hut is at
the height of economy, that its geometry carries nobility and beauty, therefore it was equal to
a palace.402 This is 'the decisive anchoring of LC's argument, which enables him too to
399 Le Corbusier, The Home ofMan, p. 134.
400
Joseph Rykwert, On Adam's House in Paradise, p. 13.
401
Ibid., p. 16.
402 Le Corbusier, Une Maison, un palais, p. 38.
Fig. 3.8 Primitive hut and tent.
LC, Almanack d'architecture moderne, p. 8.
Fig. 3.9 Four Primitive huts.
LC, 22s, p. 162.
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measure the world from its primeval beginnings rather than from the present.'403
Le Corbusier discussed 'Modern technique' in the chapter of 'Overthrowing Secular
Customs' in The Radiant City. Here he criticized the 'traditional method' codified by the
Schools and Academies404 (codifieespar les Ecoles et les Academies) precluding new
technologies, such as reinforced concrete, yet celebrating 'historical' architecture' outside
teaching ofAcademies:
.. .the history of architecture (our own past, or sometimes even the present in other
climates) would show us that other methods of house construction exist or have existed
which are infinitely more flexible, more deeply and richly architectural than those
made popular by what is taught in the schools [ecoles]. (The lake house, the Gothic
wooden house, the Swiss Chalet (blockhaus), the Russian isba, the Indochinese straw
hut, the Japanese tea house, etc., etc.)405
The fishermen's huts, the medieval wooden house, the lake house406 and the Swiss chalets
are European folk architectures. The Russian isba, the Indochinese straw hut and the
Japanese teahouse were all exotic examples that he knew from books or magazines.
Based on similar sources, the human measurement derived from the human figure is
harmonious with mathematics and the structures of plants and animals. With this
measurement people built their houses, bridges and palaces:
The Parthenon, the pyramid, temple, fishermen's cottages, shepherds' huts, were
constructed by means of these human measures, and that is how masterpieces came to
be born, some modest, some sublime.407
As Le Corbusier argued in The Radiant City, the primitive hut could serve as a solution for
403 AdolfMax Vogt, Le Corbusier, The Noble Savage, Mass.: The MIT Press, Cambridge, MA., 1998,
p. 158.
404 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, Faber and Faber, 1967, p. 29; French version La Ville radieuse,
Vincent, Freal & Cie., Paris, 1964, p. 29.
405
Ibid., p. 30., The 'schools' is not in capital in both English and French version, but it should
denote the 'Schools and Academies' in the previous paragraph.
406 For more discussions on the lake house, see AdolfMax Vogt, Le Corbusier, the Noble Savage.
407 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, p. 50.
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the modern house and city. For example, some fundamental ideas of the primitive hut had
successfully addressed the issue concerning the site and were superior to that of'civilized
France' (fig. 3.10):
A house on the ground (beaten earth) is frightfully unhealthful; you no longer find it
anywhere but in Brittany. Many savages have immediately created artificial sites (a
floor raised above the ground) to avoid floods or scorpions, etc...The natural ground is
the dispenser of rheumatisms and tuberculosis. France is perhaps the only so-called
'civilized' country, which still allows a parquet or tile flooring to be laid directly on the
natural ground.40
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Fig. 3.10 Savage hut (middle), artificial site (right).
LC, The Radiant City, p. 56.
Furthermore, the savage hut was a good model and provided countless solutions for modern
cities:
This triple sketch [note: including the primitive hut, fig.4] perfectly expresses the
theory of'artificial sites' which is the means to countless solutions for the urbanization
of today's cities.409
According to him, the raised floor based on piloti could be adopted to separate the pedestrian
level from the automobile level.
Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 55-56.
409 Ibid., p. 56.
Fig. 3.11 Breton houses. Left: LC, Almanach d'architecture Fig. 3.12 Le Corbusier, the houses of
moderne of 1926, p. 89. Right: drawing by Le Corbusier, Buenos Aires. LC, Precisions, p. 229.
Passe 406.
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He also visited folk houses to experience them in person, such as those in his hometown, the
Balkans and Turkey (1911), in a Breton village (fig. 3.11) (1924), in Argentina (1929), at the
Casbah ofAlgiers (1930s), Ghardai'a, M'zab (1931) and on the Cyclades (1933). Many
qualities and characteristics ofmodern architecture are revealed in these folk examples.
While giving a lecture in Argentina in 1929, for instance, Le Corbusier gave an example that
appeared to be a modern building but, in fact, was a folk house (fig. 3.12):
'Well here he is designing a modern house!' Not at all, I am drawing the houses of
Buenos Aires...They are a very logical expression of the life ofBuenos Aires. Their
dimensions are right, their forms harmonious; their relationship to their sites well
thought out. It is your folklore...You have this, a standard plan, and a play of forms in
the Argentine light, a play of very beautiful, very pure forms.410
Moreover, during the fourth CIAM he found human scale and whitewash in the architecture
on the Cyclades. More descriptions of each place are discussed in chapters five and six.
Many of these experiences had a lasting impact on him throughout his life. For instance,
during his journey from Vienna to Istanbul in 1911, he was impressed by how the folk
houses coped with the site. He recalled in the last period of his life:
There I was dumbfounded by the most anti-academic things possible, such as peasant
houses, property enclosing walls that slope with the land, slanting or tilted, depending
on the slope of the land without the terracing that architects usually resort to when they
have a sloping site.. .a method that has always revolted me. The wall followed the slope
of the land: so beautiful, it struck me for life - that's the spirit of Truth.411
Ideal City: Order and Precision
Many folk villages, ancient communities and distant cities inspired Le Corbusier's vision of
a city. While discussing the ideal city, Le Corbusier celebrated order, regulated by the right
4,0 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 227.
411 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 108.
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angle, and believed that it could maintain the universe in equilibrium. He explained in The
City ofTomorrow, 'to assure ourselves against every risk, one primordial human basis is
needed: "order."'412 The law of gravity proposes the vertical and the horizon gives the
horizontal, which is 'the line of the transcendental plane of immobility... The right angle is
as it were the sum of the forces, which keep the world in equilibrium.. .and has superior
rights over other angles; it is unique and constant.'413
The primitive state contains primary and unadulterated principles. Thus Le Corbusier praised
the 'prehistoric lake village; the savage's hut; the Egyptian house and temple; Babylon, the
legend ofwhich is a synonym for magnificence; Pekin [Beijing], that highly cultivated
Chinese town...'414 All these examples demonstrate his beliefs that:
...on one hand, the right angle and the straight line which inevitably enter into every
human act... on the other hand... a spirit working right up to the limits of its own force
and grandeur...a marvellously perfect figure, unique, constant and pure.415
Babylon, Pekin, Khorsabad, Timgad, Kairouan and Palmanova are all examples of great
cities, which express man's power and might.416 The ziggurat ofKhorsabad was one of the
inspirations for Le Corbusier's Mundaneum in 1929.417 Le Corbusier claimed that a savage
hut is very different to the Parthenon, but 'if the creation is ordered, it lasts throughout time
and remains an object of admiration in every mind.'418
At the end of the 1920s, Le Corbusier's urban ideology was not restricted by the absolute
system of right angles, but he took the existing topography and urban condition into account.
412 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 116.
413
Ibid., pp. 38-9.





417 Alfred Willis, 'The Exoteric and Esoteric Functions of Le Corbusier's Mundaneum', in: Modulus
11, 1980, p. 13.
418 Ibid., p. 41.
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In fact, before his Purist period, some non-orthogonal ancient cities had been studied in his
'La Construction des villes', such as Venice. He argued: 'Venice is a perfectly conceived
machine, a clever set ofprecision instruments, an accurate product of true human
dimensions.'419
From 1929 curved linear compositions appeared in his urban designs, such as those ofRio de
Janeiro (1929) and Algiers (1931). The Algerian urban project, as pointed out by Charles
Jencks, 'preserves the past, the Casbah, unlike the Voisin Plan of 1925, which rips to shreds
the urban fabric. It is as if the human and organic metaphor behind the female curves has led
to a new respect for what actually exists.'420
Le Corbusier continued to observe exotic dwellings in M'zab in North Africa. He flew over
several cities in M'Zab, such as Berrian, where an aerial view 'reveals sound biology and
brilliant anatomy';421 the Ben-Isghem, a rectilinear city was seen to have order, decisiveness,
choice; a sensitive instrument ready to serve man.422 The Arabesque layout of the redents
blocks of the Fort l'Empereur hill in Algiers was suggestive ofKufic (or Cufic), the early
Arabic script.423
In terms of the composition of individual dwelling units and their relationship to the whole
community, the Carthusian Monastery near Florence served as a major model. Le
Corbusier saw the monastery as a modern city on a hill. Each unit is surrounded by a central
courtyard next to communal facilities and has its own enclosed garden at the lower level.
419 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 269.
420 Charles Jencks, Le Corbusier and the Continual Revolution in Architecture, p. 202.
421 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 231.
422 Ibid.
423 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 109.
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This prototype for the modern city dates back to the fifteenth century.424 This
individual/collective monastery was carried out in his project of Immeubles-Villas, and was
realized in the apartment block at Marseilles.
The Chronological and Geographical Dimension of Le Corbusier's Study
The beginning of history, in Le Corbusier's mind, could be traced to the formation of the
earth, as he stated in his Aircraft. 'The Earth: a bony structure (rocks) product ofmatter in
fusion cooled on the surface and having undergone shrinkage, contraction, splitting and
tearing apart etc...'425 In this view of natural history, there are constant phenomena, such as
the vicissitudes of river banks, which have persisted from the very beginning of the river to
the present time, and will remain for a considerable time: 'And above [the earth]: the
immemorial play ofwater—water vapour. Rivers or erosion or infiltration.'426 This view
echoed his collection of'objets a reaction poetique', in which 'pebbles, crystals, plants and
all their parts extend their meaning even to the clouds and rain, even to erosion, that crucial
geological phenomenon.'427
In his treatises, the historical scope covers prehistory, the archaic period, the Middle Ages,
some aspects of the Renaissance, and a few examples from the time of Louis IV until the
twentieth century.428 The very beginning is also inherent in examples from folk art and
424 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 91.
425 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig. 116-7.
426 Ibid.
427 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students, p. 72.
428
(ex., Stonehenge, Ggantija), archaic (Temple ofEgypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, House in Pompeii),
the middle ages (Notre Dame, Paris), some Renaissance (Cathedral by Michelangelo, Villa by
Palladio), a few Louis IV, and twentieth century (silo, ocean liner). Examples exhibited in Le
Corbusier's publication of The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, Towards A New Architecture, The
Decorative Art ofToday and Une Maison - un palais.
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architecture, which were undated, but retained the characters of their origins. The
geographical and cultural aspects are also very broad, which cover five continents in his
arguments.429 Beyond European examples, they include those of the Middle East, India,
China, Africa, South America and Oceania. For Le Corbusier's geographical scope see also
chapters five and six.
Furthermore, the wisdom of the East and the West was illuminated for Le Corbusier through
Edouard Schure's Les Grands inities and Sanctuaires d'orient. The former lists prophets and
initiators from ancient Egypt, Greece, ancient India, the Middle East and China. Henry
Provensal's L 'Art de Demain also discusses the evolution of temples, whether from
polytheism, pantheism or monotheism. It covers Egypt, Assyria, Persia, India, Ancient
Greece, Ancient Rome, the Middle Ages, and thereafter.430
His intention to explore the distant world was reflected in his projects, even a small one such
as Une Petite Maison in Vevey on the shore of Lake Geneva, designed for his parents in
1923-4. He noted that in twenty minutes from here one could reach a train station, and from
there major cities around the world, such as Paris, Munich, Milan, Vienna, Berlin and
Marseille.
Le Corbusier's journey to the East of 1911 ended in Istanbul, but his intention to explore the
further East remained. Later in his L 'Esprit nouveau, the examples from the Orient, such as
Mesopotamian cities, Persian palaces, Indian temples and the Forbidden City ofChina were
429 Ibid. For example, the Middle East (Persian house and palace, Khorsabad city), India
(Rameswaram temple), China (Summer residence), Africa (Kairouan city), America (U.S.A, Peruvian
vase) and Oceania (Papua peddle).
430
Henry Provensal, Vers I'Harmonie integrate; L'art de demain, Paris: Perrin, 1904, pp. 175-287.
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profusely cited, even though he had never visited them. In 1965, almost at the end of his life,
Le Corbusier was still trying to go to Peking and Mexico City.431 His intention to explore in
every direction remained with him to the end.
Part III. Cyclic and Progressive: Le Corbusier's Dualistic View ofHistory
It seems as if the two great conceptions of antiquity and Christianity, cyclic motion and
eschatological direction, have exhausted the basic approaches to the understanding of
history. - Karl Lowith432
Le Corbusier celebrated a new and progressive epoch, yet maintained a strong connection
with the past. It is intriguing to review his standpoint on history from both a cyclic and a
linear, progressive standpoint. Darwin's theory ofprogressive evolution, Rousseau's
Romanticist quests for the primitive and classical view of cyclic history were all influential
for Le Corbusier.
A Vision of a Selective Cycle
Here, in widespread use in books, schools, newspapers, and at the cinema, is the
language of our emotions that was in use in the arts for thousands of years before the
twentieth century. - Le Corbusier433
History often repeats itself. The past and the present can echo each other directly if
meaningful elements in common between the two are discerned and a parallel is built up as a
bridge; thus past issues can recur in a cyclic way. Nietzsche also argued this in his doctrine
431 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 117.
432 Karl Lowith, Meaning in History, The University of Chicago Press, 1949, p. 19.
433 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 125.
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of eternal recurrence.434 Yet in the early twentieth century there was still a deep chasm
between the modern epoch and the earlier periods ofhistory. Le Corbusier sought a
reconciliation between the present and the ancient past. 'The really useful thing would be to
draw up a parallel table of its [this age's] activities - intellectual, social, economic and
industrial - not only in relation to the preceding period at the beginning of the nineteenth
century, but to the history of civilizations in general.'435 His numerous writings on the
Parthenon are a good example of this recurrence (fig. 3.13).
The past may return, connected and united with the contemporary in a diachronic pattern.
The Greek view of the course ofhistory is cyclic: '...everything moves in recurrences, like
the eternal recurrence of sunrise and sunset, of summer and winter, of generation and
corruption.'436 The Greeks also believe that 'human nature and history imitated the nature of
the cosmos.'437 Le Corbusier's cyclic vision can be clearly discerned in his introduction of
the exhibition 'Les arts ditsprimitifs dans la maison d'aujourd'huV in 1935:
The works of the spirit do not age. By periods, cycles, series, returns take place; same
hours pass, once again, to the minutes of concordance. Thus the works which animated
the same potential of energy are connected, unified...
The architecture, which currently appears is contemporary with works of these other
cycles.438
434 Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, rep. with new introd., Harmondsworth: Penguin,
1969, p. 237-8. Le Corbusier purchased this book in Paris around 1908, and made notes on many
pages. See H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, 1997, p. 172.
435 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 271.
436 Karl Lowith, Meaning in History, p. 4.
437 Ibid., p. 192.
438 'Les oeuvres de Tesprit ne vieillissent pas. Parperiodes, cycles, series, les retours s 'operent;
memes heures passent, une fois encore, aux minutes de concordance. Ainsi sont apparentees, sont
unes, les ceuvres qu 'anima le memepotentiel d'energie... L 'architecture qui apparait actuellement est
contemporaine des ceuvres de ces autres cycles'Le Corbusier, text on the invitation card, 'Les arts dits
primitifs dans la maison d'aujourd'hui', 1935 (FLC BrA26).
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the run of the whole thing and in all the details. Thus we get
the study of minute points pushed to its limits. Progress.






(towards a culmination in
the past, the Parthenon) and
progressive (perfection from
Paestum to the Parthenon;






LC, Towards a New
Architecture, p. 13 5.
Fig. 3.14 Cycle ofnature.
LC, The Radiant City,
p. 77.
Le Corbusier studied Greek architecture and art extensively. The past and present, to him,
were not only connected with each other but were also able to form a series or a unity out of
different periods. Primitive works exhibited at his apartment were intended to render the
Le Corbusier's cyclic view of history was to have been incorporated with the cyclic
phenomena of nature, a perennial resource deeply rooted in his mind (fig. 3.14). Since man is
a part of nature, 'the laws he lays down for himselfmust accord with those of nature.'440 The
natural phenomena ofmeandering rivers and astronomical cycles were discussed in many of
his writings across the decades. He observed cyclic phenomena in nature:
How much deeper is my feeling for the admirable clock that is the sea, with its tides, its
equinoxes, its daily variations according to the most implacable of laws, but also the
most imperceptible, the most hidden law that exists.441
439 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete, vol. 3, p. 157, trans. Jacques Sbriglio in Apartment Block 24 N.C.
and Le Corbusier's House, p. 60.
440 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 76.
441
Le, Corbusier, Modulor 2, p. 27.
excitement and novelty to those things which man created at some point in the past.'439
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Secular Salvation and Progress
A new world: a high-speed world.
A new life: the machine age.
A new ideal: use of the machine to liberate the individual.
A new daily round: productive, recuperative, joyful, healthy.
- Le Corbusier442
Apart from the cyclic vision, Le Corbusier held another view, of linear progress for the new
epoch, and the latter somehow contained prophetic overtones. In the West, all history is
associated with Christianity, to various degrees, in the moral, intellectual, social and political
realms. Christians see historical time as beginning with God's creation of the world, and
moving to an eschaton, the end of the world. History to them is not a qualitative timeline
but primarily a process of salvation and a faith in an ultimate purpose.443 In a modern
historical consciousness, grounded on reason, Darwinian theory of evolution and individual
volition, the Christian belief in the fulfilment of the world's history through 'final' events
like the Last Judgement has generally been discarded; as a result, the history of salvation is
reduced to 'the impersonal teleology of a progressive evolution.'444 For architects, 'the goal
was less concerned with Christian redemption than with the man-made paradise.'445
Le Corbusier's Protestant faith 'had left a deep, indelible impression upon his mind.'446
Although he reproached religions as unchangeable dogmas,447 many of his works do have
sacred connotations, such as the sign of the lantern in his paintings.448 Even the Modulor
442 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 139.
443 Karl Lowith, Meaning in History, The University ofChicago Press, 1949, p. 5.
444
Ibid., p. 186.
445 Iain Boyd Whyte, 'Introduction', in Modernism and the Spirit ofthe City, ed. I. B. Whyte, London:
Routledge, 2003. p. 7.
446 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 20.
447 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 14.
448
Dagmar Weston, 'The Lantern and the Glass', in Modernism and the Spirit ofthe City, ed. I. B.
Whyte, pp. 161-164.
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was accorded a spiritual dimension: mathematics is 'the majestic structure conceived by man
to grant him comprehension of the universe... It has walls... sometime there is a door: one
opens it - enters - one is in another realm, the realm of the gods.'449
Echoing the Biblical and Romantic Golden Age, Le Corbusier referred to 'primitive man'450
as an ideal model to justify his regulating lines: 'The great architecture is rooted in the very
beginnings of humanity and that it is a direct function of human instinct.'451 Before him,
Vitruvius and Enlightenment predecessors such as Abbe Laugier, Quatremere de Quincy and
later Viollet-le-Duc also sought for legitimacy of the primitive.
Le Corbusier's major concern about the course ofhistory was in fact directly related to his
notion ofwhat he called 'the new epoch', which meant his own time and the near future. In
his writing, as in that of his contemporaries, prophetic overtones were occasionally revealed,
but whether or not there is a Biblical ultimate future was rarely clearly stated. In Urbanisme,
for example, Le Corbusier mentioned that his project, 'City of Three Million Inhabitants',
had been adapted by journalists to 'The City of the Future', and he argued that it was 'a
Contemporary City; contemporary because tomorrow belongs to nobody.'452 Occasionally,
he did use 'tomorrow' to refer to the future, which conveyed his anticipation of the near
future, such as his conception of 'the City of Towers' that will 'prove a reasonable idea, as
regards the towns of to-morrow.'453
449 Le Corbusier, The Modulor: a Harmonious Measure to the Human Scale Universally Applicable
to Architecture and Mechanics. Reimpression from the first English edition published in 1954 by
Faber and Faber. Basel: Birkhauser, 2000; Paris, Fondation Le Corbusier, 2000, p. 71.
450 The timing of it may be Neolithic age or early Iron Age, as he mentioned using stone as a tool in
the same book, p. 72: 'Very primitive man squared a board very badly with a flint or a knife.'
451 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 70-2.
452 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 17.
453 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 61.
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Progress was the leitmotif of Le Corbusier's new epoch, suggesting the notion of salvation
and man-made paradise. To him the machine was a means towards progress, a means of
salvation of the new world. He proposed in The Radiant City a new life in the machine age
and an advanced ideal of using machines to 'liberate' the individual. Mass-production, for
instance, was experimented held in the Bordeaux-Pessac project by applying the
standardised system of Domino modules and windows. Le Corbusier said 'it was decided to
make a clean start... For the first time perhaps, the pressing problems ofArchitecture... were
solved in a modern spirit.... a new solution, using new methods.'454 A 'clean start' in terms
ofbuilding production implies a metaphor of baptism. The position ofmodern artists is
somewhat like 'a "secular saviour", whose creations are expected to achieve in a small way
the propitiation of disaster, for which an unsaved world hopes.'455
Retrospection and Evolution: Romanticism and Darwinism
Longing for the lost paradise that might come true again, Romanticism is a prevalent but
retrospective vision. Jean Jacques Rousseau thought that it was necessary to abandon
civilization as men were naturally good.456 Le Corbusier owned three ofRousseau's books
and knew his philosophy well,457 and he noticed that Rousseau, while passing through La




Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth andMethod, London: Sheed & Ward, 1975, p. 79.
456 Bertrand Russell, A History ofWestern Philosophy, Simon & Schuster Inc., pp. 687-8.
457 Paul Venable Turner, The Education ofLe Corbusier, a Study of the Development ofLe
Corbusier's Thought, 1900 -1920, Ph.D. Dissertation, Harvard University, 1971, p. 237.
458 Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 18.
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Many historians and critics 'have affirmed the continuity of the ideological and historical
line between romanticism and avant-gardism',459 as they are both similarly against tradition
and academicism, but celebrate the novelty and strangeness that belong to minority
cultures.460
Contrary to the retrospective view of history, Darwin's theory of evolution had no clear-cut
starting point or ultimate destination. The process of evolution moved from a rudimentary to
a sophisticated state, but did not originate in sudden creation: 'The gradual diffusion of
dominant forms, with the slow modification of their descendants, causes the forms of life.'461
The historical course of evolution therefore is not a cycle of eternal recurrence but is rather
steadily changing and moving forward. Le Corbusier studied zoology and botany at school in
1900-01 and certainly knew the Darwinian thesis.462 Indeed, some of his writings have clear
evolutionary sentiments: 'Civilizations advance... Culture is the flowering of the effort to
select.'463
459 Renato Poggioli, The Theory ofthe Avant-garde, 1968, p. 46.
460
Ibid., pp. 51-2.
461 Charles Darwin, On the Origin ofSpecies, a facsimile of the 1st ed. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard
University Press, 1964, p. 475.
462 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 21. Also see A. M. Vogt, Le Corbusier the
Noble Savage, p. 333.
463 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 138.
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Reinterpretations of History
Fig. 3.16. Le Corbusier, World Museum,
Mundaneum, 1929. O.E.l,p. 193.
Pakkadio's Villa Malcontenta 1560
Le Corbusier and Jeanneret, Villa de Monzie,
Garches, 1927.
Fig. 3.15. Le Corbusier's Villa Stein de
Monzie and Palladio's Villa, Malcontenta.
K. Framton, Modern Architecture, p. 157.
Since Le Corbusier's understandings of history are cyclic and progressive, forward-looking
and retrospective, we can see clearly that concerning a cyclic history, Le Corbusier avoided
academicism but was inspired by history; he then reinterpreted history progressively. To him,
'conventions and customs are words of surrender!'464 He defined academicism as 'accepting
forms, methods, concepts because they exist, without asking why... the Academy ofFine
Arts determines the standards ofwhat is beautiful.'465
To Le Corbusier, once one has got away from the academies of design, one can find a
harmony and 'adjust one's nascent dream to the countless elements which must ultimately
accept its products as useful.'466 Adopting a similar approach to the study of art objects in
museums, he paid least attention to the works of 'high art'. 'The museums are large; I put my
questions only to what is not called Great Art.'467
464, Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 33.
465 Ibid., pp. 32-33.
466 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 213.
467 Ibid., p. 198.
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Since Le Corbusier disapproved of academicism, how was he inspired by history to think
progressively? In his design work, traditional architectural elements were always
reinterpreted. One example is what Alan Colquhoun has called the 'displacement of concepts,
and by this to indicate a process of reinterpretation, rather than one of creation in a cultural
void.'468 Le Corbusier constantly referred to architectural tradition either by 'invoking its
principles and adapting them to new solutions', such as the parallel of structural grid
between Villa Stein de Monzie and Palladio's Villa Malcontenta (Fig. 3.15),469 or by overtly
contradicting them, such as the use of pilotis as 'a reversal of the classical podium.'470
The stepped pyramid form of the World Museum in his Mundaneum project
(Fig. 3.16) 'recalls Nineveh or Mexico.'471 The pyramids in Nineveh and Mexico were
temples for religious rituals, but Le Corbusier transformed them into a museum. The exterior
spiral ramp allows the museum of human creation to assure the 'absolute continuity of
events in history.'472
468 Alan Colquhoun, Essays in Architectural Criticism, Cambridge, The MIT Press, 1985, p. 51.
469 Colin Rowe, The Mathematics of the Ideal Villa and Other Essays, Cambridge, Mass., MIT Press,
el990, pp. 1-28.
470 Alan Colquhoun, Essays in Architectural Criticism, p. 51.
471 Le Corbusier, 'In Defence ofArchitecture', Original published in Stavba 2, Prague, 1929, trans.
Nancy Barrey, Andre Lessard, Alan Levitt and George Baird. Oppositions Reader, New York:
Princeton Architectural Press, 1998, p. 610.
472 Le Corbusier, 'In Defence ofArchitecture', Oppositions Reader, p. 608.
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Juxtaposition of the Modern, Primitive and Ancient
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Fig. 3.17 Standard type of dwelling: primitive hut (a),
tent (b), a etb / Savage et nomade, bottle (c) and
modern dwelling unit (c); la logis de caser. Le
Corbusier, O.C. 5, p. 186.
Fig. 3.18 Juxtaposed images ofmodern and ancient,
art and architecture, machine and building: Canadian
grain silo, Hangers at Orly, Picasso's Still Life with
Mandolin and Compotier, Parthenon,
Michaelangelo's Laurentian Library, High rise in
New York, gate of a safes, and Bleriot airplane.
LC, Almanach d'architecture moderne, p. 18.








The relationship between modernity and tradition, to Le Corbusier, is dialectical and
complementary. The course ofhistory in his mind was cyclic, progressive; evolutional as
well as retrospective. Thus Le Corbusier always juxtaposed seemly antithetical things, such
as the Parthenon and a new sport car (fig. 3.13), or an ancient building next to modern
architecture. His articles in L'Esprit nouveau teem with these juxtapositions as well as the
primitive exhibition in his flat in 1935. These polarized varieties could be reasonably
corresponding to him.
After a long development, the primitive hut and tent have become a standard type, which
could be further transformed as a unit in the modern high-rise building. For example, a
drawing from his Oeuvre complete (fig. 3.17) is an explanation of his Unite d'Habitation in
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Marseille, where A is a folk hut of central Africa,473 B denotes a nomad tent.474 Both A and
B are as a developed type of container as a bottle C, it could be inserted into a framework
(caser) and developed as dwelling unit C (logis) and thenceforth a modem apartment. Le
Corbusier noted: 'The Modulor led to reflection on native huts, the nomad's tent, the modem
home.. .From the nomad and savage we arrive quite logically at the plan for South
Marseilles.'475
A set of images in his Almanach d'architecture moderne (fig. 3.18) is juxtaposed with eight
images of technology and modem art; ancient Greece and modem airplane and a machine;
Michaelangelo and high-rise building, etc. They are all under the title of 'L'Esprit Nouveau
en Architecture' and clearly denote that the modem spirit coexists with the archaic and
Renaissance, and ancient artworks could inspire this new spirit.
Le Corbusier's key notion in exploring primitive and distant cultures is anti-academicism,
together with dualistic views on history as both cyclic and progressive. In his studio and flat
there were physical collections of sketches, photographs, and artefacts, which were collaged
in a similar way as the fore-mentioned images and acted as props in the theatre, stimulating
memories of his journeys and ideas for his designs, which will be discussed in the following
chapter.
473 See chapter 6, and Le Corbusier's The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 36.
474 See Le Corbusier, Almanach d'architecture moderne, p. 8 and The City ofTomorrow and its
Planning, p. 44.
475 Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 160.
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Chapter Four
Le Corbusier's Collection: Home as a Personal Museum
Preceding Le Corbusier's prolific accomplishments was the assembly of his personal
museum, which nourished these creative works. Le Corbusier's repository was a treasury
where all his experiences and collections were kept, displayed, categorized and structured,
and it inspired his poetic designs.
Museum, Home and Stage Set
The main repository of all Le Corbusier's experience and visual language was in his mind,
but there was a physical repository containing his notes, records, sketches, photographs and
collections which could help him recall his previous experiences and give him poetic
inspiration. He had various working places with different functions: his flat, which included
a studio and a living area, his office, and a vacation house, the cabanan, in southern France.
It is well known that he split his day into a version of vita contemplativa and vita activa:476
the morning for reading, painting, writing and thinking at his studio (fig. 4.1), and the
afternoon at his atelier at 35 rue de Sevres, where the thoughts and ideas from the morning
would often be passed on to the designers. His repository was basically at his apartment
where his sketchbooks and artefacts and objects were kept. After 1950 his cabanan at Cap
Martin also served as a place for creative work housing many objets a reaction poetique.
476 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 46.
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Fig. 4.1 Studio, 24 rue Nungesser et Coli in
1930s. O.E. 4, p. 152.
Fig. 4.2 Sitting room, 24 rue Nungesser et Coli
in 1930s. Le Corbusier, Architect ofthe
Century, p. 59.
The collections in his apartment were of rich variety. Many vernacular and ethnical artefacts,
natural and everyday objects, together with piles of books and magazines were preserved
there (fig. 4.2). Other artists' works were also collected, such as Leger's and Bauchant's
paintings as well as Lipchitz' sculptures. Le Corbusier's architectural designs were carried
out in his office, but his apartment served as a platform for free imagination and a rich
warehouse for endless inspiration. In 1924, his office was set up at 35, rue de Sevres, where
he spent the rest of his life. In a series of pictures of his office taken by Rene Burri from
1959 to 1960, it looked quite crammed. On the walls there were his artworks, maps and
photos; a large blackboard from ceiling to floor and a Modulor scale were attached to a wall.
In the draftsman's atelier, every surface available was covered with photos, plans and
models.477 On the wall at the end of the atelier was a large colourful mural painted by him in
1947 exhibiting interweaving lines and motifs of shells and woman. There were a limited
number of artworks and artefacts in this office.
Le Corbusier lived at 20, rue Jacob in Paris for some time after 1917, and there his personal
477 Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier: Moments in the Life ofa Great Architect, photo by Rene Burri,
pp. 38-53.
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space was larger than that in his office. It was filled with books and artworks, such as
Leger's oil paintings, a Dahomey woodcarving, a naive painting and a Spanish botijos,478 In
1934 he re-settled on the sixth and seventh floors of 24, rue Nungesser et Coli, where the
studio consisted of a vaulted ceiling with skylight, and exposed rubble stone and brick walls.
Many objects and artefacts were displayed or stored there, which he collected for his
imagination and called his collection particuliere. There are a number of niches, alcoves,
shelves and corners where these objects were displayed as ornaments and props, and thus a
series of small stage sets was created. These stage sets were private, allowing his personal
scenarios.
His apartment also functioned on occasion as an exhibition salon, where his own works and
collections were presented. The exhibition items were constantly changed, renewed and
relocated because of additional acquisitions, and changes in his personal preference. A public
exhibition ofprimitive art, organized by Louis Carre and Le Corbusier, was held at this
apartment in 1935. It comprised artwork, both ancient and modern, together with ethnic and
folk art, from Europe, Africa and America.
478
Ibid., p.14, which is a photo ofhis home at 20 me Jacob by BrassaY in 1931, and reprinted in The
Radiant City, p. 9.
Record and Evocation of Journey: Annotated Drawing
Fig. 4.3 Le Corbusier working on his sketchbooks in his studio. Arthur
Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier: Moments in the Life ofa Great Architect,
a photo by Rene Burri, 1999, p. 149.
In Le Corbusier's collection were a large number of annotated drawings. There are about
eight thousand of them, now kept at the Fondation Le Corbusier. There are travel sketches,
landscapes, surveys, gouache paintings, watercolours, and studies for paintings using
different techniques (fig. 4.3). Le Corbusier had a habit of carrying a small notebook (Carnet)
in which he randomly jotted down thoughts and sketches. He drew on airplanes, trains and
ships as well as in hotels as a diary, or record, of discovery. Andre Wogensky observes:
When travelling with Le Corbusier, one often saw him take a notebook from his pocket
in order to record something he had just thought of or seen. At these moments Le
Corbusier drew as one would take notes, without trying to make a pretty pictures,
simply to imprint upon his memory some central idea, to remember it and assimilate it.
He often said, 'Don't take photographs, draw; photography interferes with seeing,
drawing etches into the mind.'47
His sketches were primary working tools for him. When he died, seventy-three of his
notebooks, dated from 1914 to 1964, were found carefully numbered and arranged in an old
leather suitcase in his apartment at 24, rue Nungesser et Coli, Paris.480
479 Andre Wogensky, 'Preface', in: Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I.
480 Maurice Besset, 'Introduction', in: Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I.
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This suitcase preserving all of his travelling records, in a certain sense was like Duchamp's
'Boite-en-Valise', which was a miniature museum of his travelling and working experiences.
The records in these sketchbooks are representations of original buildings and landscapes he
saw. Revising sketches would create new possibilities of reading and interpretations.
In addition, there were many other travel sketches, not consolidated in that system, including
two volumes of 'Albums Nivola', six carnets of 'Voyage d'Orient' and four volumes of 'Les
voyages d'Allemange'. Many large travel sketches were on separate sheets. Besides travel
sketches, Le Corbusier drew many study sketches and drawings in his formative years,
including numerous sketches of nature, many done in museums and libraries such as his 'La
Construction des villes'. Many were also produced in his studio in the development designs
and other art works.
His observations were diverse, as he noted: 'I have travelled a great deal and I have taken
note of the diversity which is the very essence of things—different characteristics: climates,
races, costume, history, topography, degrees of culture.'481 His profound insight allowed his
creativity freely conveyed notions in diversified levels of scale: 'In nature microcosm and
macrocosm are one.'482 To Le Corbusier, a sketch was a way of imprinting memory,
discovery and inspiration:
When one travels and works with visual things—architecture, painting, and
sculpture—one uses one's eyes and draws, so as to fix deep down in one's experience
what is seen. Once the impression has been recorded by the pencil, it stays for good,
entered, registered, inscribed.... To draw oneself, to trace the lines, handle the volumes,
organize the surface.. .all this means first to look, and then to observe and finally
481 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig. 95-96.
482
Ibid., notes next to fig. 24.
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perhaps to discover., .and it is then that inspiration may come.483
On site visits and during journeys, he chose to draw what struck him and what he wanted to
remember most. Those referential sketches were 'a metaphorical base which may be copied,
transformed, or otherwise engaged in a later composition.'484 These recurrent memories
revealed either in consciousness, such as his descriptions of a specific design, or in the
sub-conscious were still both meaningful for his creativity. Reinterpretations of these
sketches were possibly represented in architecture, paintings and sculptures.
Image drawing into his memory is to be preserved, recollected and transformed. Therefore,
there are at least two categories: one is the physical category of time and location, such as his
Voyage d'Orient Carnets arranged in a chronological sequence; the other is thematic in his
mind, which responds to the ideas of his creative work. The lighting tower ofRonchamp
chapel, inspired by Hadrian's Villa near Tivoli, is a good example. Traits and themes among
his collections were based on his perception on site and organized by his personal
classification. '... if classification is the mirror of collective humanity's thoughts and
perceptions, then collecting is its material embodiment. Collecting is classification lived,
experienced in three dimensions.'485 Le Corbusier's collections reflected his modernist mind
from these specific artefacts and images of architecture.
Photographs
Besides sketching during travelling, Le Corbusier also took photographs, collected postcards
483 Le Corbusier, My Work, p 37.
484 Michael Graves, 'Le Corbusier's Drawn References', in: Le Corbusier SelectedDrawings,
Academy Editions, 1981, p. 8.
485 John Eisner and Roger Cardinal, ed., The Cultures ofCollecting, p. 2.
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and artefacts. There are some 550-plus prints from glass plates and negatives at the
Fondation Le Corbusier-Jeanneret at La Chaux-de-Fonds, and other prints are now kept at
the Fondation Le Corbusier in Paris. Among them, around three hundreds and forty negatives
and glass plates were made during the journey to the East in 1911. Jeanneret took
photographs assiduously especially in 1910 and 1911.486
In addition to the pictures he took, magazines and books also provided photographs and
drawings to support his arguments in his publications. Le Corbusier was aware of a new
culture ofmass media. In the 1920s he collected a great number of industrial catalogues and
brochures with product illustrations and images. He also collected clippings from
newspapers, magazines, books of art history and natural science. These daily images
provided sources for most of the illustrations in L'Esprit nouveau. L'illustre, for example,
provided the source of a picture of the Great Wall of China in The City ofTomorrow and of
many photographs in The Decorative Art ofToday. The postcards he collected do not mean
he visited these places. In the Fondation Le Corbusier there are several postcards of Beijing,
which he never visited.
Collection Particuliere and Objets a Reaction Poetique
The most conspicuous items in Le Corbusier's collection are the ceramics. He was especially
fond of them and kept some close to him for the rest of his life. By far the most numerous
and valuable pieces are those that he obtained in Voyage d'Orient of 1911, and he continued
his collection thereafter (fig. 4.4). He probably acquired some large shallow dishes from
486 Leo Schubert, 'Jeanneret, the City, and Photography', in: Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier,
pp. 55-6.
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Tafilalet, Morocco, during a trip to North Africa in 1931, and the off-white Botijos from
Agost, Spain, in the summer of 1930 while travelling with his brother Albert, his cousin
Pierre and Fernand Leger.487
From Budapest to Belgrade, he realized, through vernacular ceramics, that 'folk art' is an
alternative to 'high art'.488 In a letter to Perrin during this journey, he described how he
sensually appreciated a vase: 'You recognize these joys: to feel the generous belly of a vase,
to caress its slender neck, and to explore the subtleties of its contours.'489
Fig. 4.4 A late photo of Le
Corbusier's working cubicle in his
studio. On the left of his desk is a
bottle from his journey to the East
in 1911.
Veronique Girard and Agnes
Hourcade, Rencontres avec Le
Corbusier, p. 79.
Le Corbusier published an article specifically on vases 'Des Pots...' in L 'Esprit nouveau
no. 16, and stated that from the viewpoint of great art, one would be able to argue a position
for pottery. 'They are derived from the sphere, in absolute geometry, that, neither
architecture, nor the sculpture (and of course, nor painting) provide...We like to reproduce
these splendid Greek vases to evoke here the large statuary and architecture. The profiles of
487 Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, AppliedArts,
Architecture, Painting, Photography, 1907-1922, New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale University Press,
c2002, p. 250.
488 Ibid., p. 250.
489 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 14.
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these vases are profiles of cornices.'490
This journey to the East... is a response to the persistent call of the sun, the wide
expanses of blue seas and the great white walls of temples - Constantinople, Asia
Minor, Greece, southern Italy - will be like an ideally shaped vase from which the
heart's most profound feeling will flow.. ,491
Such vases become pieces of plastic art. Vases embody the antique purity of shape, and owe
their inspiration to the same values that inspired the Parthenon.492
At the turn of the twentieth century, the powerful evolution of new aesthetics, urbanism and
technology had gradually eroded vernacular art and architecture.
Le Corbusier praised their values and collected them:
.. .here in Hungary where the peasant knows how to create like a great artist...We had
to flee from the invading and dirty 'Europeanization' to the tranquil refuges.. .The art of
the peasant is striking creation of aesthetic sensuality... Thus this traditional art...unite
or mingle races, climates, and places.. .The forms are voluminous and swollen with
vitality, the line continually unites and mingles native scenes, or offers, right alongside
and on the same object, the magic of geometry: an astonishing union of fundamental
instincts and of those susceptible to more abstract speculations.493
Furthermore, they are a norm in the highest development:
Considered from a certain point of view, folk art outlives the highest of civilizations. It
remains a norm, a sort ofmeasure whose standard is man's ancestor, the savage, if you
will.494
In the early 1920s, Le Corbusier's favourite objects in his paintings were everyday ones, the
'object types' of Purism, such as vases, glasses, plates, pipes, bottles, guitars and so on,
which in his mind tended to embody the invariable and timeless qualities of everyday life.495
490 'II s'agit des derives de la sphere, en geometrie absolue, que, ni 1'architecture, ni la sculpture (et
bien entendu, ni la peinture) ne fournissent. .. .Nous avons aime a reproduire ces magnifiques vases
grecs pour evoquer ici la grande statuaire et l'architecture. Les profils de ces vases sont des profils de
corniches.' This article is reprinted in 'Alamanach d'architecture moderne\ Paris: Les Editions G.
Cres et Cie, 1926, pp. 167-9. These paragraphs are in p. 167.
491 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 9.
492 Stanislaus von Moos, ed., L'Esprit nouveau: Le Corbusier und die Industrie 1920 -1925, Ernst
und Sohn, 1987, p. 221.
493 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, pp. 15-16.
494 Ibid., p. 16.
495 In Le Corbusier and Ozenfant's 'After Cubism', IV, 'Generality is what is invariable in form, what
is permanent, what endures.' From Carol S.Eliel, LEsprit nouveau: Purism in Paris, 1918-1925,
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They also met his demand s of a constant function, efficiency ofmaterials, and always
obeyed the law of natural selection: economy.496 After 1928,497 chunks of stone, fossils,
pieces ofwood, shells, fruits, pinecones and bones were introduced into his vocabulary; he
called them 'objets a reaction poetique\ They could express the laws of nature. He said that
he was interested in the weathered things he had found in the water, on the lakeshore and
beach, such as 'things which spoke of the laws of nature — wear, erosion, splitting and so
forth - and which not only possessed beautiful sculptural form but also had unusual
suggestive power.'498 He noted next to a sketch of the fragment of a bone,
Everywhere objects like these are spread before us. If you have a pencil in your hand,
look at them and you will understand; you will then have a storehouse of inspiration to
draw upon, the lessons taught by natural phenomena. The chance occurrence, too: the
broken shell, the shoulder of beef sliced by the butcher's saw, have riches to offer
which the mind cannot conceive.499
As each object could be a storehouse of inspiration, his 'collection particuliere'' was like a
museum of inspiration and imagination.
The associations of these objects are not limited to nature. A natural polished shell could be
like a piece of porcelain or a Greek or Indian sculpture. When we look at and study these
objects, the pebble rounded by the sea, or the broken brick washed by the river, for example,
a close relationship between men and objects will be established. Their characters are stated
p. 161.
496 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964, pp. 63-4.
497 Le Corbusier noted: 'Until 1928, not objects, glasses, and bottles but supports for geometry,
instigators of proportion. After '28, then, human figure and objects with a poetic response...' See Ivan
Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu, p. 89. Le Corbusier also mentioned different time of this
to George Charbonnier about his Pavilion de L'Esprit Nouveau in 1925, that he 'exhibited these
poetically effective found-objects: fragments from nature, chunk of stone, fossils, pieces ofwood...'
See George Charbonnier, 'Le monologue du peinture', vol. 2, in Reinhold Hohl, ed., Le Corbusier
peinture, p. 12. However, Le Corbusier's photographs ofPavilion de L'Esprit Nouveau in his Oeuvre
complete and Almanach dlarchitecture moderne shows that, the objects in display were mainly not
stone or bone, but the airplane model, crucible, glasses, bouquet, globe, etc. Objects in his painting
between 1925-28 are largely bottles, glassed, jars, dice, and lots of them were entitled 'still life'.
498
George Charbonnier, Le monologue du peinture, vol. 2, in Reinhold Hohl, ed., Le Corbusier
peinture, Basel: Editions Beyeler, 1971, p. 12.
499 Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 209.
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and also associated with the human life, 'the male and the female, the plant and the mineral,
the bud and fruit, all nuances, all forms. And us, men and women to be placed in the life and
our sensitivities being toughened, sharpened, grinded, shouting in our spirit, being acting and
not impassive or inattentive.'500 Other elements like the sky, sea, rock, street, table, bread,
etc. are all parts of Le Corbusier's pictorial subject matter after the late 1920s, which mainly
came from his travels or holidays. They may not be objects collected in his home but are
recorded in his sketchbooks as images and texts, and later represented in paintings and other
works.
Le Corbusier also selected artefacts for the interior design of his clients. In May 1923, he
ordered four plaster casts from the Louvre Museum and sent them to Levaillant's apartment.
They were a turbaned head, a Mesopotamian relief, a Greek stele and a sculpture. Levaillant
also bought two African woodcarvings from Galerie Paul Guillaume in 1926, as
recommended by Le Corbusier.501 All of these artefacts were either primitive or from other
cultures. None of them were European high culture artefacts.
In Le Corbusier's flat, his creative base, he was surrounded by a constellation of objects,
among furniture and in niches. Most of them are small in size so that they could be held in
his hand, except for several larger ones like Lipchitz's sculpture. They are not as dense as
those in Freud's home, but arranged carefully as his personal cosmos in his sitting area,
bedroom, and studio. They are largely exhibited around his apartment, mingling with his
daily life. They are the periodically changing props and figures in his stage settings.
500 'le male et la femelle, le vegetal et le mineral, le bourgeon et lefruit, toutes les nuances, toutes les
formes. Et nous, hommes etfemmes places dans la vie et s 'agissant de nos sensibilites aguerries,
ajfutees, aiguisees, criant dans notre esprit, etant agissants et non point passifs ou inattentifs.' Jean
Petit, Le Corbusier lui-meme, Geneva: Rousseau, 1970, p. 178.
501 Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Ruegg, ed., Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, pp. 126-7.
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Until the end of Le Corbusier's life, his collection of objects was very rich and displayed in
his apartments. An FLC inventory covers natural objects including stones, parts of trees,
seashells, bones and pebbles,502 which are listed as so-called objets a reaction poetique, and
many of them appear in Poeme.503 There are also non-natural objects such as porcelain, pots,
glassware, eyeglasses, kitchenware, smoking pipes and many other diverse items. Another
inventory consists of cultural objects from Italy, Africa, India, Turkey, Persia, Japan and
China,504 and includes many artworks by Andre Bauchant, Liptchitz, Leger and Picasso.
Some of them are souvenirs or purchases, but a large number are objets trouves. Many items
he had owned for a long time such as some pots were brought back from his journey to the
East; some of his African statuettes were purchased in Paris.
Fig. 4.5 Le Fig. 4.6 African Statuettes
Corbusier's African from Gabon (left) and
statuette from Rivieres du Sud505 (right).
Dahomey (FLC, 20 me Jacob. Detail of fig.
Passe no. 279). 4.7.
Fig. 4.7 20 me Jacob, 1933-4 (Dated by the
painting in the lower left, 'Deux femmes a la boite
d'allumettes', 1933. He moved to a new flat
in 1934). FLC L4-12-20.
502 FLC inventory (Fondation Le Corbusier, Objects, Ayant appartenu a Le Corbusier), these objects
were now kept in carton boxes and has slide images for each box, numbered Zl(l) - Zl(13). They
include natural objects, including 73 pieces of stone, 27 tree elements, 57 seashells, 18 bones and 27
pebbles. Other non-natural objects include 27 pieces of porcelain, 47 pots, 15 pieces of glassware, 9
pairs of eyeglasses and optical instruments, 9 items of kitchenware, 93 smoking pipes and parts, and
80 diverse items comprising statuettes ofhorses or human beings, gas burners, a horseshoe, birds, a
bull, small building models and so on.
503 Such as a pinecone on p. 134, a seashell on p. 90.
504 FLC inventory, Oeuvre Non L.C., text only without images. Cultural objects include three African
statuettes, four African masks, seven Indian miniatures, etc.
505 In the 1880s, most ofwhat is Guinea today was declared a French protectorate, under the name
Rivieres du Sud (rivers of the south), still part of Senegal. In 1891, Rivieres du Sud was separated
from Senegal and split in two separate French colonies, under the name ofGuinea and Ivory Coast.
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He had three African statuettes that are part of series of his African collections, including the
objects he owned and the images he studied from museum. A wooden statuette from
Dahomey (fig. 4.5) purchased from Hotel Drouot. This Yoruba statuette illustrates a woman
kneeling down holding a child on her back with a small container in her hand, a ritual theme
ofmaternity and fertility. It reveals 'the most profound female secret and power, graphic
proof of the continuity of the race.'506 Here the straight line and triangular, or cone, elements
dominate its form, her head, hat, breast, arms, and legs. The wooden surface is unpolished,
revealing clear knife marks. The primitive roughness and natural spirit were also revealed in
her face and eyes. In his home at 20 rue Jacob this statuette was placed close to his desk in
front of a painting by Leger (fig. 4.11), as shown in a picture in The Radiant City under the
title 'The Free Man' and with a note of 'when the door is shut... '507 This expresses his
vibrant private world.
A standing figure (figs. 4.6, 4.7) from Rivieres du Sud (now Guinea and the Ivory Coast)
was also purchased in Hotel Drouot of 1927.508 It comprised gentle, elegant curved forms -
curved arms, belly and leg, etc. The torso was elongated with a spherical head above it.
506 A discussion of a similar example in Herbert M Cole, Icons: Ideals andPower in the Art ofAfrica,
Washington, D.C.; London: Published for the National Museum ofAfrican Art by the Smithsonian
Institution Press, cl989, p. 91.
507 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 9.
308 A pamplet in FLC, 'Art Primitif, Afficain et Oceanien, Hotel Drouot, Salle no. 10, Mai 1927', p.
23, no. 399 bis.
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Fig. 4.8 Collections at 24, rue Nungesser et Coli. A Gabon Fig. 4.9 A Gabon statuette,
statuette on the left, and objects such as giraffe and cock Detail of fig. 4.8.
arrayed on the top of shelf. After 193 8.509 FLC L2-10-89.
A guardian figure from the Bakota area, of Gabon was displayed in his flat in rue Jacob (fig.
4.7), as well as later in 24, rue Nungesser et Coli (figs. 4.8, 4.9). It is geometrical, calm,
disciplined, and frontal, the most mythical and abstracted of the three. The face is an ovoid
comprised of almost two oppositional equilateral triangles with the nose in the centre. It is
concave, rather than the normal convex expression. The body was diminished into a short
piece above the legs in a lozenge form. Here is inspiration of transformation and abstraction
from an original human image: geometrization (face and leg), exaggeration (face, hair) and
diminution (body and legs), mirroring (convex face) and so on. These processes of
transformation are quite common in Le Corbusier's painting. This kind of Gabon statuette
also influenced Picasso's early Cubist work 'Dancer' of 1907-8.510
These three folk statuettes illustrated different ways of expression and transformation from
human being, as well as various remote, exotic and primitive auras established from the
environments and beliefs of traditional societies. Their tendency of abstraction from
509 Dated by the painting in the lower right, Athlete, 1938. It was also displayed in a vague side view
in a photo at far right in Jacques Sbriglio, Immeuble 24 N.C. et appartement Le Corbusier: Apartment
Block 24 N.C. andLe Corbusier's Home, p. 47. The date of this picture is after 1959, judging by the
date of the painting on the wall.
510 Robert Goldwater, Primitivism in Modern Art, pp. 149-50.
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naturalism is very inspiring, 'as an effort to convey the "otherness" of the spirit world, to
divorce it as strictly as the artist's imagination would allow from the world of everyday
appearances.'511
Le Corbusier's collection reflected his personal preferences and broad interests. Among them,
pottery512 was his favourite medium. There were many small objects513 classified in several
categories. He also collected many statuettes ofpersonages of different cultures as Freud did,
mostly in a standing post, such as an Asiatic religious figure (29),514 an Indian woman (33),
an African personage (36, 37) and others. Animal statuettes are among his interests: bird (9,
35, 45), eagle (34), horses (6, 27, 28), giraffe (52), frog (43) and tortoiseshell (19). The
theme ofman and horse occur frequently among his paintings, sketches and in the Poeme.
There515 the horse is the central figure standing attentively while facing a female nude lying
horizontally.
There are objects of his major personal iconography: cross (14), lantern (76), bull (48) and
horseshoe (15). Other important icons are geometrical prisms: rectangular brick (73),
triangular box (42) and hexagonal glass block (72). Small readymade building models also
interested him. A triumphal arch (47) and Notre Dame in Paris (49) were probably his tools
for imaging his various plans of Paris and a Basilica of St. Madeleine (46). Some are
personal souvenirs: painted tile and metal plate from a kindergarten ofMarseille, entry
plaque of 'S[ocie]te Ame des Editions de TEsprit Nouveau', etc.
511 Horst Woldemar Janson. A History ofArt: a Survey ofthe Visual Arts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 27.
512 Fondation Le Corbusier inventory Zl(4).
513 FLC inventory Zl(5).
514




Some of them are normal daily utensils such as a piggy bank (2) and a salt-cellar (3). One of
his objets trouve - a used gas burner with two outlets (no. 10, fig. 4.10, on the lower right)
stood vertically like a geometrised human figure. It was placed in his sitting room and
juxtaposed with a seashell on a platform, which recalled his Poeme (p.30-1): 'this is the right
angle, vertical facing the sea'.
Fig. 4.10 Le Corbusier at 24 rue Nungesser et
Coli with his collections, including a used gas
burner with two outlets, a shell, potteiy, etc.
Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier: Moments in
the Life ofa Great Architect, photo by
Rene Burri, 1999, p. 168.
Other Artworks
Le Corbusier collected many artworks, which were mainly modernist as his personal
stimulation.516 These modernists were more or less inspired by primitive art. Among these
pieces the largest group consists of eighteen naive paintings by his close friend, Andre
Bauchant. One of them, with a religious theme, was placed in Le Corbusier's bedroom
against the headboard in his apartment at 24 N.C. The paintings of Leger, his long-term
friend, were always displayed in his rooms.
Jacques Lipchitz was his early client and one of his sculptures was frequently displayed in
516 See 'Oeuvre Non L.C.', an inventory in FLC, which is text only and non-dated. Some of these
works has been sold out.
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the pictures of his apartment. The granite sculpture is on the theme 'Femme et Tenfant',
which coincides with Le Corbusier's Yoruba statuette. The theme ofmother and child
reappeared in his Poeme p. 39, a drawing of it was placed next to the image and text of law
ofmeander, where the cycle of human life was metaphorically illustrated as the cycle of
nature.
Henri Laurens's work was included in Le Corbusier's primitive exhibition in 1935. Le
Corbusier collected a small piece by him 'Nu feminine alonge'. Other art works collected by
Le Corbusier included Picasso engravings and a lithograph; a Marc Chagall lithograph, two
ofAndre Derain's works, four by Alexander Vesnin, the Russian constuctivist, and another
four by Willy Baumeister.
The examination ofphotographs of Le Corbusier's apartment at different times517 reveals
how the arrangement was constantly changed, subject to relocation, new acquisitions or
changes in his personal taste, just like a 'temporary exhibition'. Some pieces were permanent,
such as Spanish 'Botijo bola' and Leger's two paintings, which were displayed at almost of
all stages.
Changing Collection at Various Stages
A picture of 1931 by Brassai is a good record of Le Corbusier's first flat at 20, rue Jacob. He
moved to 24, rue Nungesser et Coli in 1934; pictures of this new flat in his Oeuvre complete
517
Including his apartment in rue Jacob photo by Brassai in 1931; his Apartment in 24 rue Nungesser
et Coli from his Oeuvre complete vol. 2; his primitive exhibition in 1935; photographs by Rene Burri
in 1959/60; and photographs in Jacques Sbriglio, Immeuble 24 N.C. et appartement Le Corbusier
which are diversified in years.
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1929-1934, vol. 2, are basic resources for research. In 1959 and 1960 Rene Burri took a
series of photographs of Le Corbusier's apartment and atelier, which provide a valuable
reference for comparison of his later stage. Other resources in his publications and in the
Fondation also aid comparison.
Fig. 4.11 Le Corbusier at 20 me Jacob, photo by BrassaT, 1931. Fig. 4.13 Le Corbusier at 20
Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 9. me Jacob, with Bauchant's
painting as backdrop.
Jean Petit, Le Corbusier
lui-meme, p. 65.
In 1917 when Le Corbusier moved to Paris, he settled at 20, rue Jacob. In the Brassa'i picture
(fig. 4.11) ofLe Corbusier at work, his room was filled with books, paintings and folk
artefacts. Above the shelfnext to him was a naive painting likely by Bauchant. To the right
were two paintings by Leger: 'Composition avec profil' in 1926 and 'Les deux compas'.
Below them were the Spanish ceramic 'Botijo bola' from Agost, a circular vessel, a concave
rectangular panel enclosing an igneous stone, and the Dahomey sculpture. Among them,
Leger's painting, Spanish Botijo and the concave panel were always visible in the later
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photographs of his home.518 They were his 'permanent collection'.
Two more photographs of Le Corbusier's life at 20, rue Jacob (figs. 12, 13) portrayed the
backdrops of various naive and Purist paintings.519 In one of them, Le Corbusier was
holding his cat and sitting on a chair against Bauchant's painting (fig. 13). This work was
later hung in his bedroom of 24 rue Nungesser et Coli.
In 1934 Le Corbusier and his wife moved to their new apartment at 24 rue Nungesser et Coli,
where a series ofpictures were taken and published in his Oeuvre complete vol. 2. Many
items there were displayed in various niches and on the shelf, specially designed by Le
Corbusier as settings for these props.
Fig. 4.14 Stairway and living room, apartment at 24, rue Fig. 4.15 Objects in the niche located on
Nungesser et Coli 1933-34. LC, O.C. 2, p. 145. the top of the stairway. O.C. 2, p. 151,
detail.
The entrance of this apartment was top-lit by two oculi and a horizontal high window above
the curved wall, which has a somewhat cave-like quality. Such an idea of entry was preceded
518 Oeuvre complete vol. 2; photos by Rene Burri in 1959/60; and photos in Jacques Sbriglio,
Immeuble 24 N. C. et appartement Le Corbusier.
519 Jean Petit, Le Corbusier lui-meme, pp. 65 & 75.
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in the project of the Museum of Contemporary Art in Paris in 1931: 'One enters the heart of
the museum by means of an underground passage'. Near the entry a stairway spiralling up,
which 'allows release from the "cave"'520 to the roof garden and a guest room. Several
objects were displayed in a niche on the top of the stairs. In photos taken in 1930s (figs. 4.14,
4.15), there was a mask on the extreme left, then the concave rectangular panel with stone, a
crucible and a human statuette to the right. Here it was full of balanced antithetical dialogues:
the concave panel was right next to the round crucible, whose forms were all pure and plain,
but the higher rectangular plain panel encompassed a lower natural rugged stone; the
primitive ethnic statuette was next to the scientific crucible, which referred to melting
materials to harmonize well with the igneous stone but remained a contrast in forms. The
niche containing these objects was located on the threshold between the lower and higher
levels, between dark and light places. These objects conveyed the metaphor that the
threshold from a cave to the radiant world comprises the primitive, nature and technology.
The crucible was displayed in the Pavilion de L'Esprit Nouveau in 1925. It was a vessel in
which substances were heated to a high temperature and usually functioned as a melting pot.
Le Corbusier wrote about crucibles in 1926, 'Today there are two or three potters and
glassmakers who will one day reach the majesty of the form. The pots of the pavilion, glass
and terracotta were quite simply bought from the laboratory technician: test tubes, mortars,
and crucibles.'521 Not only being scientific, the crucible was also poetic in his mind. One
day in Istanbul in 1911, amazed by the shining reflection of the sea, he described it as if
'from the hollow of a huge overturned crucible, floods of bronze pour into the gulfs and the
520 Peter Carl, 'Le Corbusier's Penthouse in Paris: 24 rue Nungesser-et-Coli','DAIDALOS
28, Jun 1988, p. 69.
521 'II existe aujourd'hui deux ou trois potiers et verriers qui atteindront un jour a la majeste de la
forme. Les pots du pavilion, verre et terre cuite, furent tout simplement achetes chez I'appariteur de
laboratoire: eprouvettes, mortiers, creusets.' See LC, Almanach d'architecture moderne, p. 169.
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bays, and a few islands float on the sea like slag.'522 The high temperature caused chemical
or physical changes, recalling the theme of alchemy in Poeme (D.3 Fusion), where fusion
and metamorphosis were illustrated, the ethos of his creativity.
Fig. 4.16 Sitting room and the dinning Fig. 4.17 Niche near the entry Fig. 4.18 A stone or
room in the distance. 24 me Nungesser et sitting area. lava collected by
Coli, Paris. O.C. 2, p. 145. O.C. 2, p. 150, detail. FLC, photo by author.
Another niche near the entry hall in the sitting room (fig. 4.16) contained the Spanish 'Botijo
bola',523 a stone produced from fire524 and a slender standing statuette on a brick - all are
pyrogenic products (figs. 4.17, 4.18). This niche was illuminated by an overhead skylight.
Again, a theme generated by and interwoven with nature and folklore, a clean geometrical
and natural rugged form, a manmade artefact and a natural rock, both formed by fire. The
light shed through a little square oculus above, into this inner dark niche and onto the 'fire
objects' and a calf carpet, was rather mysterious. The calfskin rug is suggestive of the image
of the bull in his mind. There were also pieces of self-designed tubular steel furniture, all
visible in Burri's photos.
522 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 235.
523 Flora Samuel, Le Corbusier: Architect and Feminist, West Sussex: John Wiley & Sons, 2004, p.
147.
524 It could be two possibilities: an igneous stone, or a metallurgic slag. Both of them come from
melting and contracting. Consulted through photos with Prof. A. E. F. Robertson, Geosciences, the
University of Edinburgh, Nov. 11, 2004.
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Such a thematic settings frequently adopted in Le Corbusier's design work, would function
as a domain of the 'secular sacred', in which 'one is free of the obligations of any particular
belief in god or gods, but somehow eligible to enjoy all the privileges of continuity with
tradition, meaningfulness of one's artistic endeavours, and so forth. Interpretation of selected
fragments of earlier or more "primitive" cultures becomes the basis of projected
possibilities.'525 Being secular or sacred is accessed on a relative basis, as Hans-Georg
Gadamer pointed out, 'only Christianity enables us to understand profaneness in a strict
The dining room was a large bright room with a vaulted ceiling and a glazed wall facing
west. In an image of 1934, Le Corbusier's Purist painting 'Nature morte aux nombreux
objects' was hung on the wall behind the dining table,527 and on another wall next to the
kitchen door was Leger's painting 'Composition avec profiT in 1926 (fig. 4.19). From the
dining table, this painting overlooked the entry hall and studio beyond. In Leger's painting, a
realistic profile of a human head faces forward within a dark rectangular framework, and the
numbers in the painting are pushed even further by the human face. The painterly layers and
antithetical forms echo the spatial depths of this room formed by Le Corbusier's primitive,
realistic or natural objects, furniture and the sequence of spaces.
525 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 32.
526
Hans-Georg Gadamer, Truth andMethod, London: Sheed & Ward, 1975, pp. 132-3.
527 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete 1929-1934, vol. 2, p. 145.
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Fig. 4.19 Dining room with Leger's Fig. 4.20 Le Corbusier's bedroom. Leger's painting 'Les deux
painting, 'Composition avec profil' compas' in the middle. Le Corbusier, Architect of the
to the right. O.C. 2, p. 148. Century, p. 58.
In the bedroom under a vaulted ceiling (fig. 4.20), the goose-like Botijo stood on the cabinet,
and Leger's painting, 'Les deux compas', was hung on the wall. Both of them can be seen in
Burri's photographs. The theme of this Leger painting fitted the couple perfectly; its
composition was free and natural. Here the natural and folk theme permeated into Le
Corbusier and Yvonne's most private quarters.
Next to Leger's painting is a bidet, which cannot but announce its most intimate relationship
with the human body. In 'Other icons: the museums' in The DecorativeArt ofToday, an
image of a bidet appeared as a heading picture and a key icon in a modern museum. This
icon here was overlayed with the museum of dream generated in this intimate association.
The high floating bed forms a horizon with the parapet of the balcony, and lets them dream
the immense world.528 He described the dream in Poeme C.2 as a profound refuge, great
cavern and rich collections as warehouses, libraries and the museums. The museums,
considered as cultural reservoirs, could be contrived to be experienced like a dream.529
528 The height of his bed was 85 cm plus a thick mattress, close to the height of the parapet of the
balcony, and his large dining table.
529 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 41.
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Fig. 4.21 Le Corbusier's studio around 1934. Fig. 4.22 Le Corbusier's Fig. 4.23 Le Corbusier's
O.C. 4. p. 152. studio, detail of fig. 21. studio. Diagram by
Peter Carl530.
Le Corbusier's studio below the vault ceiling and skylight with a rubble wall was his base of
creativity. In this picture of 1934 (fig. 4.21) his desk was untidy and cluttered, while the rest
of the spaces were rather empty. It could be a decent gallery exhibiting his paintings with
natural lighting. In this carefully arranged photo, a cross line forming a right angle can be
clearly discerned. The right angle, Le Corbusier's primary icon is centred on the lantern
poised above the freestanding display box (figs. 4.22, 4.23); as Peter Carl observed, a
horizontal line extends from the exterior horizon through the top edges of two paintings and
this displaying box; the vertical edge of the right side of the displaying box forming the
vertical line extended along with the joint on the wall behind between the rubble and
brick.531
Burri's pictures are good reference for later stages of Le Corbusier's apartment, where many
objects near the entry, in the bedroom, dining room and studio were changed and relocated.
In the entry area, the crucible and folk statuette in the niche on top of the stairway were
530 Peter Carl, 'Le Corbusier's Painting Studio', Scroope 5 (1993/94), p. 37.
531 Ibid.
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replaced by a statue of a bull, a human statuette, the igneous stone and a stone naturally
implanted with an 'eye'. There are many other items here: a Spanish 'Botijo bola', Leger's
painting 'Composition avec profil' of 1926 placed right above the floor, a special way of
interacting with viewers,532 a carpet of a childlike drawing from Chandigarh, a
calfskin-patterned rug, a mask hanging on the wall, and many objects on the high shelf.
Among them, a pot on the high shelfwas possibly from his journey to the East. There were
also a table made from a tree trunk, Lipchitz's sculpture and an antique stone head.
In the bedroom, Andre Bauchant's painting with a Christian theme was added above the
headboard of the bed. Le Corbusier did not want this photo to be published because he tried
to avoid misinterpretation ofhis religious belief.533 In the dining room, the painting on the
wall against the kitchen was replaced several times. It was 'Nature morte aux nombreux
objects' in 1934, then 'Alma Rio'534 when he worked on Ronchamp Chapel around 1950,
then 'Nature Morte Vezelay'535 shown in Burri's photos, and 'Nature morte'536 painted in
1959. These are all large colourful oil paintings hung at the same location against the plain
wall, but have not been presented according to the chronological sequence of their
productions. On top walls of the dining room there were two vault niches, where in images
of 1960s the concave rectangular piece was visible.537
532 This was pointed out by Mrs. Heidi Weber, when author met her at the Heidi Weber House,
Zurich on 15 August 2004.
533 Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier: Moments in the Life ofa Great Architect, photo by Rene Burri,
p.151.
534 FLC 253, 1949. A photo ofLe Corbusier, Father Couturier and Yvonne. William Curtis,
Le Corbusier, Ideas and Forms, p. 177.
535 Nature Morte Vezelay of 1939, FLC 154. A photo of his dinning room in Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le
Corbusier: Moments in the Life ofa Great Architect, photo by Rene Burri, p. 175.
536 See a photo in Jacques Sbriglio, Immeuble 24 N. C. et appartement Le Corbusier: Apartment Block
24 N.C. and Le Corbusier's home, Paris: Fondation Le Corbusier; Basel; Boston: Birkhauser, cl996,
p.47. The picture in the book is undated, and this date is judged by the painting on the wall.
537 See photo in Jacques Sbriglio, Immeuble 24 N.C. et appartement Le Corbusier, p. 45 and p. 47.
The date is judged by the painting on the wall finished in 1959.
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His studio in the late 1960s was full ofpaintings, papers, sketches, sculptures, pigments,
bottles and so on. Many collections of'objets a reaction poetique' appeared in Burri's photos.
It was impossible to hold another 'exhibition ofprimitive art' again due to the constraint of
space. His small working cubicle was also full of papers and documents.
Exhibition of PrimitiveArt in Le Corbusier's Apartment
In June 1935 there was an exhibition ofprimitive art at Le Corbusier's apartment at 24, rue
Nungesser et Coli in Paris 'Les arts dits primitifs dans la maison d'aujourd'hui' (fig. 4.24).
Louis Carre borrowed Le Corbusier's studio and organized this event with him. Le Corbusier
wrote an introduction in the invitation card and also suggested the polychrome of the Greek
statue, 'Moscophore'. The artwork in this exhibition incorporated with modern and ancient,
European and African presentations. The vision of primitive art for this exhibition, although
organized by Carre, must have been worked out with Le Corbusier.538
In the exhibition, there were sculptures from Africa and ancient Greece, a Peruvian vase,
modern sculptures by Henri Laurens, tapestries by Leger, paintings by Le Corbusier, and a
granite pebble from Brittany; Picasso's and Braque's works were probably also included.539
All these works were carefully selected for either their contrasting or complimentary
effects.540 Categories ranged from contemporary to archaic ones; folk to distant; European to
538 In the front cover of invitation card, it reads: 'Louis Carre presente.. .Chez Le Corbusier et Louis
Carre'. This exhibition was recorded and published in Le Corbusier's Oeuvre complete vol. 3, My
Work, Architecture d'aujourd'hui, July 1935, and so on.
539 These works were listed in Le CorbusierMy Work, p. 118, but were not mentioned in his Oeuvre
complete vol. 3 and the Architecture d'aujourd'hui. There is no photograph available as proof of these
as well.
540
Jacques Sbriglio, Apartment Block 24 N.C. and Le Corbusier's house, 1996, FLC, p. 57.
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the Orient and America.
Fig. 4.24 Studio, exhibition ofprimitive art at Le Corbusier's
apartment, 1935. Lower right: Le Corbusier's painting ofmussel
fisherwoman; middle ground: Henri Laurens' sculpture; middle
left: tapestries by Leger; left: Moscophore. Top of shelf: Louis
Carre's Statuette of a Benin king (left, detail see fig. 4.25); Le
Corbusier's glass block (right).
Architecture d'aujourd'hui, July 1935, p. 85.
Fig. 4.25 Benin Statuette




In the invitation card Le Corbusier stated that the work of the spirit would never age, and
would revive automatically through the periods and cycles. He also noted the novelty of
things existed in the past. Culturally, primitive society has its thoughts and types, which are
creative and advanced:
Arts known as primitive are those of the creative periods, when a society built up its
tools, its language, its thought, its gods, when a civilization raises up vigour. Each
gesture, in its need, was the same style. Nothing was repeated, all advanced...541
As the chronological course of historical development is regarded as cyclic, then this
fundamental creativity is returning and reunifying. Modern architecture is merely another
cycle:
The works of the spirit do not age. By periods, cycles, series, returns take place; same
hours pass, once again, to the minutes of concordance. Thus the works which animated
541 'Les arts dits primitifs sont ceux des periodes creatrices, quand une societe construisait son
outillage, son langage, sa pensee, ses dieux, quand une civilisation eclatait de seve. Chaque geste, en
sa necessite, etait le style meme. Rien ne se repetait, tout avanpait...' Le Corbusier, text on the
invitation card, 'Les arts dits primitifs dans la maison d'aujourd'hui', 1935 (FLC BrA26).
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the same potential of energy are connected, unified.. .The architecture which currently
appears is contemporary with works of these other cycles.542
Consequently, in this exhibition the works were infused with both primitive and
contemporary influences, from Europe and elsewhere. It is exactly the same as the examples
in Le Corbusier's books and traits in his work. He noted in his Oeuvre complete vol.3:
It is the ability to form 'sets' or 'series', to create 'unities' out of different periods, to
once again render the element of excitement and novelty to those things which man
created at some point in the past.543
The exhibits were grouped into several categories. The first was exotic civilizations, with
African bronze statues from Benin, the Ivory Coast and Peruvian pottery. The second
category was the distant past ofEurope, such as Greek sculptures from Acropolis. The third
contained modern artworks expressing primitivism, such as tapestries by F. Leger (a tapestry
ofAubusson, atelier ofMme Cuttoli), sculpture by Henri Laurens and Le Corbusier's
painting of fisherwomen, and a found pebble from Brittany. These categories were
juxtaposed in each exhibition room, studio, sitting room and dinning room to express his
ideas of cycles, return and unity. They also echoed his arguments in L 'Esprit nouveau, where
various images and texts may not closely correlate but may be juxtaposed. In Towards a New
Architecture, for example, airplanes are commented with a statement of the problem of
dwelling. In his Almanack d'architecture moderne, there is an illustration juxtaposed with
images ofmodern and ancient, art and architecture, as well as machines and buildings (fig.
3.18). Any connections are not made explicit, but could provoke creative thinking.
Louis Carre (1897-1977) was an antique dealer originally specialising in gold and
542 'Les oeuvres de l'esprit ne vieillissent pas. Par periodes, cycles, series, les retours s'operent;
memes heures passent, une fois encore, aux minutes de concordance. Ainsi sont apparentees, sont
unes, les oeuvres qu'anima le meme potentiel d'energie... L'architecture qui apparait actuellement est
contemporaine des ceuvres de ces autres cycles.' Ibid.
543 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete vol. 3, p. 157. Trans. Jacques Sbriglio in Apartment Block 24 N. C.
and Le Corbusier's House, 1996, FLC, p. 60.
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silverware,544 but later in 1930 he turned his interest to primitive and African art, as well as
modern art. At this time he settled in rue Nungesser et Coli and became the neighbour of Le
Corbusier. After this exhibition, Carre held another primitive exhibition ofBronzes and
Ivories from the Old Kingdom ofBenin at the Knoedler Gallery, New York in November and
December 1935. Le Corbusier visited this exhibition while in New York.545 Some items that
had been exhibited in Le Corbusier's apartment were also later exhibited in the Knoedler
Gallery.
Here Le Corbusier's studio served as a main exhibition room. In the very front there was a
bronze statuette of a Benin king (figs. 4.24, 4.25) right above Le Corbusier's 'La pecheuse
d'huitres'. This statuette was arranged by Carre and later exhibited in the Knoedler Gallery. It
is of the classical period (1500-1691) and its right forearm and legs are missing. Its skirt is
swept to the left with an opening at one side. Carre noted that it is indigenous, as Benin and
Dahomey, kingdoms of the Bay of Guinea, 'resisted the Moslem penetration and preserved
their antique religion of the highest development.'546 No less indigenous, below this statuette
was Le Corbusier's painting 'La pecheuse d'huitres' (fig. 4.26),547 a modern representation
of a European folk theme.
544 Louis Carre also set up a gallery of contemporary art with exhibition of the work ofPicasso,
Calder, Leger, Paul Klee, Juan Gris and Le Corbusier. His house, 'Maison Carre', was designed by
Alvar Aalto. (From 'Archives nationales et Archives de France', 389 AP - Fonds Louis Carre, in
http://www.archivesdefrance.culture.gouv.fr)
545
Mardges Bacon, Le Corbusier in America: Travels in the Land ofthe Timid, Cambridge, Mass.;
London: MIT Press, c2001, p. 222.
546 Louis Carre, 'The Royal Art ofBenin' in Bronzes and Ivories from the Old Kingdom ofBenin,
Catalogue of exhibition at M. Knoedler and Company, November 25 - December 14, 1935 New York,
unpaged.
547 FLC 150, 1935.
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Fig. 4.26 Le Corbusier, 'La pecheuse Fig. 4.27 Le Corbusier, 'La
d'huitres', FLC 150, 1935. pecheuse d'huitres', 1932.
The painting shows a fisherwoman holding a basket over her arm with another larger one on
her back. It was developed from a sketch (fig. 4.27). Here each colour block is relatively flat.
The colour code is simple: the flesh is pink, tools are grey and the clothes are blue and white.
The contour, undulating in various breadths, is conveyed by different pressure on the brush,
which represents the painter's inner energy. Le Corbusier's paintings in the 1930s have this
character of calligraphy of contours, which was probably connected with Japanese prints.548
The folk life of fishermen has been passed on from generation to generation since ancient
time. It would be similar in a way to the primitive Oceanic people and close in spirit to the
society in Benin. In 1928, Le Corbusier spent a holiday at La Piquey in the Arcachon Basin.
He made sketches of the landscape, bathers and boats, from which these fisherwomen were
derived. They echoed his writing about primitive men being admirable not for their barbarity
but for their wisdom.
548 Le Corbusier purchased prints by Hokusai and Hiroshige at Printemps Department Store in Paris.
See Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks A2, no. 96.
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Fig. 4.28 Exhibits in studio.
Left: Moscophore; middle front: Henri Laurens'
sculpture; right: tapestries by Leger.
Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 119, detail.
Fig. 4.29 Henri Laurens, 'La
negresse', 1934, Bronze, Von
der Heydt-Museum,
Wuppertal, Germany.549
Behind the Benin statuette and Le Corbusier's fisherwomen was Henri Laurens' sculpture of
a female figure, most likely 'La negresse' (fig. 4.28) of 1934.550 The colour of the one in the
exhibition was nearly white. Laurens' early sculpture was Cubist with hard edges and angles.
His later work gradually became softened with more rounded shapes. By the 1930s his
figures had become large and rich in form. In contrast to the western faces and the
column-like frontal perspective in Leger's work behind Laurens', the spirit of this black
woman is much more lively, expressive and rhythmic in gesture, and more simplified and





550 See the parallel example in Von der Heydt-Museum, fig. 4.29.
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Fig. 4.30 Original image of Leger's tapestry,
'Composition aux troix figures', Oil on canvas,
1932. This image was later reversed, a border
added and was made into a tapestry, (cf.. fig. 4.:
& 4.31)
Fig. 4.31 Leger's tapestry, behind Henri
Laurens' sculpture.
Behind Laurens' 'La negresse', there was a tapestry by Leger on the rubble wall, which acted
as a terminus of the pieces presented in a sequence. This tapestry was a reverse replica of his
painting 'Composition aux troix figures' (1932, figs. 4.28, 4.31, cf. 4.30) with additional
decorative borders. It was made of silk and wool at Aubusson in 1935.551 It shows three
monumental figures on one side, a fence or a ladder, a rope and a cloud-like form behind on
the other. Leger's early typical machinery elements were not in this work. 'Nude, the figures
are timeless. They are also rendered with a certain deliberate naivete, for example in the
simplicity of their anatomical construction.'552
551 Matthew Afffon, Leger's Modernism: Subjects and Objects, from Lanchner, Carolyn, Fernand
Leger, New York: Museum ofModern Art, 1998, p. 137.
552
Carolyn Lanchner, Fernan Leger, New York: Museum ofModem Art, c!998, p. 226.
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Fig. 4.32 Moscophore. Detail ofArchitecture d'aujourd'hui,
July 1935, p. 83.
Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 118, detail.
To the left of this tapestry was a reproduction of a Greek sculpture, the Calf-Bearer or
'Moscophore' (figs. 4.28, 4.32) circa 570 B.C.553 'It is a votive figure representing the donor
with the sacrificial animal he is offering to Athena.'554 Le Corbusier was involved in the
debate whether or not it should be polychrome. In the beginning of this exhibition, this
plaster cast was pure white upon arrival. Le Corbusier said to Carre: 'Telephone the Louvre
and ask them what colours would have been used originally on a splendid sculpture like this
from the golden age ofGreece.'555 He followed the instruction and finished 'a poem in
polychrome was the result, sparkling with life, brilliant... L-C [Le Corbusier] commented:
"It can never have been white.'"556 In the archaic time this work was very likely a
polychrome statue.557 Such an inference on the original colour of archaic art echoes the
arguments on the polychromy of Parthenon, and might anticipate Le Corbusier's application
of colours in his architectural design. The Villa La Roche and the workers' housing in Pessac
are examples of buildings in which colours have become a means of orchestrating the
553 It was obtained with the assistance of Louvre Museum from Acropolis Museum, Athens where Le
Corbusier first saw this work.
554 Horst Woldemar Janson, A History ofArt: a Survey of the Visual Arts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 84.
555 Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 118.
556 Ibid.
557 Horst Woldemar Janson, A History ofArt: a Survey of the Visual Arts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 84.
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interior space and the exteriors.
Le Corbusier discussed sacrifice and purging on the Acropolis, the site of such votive
sculpture, in Towards a New Architecture:
Emotion is born ofunity of aim of that unperturbed resolution that wrought its marble
with the firm intention of achieving all that is most pure, most clarified, most
economical. Every sacrifice, every cleansing had already been performed.558
Fig. 4.33 Exhibition in the sitting room. Upper left
Benin statuette on the top ofbrick; middle: pebble
from Brittany; right: Hellenistic statue. Part of
Lipchitz's statue was in the lower right comer.
Architecture d'aujourd'hui, July 1935, p. 84.
Fig. 4.34 Exhibition in the dining room. Lower
left: pre-Colombian jade mask; right: Baoule
(Baule) statue, Ivory Coast; background: Le
Corbusier's purist painting of 1923.
Architecture d'aujourd'hui, July 1935, p. 84.
In another exhibition space in his sitting room (fig. 4.33), there was a combination ofAfrican
art (another Benin statuette), a European folk object (the pebble from Brittany) and a
European archaic object (Hellenistic female statue). The round pebble echoed the forms of
statue next to it with its smooth volume and its texture ofweathered stone. It expressed the
natural force, recalled the natural 'right angle' formed by a vertical rock and the sea horizon
on the seashore ofBrittany, and folk architecture in Breton village, which was regarded as a
standard of regionalism and eternal truth.559 These three items were consistent in their innate
indigenous character but diverse in their themes, cultural backgrounds and materials.
558 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 206.
559 Le Corbusier, Almanach d'architecture moderne, pp. 83-5.
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Fig. 4.35 Exhibition in the sitting and dining rooms. From the left: sitting room with the back of
Hellenistic statue; dining room: Leger's 'Composition avec profil', Le Corbusier's 'Nature morte
aux mombreux objects', and Baoule (Baule) statue. From Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, p.
76.
In the open dinning room (figs. 4.34, 4.35), a Lipchitz's statue stood against the wall; a
pre-Colombian jade mask and Baoule (Baule) statue of Ivory Coast were on the dinning
table; Le Corbusier's Purist painting 'Nature morte aux mombreux objects' (FLC 175, 1923)
and Leger's 'Composition avec profil', 1926 were on the two sides of the wall as a
background.560 Purist paintings celebrate universality and the invariable. In their manifesto
Apres le cubisme of 1918, Ozenfant and Le Corbusier stated that from the universality of the
natural law, it was possible to link man-made works to those of nature (Euclid), such natural
law, they argued, was known to most ancient civilizations such as the Egyptians, the
Assyrians, the Greeks, and the Persians.561 Thus the modern Purist paintings here
corresponded to African and American indigenous arts.
The primitive, distant cultures and modern art were heterogeneously juxtaposed and
profusely correspondent, complementary and inspired by each other. As Le Corbusier noted
in his Oeuvre complete, vol.3:
The art ofbeing able to group objects together is, in some way, an expression of
modern sensitivity towards the past, towards exoticism, and towards the present. It is
the ability to form 'sets' or 'series', to create 'utilities' out of different periods, to once
560 See photographs in Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, Reynal & Hitchcock, New York, 1948,
pp. 76-7.
561 Ibid., p. 157.
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again render the excitement and novelty to those things which man created at some
point in the past.562
These heterogeneous collages embrace different cultures and periods, such as the
juxtaposition of the classical Benin statuette with modern paintings, and the cultural collage
ofAfrican statuettes with a Pre-Columbian American mask. A similar juxtaposition is
exemplified in L'Esprit nouveau and other articles. Many great cities, capitals ofworldwide
civilizations with clear orders, provide a good case of a cultural collage.
In these juxtapositions, there is an emphasis on the human figure which prevades the whole
exhibition. All these cultures and periods with different expressions were based on the
human figure. Even the Breton pebble was connected with a Greek female statuette in terms
of its roundish form and texture. The theme of human figure was the leitmotif of Le
Corbusier's paintings in mid 1930s.
In addition to this specific exhibition, Le Corbusier's flat as a museum constantly displayed a
variety of natural objects, ethnic artefacts and modern work. It was a cultural receptacle, rich
and inspiring, and became a domain of creativity. His main resources were collected during
his various journeys through diverse cultures; thus in the next two chapters, Le Corbusier's
collections will be examined through the categories of country and culture.
562 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete vol. 3, p. 157, trans. Jacques Sbriglio in Apartment Block 24 N. C.
and Le Corbusier's House, pp. 57-60.
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Chapter Five
Inspiration from Other Cultures (I)
European Distant Cultures and Borderland between Europe and Asia
The past has been my one master and continues to be my constant guide...the signposts
time has left standing are ofpermanent human value.563
It [the study of folklore] lovingly teaches the profound, natural needs ofman as they
are revealed to us in solutions that have stood the test of time.. .and results in a feeling
of unity and a sense ofprofound harmony with the laws of site and climate.564
— Le Corbusier Talks with Students
Being based in Paris, Le Corbusier was exposed to a range of diverse cultures from around
the world and also the European primitive. What and how he selected from different cultural
resources reflected his contemporary cultural background, his current ideas and ongoing
work. Le Corbusier's first catalogue of his architectural work, Oeuvre complete 1910-1929,
does not begin with his earliest building or painting, but instead with his study of Balkan and
Turkish houses, which were followed by further research into Pompeii, the Acropolis, some
ancient European cases, then primitive huts and Asian examples. All these seem a very
meaningful initiation of his modernist architectural poetry.
The avant-gardes of the twentieth century looked for distant inspiration. The European
primitive and ancient examples were illuminating and important as they were much more
accessible to Le Corbusier; especially the architectural space always needed to be
experienced directly. They were closer to the genius loci of the land where Le Corbusier
lived and worked.
Le Corbusier's resources from primitive and distant cultures can be found throughout his
various documents and publications. This chapter focuses on the primitive, classical and
563 Le Corbusier Talks with Students, pp. 56-7.
564 Ibid., pp. 60-1.
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medieval aspects in Europe and certain areas of Istanbul, which Le Corbusier visited.
Cultures outside Europe will be discussed in the following chapter. These sources are
examined in terms of the broad spectrum of civilizations in Le Corbusier's personal museum.
I will discuss how he selected and interpreted specific examples, and how they related to his
work and were reflected in the larger cultural environment.
L'Esprit nouveau, like many others (especially, Une Maison - un palais), incorporates
examples from diverse cultures. Prior to L 'Esprit nouveau in the early 191 Os Le Corbusier
researched many cities for a book about city planning called 'La Construction des villes'.
This provided him with an understanding of diverse cities and multiple cultures. The book,
however, was never finished and was later recast as The City ofTomorrow, and incorporated
in Concerning Town Planning, his urban treatise of 1946. A preparatory file for this book
contained more than 160 drawings from his study records of city elements and compositions,
mainly from European case studies but with a few East Asian examples. The European
category covers numerous cities and buildings, medieval, Baroque and later. Later, in
L'Esprit nouveau, the scope of foreign cultures was significantly increased.
The European primitive cases that Le Corbusier studied include the folk houses ofBrittany,
the Arcachon Basin, and on the Cyclades. He journeyed as far as Bulgaria and Western
Turkey, traditionally considered the borderlands of Europe. Chronologically, the primitive art
and architecture he discussed date back to the prehistorical periods of Stonehenge, ancient
Greek and Roman civilizations. He also elaborated medieval examples, but, in his
publications, these appear less frequently than the ancient Greek and Roman civilizations.
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Part I. European Primitive: Ancient and Current
This fisherman: why should he not be a poet? Primitive man is indeed a poet.
- Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais565
Le Corbusier enumerated European ancient and primitive examples to support his argument,
notably illustrated in Une Maison - un palais and L'Esprit nouveau publications. The
examples with religious settings include the Ggantija temples on Gozo, Stonehenge and the
Jewish Tabernacle. The Irish Crannog is an ancient dwelling discovered by archaeologists in
the nineteenth century. Many existing primitive dwellings and folk houses were very
inspiring to Le Corbusier: the villages in Brittany, the fishermen's huts of the Arcachon
Basin and the cottages in the Alps, for example.
Prehistoric Sanctuary
The pre-historic world is unadulterated and unpolluted. On Gozo, Malta, there is a
megalithic temple complex (fig. 5.1) constructed during the third millennium BC. This is
known as "Ggantija" (Tower of the Giants) and consists of two sets of temples; each
composed of two pairs of semi-circular chambers along an axis, with an apse as a terminus,
and enclosed by a megalithic curvilinear wall. The chambers were for 'a cult of the dead or
ancestor worship and the adoration of a corpulent fertility deity.'566 Le Corbusier drew a
plan of its east wing and noted: 'Going beyond the intentions of utilitarian order.. .enclosures
where fervent rites will be performed.. .And this arrangement is ordered by a thought. Today
565 'Ce pecheur, pourquoi ne serait-il pas poete? Le sauvage I 'est bien.' Le Corbusier, Une Maison —
un palais, p. 50. Trans. Cynthia Ann Poole, PhD Thesis, 1997.
566
Ing. Karl Mayrhofer, 'Introduction', in Sir Themistocles Zammit, Malta, the Prehistoric Temples,
Hagar Qim and Mnajdra, Malta: Interprint Limited, 1994, p. 6.
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we are still disturbed by these active relationships; there already is great architecture.'567
Le Corbusier's later design works may be partially inspired by this model; in the plan of the
most remarkable of these, Ronchamp Chapel (fig. 5.2), its side chapels echo the apses of
Ggantija. Another such case is the ground plan of his Brazil Student Dormitory (fig. 5.3),
where the circular concave form of the junction between the lounge and the office also
recalls the configuration of Ggantija.
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Fig. 5.1 Eastern wing of
Ggantija temple. LC, Une
Maison - unpalais, p. 39.
South
Fig. 5.2 Le Corbusier, plan of Fig. 5.3 Le Corbusier, Brazil
Ronchamp Chapel. Dormitory, Paris University, 1957-9.
O.C. 6, p. 20. O. C. 7, p. 192.
Stonehenge is a neolithic open-air religious setting on Salisbury plain, England (c.2600-1800
B.C.) with a pure concentric circular layout. Astronomically, the axis of the central setting of
sarson stones points to the mid-summer sunrise. Le Corbusier drew a reconstructed high
perspective and noted its gigantic scale, inevitable architectural power (la faculte
architecturalefatale) and clear order: 'To make architecture is to put in order; in this way,
architecture transmits down the millennia the order of thought.'568 This circular setting
echoed his example of the plan ofPalmanova as the 'Great City' in The City ofTomorrow.
The Primitive Hut
One of Le Corbusier's main references for the primitive hut is from Rienhold Freiherr von
Lichtenberg's Haus, dorf stadt: eine entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken stddtebildes
(House, Village, Town; A developmental History ofTownscapes in Antiquity), in which he
567 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 38
Ibid.
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studied several primitive tents and huts, and reinterpreted them into Towards a New
Architecture and other publications. In his book, von Lichtenberg suggested the hut and tent
were the first architecture as they were simple and original, with differences in the way of
thinking and mode of life.569 A Jewish Tabernacle and an Italian hut in the book became Le
Corbusier's main icons ofprimitive architecture. Additionally, Le Corbusier accumulated
many other similar resources from his visits and researches. The folk houses in Brittany and
the Arcachon Basin were major examples in his publications in 1920s.
A. Primitive Temple or Biblical Tabernacle?
A key icon of Le Corbusier concerning the primitive hut and temple (or, in fact a Jewish
tabernacle) is presented in Towards a New Architecture, Une Maison - un palais, Precisions
and Oeuvre complete vol.1. There is a remarkable description justifying his 'regulating lines'
in Towards a New Architecture:
PRIMITIVE man has brought his chariot to a stop, he decides that here shall be his
native soil. He chooses a glade, he cuts down the trees which are too close, he levels
the earth around; he opens up the road which will carry him to the river or to those of
his tribe whom he has just left.. .The men of the tribe have decided to form a shelter for
their god... they put him under cover in a substantial hut and they drive in the pegs of
the hut to form a square, a hexagon, or an octagon. They protect the hut by a solid
palisade and drive in the pegs to take the shrouding of the ropes attached to the tall
posts of the fence. They mark out the space to be reserved for the priests and set up the
altar and the vessels of sacrifice... You may see, in some archaeological work, the
representation of this hut, the representation of this sanctuary: it is the plan of a house,
or the plan of a temple. It is the same spirit that one can find again in the Pompeian
house. It is the spirit indeed of the Temple of Luxor.570
The 'regulating lines' is one of Le Corbusier's major disciplines in his modern architecture
and painting, and is demonstrated with a series of his examples. His narration begins with a
primitive temple, on which he elaborated a mythic portrayal of a primitive man who built up
his votive temple with measuring by his elbows and with regulating lines by his primordial
instinct. He illustrated this with a drawing (fig. 5.7) of the plan and section.
569 Rienhold Freiherr von Lichtenberg, Haus, dorf stadt: eine entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken
stadtebildes, Leipzig: R. Haupt, 1909, p. 13.
570 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 69-70.
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This description is an imaginary mythic story, but his drawing is precise in a clear
geometrical composition. He discussed it again in Une Maison - un palais as a votive
enclosure and a product of order. 'This architecture is in power, completely, totally, the clear
and vigorous seed of which, in later centuries, will form forums, vestibules, halls, columns,
pediments, domes.'571 In other words, it is a prototype ofmore a advanced and sophisticated
architecture.
He did not credit his source except in one of his study drawings (FLC 2277, fig. 5.4) later
published as a small icon in Oeuvre complete vol. 1. As pointed out in passe,572 the resource
of this primitive temple or votive hut, as noted in this drawing, is in fact a Jewish tabernacle,
drawn from images in Freiherr von Lichtenberg's Haus, dorf stadt: eine entwicklungs -
geschichte des antiken stadtebildes 573 It elaborated the reconstruction of this tabernacle
based on the description of it in the Old Testament of the Bible,574 about the tabernacle
through the ages ofMoses, David and Solomon.575
571 7'architecture est en puissance, toute, totalement, germe clair et vigoureux de ce qui, des siecles
plus tard, formera lesforums, les vestibules, les salles, les colonnes, les frontons, les domes' Le
Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 40.
572 Le Corbusier: le passe a reaction poetique. Exposition presentee a l'Hotel de Sully, 62, rue
Saint-Antoine, du decembre 1987 au 6 mars 1988. Paris: Caisse nationale des monuments historique
et des sites, 1988, p. 40.
573
Lichtenberg, Rienhold, Freiherr von, Haus, dorf stadt: eine entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken
stadtebildes, Leipzig: R. Haupt, 1909.
574
Exodus, chapters 25 - 27 and 35 - 40; II Samuel 7, and I chronicle 17.
575
Lichtenberg, Rienhold, Freiherr von, Haus, dorf, stadt, pp. 16-20.
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Fig. 5.4 Reconstruction drawing of Tabernacle. Haus, dorf, Fig. 5.5 Reconstruction model of
stadt, p. 18. Tabernacle, Haus, dorf, stadt, p. 19.
In Exodus, chapters 25 to 27, Moses received the Ten Commandments. He followed His
detailed instructions to build an ark and also a temple to accommodate the Holy Ark. 'Make
this tabernacle and all its furnishings exactly like the pattern I will show you...' (Exodus 25)
'Make twenty frames for the south side of the tabernacle For the other side, the north side of
the tabernacle, make twenty frames .. .Make six frames for the far end, that is, the west end
of the tabernacle, and make two frames for the corners at the far end.' (Exodus 26) 'Make a
courtyard for the tabernacle. The south side shall be a hundred cubits long ... The north side
shall also be a hundred cubits long.. .The west end of the courtyard shall be fifty cubits wide
and have curtains.' (Exodus 27) Therefore, in this sanctuary, the proportion of the regulating
lines of the courtyard is 1:2, and those of the tabernacle are 1:2 and 1:3, which are all
ordained by God. These regulating lines are laden with sacred meanings. The reconstruction
drawing and model are shown as figs. 5.4 & 5.5.
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Fig. 5.6 Le Corbusier, drawing after Fig. 5.7 Le Corbusier, a primitive temple. LC, Towards a New
Haus, dorf, stadt, detail ofFLC Architecture, pp. 70-71.
2277.
Le Corbusier studied its composition thoroughly
plan and section (in the upper part of FLC 2277)
is a sanctuary.
(fig. 5.6), including the proportion of the
and noted in this drawing that the great tent
The division is purely geometric and completely symbolic (the two squares) at the
same time. Thanks to the fence posts all controlled by the order and was similar to the
buttresses of a cathedral.576
Le Corbusier duplicated it faithfully in Towards a New Architecture (fig. 5.7) except for
some minute variations in the altar area, annotated with his version of'primitive man'. The
unit ofmeasurement of the biblical temple is the cubit, which corresponds to Le Corbusier's
human measurement: 'The builder takes as his measure what is easiest and most constant,
the tool that he is least likely to lose: his pace, his foot, his elbow, his finger.'577
Such a primitive hut did not originate in Europe or in the Bible, but stems from an ancient
tradition. Le Corbusier's narrative makes the hut more familiar and appealing though he did
not specify it as a source in his writings. He created a mythic discourse of the 'primitive
576 f g[ran]de tente: le sanctuarie /La division est purement geometrique, meme tout-a-fait symbolic
(les 2 carres) cecigrace auxpieux depalissade qui commandent toute I'ordonnance com[m]e les
bas-cotes d'une cathedrale.' See passe, p. 40.
577 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 71.
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man' who built a votive temple, by instinct, for his god. Similarly Marc-Antoine Laugier
claimed that the primitive hut was a product of nature. In Laugier's illustration the posts are
not man-made but are trees rooted in the ground.578
Why was this selected for Le Corbusier's treatise? First, Le Corbusier was, more or less, an
atheist; he maintained in the beginning of the same book: 'Religions have established
themselves on dogmas, the dogmas do not change; but civilizations change and religions
tumble to dust.'579 He read Edouard Schure's The Great Initiates, in which there were many
great spiritual leaders in the world; Moses is only one of them. Le Corbusier was also
familiar with Nietzsche's notion of the 'superman' in Thus Spoke Zarathustra. Secondly, he
wished for a new clean start at the time ofL 'Esprit nouveau, which could avoid the burden of
religion. Thirdly, he was not a scholar of the Bible or an archaeologist. In Haus, dorf stadt,
there are many discussions on the style of the Jewish temple, but Le Corbusier did not get
involved in them. He only needed a powerful support to his argument. The Jewish tabernacle
was a tent as an example of the early nomadic life. Moses received the Ten Commandments
and built the first temple to house the Holy Ark. 'Primitive' here for him meant 'original,
primordial, sacred and unadulterated', in a highly honoured sense. The 'primitive' man's
instinct for the right angle, proportion and regulating lines preoccupied Le Corbusier all his
life.
B. Italian Conic Hut
578
Wolfgang Herrmann, Laugier and Eighteenth Century French Theory, p. 215.
579 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 14.
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Fig. 5.8 Le Corbusier, primitive hut, Une
Maison- unpalais, p. 39. Annotated: garnissage
enpierre et terre (stuffed with stone and soil) /
chaume (thatch) / ligatures (binding) / chaume /
terre battue (battered soil) / banquette (bench)
en terre battue / trou defeu (fire pit). In his
original drawing (FLC B-20 644/179) there are
niches in the stuffed stone and soil.
A conic hut (fig. 5.8) on the same page resonates with one of Le Corbusier's pure prisms in
'Lesson ofRome' of Towards a New Architecture. This is one of his key icons of the
primitive hut, which appeared in a number of his books.580 Le Corbusier acknowledged its
source in none of these publications. It is, however, a folk hut in Italy (fig. 5.9), which Le
Corbusier selected from Rienhold Freiherr von Lichtenberg's Haus, dorf stadt: eine
entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken stadtebildes of 1909. It is a conic framework that could
be built up with straight trunks, covered by thatch, set on a stone base with a fire pit in the
centre. There was an existing folk example around the turn of the twentieth century, drawn
by Italian scholar Barnabei, which seemed to preserve the character of a hut in Romulus
time.581 Freiherr von Lichtenberg also discussed similar modern folk houses, such as
Sardinian cone-shaped huts (fig. 5.10).582 This conic hut echoes Viollet-le-Duc's origin of
architecture, the simplest of solid forms and most easily constructed
580 Such as Almanack d'architecture moderne of 1926, Une Maison - un Palais of 1928, Precisions of
1930, and La Ville radieuse of 1933, and Oeuvre complete vol. 1.
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Fig. 5.9 Modern Italian Hut. From Freiherr von Fig. 5.10 Sardinian hut. From Freiherr von
Lichtenberg, Haus, dorf, stadt: eine Lichtenberg, Haus, dorf stadt: eine
entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken stadtebildes, entwicklungs-geschichte des antiken
1909, p. 26. stadtebildes, 1909, p. 15.
Le Corbusier discussed this primitive hut in Une Maison - un palais and noted next to its
picture: 'There man labels himself a creator of geometry.. .The house type is the height of
economy. In geometry, the ordering carries nobility and beauty forcefully. Will this hut not
one day become the Pantheon ofRome, house of gods?'583 This viewpoint responds to his







Fig. 5.11 Le Corbusier, Irish
Crannoges, Une Maison — un
palais, p. 39.
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Fig. 5.12 Crannoge, discovered in Drumkelin, parish of Inver,
Donegal county by Captain Mudge in 1833. From Wood-Martin,
The Lake Dwellings ofIreland, plate III.
A crannog, derived from crann, "tree" in Irish, is an ancient "loch-dwelling" (lake-dwelling),
583 Le Corbusier, Une maison - un palais, p. 38.
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which can be found throughout Scotland and Ireland. Crannogs could be dated back to the
first half of 1000BC.584 They were built in the water as defensive homesteads, secure from
wild animals and invaders. Most of them are circular in plan, but there were exceptional
instances ofwooden rectangular huts discovered in Ireland with a boxlike outlook and one or
two floors inside.585 There are examples in Kilnamaddo (one floor) and Donegal (two floors,
discovered by Captain Mudge in 1833, fig. 5.12). The one discovered by Captain Mudge,
which is described in Frederic Troyon's account is illustrated as one of Le Corbusier's
sources in AdolfMax Vogfs book.586 Le Corbusier's source may come from the same
family as Mudge's hut (fig. 5.12), which is a box-like composition of twelve feet wide by
nine feet high in total and around four feet high for each floor. This may not be the case as
Vogt stated that it was taken from Troyon's book.587
Le Corbusier drew a sketch of a square crannog with an aboriginal leaning against it (fig.l 1),
and noted that this house is erected straight and rectilinear; each structural component has an
architectural force. He further commented that one day, the man would contemplate this
rustic tool (outil rustique) and perceive an uplifting lyricism: 'the brutal fact is spiritualising,
the hovel will become the materialisation of lofty intentions and the temple of the deity will
584 Michael J. O'Kelly, Early Ireland: an Introduction to Irish Prehistory, Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1989, p. 298.
585 William Gregory Wood-Martin, Lake Dwellings ofIreland, Cribyn: Llanerch, 2003, (First
published in 1886), pp. 37-43 and Plate I-III.
586 AdolfMax VOGT, Le Corbusier, the noble savage: toward an archaeology ofmodernism,
Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, cl998, pp. 202-219.
587 If compared with Wood-Martin's drawing ofPlate II, they both have similar outlooks and two
floors, but in Le Corbusier's drawing it has much higher ground floor interior and shorter width. Le
Corbusier's drawing in general is quite precise. Max Vogt's main reference is from Frederic Troyon's
Habitations Lacustres de Temp Ancient etModernes and argued Le Corbusier may have seen this
book in his youth. However, in Troyon's book there is only description of Captain Mudge's hut, and
the only two architectural drawings PLI&II are examples of a crannog in Drumaleague lake near
Lough Scur, Leitrim county, and other examples. None of them are Mudge's hut in Drumkellin bog,
Inver parish, Donegal County. In other words, if Le Corbusier had read this book, he could only
imagine the hut from the text.
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be placed on the Acropolis.'588
The height of the hut, compared with the man next to it, in fact would be relatively low; an
adult could hardly stand inside. The dimensions are close to Captain Mudge's example (nine
feet high and divided into two floors) and the example from Dumkelin589 in Wood-Martin's
book. The interior ofMudge's hut was divided into an upper and a lower chambers which
were probably used only as sleeping apartments.590 Physical conditions, capacities and
comfort level, however, would be properly measured from the viewpoint of ancient times
rather than that of today. Le Corbusier's focus was more on the possible spirituality and
geometry.
Dignity of the Folk Hut - as House of God or Palace
Le Corbusier's notion of the dignity of architecture generally differed from a traditional
concept of'palace'. He argued that the dignity of architecture should rely on economy,
harmony, purity, lyricism and type with profound reasons, which could be well manifested in
the folk architecture in Mesopotamia, Brittany and the Arcachon Basin. These dignified
houses one day may become a palace or a house of God.
Fig. 5.13 Le Corbusier, a Breton farm, FLC,
Carnet no. 10, Passe 408.
588 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - unpalais, p. 38.
589 William Gregory Wood-Martin, Lake Dwellings ofIreland, pp. 39-40 and Plate II-III.
590 William Wakeman, A Hand Book ofIrish Antiquities, Pagan and Christian, 1891, p. 244.
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In 1924 Le Corbusier travelled to Brittany and visited seashore villages such as
Ploumanach591 and Tregastel-Bourg.592 The Breton farm as Le Corbusier described it was
far 'at the other end ofEurope' and had the similar character and architectural provision
(reserve architectural) as the Mesopotamian house.593 Even though the Mesopotamian
houses are humble in simple materials; they reveal the splendours ofBabylon and
Nineveh.594 In other words, these folk houses may have the same characteristics as, and
therefore contain the potential to evolve into, great architecture.
These Breton folk houses represent a standard type, of regional architecture, as Le Corbusier
discussed in Almanack d'architecture moderne of 1926. He believed that through a long time
a model had been built up, that reaches the perfection of a standard type. A regional
vernacular is the outcome of a particular climate and availability ofmaterials, and is created
subject to the spiritual beliefs of the builders. Through a sequence of consequences this
regionalism becomes rooted as the basis of a true style. 'Type needs, type houses. Breton
Style...It is like an eternal truth...A house is laid out exactly, as the rising tide is exact...a
house is pure as a fruit is true - an apple, a pear'.595 He further discussed the new material
introduced to this local type, and maintained that one day reinforced concrete would be
accepted, and that the newly built reinforced concrete rooms of the local inns could
effectively resist the sea. He further noted that the new building material might end up
changing the whole form of local buildings. The new standard of a roof terrace, one of his
591 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 223.
592 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 45. Original sketch is from FLC Carnet no. 10,
5096-5101, see passe, p. 174.
593 Ibid., pp. 42-4.
594 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 42.
595 'Besoins types, maisons types. Style Breton...IIy a la comme une verite eternelle... Une maison se
dresse exacte, comme la maree qui monte est exacte... Une maison estpure, comme est vrai un
fruit, - une pomme, une poire". From Le Corbusier, Almanack d'architecture moderne, p. 85-6.
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'five points ofmodern architecture', would be established in Brittany and in Paris.596
On the seashore ofBrittany, Le Corbusier was much impressed by a natural right angle: a
vertical stone standing against the sea horizon. To him, this was a 'complete symphony, a
magnificent relationship, nobility... [and] a power of synthesis'.597 It is a type of natural
constant and 'the point of all dimensions' (fig. 5.21).598 He illustrated a plan (fig. 5.14) and a
perspective of a Breton village on the seashore for his urban theory, in which the layout of
local buildings in the village plan is arranged orthogonally with a circuitous road through
them.
To Le Corbusier, the simple and economical characteristics of the Breton house were
beautifully fulfilled in Auguste Perret's works: the Church ofNotre-Dame at Le Raincy near
Paris (1922-3) and the docks in Casablanca, as they express the strictest 'economy'. Inside
the church, the surfaces of the pure concrete walls were illuminated by light shinning
through stained glass. Le Corbusier praised this simple, functional church, and examined its
elements closely. A calm feeling ofjubilation without a traditional religious style was
achieved.599
596 See Le Corbusier, Almanack d'architecture moderne, pp. 83-91. Even though he thought that the
vernacular type would be changed into new standard by the new technology, he still praised the
existing types.
597 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 75.
598 Ibid., p. 76.
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Fig. 5.14 A Breton Village at Ploumanach. LC,
L/ze City ofTomorrow, p. 223
Fig. 5.15 Ozenfant, a church in Andernos,
Arcachon Basin, 1918. LC, Une Maison - un
palais, p. 47.
Another vernacular example in western France, the folk architecture in the Arcachon Basin
near Bordeaux, is a case presenting purity, economy, harmony, lyricism, and representing a
type with profound reason, as described in Une Maison - un palais. Le Corbusier tried to
enhance the status of this place by relating it to ancient civilization; he praised Arcachon
Basin as 'an old Greek colony'.600 This is, however, not the case.601
To Le Corbusier, the folk house, pure, with a single intention and eloquent prismatic forms,
could be a house ofGod, such as a church in Andernos (fig. 5.15) which Le Corbusier and
Ozenfant visited in 1918. Le Corbusier praised this building 'a little house, charming and so
pure, which is an echo of ancient Greece, became a church - a house ofman became a house
ofGod.'602 He illustrated it with a drawing by Ozenfant, where all the windows and details
were omitted leaving an idealized pure geometric volume. He further maintained: 'The
architectural fact expressed by geometry, is rooted in profound standard (type) causes, needs
600 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 46.
601 The Greek colony in France was likely Marseilles, around 600 BC.
602 'La maisonnette charmante et sipure qui est un echo de I 'Hellade est devenue eglise, — maison
d'homme devenue maison de Dieu.' Le Corbusier, Une Maison - Un Palais, p. 46.
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and means.'603 Towards the end of his life, Le Corbusier restated this theme: 'I brought back
the temple to the family, to the home. I restored the conditions of nature to the life of
man.
,604
Fig. 5.16 Le Corbusier, Fishermen's huts in the Fig. 5.17 Le Corbusier, Fishermen's huts in the
Arcachon Basin. Une Maison - un palais, p. 49 & Arcachon Basin. Une Maison - un palais, p. 51.
the front cover.
Folk architecture, to Le Corbusier, is like a tree from deep roots. There is a point of
spontaneity with a long conditioning little by little, and types are then established. The
fishermen's huts in the Arcachon Basin (figs. 5.16, 5.17) were simple, plain, in local
materials, economical but achieved the maximum effect by the minimum means without a
pretension ofhistory, culture or the current taste. The fishermen gradually found a balanced
and harmonious state. Their lyricism came spontaneously and is entirely human. These huts
derived from primitive origins are pure, original, and become an ideal type.
603 'Lefait architectural experime par la geometrie, racine dans de profondes causes standart (types),
besions et moyensT Ibid.
604 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 96.
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Fig. 5.18 Le Corbusier, fisherman's huts in the Arcachon Basin. Fig. 5.19 Post card showing a
LC, Modulor II, p. 159. It is a postcard to him in 1950. FLC fisherman's street in the Arcachon
F2-2-14-1. Basin. Le Corbusier, The Radiant
City, p. 137.
All the elements were arranged in a great order that ennobles the whole. These houses had a
common measure: the human scale on which everything was based; one measured the foot,
the shoulder and the head. Le Corbusier exclaimed: 'Maximum economy. Maximum
intensity. One glorious day...these houses are palaces!'605
The fisherman huts demonstrate the symphony of the human scale and environment which is
the true essence of architecture (fig. 5.18), as he notes in his Modulor IT.
All academic ambiguity aside, this humble picture postcard from the Basin d'Arcachon
puts us face to face with our tasks.. .the fishermen have built their house, dug the canal,
equipped the boats, planted trees and created a complete and ingenious symphony to
the human scale. Here is the true essence of architecture!606
Generally, economy is not the character of a palace; what Le Corbusier meant is more likely
dignity. To him, dignity is a part of the character of a palace and a house for God, which is a
dominant attitude from a decent control (tenue decente). This attitude is dominant because
605 Ibid., pp. 50-2. In Precisions , p. 161, Le Corbusier noted on primitive and folk huts: ' these
organisms created with the authenticity that nature itselfplaces in its works - economy, purity,
intensity...one day of sunshine and clear-sightedness, become palaces.'
606 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, p. 159.
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what it constitutes is the monumental order. To Le Corbusier, pure forms, which were
assembled according to a harmonious law, were considered monumental.607 Finally, he
wanted to transform these ephemeral phenomena into solid contemporary architecture. 'Ifwe
know how to achieve the harmonious organization ofnew themes, we can make our houses
palaces.'608
The folk house, simple and humble, could be an epitome of great civilizations. They have
accomplished many qualities of purity, economy, truth, order, harmony, lyricism and
standard type; thus they are noble, dignified and could be palaces or temples. These qualities
are indeed the characteristics of Le Corbusier's modern architecture.
Part II. Archaic and Medieval
In the early twentieth century, there was a resurgence of classical values in Europe.609 Being
distant from the contemporary Europe, ancient Greek and Roman architecture such as that of
Pompeii was very inspiring to Le Corbusier. He celebrated the classic: 'a work is decreed
classic if it attains to the highest levels of thought...notion of "classic" implies a tendency:
rejection of the accidental and incidental; manifestation of the most highly filtered qualities,
a nobility and dignity of form.'610 He discussed many ancient examples in the city ofRome,
such as a Byzanine chapel611 but paid little attention to the Renaissance works except some
607 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - unpalais, p. 52.
608 lsi nous savons realiser I 'harmonieuse organisation de donnees nouvelles, faire de nos maisons,
despalaisIbid.
609 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 96.
610 Le Corbusier, Concerning Town Planning, trans. Clive Entwistle, from the French Propos
d'urbanisme, London: Architectural Press, 1947, pp. 18-9.
611 S. Maria in Cosmedin, see Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 160-3.
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ofMichelangelo's. More ancient than Roman architecture, the ancient Greek was
re-discovered in the eighteenth century, and some masterpieces, such as the Parthenon,
reached the zenith in ancient times and their status remains unchanged today.
Ancient and Vernacular Greece
Le Corbusier had a special passion for mediterranean art. As he said; 'I have always had a
great affinity for the southern regions, for the Mediterranean. I have looked for an art which
is Mediterranean amid the world corruption.'612 During his journey to the East in 1911, after
Istanbul he visited Mount Athos, Athens, Eleusis and Delphi in Greece. The Acropolis was a
pilgrimage that he had conceived a long time ago. The Parthenon was an architectural climax
for him, a fulfilment ofhis dream for perfection. He read Ernest Renan's Priere sur
I'Acropole, which represents the Parthenon as a perfect manifestation on earth of the
universal ideal.613 Le Corbuiser studied many other examples of Greek architecture and
artefacts, such as ceramics and jewellery. The Parthenon and Greek pottery were much
elaborated in L'Esprit nouveau, and remained a haunting theme throughout his life. He also
read extensively about Greece in his library.614
A. Greek Architecture: a Type or Perfection?
The Acropolis in Athens is a supreme Greek sanctuary, which had long been a destination of
612 John Peter, The OralHistory ofModern Architecture: Interviews with the Greatest Architects of
the Twentieth Century, p. 138.
613 Paul Veneable Turner, The Education ofLe Corbusier, pp. 97-102.
614 Such as Maxime Collignon's Mythologie figuree de la Grece (Inscribed 1903) and Le Parthenon,
Homer's L 'Iliade and L 'Odyssee (Inscribed 1909), Christopher Wordsworth's Le Grece, pittoresque
et historique (Inscribed 1916), Baedeker's Grece and others. See Paul Venable Turner, The Education
ofLe Corbusier, a Study ofthe Development ofLe Corbusier's Thought, 1900 -1920, Ph.D.
Dissertation, Harvard University, 1971, Appendix A&B.
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pilgrimage to Le Corbusier. He spent more than two weeks sojourning there and noted: 'To
see the Acropolis is a dream one treasures without even dreaming to realize it... and a long
time ago I accepted the fact that this place should be like a repository of a sacred standard,
the basis for all measurement in art...everything here is resolved in accordance with an
unsurpassable formula.'615
Fig. 5.20 Le Corbusier, 'Those are styles.' Fig. 5.21 Le Corbusier, The right angle on
LC, Precisions, p. 69. Brittany seashore. LC, Precisions, p. 76.
Le Corbusier loved the Parthenon, but at the same time the Greek temple could become just
a style. In his lecture made during a trip to South America in 1929, he sketched a fa£ade of a
Greek temple and typical orders (fig. 5.20), an architectural motif which had been borrowed
and re-used countless times. He stated that these were merely 'styles' instead of
architecture.616 In the same lecture, he introduced the right angle as a natural phenomenon in
Brittany, which 'evokes the Parthenon, its sublime entablature of such overwhelming
power.'617
In Towards a New Architecture, there are almost two full chapters dedicated to the Parthenon
and the Acropolis. The layout of the Acropolis seemed to lack order, but in fact the elements
are well balanced as a whole. As he argued, the site of the Acropolis, responding to the larger
615 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 216.
616 Le Corbusier, Precisions, pp. 68-9.
617 Ibid., p. 75.
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environment runs from the seaport of Piraeus to the mountain of Pentelicus. The Acropolis
extends its effect to the horizon, where temples make an enclosure and the distant sea
harmonizes with the architraves, columns and so on. Generally, the plan is not conceived
from a bird's eye view but to be seen from the ground. From the Propylea, the Parthenon and
the Erechtheum can be seen through a three - quarter view, instead of as central symmetrical
axes.618 The asymmetrical composition in his future architecture may derive from this
inspiration.
The Parthenon in Le Corbusier's viewpoint has reached perfection. In Towards a New
Architecture he juxtaposed images of the Parthenon with a new model of a Delage racing car
to elaborate the 'standard' and 'perfection' in both of them. As Greek temples have their
standardized parts such as types of order, each part of the Parthenon is 'decisive and marks
the highest point in precision and execution: proportion is clearly written therein.'619 A
standard is a matter of logic, analysis and precise study; all men have the same organism,
functions and needs.620 Consequently, a universality of standard and perfection was inferred
here through two different fields and periods of the Parthenon and the racing car. Similarly in
Almanack d'architecture moderne, an image of the Parthenon was placed side by side with a
Picasso cubist painting, and airplane, etc, with the title 'L'Esprit Nouveau en Architecture'
(fig.3.18).621
Beside precision and standard, the Parthenon creates a poetic emotion. Le Corbusier argued
that this poem is from a harmony with the site, with nature and the laws of the universe, but
618 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 189.
619
Ibid., p. 140.
620 Ibid., pp.138 & 145.
621 Le Corbusier, Almanack d'architecture moderne, 1926, p. 18.
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also from a plastic system throughout every part. This temple has a strong unity of aim and
idea, which reaches the unity ofmaterials and general contour. The clear resolution, which
wrought its marble, achieves all that is the purest, most clarified and economical. Everything
is stated exactly; every inch of elements comes into play. It is no longer a question of a
customary use or tradition but a pure creation ofmind, as it has a clear statement, a living
unity and a fundamental attitude. It holds the truth and emotion of a superior and
mathematical order.622
The mathematical basis of Greek temples is another instance of a search for constants, ideals
and purity. At Delphi, there are three stone dice near the Temple ofApollo, which 'speak of
the sublime. It is therefore on geometry that temples and palaces are to be raised.'623 The
faqade of the Arsenal at Piraeus is an archaic example of the use of 'regulating lines'.624
The Parthenon became the highlight of Le Corbusier's journey to the East, and was hence
inseparable from his life, as he wrote in the last paragraph of his notes:
Pediments all abolished but not the one on the Parthenon, the contemplator of the sea, a
block from another world. It takes a man and places him above the world. Acropolis
that fulfils, that exalts! The joy of remembering seizes me, and it is uplifting to carry
away the sight of such things as a new part ofmy being, hereafter inseparable.625
622 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 204-223.
623 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, pp. 12-14. Also see the note of Voyage d'Orient Carnet 3,
147.
624 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 75.




Fig. 5.22 Le Corbusier, The Acropolis
viewed from the north. Journey to the East,
p.211, and also in Towards a New
Architecture, p. 222.
Fig. 5.23 Le Corbusier, Ronchamp
Chapel, preliminary study, Sketchbooks
D17, No.27220-May-1950.
In 1911 Le Corbusier made many sketches of the Acropolis (fig. 5.22) and almost forty years
later, a similar perception can be found in Ronchamp Chapel. The Acropolis extends its
effect to the horizon, demonstrating around the landscape and gathering it into the
composition. Similarly resonant to the asymmetrical layout between the Parthenon and its
larger surroundings ofmountain and sea, at Ronchamp Le Corbusier's sensibility toward the
hill site led him to begin 'with the acoustic of the landscape... this design is conceived with
these horizons, in acceptance of them',626 'they are the hosts'627 and 'an acoustic
phenomenon introduced into the realm of forms'.628 These insights brought him to an
organic layout, instead of a traditional symmetrical cruciform plan.
Le Corbusier made two sketches of both sanctuaries (figs. 5.22, 5.23) standing out against
the sky. The towns below are left undefined. The facades of this white high architecture are
always radiant and luminous under the sun because they both are situated on the south of the
hill. The processional paths leading upward and toward the sanctuaries have similar zigzag
626 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete vol. 4, p. 72.
627 Jean Petit, Texts and Sketches for Ronchamp, Association oeuvre de N.D. du Haut, Ronchamp,
English Edition, 1989 (un-paginated).
628 Le Corbusier. Modular 2, London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1955, English edition: 1958, p. 253.
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patterns.
In his last year of life, Le Corbusier told Hugues Desalle in an interview that the Parthenon is
'certainly one of the purest works of art that man has ever made...' and 'the Greek scale, the
Greek measure ofman, the human presence in all Greek works has stayed with me
always.'629 All of these were rooted in his mind and were one of his major personal
references.
B. Folk Houses on the Cyclades
The folk houses on the Cyclades inspired Le Corbusier. In 1933 he revisited Greece for the
CIAM IV and found that the folk huts on the Cyclades very meaningful for their primitivism,
paradisal setting and human scale. In his Sketchbooks I, B5, he noted:
.. .aboard the Argos August, 1933 Cyclades the idea comes back of the house in
Brittany of 1924 starting out from a central nucleus...'(314) 'a writer should describe
the simple and vigorous life and the plan decor of the golden age.. .(315)
When Le Corbusier discussed an efficient height for a house in the chapter 'modern
technique', he celebrated the Greek houses on the Cyclades, which were very primitive and
can be traced back thousands of years. He called such a house an 'eternal house, living house,
house of today' and that was exactly what he had been searching for years:
•••we travel through the Islands, the Cyclades. Here the profound life ofpast millennia
has remained intact; the wheel does not yet exist. Perhaps it never will exist, the
topography is so rough. We discover the eternal house, living house, houses of today
which go far back in history and whose plan and section are exactly what we have been
thinking of for a decade. Here in the bosom of human measure, here in Greece, in this
soil redolent of decency, intimacy, well being, ofwhat is rational forever; guided by the
joy of living, we find measurements on the human scale.630
This view of these houses as a part of long-standing tradition is a specific vision as looking
629 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 117.
630 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 52.
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at primitive art and architecture as static and isolated from history,631 preserving
fundamental human values. Later, when Le Corbusier explained that that cleanliness was a
national virtue in America, he illustrated it by reference of the Cyclades:
A true culture manifests itself in fresh colour, white linen, and clean art. Among the
Cyclades of Greece, in the islands where a volcanic topography has prevented the
introduction of the wheel- cart, bicycle, car- where transportation is possible only by
mule-back; where consequently customs have remained millenary; where you still
seem to recognize Agamemnon or Ulysses in the villages, the tradition of a living
culture demands that, each Saturday, the joints of the stones forming the steps of the
house and those of the flagstones in front of the house, be painted with bright
whitewash- a radiant filigree. Thus in the Islands each Sunday begins in cleanliness and
whiteness; life is magnified by this testimony: be clean.632
In the following passage he criticized 'beautiful' France on 'this fundamental feeling of life,
always renewed or renewable, [which] has died down; that cracked wall, dirt, and negligence
are masters of our spirits.'633
To which island of the Cyclades Le Corbusier referred is unclear in his writings. It could be
Delos,634 Santorin (Santorini or Thera),635 or another Aegean island, such as Aegina or
Poros.636 Sigffied Giedion, the secretary of the CIAM, noted the 'shimmering whiteness of a
row of houses cresting the cliff of some Aegean island'637 and on Santorin:
Dawn revealed the summit of Santorin - its whitewashed houses trailing like a drift of
last year's snow along the edge of its precipitous cliff- and later in the morning we lay
to before that island. When we climbed up to those houses, Moholy [-Nagy] pointed
out they merged so plastically into one another that the children were playing on their
neighbours' flat roofs and how, being built up a steep slope in graduated steps, every
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Fig. 5.24, A photograph by Moholy-Nagy
during CLAM IV. Varoujan Arzoumanian
and Patrick Bardou, ed., Le Corbusier et
la Mediterranee, p. 79.
The characteristics on the 'roof garden', 'whitewash', strong 'plasticity' and human measure
are close to Le Corbusier's modern concrete architecture, and serve as important reference. A
photograph was taken by Moholy-Nagy while the members ofCIAM visited one of the
Greek Islands,639 where the buildings are in cubic form, flat roof and whitewash, or very
light colour surface, with limited openings. These cubic houses are built along the sloping
rocky shore, stepping down towards the sea.
C. Varieties in Greek Decorative Art
Greek decorative art also interested Le Corbusier. During his early journey and sojourn in
Paris, he studied numerous Greek decorative arts on vases, statuettes, bas-reliefs, coins and
jewellery, exhibited mainly in the Louvre and in Greek museums. Le Corbusier was
extremely interested in vases; he celebrated them in a specific article 'Des Pots' in L'Esprit
nouveau no. 16, which was later republished in his Almanack d'architecture moderne. Many
639 Le Corbusier et la Mediterranee, Musees de Marseille, 1987, p. 79.
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of the Greek vases which he researched have folk or mythological themes, such as a Funeral
krater in the Louvre,640 a vase from Rhodes painted with a folk theme of geese and goats,641
another of a grape harvest with a theme with Dionysus (FLC 2013) or fighting lions and
bulls (FLC2249), an alabastron of a female with wings,642 which was similar to an item in
one of Sigmund Freud's collections (see the Chapter one), was published in The Decorative
Art of today.
Statues of humans are illustrated in many of his sketches, such as a Biton in Delphi643 and a
statuette of a snake goddess from Knossos published in Decorative Art ofToday (FLC1869).
Some of these drawings, done quite late in his life, revealed his recurring interest in Greek
mythology. Le Corbusier drew a fresco of two females ofKnossos during his visit to New
Delhi in 1951 (FLC436), when he was working on Poeme. Fie also drew Apollo and a lion's
head in his sketchbook III, no. 256, from 1954 to 1957.
Two bas-reliefs with mythological themes, in the Louvre, drew Le Corbusier's attention. One
is of the young Theseus held by Triton (fig. 5.25) who has a long sinuous s-shaped fishtail.
640
Louvre, A 517, see chapter 7.
641 Louvre A 314, FLC5859.
642 FLC 1985, see chapter 1, discussion ofFreud's collection.
64j Biton are paired by Cleobis. Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 3, p. 161.
644 Annotation: 'a echelle 1/2 terre cuite estampee et ajouree 1 cm epais'. See Passe 321-2.
645 Passe 323-4.
Fig. 5.25 Le Corbusier, Theseus was held by
Triton, FLC 2241.644
Fig. 5.26 Le Corbusier, Orestes leaning towards
sleeping Electra, FLC 2240645
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Both Theseus and Triton are children of Poseidon. Triton is a combination ofhuman, horse
and fish, which may relate to numerous heterogeneous compositions in Le Corbusier's
artwork. There is a photograph ofTriton wrestling with Heracles in one ofLe Corbusier's
articles on the Acropolis, which shows a detail from the pediment of an old temple ofAthena
in the Acropolis Museum.
A fragmented plaque about the story ofAgamemnon (fig. 5.26) shows a scene ofOrestes
leaning towards his sleeping sister Electra with his friends, servants and horse. The
relationships among them are tangled with tension between revenge and love of parents, etc.
It is an irregular composition centred on the left where the standing brother and dreaming
sister are positioned. It is like an exercise of compressed and expanded space; many figures
are arranged in multi-layered space but presented on the same plan. These drawings are early
examples of Le Corbusier's interest in the theme ofHomeric and ancient Greek mythology,
and anticipate his later works on these themes such as his painting 'Le jugement de Paris'
1935-44,646 and his L 'Iliade dessins.
Fig. 5.27 Le Corbusier, Images ofGreek coin. The
left from Metapontum; The right from Acragas.
LC, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 121.
Le Corbusier's interest in visual art ranges from large-scaled projects, such as urban designs,
646
Mogens Krustrup, L'lliade dessins /Le Corbusier, Introduction.
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to tiny coins and delicate jewellery. His interest in these artefacts is probably due to the early
training he received as a watch decorator. Two images of coins are collected in Decorative
Art ofToday (fig. 521).647 One is an ear of corn icon from Metapontum, which may
symbolize agriculture, fruitfulness and harvest. According to Le Corbusier, it is a developed
'type'.648 This icon is important to him as it reappears later in the main hall of his Pavilion
des Temps Nouveaux in 1937 and also in the collection of signs for Chandigarh. The other is
of a pair of eagles standing on the upturned body of a hare. It is from Acragas (Akragas),
Sicily, and is like 'a poem full of lofty nobility.'649 Le Corbusier sketched many examples of
Greek jewellery in the National Museum in Athens, such as a pedant, bracelet and
necklace.650 Le Corbusier was interested in their composition, materials, construction and
colours.
Compared with the natural limitation of architecture, decorative arts are much freer in their
forms of presentation and can fully reflect many varieties of folk culture, local life,
mythology, ideas and handicraft. Their forms could be realistic or abstract, organic or
geometric because their sizes are much more manageable and easier to be made than
buildings, and their purpose varies much more. These made decorative arts inspiring to Le
Corbusier for his graphic art, paintings and architectural designs.
Roman Architecture
647 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 121.
648 Ibid.
649 Ibid.
630 Source of them are from passe: Pedant (no. 345, FLC1902); plaque (no.348 FLC1901, which was
published in The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 203); necklace (no.349 FLC5884); Mycenae necklace
(no.350 FLC2502); Mirror handle (no.327 FLC1898), etc.
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In October 1911, Le Corbusier visited Rome651 and Tivoli for about two weeks. He observed
Rome thoroughly and sketched on more than ninety pages of Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4 & 5,
and more than sixty ofTivoli (Hadrian Villa, c. AD 118-134, and Villa d'Este built in the
sixteenth century) in Carnet 5. In 1921, he revisited Rome with Ozenfant to breathe the air
of the ruins, to see the Sistine Chapel and to prepare material for L'Esprit nouveau.652 He
seldom recorded the seventeenth-century Baroque designs.653 Later in his 1920s'
publications, examples selected and discussed were rarely Renaissance. It was obvious that
he preferred classical to Renaissance architecture.
Fig. 5.28. Le Corbusier, Saint Alexis
and Saint Sabina. 'Des cubes des
surfaces! silhouette, Des formes
geometriques et tout a coup ga\
LC, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, p.
143.
A new element of this period appeared in his drawings. He started to analyse buildings and
their visual composition 'in terms ofbasic geometric elements such as horizontals and
verticals, or square, cube, cylinder, cone, sphere, and pyramid.'654 This insight led his vision
ofRome to become crystallized. For example, in his Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, p. 139, he
noted on a sketch ofTemple ofAntoninus and Faustina in the Roman Forum,' Verticale /
cube en haut / colonnes / rondes'; and in p. 143 (fig. 5.28), on a sketch of the Aventine, with
651 It includs St. Peter's, the Sistine Chapel, Hadrian's Tomb, the Pantheon, Piazza Navona,
Capitoline, Forum, Arch of Constantine, Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore, Santa Maria in Cosmedin,
Atrium of the Vestals, Villa Farnesina (1509-11), Villa Lante (1523- 4 by Giulio Romano), and the
Bath of Caracalla.
652 Stanislaus von Moos, 'Rome', in Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Ruegg, ed., Le Corbusier before
Le Corbusier, p. 193.
653 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 295.
654 Ibid.
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the churches of St. Alexis and Santa Sabina (422-32), he noted: 'Des cubes des surfaces!
silhouette, Des formes geometriques et tout a coup ga\ He looked at the Roman architecture,
not only for the style, but also its intention, purpose, basic geometry and spatial effect.
Geometry is an essential element in Roman architecture. As Vitruvius states, an architect
'versed in geometry and optics, (Book I, Ch.1.3) ...assisted by the laws of geometry,
determines those abstruse questions, wherein the different proportions of some parts to
others are involved.' (Book I, Ch.l .4) 'Proportion is that agreeable harmony between the
several parts of a building, which is the result of a just and regular agreement of them with
each other; the height to the width, this to the length, and each of these to the whole' (Book I,
Ch2.3). There is further discussion on proportion in Vitruvius' Book III, VI and V.
Le Corbusier's main discussion on Rome is in three chronological series: ancient, Byzantine
and Michaelangelo, omitting the Baroque or later architectural works. The issue of ancient
Rome is spirit of order, which is fundamental and simple. The word 'Roman' means 'unity of
operation, a clear aim in view, classification of the various parts.'655 He enumerated the
examples of Colosseum, the Aqueducts, the Pyramid of Cestius, the Triumphal Arches, the
Basilica of Constantine, the Baths of Caracalla, and the Pantheon.
When Le Corbusier discussed how its sensibility came into play, he noted of the Pantheon,
that 'we have a summing-up of all the might of Roman equipment; it stands for a plain and
objective state ofmind.'656 He noted its exterior on the cubic marble portico, which was
655 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 158.
656 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 49.
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inserted into the cylindrical temple.657 Another powerful image, the Colosseum, frequently
appears in Le Corbusier's Purist publications. The chapter, 'Permanence' in The City of
Tomorrow; begins with a drawing of the Colosseum as an emblem of permanence.658 The
same image of this sketch is used in his Une Maison - un palais,659 where he juxtaposed a
drawing of Chinese landscape and an Indian temple of a large scale, and discussed the order
in nature, hierarchy, power and subtlety. As the theme of this book stands for his design of
'League ofNations', this could be a good reference of large-scale geometrical architecture
with metaphors ofpower and order.
To Le Corbusier, the city ofRome conveyed the ideas of'Geometry, implacable order, war,
organization, civilization.'660 He maintained, when the Romans expanded their territory and
arrived at a place, they took a square and set out the plan of a rectilinear town, so that it
should be clear, well arranged, easy to police and to clean, a place in which one could find
one's way about, and in which one could stroll with comfort, like Pompeii, for example. The
orthogonal plan was considered to be in conformity with the dignity of the Roman citizen.661
To him, Timgad (in Algeria), the huge Roman city, with its clear checkers board layout, is an
example of his 'Great City'. Not only buildings, but also many Roman bridges and
aqueducts were examples to Le Corbusier as being meaningful, both in technology and
aesthetic. For instance, he noted on the Byzantine Aqueduct ofValensas: 'an immense
horizontal running along the surrounding country and forming a rigid background along the
Seven Hills,'662 and on the Pont du Gard, 'among the very great works of architecture.'663
657 'Le cube de marbre de portique penetre arbitrairement ds le cylindre du la nefd Le Corbusier,
Voyage d'Orient Carnet V, p. 13.
658 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 61.
639 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 11.
650 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 77.
661
Ibid., p. 25.
662 Ibid., p. 79.
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In addition to the ancient Roman work, a Byzantine church, S. Maria in Cosmedin (790-1120)
was discussed as an instance of 'The Lesson ofRome'. This church, founded for Rome's
Greek immigrants, 'proclaims the noble pomp ofmathematics, the unassailable power of
proportion, the sovereign eloquence of relationship... There is only one colour, white; always
powerful since it is positive.' He maintained: 'architecture is nothing but ordered
arrangement, noble prisms, seen in light.'664 In 1911, Le Corbusier measured the building,
sketched the interior perspective and cross section and noted: 'une Basilique plue petite' 665
His sketch of this church is similar to the picture published in Towards a New Architecture,
but without the choir. He seems to have been touched by the pure cubic volumes of the
interior.
Of the Renaissance, another glorious epoch ofRome, Le Corbusier only celebrated
Michaelangelo. 'The work ofMichael Angelo is a creation, not a Renaissance.'666 Le
Corbusier maintained: the stones are lifeless, 'but the apses of St. Peter's are a drama...The
drama ofArchitecture is the same as that of the man who lives by and through the
universe.'667 Le Corbusier celebrated Michelangelo's scheme for St. Peter as a complete
unity in which elements of the noblest and richest are grouped together. The rest, added by
others, was considered unsuccessful as having fallen into barbarians' hands and all were
spoilt. Bernini's colonnade is beautiful but it blocks the full view of the dome. Le Corbusier
further criticized many other Roman Renaissance architects for their bad taste and
overloaded decorations. Michelangelo's Capitoline serves as an example of Le Corbusier's
663 Ibid.
664 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture,^. 161-3.
665 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient, Carnet V, p. 19.




regulating lines;668 and Michelangelo's entrance vestibule and staircase of the Laurentian
Library in Florence are considered as an image of 'L'Esprit Nouveau en Architecture', in Le
Corbusier's Almanach darchitecture moderne.669 These characteristics and elements of
Roman architecture were all seminal in Le Corbusier's references in development of his
works.
A. Pompeii
Before going to Rome in 1911, Le Corbusier travelled to Naples and visited Pompeii for five
days. He was amazed. He studied and made records by taking many photographs and making
more than one hundred pages of sketches, including buildings, mosaic patterns and statues in
the National Museum in Naples.670 He was most interested in the Forum, with Jupiter's
temple, and the spatial organization of the Pompeian houses,671 including the Casa del Noce
d'Argento, House of Sallustius, the House of the Tragic Poet, the House of Diomedes, the
House ofMarcus Lucretius, as well as the House of the Labyrinth. They were very important
to him as many of them were later published in Towards a New Architecture, which inspired
his modern architecture. Most of the places he visited were on the west half of the ruined
Pompeii, as far as the House of Diomedes in the suburb. Even his hotel was near the
Amphitheatre672 at the far eastern end ofPompeii. He only recorded the profile of the steps
of the Amphitheatre, without mentioning the other major structure, the Large Palaestra.
668 Ibid., p. 78.
669 Le Corbusier, Almanach d'architecture moderne, p. 18.
670
During his stay in Pompeii, he spent some time in Naples for research in National Museum (carnet
4, pp. 51-59) and also visited The Church of San Savatore near Pompeii (nineteenth-century, carnet 4,
p. 39).
671 Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Ruegg, ed., Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, AppliedArts,
Architecture, Painting, Photography, 1907-1922, New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale University Press,
C2002, p. 186.
672 Giuliano Gresleri, note no. 48 ofCarnet 4, Voyage d'Orient Carnets.
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In Pompeii, Le Corbusier first visited the Forum, which was surrounded by many building
complexes and he recorded his observation with many sketches. Unlike the huge, pure
square structure of the Palaestra, the Forum was structured by architecture of various
orientations, configurations, scales and functions in different degrees of openness or
closeness, organized around a large rectangular square. This was interfaced with layers of
colonnades, recessions, walls and openings, pavements, and so on. Here, symmetry and
asymmetry, rectilinear and non-rectilinear are overlaid, which made this public space rich
with orders and variations at the same time, and this character also permeated into
surrounding private houses.
Fig. 5.29 Le Corbusier, Temple of Jupiter, Fig. 5.30 Le Corbusier, Temple of Jupiter, Pompeii.
Pompeii. FLC 1937. FLC 2859.
Le Corbusier discerned the dynamic and asymmetrical city structure, which was not in a
strict orthogonal order. Flanking the Temple of Jupiter, for example, there are two arches in
different positions (fig. 5.29), which he noted: 'The irregularity of the 2 triumphal arches /
determine 1 rhythm and 1 balance / corresponding.'673 It is similar to the interior and
courtyard of the Forum at Bath: 'This is good. It is asymmetry and these several exits direct
673
'I'irregularite des 2 arcs de triomphe/ determinent 1 rythme et 1 equilibre/ correspondants.' Le
Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnets IV, p. 47.
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toward the courtyard.'674 This irregularity is enriched by the existing ruined condition,
where an irregular opening was improvised upon the original symmetrical structure. Le
Corbusier had both visions of a pure, integral box and irregular, dissected ruins, as
manifested in his reconstruction of the Temple ofApollo,675 and a view of the Forum from
Temple of Jupiter (fig. 5.30, cf.5.29),676 interested him for its spatial effects, rather than its
archaeology.677 These experiences may foreshadow many of Le Corbusier's modern
architectural designs, which have an appearance of a cube but with irregular fragments and
subdivisions inside. The architectural scale and proportion were also discerned in the page
next to his reconstruction drawing, as he always measured the dimensions ofmain parts of a
building.
More than simply illustrating the form and composition, Le Corbusier perceived multiple
layers of intention among various building complexes. He demonstrated this in many of his
drawings of the Forum,678 the House of the Tragic Poet, and the Casa del Noce d'Argento in
Towards a New Architecture, and noted:
Arrangement is the grading of aims, the classification of intentions. The plan of the
Forum contains a number of axes,...It is a joy to the mind to consider such a plan and
to walk in the Forum....In the Forum ofPompeii, with its vistas of each building in
relation to the whole and to every detail, there is a grouping of varied interest
constantly renewed.679
674 'ce qui est/bien c 'est I 'assymetrie / et cesplusieurs/sorties directes/sur leparvis.' Ibid., p. 74.
675 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient, Carnets IV, pp. 31-33.
676 Ibid., p. 103. His note is on p. 102.
677 Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, AppliedArts,
Architecture, Painting, Photography, 1907-1922, New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale University Press,
c2002, p. 186.
678 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 188 & 194.
679 Ibid., pp. 189 & 193.
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Fig. 5.31 Plan of House of the Tragic Poet, Pompeii. Fig. 5.32 House of the Tragic Poet (left) and the
Left drawing by LC, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, p. Villa La Roche (right). Comparison diagram by
87. Kurt W. Foster, 'Antiquity and Modernity in the
La Roche-Jeanneret House of 1923', in:
Oppositions Reader, p. 481.
Located immediate north of the Forum and Forum Bath, the House of the Tragic Poet (Fig.
5.31) was observed and sketched by Le Corbusier. While discussing the arrangement of the
architectural plan, he thought this House has the 'subtleties of a consummate art' where
everything is on an axis without following a strict central line. And, at the end inside the
building, a right turn happened to extend to the other rooms. He maintained: 'The axis is in
the intention, and the display afforded by the axis extends to the humbler things which it
treats most skilfully.. .by optical illusions.. .you then note clever distortions of the axis which
give intensity to the volumes.'680
This L-shaped composition and the shifting axes of the Pompeii houses may be connected
with Le Corbusier's Villa La Roche-Jeanneret designed in 1923 (fig. 5.32). Entering from the
Square du Docteur-Blanche, one passes a baywindow at one end, through the main fa9ade to
the L-shaped gallery and a shaded garden at the terminus, and then turns right to the entry for
the interior. A similar shifting path indoors proceeds along the main hall, dining room, bridge,
680 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 189-90.
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Fig. 5.33 Le Corbusier, plan, Villa La Roche. O.C. Fig. 5.34 Le Corbusier, elevation, the Villa La
l,p. 64. Roche. O.C. 1, p. 68.
In addition to the shifting axis, the ancient rule of symmetry is displayed in some parts of
Villa La Roche-Jeanneret. The art gallery of this villa is located at the end of a street as a
terminus. Approaching it from the street, one can see this gallery is symmetrically arranged
with its bulging curve and its window. To the right, the middle fafade of two abutting
buildings and the rear fa9ades of these two buildings are generally symmetrical. Some rooms,
such as garages, are identically mirrored.
Kurt W. Foster observed explicit correspondences between House of the Tragic Poet and the
Villa La Roche, including eccentric passages: the axial deployment of the atrium house
afforded a promenade through highly differentiated cubicals with subtle shifts of aligment.
Thus Foster argued that, 'it is in fact to Pompeii that one must turn for the ultimate sources
of the La Roche-Jeanneret house.' 681
681 Kurt W. Foster, 'Antiquity and Modernity in the La Roche-Jeanneret House of 1923', Hays, K.
Michael, ed., Oppositions Reader: Selected Readings from a Journalfor Ideas and Criticism in
Architecture, 1973-1984, New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998, pp. 475-483.
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Fig. 5.35 Le Corbusier, Casa del Noce, Pompeii.
Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, pp. 126-7.
From Mam
HOUSE OF THE SILVER WEDDLNO
AT rOMPKIl
Illustrating the Tetrastyle Atrium
o. fauees p. audron
d. tetrastylc atrium r. peristyle*
n. dining room tr. summer dining
o. tablinum room
Fig. 5.36 Casa del Noce, Pompeii.682
In a typical Pompeian house entrance, there is an atrium surrounded by four columns. One
can see this at the Casa del Noce (Casa del Noce d'Argento or Silver Wedding House, figs.
5.35 & 5.36), where Le Corbusier sketched the atrium area, parts of the garden, and admired
its 'magisterial grandeur, order, a splendid amplitude.'683 In Le Corbusier's Villa Stein at
Graches, there is a similar four-column atrium immediately adjacent to the entrance, which
directs to inner rooms.
B. Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli
682 From Vitruvius Pollio, Marcus. Vitruvius the Ten Books on Architecture, trans. Morris Hicky
Morgan, New York: Dover Publication Inc, 1960, p. 177. Original drawing is by A. Mao.
683 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 184.
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Fig. 5.37 Plan ofHadrian's Villa. Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 149.
Le Corbusier carefully studied Hadrian's Villa near Tivoli in 1911. His journey started from
Poikile (Percile) with grand views, then through the circular Island Villa to the Residence
Quadrangle ('Cortile della Bibliof in Le Corbusier's plan) and a Portico suite at the
northeast end. He continued to pass the Bath to the Canopus and entered the chamber inside
it, where the lighting effect impressed him profoundly. After that, he observed the Bath
complex and studied the Piazza d'Oro.
This villa is a synopsis ofEmperor Hadrian's travels, a kind of an open-air museum of
antiquities, in which Hadrian, the connoisseur, assembled his collections ofEgyptian, and
classical art. Moreover, his keen historical appreciation encouraged him to 'turn the very
building into revivalist museum-pieces so that they were recalling celebrated monuments of
antiquity which he had seen on his travels',684 such as the 'Stoa Poikile', called after the
north of the Agora in Athens from which the Stoic School took its name. It is a one-sided
roofed colonnade where the lectures were given. The 'Canopus' is named after the two-mile
684 David Watkin, A History ofWestern Architecture, 3rd ed. London: Laurence King, 2000, pp. 74-5.
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long canal connecting Canopus with Alexandra.
Many of Le Corbusier's studies of this villa were published in L'Esprit nouveau. In his 'The
Lesson ofRome'685 the general plan ofHadrian's Villa (fig. 5.37) is placed right above the
title. This plan, organic and containing various axes, to him was great and well planned.686 It
followed the topography of site: 'the levels are established in accordance with the Campagna;
the mountains support the composition, which indeed is based upon them.'687
Fig. 5.38. Le Corbusier, Hadrian's Villa, Voyage
d'Orient Carnet 5, pp. 80-81.
In Roman architecture, Le Corbusier found that the surface and volume are the major
characteristics. Halfway to Tivoli, he noted (fig. 5.38): 'L'art Romain c'est toujours de la
surfacefaisant du Volume et desforms parfaitement claires typique.' This is a conclusion
that he summarized from his study of the Praetorium, south of Large Bath. This drawing is
recast in The City ofTomorrow where he noted: 'Rome; Geometry, implacable order, war,
685 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 149.
686 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 26.
687 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 193.
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organization, civilization.'688
Fig. 5.39 Le Corbusier, Portico suite,
Hadrian's Villa, Voyage d'Orient Carnet
5, pp. 44-5, Towards a New
Architecture, p. 185.
Fig. 5.40 Le Corbusier, rooms in the southeast corner of the
Piazza d'Oro, Hadrian's Villa, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, p.
83; Towards a New Architecture, p. 186.
Le Corbusier was interested in their lighting and disposition. He drew a plan and a
perspective sketch of the oecus (a large room, fig. 5.39) of the 'Portico suite' near the east
garden and residence quadrangle. He sketched and noted: fardin en contrebas / oecus
remarquable overt jusqu 'en haut (a etudier)'. This sketch is a reconstruction drawing, where
the roof is missing and the remaining columns are irregular. He paid attention to the lighting
and the front columns screening the lower greenery and scenery afar. This drawing was later
published as an example in Towards a New Architecture when he discussed the architectural
elements of the interior. 'The light bursts on you, by a definite intention...There are no other
architectural elements internally: light and its reflection in a great flood by the walls and the
floor, which is really a horizontal wall.'689
688 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 77.
689 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 186.
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Another example (fig. 5.40) in the same section consists of three rooms in the southeast
corner of the Piazza d'Oro. He noted on these Roman rooms with three main walls, diverse
degrees of opening: 7'autre mur s 'ouvre largement etfaitparticiper la sale a I 'ensemble ...
admirable disposition'. Here the consecutive rooms are diversified in configuration of rooms,
axis of paths and wall openings, which bring sensations of architecture.
Fig. 5.41. Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet Fig. 5.42. Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 5,
5, p. 61; Towards a New Architecture, p. 193. p.34; Towards a New Architecture, p. 194.
When Le Corbusier claimed that 'the exterior is always an interior', in Towards a New
Architecture, he maintained that in architectural ensembles 'the elements of the site itself
come into play by virtue of their cubic volume, their density and the quality of the material
ofwhich they are composed, bringing sensations which are very definite and very varied.'690
Two sketches ofPoikile, a large east-west platform and the Propylea at the Acropolis, were
used as examples for his argument. One of them (fig. 5.41), drawn from a room located in
the middle of the eastern apse of the Poikile, was noted the dimension of the room and 'au
fonddujardin est 1 oecus qui synthetise les cypress du jardin'.691 Here is grand scenery with
asymmetrical balance, where a long extensive wall is balanced by cypress. The scenery is
framed by an opening of walls and the view extends toward the immense landscape and sky.
In his mind, trees always play a part in architecture and are an active element, such as in his
690 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 191-2.
691 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient, Carnets 5, p. 60.
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discussion on the colour and form ofTurkish architecture, and the tree in his later design, the
L'Esprit Nouveau Pavilion in 1925.
Another sketch, fig. 5.42, is viewed from the other end of Poikile, the first sketch he made in
Hadrian's Villa. The wall in the light and shade brings 'sadness, gaiety or serenity, etc. Our
compositions must be formed of these elements.'692 The wall, a long structure, may act as a
reference to his later large-scale buildings, such as his long Secretariat in Chandigarh, which
similarly faces a big plaza and extends toward the Himalayas.
From the ruins here he saw the historical course of progress. A sketch of the Large Bath in
Hadrian's Villa was later published, with the inscription: 'Roman remains, after the
Barbarian invasions.'693 Roman cement, as he said, has preserved the great domes, arches
and monolithic vaults, ofwhich one side was destroyed but the other still hangs, suspended
in a void. The Barbarians destroyed the Rome, but they also learned from the Romans and
had their own progress. Therefore, in modern times the dwellings and towns resulted from
the modern spirit, but were 'derived from the slow efforts of our forefathers.'694
Le Corbusier studied the Scenic Triclinium, at the south end of the Canopus, and recorded its
dimensions, configuration, lighting effect and spatial experience. This provided him with
inspiration for his design of La Sainte-Baume (1948) and Ronchamp Chapel in 1950.695
692 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 193.
693 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 48; Carnet 5, p. 65.
694
Ibid., p. 57.
695 See Daniele Pauly, The Chapel at Ronchamp. Paris: Foundation Le Corbusier, 1997, pp. 88-9.
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Fig. 5.43 Le Corbusier, Tivoli, Hadrian's Villa, Fig. 5.44 Le Corbusier, Lighting effect,
apsidal end of the Canopus. Voyage d'Orient Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli, Pencil sketch in Voyage
Carnet 5, pp. 68-9, October 1911. d'Orient Carnet 5, p. 71, October 1911.
Fig. 5.45 Scenic Triclinium, axial
extension, interior, looking south696,
Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli.
Fig. 5.46 Scenic Triclinium, interior, looking
southwest697, Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli. The excavation was
carried out during the 1950's.698
In Ronchamp Chapel, the major reference of the three small side chapels with lighting
towers is to the top lighting inside the ruin of the Scenic Triclinium, where Le Corbusier
sketched in October 1911 (figs. 5.43, 5.44). At Hadrian's Villa, more than seven pages of
696 William Macdonald and John A Pinto, Hadrian's Villa and its Legacy, Yale University Press,
1995, p. 114.
697 Ibid., p. 112.
698 Four Ionic order in front of entrance were not reconstructed in the earlier photograph. Compare
with Henri Stierlin, The Roman Empire, vol. I, Taschen, 1996, p. 165.
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sketches were devoted to the end apse of the Canopus. He redrew some of these sketches
post dated as 19 1 0699 and used them as an inspiration for the scheme of La Sainte-Baume.
Later, he reinterpreted them into the chapel towers of Ronchamp.
His sketch recorded the site of Hadrian's Villa, which was annotated with the orientation
(left, right, buried in a hill), darkness of the half vault, its dimension and light quality (this
form and the appeal of light is beautiful (cet appel de lumiere est beau)). Comparing the two
photographs of the Scenic Triclinium (figs. 5.45, 5.46) with his sketches of the same site, one
can tell that in his sketches, the rough texture of the ruin, the lighting from above and the
proportion of elements were precisely observed and are well presented.
Hadrian's Villa is inspiring as a large-scale composition and a small cellular construction,
natural undulating sites and flat ordered planning, the integral, reconstructed building and
dissected ruin. Lit through the opening and the sensation of volume are all manifested in Le
Corbusier's later architecture. It was normal for him to visit Rome, Pompeii and Tivoli as
part of his education, but 'only his acute sense ofmodernity enabled him to draw momentous
conclusions from the "Lesson ofRome"...The mediation of the grand abstraction in every
detail recommended Roman architecture to him as a point of departure for the solution of
contemporary problems.'700
Many other modern architects visited Rome and made their own interpretation. Louis Kahn,
for example, took a similar journey and afterwards his architectural language was full of
699 This journey was in 1911, as noted in most of data such as H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier 's
Formative Years, p. 300.
700 Kurt W. Foster, 'Antiquity and Modernity in the La Roche-Jeanneret House of 1923', Oppositions
Reader, 1998, p. 464.
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arches and bricks. Le Corbusier's vision focused more on geometry, lighting, promenade and
sensation, rather than the dome, vault or arch. His designs, however, have a few segmental or
Catalan arches (e.g. the ceiling of the Maison de Weekend) or parabolic arch (for example
the Palace of the Soviets).
Medieval Architecture
The Middle Ages are distant but remain present in the modern sense through religion and
media, such as painting, literature, architecture and other artefacts. Le Corbusier read
Ruskin's writings and was influenced by his medievalism. Unlike the Parthenon, which has
reached an apogee in Le Corbusier's mind, the Middle Ages represented a progression of
development; 'The Barbarian is there, with a striving after culture. This year of 1300 is not a
culmination, the Barbarian is still too near at hand.'701 'With a primitive but admirably
ingenious equipment invented in the Middle Ages, it inscribed certain points of great
splendour in the eighteenth century.'702
When Le Corbusier travelled to Italy in 1907, his preference was for the medieval
architecture. His favourite buildings were the cathedrals of Pisa and Milan, the Doges'
Palace and S. Marco in Venice, Palazzo Vecchio, the Or San Michele and the Bargello
courtyard in Florence, but non the architecture of the Renaissance.703 His interest in these
buildings was more about decorative arts than architecture. He later studied three major
Gothic cathedrals in depth: Chartres, Rouen and Notre Dame in Paris. Many sketches were
dedicated to the Chartres Cathedral, on which he noted with a sentimental tone: Cette
701 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 51.
702 Ibid., p. 56.
703 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 96.
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cathedrale est aussi bien Maison au DEMONqu'a DIEU. L'heroisme tragique depierre vaut
un portique d'EnferT104 While working for Perret, Le Corbusier spent afternoons in
Notre-Dame in Paris and studied the details thoroughly. To him, it was an ideal example of
his 'regulating lines' and a Gothic epic poem. The Gothic plan and shape, he maintained, are
magnificent, sparkling with ingenuity705 and an astonishing climax for engineers. He
discussed Rouen Cathedral with 'its evident desire for order; but lacking completely that
calm and balance which witness to mature civilization.'706 When he elaborated the natural
right angle in Brittany, which evoked the Parthenon with its sublime entablature it was
contrasted with the aborted and unaccomplished Butter Tower ofRouen and the flamboyant
Gothic vaults, for which so much "unused" genius was spent without achieving the brilliance
of the Parthenon.707 He further stated in Towards a New Architecture that gothic architecture
is a great achievement but is not based on prisms and thus not plastic.708
In short, Gothic architecture achieves its regulating lines, plan and engineering construction,
but is not plastic or pure enough because of its non-prismatic composition. On the other hand,
to Le Corbusier, Romanesque architecture seemed more successful. For the cathedral
complex of Pisa, he noted: 'cylinders, spheres, cones, cubes.'709 When he designed the
Palace of the Soviets, his boldest constructivist project, he drew it along with the cathedral
704 To William Ritter and Janko Cadra, in Le Corbusier: le passe a reaction poetique, p. 90.
705 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 204-5.
706 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 50.
707 Le Corbusier, Precisions, pp. 75-6.
708 'Gothic architecture is not, fundamentally, based on-spheres, cones and cylinders. Only the nave is
an expression of a simple form, but of a complex geometry of the second order (intersecting arches). It
is for that reason that a cathedral is not very beautiful and that we search in it for compensations of a
subjective kind outside plastic art. A cathedral interests us as the ingenious solution of a difficult
problem, but a problem ofwhich the postulates have been badly stated because they do not proceed
from the great primary forms. The cathedral is not a plastic work; it is a drama; a fight against the
force ofgravity, which is a sensation ofa sentimental nature.' Le Corbusier, Towards a New
Architecture, p. 30.
709 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 73.
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complex of Pisa, and published it in Oeuvre complete vol. 2. 'The Pisa studies, along with
those from the Acropolis in Athens, have become emblematic of Le Corbusier's "heroic"
urban landscape study.'710 He stated in 1911 that Pisa, instead of Florence, had been and
remained his first love.711
Le Corbusier's attitude towards Gothic architecture gradually changed after 1930. The
Gothic style ceased at that time to be either explicitly or implicitly opposed in his mind to the
pure forms ofMediterranean classicism.712 In The Radiant City, Notre-Dame in Paris stands
in line with his Plan Voisin (Horizontal skyscrapers), against the undulating skyline ofNew
York as 'tumult, bristling chaos.. .new medievalism.'713 The Middle Ages, in his treatise of
1937, 'falsely seem to us like a massacre... [but] everywhere you could see the eager search
for the law of harmony.'714 They were later glorified again in the following publications.715
Le Corbusier also studied the decorative arts of this period. On his journey to northern Italy
in 1907, he was less occupied with three-dimensional architecture than two-dimensional
work. 'It was painting and decorative art, not architecture, that pleased him most and it was
the late Middle Ages, with its stylistic continuance into the fifteenth century, that he
especially admired.'716 In the Museums of Comparative Sculpture (Musee de Sculpture
comparee, later Musee des Monuments Franqaise) in the Trocadero, Paris, he had sketched
many Romanesque and Gothic examples. This museum was initiatlly set up by
710 Stanislaus von Moos, 'Pisa' in Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le Corbusier before
Le Corbusier, AppliedArts, Architecture, Painting, Photography, 1907-1922, c2002, p. 194.
711 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 301.
712 Pierre Vaisse, 'Le Corbusier and the Gothic', in Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg, ed.,
Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, p. 53.
713 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 133.
7,4 Le Corbusier, When the Cathedrals Were White, p. 6.
715 Pierre Vaisse, 'Le Corbusier and the Gothic', in Stanislaus von Moos and Arthur Riiegg, ed., Le
Corbusier before Le Corbusier, p. 53.
716 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 97.
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Viollet-le-Duc to gather casts of the best monuments of the medieval art and French national
art from the eleventh to the sixteenth centuries. Much of Le Corbusier's study was later
published in The Decorative Art ofToday,717 such as a Romanesque sidewall with a gate in
Tarn-et-Garonne (FLC 5863) and a typanum of St. Pierre in Carennac (FLC 1909). Other
instances of different stages of art were the details of a stall in Amiens cathedral with a herd
of cattle (FLC5380) and a capital from a church at Poissy (FLC 5864). He thought that
medieval art went beyond folk culture through carrying observation and the exercise of free
will. This herd of catties whose uncontrolled mass overflows the limits which a more
pedestrian imagination has assigned to it. (...dont la masse informe deborde des cadres
qu 'une sagesse plus assie leur eut assignes).718 Romanesque art is 'the prolongation of a
marvellous civilization,... it reflects the continuing influence ofmathematics, albeit heavily,
but everywhere its healthy and vital forces manage to synthesize the forces of nature'.719
Apart from this museum, there were many others he visited for study, such as the tapestry of
'La Dame a la Licorne' in the Cluny Museum, and a lot more in the Louvre, such as
Byzantine arts ofRavenna and Medieval art of northern Italy. The study may have inspired
his later graphic works, such as his icon of a winged female with a unicorn after 1950. This
way of inspiration will be discussed in chapter seven.
Venice - Vernacular
Le Corbusier praised the folk architecture ofVenice for being rooted in the environment, but
717 Publication of those following drawings: Sidewall of a gate: FLC 5863, Decorative p. 197;
Typanum of St. Pierre church FLC 1909, Decorative p. 201; Stall of cattle: FLC5380, Decorative p.
123; A capital at Poissy: FLC 5864, Decorative p. 123. Also see the passe, 1.10.
718 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 122. The English translation is not very clear here,
attached French version from L 'Art decoratifd'aujourd'hui, p. 124.
719 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 122.
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criticized that of the High Renaissance for being not vernacular. He denounced architects as
being rootless during the Fourth Entretien d'Art at the Ducal Palace in July 1934:
The house, the little bridge, the quays and the piles of Venice were made without
'architect.' Everything was rooted in the environment. Then came the 'architects'; with
them the great palaces of the High Renaissance. They are all without roots (architects
and palaces).720
The High Renaissance palaces that Le Corbusier criticized did not include the Doges'
Palace.721 He once sketched the details of its gallery in the same fashion as John Ruskin's in
The Stones of Venice. In a letter to L'Eplattenier, Le Corbusier said 'the Doge's Palace, St.
Mark's, and the Ca d'Oro were the "pearls" of the city.'722 Moreover, no Venetian buildings
after the 1300s were ever mentioned by him.723 What bothered him may have been some of
the palaces discussed in the conference, or some buildings near Doges' Palace, such as the
Sansovino's library (begun in 1536), or perhaps the Loggetta at the foot of the medieval
Campanile (in 1537), and Scamozzi's Procuratie Nuove (1586-1616), which all fall within
the High Renaissance.
Le Corbusier, however, praised the folk architecture 'without architect' and Venice, a city of
joy, peace in mind and precision. 'The pedestrian is king: he has never lost his dignity.' He
maintained: 'Have you noticed how gay and proud are the people of Venice? Gay because
they are on their feet, free to go where they like, never in danger, never jostled, never
bothered; happy to be alive and living in a city of serenity.' Moreover, Venice is a functional
city: '...Venice is a perfectly conceived machine, a clever set ofprecision instruments, an
720 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig.33 and 34.
721 Built in c. 1345 - c. 1365, with a facade of the 1420s, in Gothic style.




accurate product of true human dimensions.'724 Here though the city is not arranged
rectilinearly, every piece of the folk architecture rooted in the environment is precise,
functional, human and pleasant.
The Modern City and a Social Laboratory: the Collective and Individual in a
Carthusian Monastery
Fig. 5.47 Le Corbusier, the plan and cross
section of a cell for a monk, Carthusian
Monastery, 1907.
Petit, Jean, Le Corbusier lui-meme, p. 43.
The Carthusian Monastery near Florence is a large-scale building complex of the late Middle
Ages, which Le Corbusier visited in 1907 and 1911 (fig. 5.47). There, 'he underwent the
most profound architectural experience of this life'725 and was deeply inspired by the idea of
the building complex in which individual and communal life could coexist. Ideas derived
from this monastery formed the basis of his Immeuble-Villas of 1922 and numerous Unites
d'Habitations.
This order was founded by St. Bruno in France in 1084. The monastery was consecrated in
724 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 269.
725 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 105.
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1395 but most of the structures were remodelled in the seventeenth century. In 1957, the
monks left and the monastery was turned over to the Cistercian Order.726 In the large
complex, Le Corbusier was fascinated by the cloister, which is composed of a big central
courtyard surrounded by the dwelling units for the monks. All of them are very pure, simple
and sparsely decorated. Each solitary monk stayed in his own living unit, which is delicately
composed ofmodest rooms and a small garden with a cistern and plants. There was a
workshop and wood-shed on the ground floor; on the upper floor, at the same level as the
walkway of the cloister, there was an entrance hall and three rooms for dining, studying and
sleeping. Daily meals were brought in through a small square door in the cloister wall. Each
monk was permitted to come out only for the liturgical celebrations and feast days.727
In 1929, when Le Corbusier discussed the dwelling of the human scale, he emphasized that
what initiated this study was his visit to the Carthusian Monastery close to the Ema River
near Florence. 'In the musical landscape ofTuscany', he said,
I saw a modern city crowing a hill. The noblest silhouette in the landscape, an
uninterrupted crown ofmonks' cells; each cell has a view on the plain, and opens on a
lower level on an entirely closed garden...This 'modern city' dates from the fifteenth
century.728
This 'modern city' is in fact isolated on the top of a hill in the countryside next to the village
ofGalluzzo, around a halfhour's drive from Florence. The building complex is pure, ordered
by the right angle, and is a self-sufficient world, which foreshadows Le Corbusier's later
project for an ideal city, the Unite d'Habitation. Tie noted in his Oeuvre complete vol. 5 that
the theme of the Unite d'Habitation initially came to mind during his first visit to the
Carthusian Monastery in 1907:
726 P. Goffredo Viti, The Chartreuse ofFlorence, trans. Anan Moore Valeri, Monaci Cistercensi della
Certosa, 1994, p. 1.
727 P. Goffredo Viti, The Chartreuse ofFlorence, p. 25.
728 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 91.
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It [the Chartreuse] appeared in my plans at the Salon d'Automne in 1922: a
contemporary town for 3 million inhabitants: 'les Immeubles Villas' and again at the
Pavilion de l'Esprit Nouveau in 1925. It did not cease to haunt me throughout all the
projects on which I worked so indefatigably during the next 30 years (town plans for
large and small towns, etc.)729
Again, the Unite d'Habitation of individual collectivity is 'a social laboratory':
The key to all that, appearing again after fifty years, was the visit to the Cathusian
Monastery at Ema in Tuscany in 1907: the appearance of a possible harmony, fashioned
a thousand years before, but transposable to the present since involving the indissoluble
binomial - 'individual collectivity'. The monastery of Ema has shown the way...this
realization is a social laboratory - first Marseille-Michelet with an extremely variable
and heterogeneous population.. ,730.
In 1911, on his way to the East, a small village near Baja, Hungary, reminded him of the
Carthusian Monastery of Ema. Le Corbusier looked for 'a country that had retained its
integral character.' There, he and his friend, Auguste Klipstein, found a pottery shop, which
nestled at the edge of an exquisite courtyard. In this village, the streets were straight, broad
and at right angle. The houses were lined up and each had its own courtyard. He described:
...branches of climbing roses fill with enchantment the courtyards behind them.
Imagine these courtyards to be like a room, a summer room. Since all the houses are
equally spaced from the enclosure wall, their windows open only on one side, behind
an arcade. Thus each house has its own courtyard, and the intimacy in them is as
perfect as in the gardens of the Carthusian Monastery ofEma...Beauty, joy, serenity
gather here.. .its white arcades bring comfort, and the three great whitewash walls,
which are repainted each spring, make a screen as decorative as the background of
Persian ceramics.731
Some elements reappeared in his later designs. The plank desk, in the monk's dwelling unit
of the Monastery at Ema and attached to the wall at one end next to a screen with an aperture,
which he must have seen, was adopted in the garden of his mother's house by Lake Leman
and in the elevated courtyard of the Villa Savoye.
729 Le Corbusier, O.C. 5, p. 191.
730 Le Corbusier, O.C 6, p. 176.
731 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 23.
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Part III. Folk Houses in the Balkans and Istanbul
The first image of his Oeuvre complete vol. 1 begins with Balkan and Turkish architecture.
This area has been the threshold between Europe and the Orient. The Balkans were part of
the Ottoman Empire for centuries and their diverse cultures have mixed with the influences
from Turkey, Slavic people, Greece and central European countries. Both Turkish and
Bulgarian folk houses have their native origins, but were also influenced by other areas. In
the Ottoman Empire, several regional cultures with their traditional materials and
architectural forms co-existed simultaneously. Their traditional buildings do not vary
greatly.732 In Bulgaria there has been a vernacular revival since the nineteenth century when
the ruling power of the Ottoman Empire declined.733 In Turkey the most highly developed
classical type of Turkish house can be seen in Bursa and Istanbul.734 Here, east of the
Mediterranean region, the weather is warmer so the architectural features are different from
those ofWestern Europe. Le Corbusier was fascinated by the wooden folk house in this area,
and made many sketches and photographs of them during his 'journey to the East'. He
visited Turnovo (Veliko Turnovo), Karanlik (Kazanluk) and Stara Zagora in Bulgaria; Edirne
(Adrianople), Istanbul and Bursa in Turkey. Before this journey, Le Corbusier became
acquainted with William Ritter while in Germany. He was influenced by Ritter's writing, in
which the settings are usually the Slavic countries and there is an enthusiasm for their
peasant life.
732
Dogan Kuban, 'Architecture of the Ottoman Period' in Ekrem Akurgal, ed. The Art and
Architecture ofTurkey, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980, pp. 167-8.
733 Stefan Stamov, ed., The Architectural Heritage ofBulgaria, Sofia: Union ofArchitects in Bulgaria,
Tehnika, 1972, p. 173.
734
Behcet Unsal, Turkish Islamic Architecture in Seljuk and Ottoman Times, 1071-1923, London:
Tiranti, 1959, p. 70.
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Fig. 5.48 Le Corbusier, Interior of a house in Turnovo. Oeuvre complete vol. 1, p. 17.
In Turnovo, Le Corbusier spent a long time wandering through the streets. He visited a house
and sketched its interior (fig. 5.48), where it had a 'fenetre en longueur', a key feature of his
manifesto 'Five Points towards a New Architecture' in 1926. He noted during his journey:
'Each house has its main room; a very large window, wider than it is tall and checkered with
windowpanes, opens out on the trees and flowers of the garden. ..the window takes up the
entire wall.'735 He also observed a sofa next to a big window in a room; he studied its
arrangement, materials and dimensions.736
Such a horizontal window is a typical style in the Balkans and a certain areas of Turkey. It
projects and overhangs from the main structure. It could be one of Le Corbusier's sources for
his 'horizontal window' or the 'glass curtain wall.'
735 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, 1987, pp. 60-2.
736 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient, Carnet I, p. 73.
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Fig. 5.49 Le Corbusier, a house in Karanlik,
Bulgaria. Top: garden plan; below: viewed
from garden and to the house. (FLC 6072)
Fig. 5.51 Le Corbusier, interior of the house in
Karanlik, viewed from vestibule towards the entry and
garden. (Reverse side ofFLC 5890)
mo
Fig. 5.50 Le Corbusier, plan of house (right part) and
garden (left part, link to the left garden plan) (FLC
5890).
After Turnovo, Le Corbusier visited Karanlik (Kazanluk) in Bulgaria and sketched quite a lot
and took photographs of the local folk houses. He studied a local house with a garden (figs.
5.49-5.51), where he drew the garden plan and building plan, interior and exterior
perspectives, with notes on the name of each area. It was the first example exhibited in the
first volume of Oeuvre complete. From a street through a passage next to the house, a long
pavement covered by trellis leads to the inner garden and house. The whole composition is
arranged in a rectangular but asymmetrical setting, where people walk along the shifting and
turning axes. The vestibule (fig. 5.51) is a room with asymmetrical projecting glass
window-walls and a stair down to the left to the garden. In the drawing, the movement of
vision is layered firstly the floor with shadows as the foreground, secondly the column and
balustrade in the middle ground, then stair and projecting window, followed by the trees in
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the garden, and finally reaches the other houses in the distance.
Thus the whole composition, except the low pitch roof, could be modern architecture. The
long path to the entrance from the street and a passage through a front house all corresponds
to Le Corbusier's Villa Stein. At the end of the path, there is even an expanding courtyard
with a high tree on the right. The shifting axes in the rectangular setting could be comparable
to his later studies ofPompeian houses, but the components ofwooden houses are lighter
and more freely arranged for its larger wall openings, floor spans and overhanging, more
suitable for the application of reinforced concrete than masonry structures. Since these
houses were built with timbers, 'their plastic character was of a geometrical nature'737 rather
than other folk building using mud or rough concrete. These wooden folk houses brought
great influence on Le Corbusier's modern architectural language.
Fig. 5.54 Le Corbusier, a
hanging garden in Instanbul.
(FLC 6100)
Fig. 5.55 Le Corbusier, A
house at Bursa, Voyage
d'Orient Carnet 3, p. 5.
Fig. 5.52 Le Corbusier, a house in Karanlik,
Bulgaria. (FLC 6094)
Fig. 5.53 Le Corbusier, a house in
Instanbul. LC, The Decorative Art ofToday,
p. 209.
737
Dogan Kuban, 'Architecture of the Ottoman Period' in Akurgal, Ekrem, ed., The Art and
Architecture ofTurkey, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1980, p. 168.
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A further example close to a modern design is Le Corbusier's drawing of a house in Karanlik
(fig. 5.52), where the building is exhibited as a pure box rooted in a hilly topography. A cubic
wooden house in Istanbul (fig. 5.53) with simple volume may anticipate numerous of his
modernist work, such as the Villa at Vaucresson and the Maison Guiette. A sketch of a
garden with trellis and an arch above a retaining wall (fig. 5.54) might foreshadow that of
Villa Jeanneret-Perret and his idea of a hanging garden. A trellis detached from a house could
have inspired Le Corbusier's later work, reflected in his design of the trellis on the roof
garden of staggered houses in Pessac (1924) and the WeissenhofApartments in Stuttggart
(1927).
The whitewashed wall is another feature of this area. Le Corbusier's fascination with such
walls began at this time. The wall during this period involved complex issues such as
hygiene and purity of that period and his moral concern. In Turnovo, he noted,
Each spring, the house that one loves receives its new coat: sparkling white, it smiles
the whole summer...the rooms are whitewashed, and the white is so
beautiful.. .Already last year I had become enthused over the decorative power that
people and things take on when seen against the white of peasant rooms. Serbia,
Rumania, Bulgaria, Constantinople, and Athos, from which I have just returned, have
once again confirmed this impression.738
While in Istanbul, Le Corbusier was interested in the wooden house but could study only its
exterior since most were private. He studied dozens of street scenes on the arrangements of
building exteriors, massing, entrances and walls. Many observers have commented on the
remarkable similarities between the sketches of the rectangular buildings along streets of
Istanbul and his early designs for the Dom-ino project published in 1923 in Towards a New
738 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, 1987, p. 60.
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Architecture.739
A series of geometrical rectangular units with a rhythm of projection and recession existed
along the shores of the Bosphorus, as Le Corbusier observed and sketched the Turkish
Konarks (mansion) group (figs. 5.56-5.58). He commented on them as a monument and they









Fig. 5.57 Similar Fig. 5.58 Le Corbusier,
wooden buildings Buildings in Bosphorus. LC,





Though he could not enter private Turkish houses in Istanbul, he had experienced the
interiors ofBalkan and other houses, which could be referred to those he saw afterwards. For
instance, the Turkish house in Bursa (Fig. 5.55), as Le Corbusier observed, 'gives again the
lesson ofKasanlic and / Baya [Baja], The principle is / precise. ..A / trellised vineyard covers
739 Giuliano Gresleri, 'Catalogue', in Le Corbusier before Le Corbusier, AppliedArts, Architecture,
Painting, Photography, 1907-1922, New Haven, Conn.; London: Yale University Press, c2002, p.
180.
740 'Le monumental est conserve a cause de TuniteT Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient, Camel III, p. 35.
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/ a part. Geometry / windows on the right / wall on the left'.747 The whole architectural
experience in this region was a meaningful lesson for Le Corbusier, and contributed much to
his modern architectural language.
The mosque in Istanbul was very inspiring to Le Corbusier. As he observed, its interior was
spacious so its worshippers could feel at ease, and the internal height made its visitors
experience the immensity within a simple form.742 The mosque in Istanbul is in the orders of
a square, cube and sphere,743 with an orientation towards Mecca in unity with the faith.'744
Further discussion of this follows in chapter eight.
To Le Corbusier, the European examples were extremely important as they offered direct
three-dimensional architectural experiences, which serve as close references to his future
architectural compositions. They were not only more accessible to him, but were also rooted
in his most familiar surroundings. His selection of resources was based on both the principles
ofhis ideal compositions, such as a clear geometry and order, and maintained a distance
from academicism. Many of these principles were similarly applied to his Oriental sources,
and will be discussed in the next chapter.
741 'Les maison torques de Brousse redonnent les/ cours de Kasanlic et/Baya. Le principle se/
precise... Une / treille couvre /1 partie. Geometrie / des fenetres a droite /mur a gauche.' Le
Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnets, English edition, c2002. Carnet III, p. 5. Kasanlic is in Bulgaria,
and the Baya [Baja] is in Danube, near south border ofHungary.
742 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 100.






Inspiration from Other Cultures (II)
The Orient and Others
Since the fall of ancient of civilization... there has been revolutionary thought only
when there has been a new source of knowledge, such as the Crusades, the fall of
Constantinople, or the discovery ofAmerica... Suddenly ethnography, a modern science,
offered us the opportunity to readjust our points of view.
— Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students, p. 85.
Non-European civilizations and cultures were meaningful to Le Corbusier and will be
examined in this chapter with reference of his works 'La Construction des villes', L'Esprit
nouveau series and Une Maison - un palais. Similar to the forementioned European instances,
his first Oeuvre complete745 does not begin with his modernist design, but instead, with his
study of distant architectures such as some Chinese, Japanese, Indian and Cambodian
examples.
In 'La Construction des villes', there are a few East Asian examples but nothing from the
Middle East, Africa or America is found in his data file.746 Le Corbusier intentionally
encompassed those cultures as shown in the notes in Sketchbooks A1.747 In the Asian
examples, there are drawings of a Japanese house and a temple, one each of Indian and
Cambodian temples, and eight of Chinese temples, gardens and palaces. This treatise,
revealing Le Corbusier's earlier interest in representative cities and architecture, informs the
construction of his ideal city. His primitivist tendency at this point was primarily directed
towards the earlier European examples, with certain examples from East Asia, especially
ancient China.
745 Le Corbusier, Oeuvre complete 1910-1929, p. 21.
746 See 'Index des Lieux' in Philippe Duboy, Architecture de la ville: Culture et triomphe de
L'Urbanisme, CH.E. Jeanneret, 'La Construction des villes', BibliothequeNationale de Paris, 1915,
Ministere de L'Urbanisme, du Logement et des Transports, 1985.
747 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks Al, No. 56-71,152.
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Mesopotamian and Persian cases had not yet been incorporated in this treatise, but he should
have had some understanding of the art of that region from Owen Jones' book. The
regulating lines of a Persian temple were studied and recorded in his sketchbooks in 1915.
Many historical accounts attracted his attention, such as Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy's L'art
antique de la Perse. The geographical scope was later expanded, and in L 'Esprit nouveau,
the extent of foreign cultures was significantly increased. Furthermore, examples of the
Middle East and Africa were consolidated in this and later publications.
Le Corbusier's journey to the East in 1911 ended at Istanbul, but he intended to explore
further. He had never been to China, nor visited Egypt or Japan until late in his life. He was
exposed to these cultures through publications and artefacts in museums. These sources
might be regarded in the context ofNegrophilia or Orientalism. The influences were less
direct than European ones, but were nonetheless inspiring and illuminating. His travel
experiences of three-dimensional architecture were transformed and saved in drawings,
photographs and notes. He was a writer and a decorator; thus he could bridge the gap
between a text and reality, and also between an artefact and its background.
Part I. Africa
Le Corbusier studied many African tribal artworks and architectures in addition to the
Egyptian examples. He had projects in North Africa such as an urban design for Algiers and
another architectural one in Tunisia. He also owned artworks from the French colonies, such
as statues from Dahomey. The 'Bongo hut' in The City ofTomorrow and its Planning was
sourced from German publications; while artefacts, such as a statue of a Nimba goddess,
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which he studied in museums, were published in The Decorative ofArt Today.
Bongo Hut
J H F SUIT IYE HUT
Fig. 6.1 Bongo hut. Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow, p. 36.
The drawings of a primitive hut in The City ofTomorrow (fig. 6.1) provide a model for a
discussion on 'order'. Le Corbusier maintained that the house, street, and town, as the
focuses to which human energy is directed, should reflect human order. These African
conical huts, being natural, geometrical and pure, serve as excellent examples. He wrote:
'The prehistoric lake village; the savage's hut; the Egyptian house and temple; Babylon, the
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legend ofwhich is a synonym for magnificence.. .on the other hand, they are evidence of a
spirit working right up to the limits of its own force and grandeur.'748 The key issue of
nature is order: '...the spirit which animates nature is a spirit of order.'749 In the book, the
concentric order of this hut echoes the city plan of Palmanova as in his work the order is
manifested in various scales and media. This sense of order, either concentric or rectilinear,
is manifested in his books, painting, architecture, and notably his urban design.
As usual, Le Corbusier did not specify the source of these drawings. They are reproductions
from Aries africanae: Illustrations andDescriptions ofProductions ofthe IndustrialArts of
CentralAfrican Tribes, TAB. VI. The author, Dr. Georg August Schweinfurth, recorded his
adventures in the unexplored regions of Central Africa between 1868 and 1871. These huts
and tools belong to the Bongo people who live on the middle course of the Dyoor River and
the southern tributaries of the Bahr-el-Ghazal and southwestern Sudan, a region
predominantly grassland. They are agriculturists, possess domestic fowls, goats and dogs,
and they hunt and fish according to the seasons and locality.750 The ground on which the
huts are situated is well levelled. On the ground, corn is thrashed and winnowed, and tobacco
leaves are scattered and dry out. For their dwellings, they invariably adopt a conical shape.
The building materials consist of upright tree trunks, plaited faggots, bamboo, clay of the
mushroom-shaped white-ant hills, tough grass and bast (phloem) of the Grewia.751
In these drawings, the first conical hut at the central top (no.l) is a 5 to 6 metres high
748 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, pp. 42-3.
749 Ibid., p. 37.
750
Georg August Schweinfurth, Aries africanae: Illustrations andDescriptions ofProductions ofthe
IndustrialArts ofCentral African Tribes, Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus London: S. Low, Marston, Low,
and Searle, 1875, III.
751
Georg August Schweinfurth, The Heart ofAfrica: Three Years' Travels and Adventures in the
Unexplored Regions ofCentral Africa, from 1868-1871, 2nd ed., London: Sampson Low, Marston,
Low, and Searle, 1874, v.l, p. 276.
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storehouse for corn. The wooden 'pilotis' creates an open ground level, so the upper space is
moisture free. A ladder in the centre goes up to the interior space. The application of pilotis
and elevated space may well have inspired Le Corbusier's 'Five Points towards A New
Architecture'. In some smaller Bongo storehouses, the entire roof can be opened like a lid for
convenience. On top of the roof, there are 6 to 8 horn-like curved sticks projecting out of the
roof framework, which is a common characteristic of all Bongo huts.
The second and the third huts are residences, 5 to 7 metres high. The roof rests on the posts
outside a free wall (middle, no.2) or is embedded in a wickerwork wall (bottom, no.3). The
internal floor is covered with hard clay and lime for protection from white ants. These huts
have a clear geometrical order and are developed from a natural primitive state.
The six tools next to the huts are mainly for their daily work. No.4, a hatchet for chopping
wood; no. 5, an iron hoe with a handle for weeding and sowing; no.6, a threshing club; no.7,
a wooden trough for making oil; no.8, a wooden mortar of a goblet shape which is a common
object in Le Corbusier's painting; no.9, a wooden hammer. These objects are all primitive
everyday tools and had been developed over many years. They are 'object types' and a
human limb objects, according to Le Corbusier's treatise.
Most of the tools are actually between 0.5 to 0.6 metres in length but look as tall or even
larger than the huts. This juxtaposition of different scales may make the hatchet or hammer
look enormously big or like a huge totem. The collage of objects in different scales or
various traits foreshadows Le Corbusier's Surrealist paintings in the late 1920s. For example,
in Le dejeunerpres du phare, 1928, FLC 263, there is a juxtaposition of fork, cup and a little
lighthouse, the mouth of a glass and the sun.
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African Art
During the art revolution in Paris, which reached its climax before World War I, an
admiration ofNegro sculptures was one of the enthusiasms that bound together young artists
of the most varied tendencies.752 Le Corbusier had been interested in African art since his
early study in museums and later he collected many African statuettes and masks. He found
African art very revealing: 'In the Ethnographic Museum at the Trocadero: the Mexicans, the
Peruvians, the Negroes. One was alone there in 1907! Not a cat! The Negroes - what a
revelation! Nimba, god ofmaternity.'753
In the Trocadero, the sculptures of Dahomey and Nimba interested him. Dahomey was at one
time a militant and widespread kingdom, which became a French colony in 1872. Many
prestigious courtly sculptures were shipped to Europe. Some of their bronze castings are
technically equal to the best ofEuropean work.754
752 E.H. Gombrich, The Story ofArt, p. 562.
753 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 199. The year he mentioned may not be very
precise. Trocadero Museum is in Paris, where his first visit is in 1908.
754 Erwin O. Christensen, Primitive Art, New York, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1955, p. 27.
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Fig. 6.2 Statues from Dahomey, Musee Fig. 6.3 Le Corbusier, drawing of Fig. 6.4 God ofwar,
Ethonographique, 1895. Middle left: king statues in Musee Fon, 'Gu'. Musee de
Glele\ middle right: king Behanzin. Ethonographique, Trocadero, 1'Homme, Paris;
Passe, no.291. Paris. temporarily exhibited in
FLC, carnet no. 10, dessin 3864 . Louvre, cf. Passe
no.292. Photo by author.
Le Corbusier studied the sculptures of the King ofDahomey (figs. 6.2, 6.3), the heraldic
portraits ofKing Glele (man-lion) and King Behanzin (man-shark).755 They are perfect
examples of a human bestiary, on which Le Corbusier begun to work in the 1930s. Among
them, a life-sized wrought-iron figure was from the Fon tribe in the nineteenth century (fig.
6.4) and housed at the Musee de l'Homme in Paris. It represents Gu, the Dahoman god of
war and iron. It is an 'assemblage' ofmetal and wood, forming a body and abstract limbs,
which holds genuine weapons. It anticipated the Surrealist-Expressionist works.756
755 Michel Leiris and Jacqueline Delange, African Art, trans. Michael Ross, London: Thames &
Hudson, 1968, p. 231.
756 Luis Pericot-Garcia, John Galloway, Andreas Lommel, Prehistoric and Primitive Art, London:
Thames and Hudson, 1969, p. 162.
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Fig. 6.5 Le Corbusier, Nimba Goddess. Annotation:
NIMBA idole de la maternite Baga. Guienee. FLC 5535.
LC, Decorative Art ofToday, p. 117.
Le Corbusier also made several sketches on a statue ofNimba (fig. 6.5), one ofwhich was
later published in Decorative Art ofToday. Nimba is the Baga goddess of fecundity.757 The
Baga people belonging to the Guinea Coast, was a French colony in West Africa. This
wooden sculpture is a unique shoulder-and-helmet mask, and its features are simplified and
abstracted. A sense of a mysterious power is obtained through the precisely carved shapes of
human breasts with a bird-like head.
By 1920, Le Corbusier embraced African art under the influence ofAmedee Ozenfant and
Leger. 'Like them, he admired its geometrical, formal, mechanistic, decorative, and
expressive properties.'758 Le Corbusier himself collected some African masks and statuettes
(see chapter 4), and also suggested that his clients purchase African statues for interior
decoration.759
Casbah and Ghardaia, Algeria
757 Michel Leiris & Jacqueline Delange, African Art, trans. Michael Ross, London, Thames & Hudson,
1968, p. 141.
758
Mardges Bacon, Le Corbusier in America, The MIT Press, 2001 p. 221.
759 Arthur Riiegg, 'Marcel Levaillant and "La Question de mobilier'", in: Le Corbusier before Le
Corbusier, Yale University Press, New Haven, p. 127.
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While the Bongo territory was deep in the interior ofAfrica, Algeria is on the Mediterranean,
forming part of the traditional 'Orient'.760 In 1930 Le Corbusier began to work on an urban
design for Algiers, a French colony from 1830 to 1962. His contact with Algeria began as
early as 1908-9 when he worked for Perret Brothers on a working drawing of a cathedral.761
The French-built new town formed the lower part of the city with wide boulevards, an opera
house, cathedrals, theatres, museums and galleries. In contrast, the Casbah composed the
upper part, full of labyrinthine passages, a walled fortress, the remains of a citadel, old
mosques, palaces in Ottoman-style, as well as the vestiges of a traditional urban structure.
While discussing his new urban proposal for Algiers in The Radiant City, Le Corbusier
celebrated the old quarter, the Casbah, and annotated an aerial photograph of the city: 'Pure
and efficient stratification of the Casbah.. .not an inch is wasted.' Meanwhile, he criticized
the new region: 'Harmful stratification (touching the walls of the Casbash itself) of the
civilized houses...Here is the problem backwards!'762 At this point, the 'civilized' French
influence became 'backward' and retrogressive. In contrast, the vernacular Arabic houses,
cool, quiet, ample, intimate, and well proportioned. He commented on two interior
photographs of a local house on the same page:
O inspiring images! Arabs, are there no peoples but you who dwell in coolness and
quiet, in the enchantment of proportions and the savour of humane
architecture?...Arabs, you are at home within the hospitable and charming house, so
clean, so measured, ample and intimate.763
760 Edward W. Said, Orientalism, p. 52.
761 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: a Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 107.







In 1931 Le Corbusier visited some oases in M'zab, including Gharda'ia. Le Corbusier
observed this village from the air and on the ground. On a sunny winter afternoon in the
early 1930s764, he flew from Algiers with his friend, Durafour, who steered his little plane
and swooped several times like a falcon over the towns ofM'Zab and came round in a spiral
(fig. 6.6). Thus Le Corbusier was able to discover the layout of the towns. 'The airplane had
revealed everything to us, and what it had revealed provided a great lesson.'765 They flew
over several towns in M'Zab such as Berrian, where an aerial view revealed sound biology
and brilliant anatomy; Ben-Isghem, a rectilinear city: 'Such order, such decisiveness, such
choice, such a sensitive instrument ready to serve men.'766 Le Corbusier recorded these with
several sketches and noted:
The airplane reveals to us a miracle of sagacity, of knowing and beneficent
arrangements; within, living shells, as it were, open up to the luscious greenery of
gardens. The elegant line of arcades reveals a genuine civilization in the midst of the
land of thirst.767
764 Another record is 'With Durafour across the Atlas (Algiers-Ghardaia), March 18, 1933.' In Le
Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig. 116.
765 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, p. 12.
766 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 231.
767 Ibid.
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Fig. 6.7 Le Corbusier, Gharda'ia,
M'zab. (FLC5230)
Fig. 6.8 Le Corbusier, The palm grove of
Gharda'ia, M'zab. LC, The Radiant City, p.
232.
Fig. 6.9 Plan of
Ronchamp. O.C.
6, p. 2 0.
He was amazed by the houses in this village (fig. 6.7), especially their function, human scale
and the contrast between within and outside the wall:
The streets are completely enclosed by walls measuring 1.8 m; they are 2 m. wide. The
houses are completely closed off toward the alley. But inside it is a complete and
perfect tool, efficient and eminently functional, in human scale.
It is all here: family, coolness, [intimacy], fruits, greenery, arabesques, and architecture.
The oasis is an immense collective undertaking masterfully conceived and laid out.768
The village is composed of largely rectilinear courtyards and some irregular structures. Le
Corbusier was much interested in the irregular and organic compositions. His travel sketches
and observations were illustrated in The Radiant City (fig. 6.8), where exquisite
non-rectilinear compositions of space were studied, together with the layers, depth and
enclosure of space through various plans and perspectives. These irregular rooms and plaster
walls may anticipate Ronchamp Chapel, as both of them are composed of curved convex and
concave walls769 with several niches (compare figs. 6.8& 6.9). He was also fascinated by the
standardised elements of space and composition: 'Each house is equipped in a standard way.
Everything has been foreseen...the same law prevails. But what diversity: standards form a
768 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, B7, 453-4.
769 Stanislaus von Moos, Le Corbusier, Elements ofa Synthesis, MIT Press, 1985, p. 103.
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stable basis for imagination.'770
To Le Corbusier, the so-called 'primitive' habitation was a sort ofparadise, a paradigm for
human habitation that caused him to re-evaluate civilization. With the advancement in
transportation, which facilitated communication and mobility, the local people no longer
worked for the daily subsistence but to make money. He maintained, 'The modern world
having lost contact with or the memory of its deeper realities, would welcome the teachings
of a new Jesus who is strong, simple and human.'771 The deeper realities lost to the modern
world need a strong, simple and human hand to reinstate it. Indeed, Le Corbusier proposed a
series of urban projects ofAlgeria in simple and strong gestures.
In 1931, Le Corbusier proposed an urban project for Algiers named 'obus' (fig. 6.10). This
word 'obus' means 'shell', which, according to Tim Benton, was 'to indicate the explosive
potential of the project (bombshell), had unmistakable militaristic connotations in line with
much colonial discourse of the period.'772
In this powerful project, modern technology 'lays siege to the political realm.. .presents itself
1
Fig. 6.10 Le Corbusier, project ofAlgiers. O.C. 2, p. 141.
770 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 232.
771 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, B7, pp. 459-60.
772 Tim Benton, 'Urbanism', in: Le Corbusier, Architecture of the Century, p. 218.
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as a form of knowledge endowed with power.' As pointed out by Manffedo Tafuri, in the
Plan Obus, Le Corbusier 'seems to want to shatter all disciplinary barriers: the figurative
world of this painting directly invades the structuring of the urban machines, which is,
nevertheless, represented as a single architectonic object.'773
Compared with the existing urban fabric, Le Corbusier's urban proposal was definitely
simple but strong. His biological cells inside the urban structure meet the human scale and
recall his notes on the local Arab houses. The whole urban structure he proposed, however,
was ironically gigantic and out of the human scale. Le Corbusier's biological cell was
standardized but the Casbah's is not; the latter indeed grew up biologically. It is the emblem
of native life, humanity and the memories of the colourful past empire. Tafuri comments:
The Casbah's time is an eternal present. The time of the "new Algiers" is that of the
total uprooting from all here and now, the time of unsuturable wounds, of a
moving-ever-onward that renders all lingering impossible: a time when happiness can
no longer be even remembered...For this very reason, the two structures, both of them
integral, are juxtaposed. Between them there can be no intercourse, nor even a clash, at
the limit.774
Le Corbusier's project was not carried out, since no official commission had ever been made
by the local government. Under these circumstances, he could freely elaborate. His plan,
however, was rejected in 1932, 1934, and once again in 1942.
Part II. Egypt - The Orient in Africa
Le Corbusier began to examine Egyptian culture during his early study of ornament in La
Chaux-de-Fonds. Later, in Vienna, he studied Egyptian objects in the Kunsthistorisches
Museum. At the end of his Journey to the East, he intended to go to Egypt, as previewed in
the pictures ofPyramid, but at that time he was preoccupied with other things including the
Parthenon and the Carthusian Monastery, thus he decided to go back to Italy.775 He
subsequently illustrated many Egyptian temples in L 'Esprit nouveau, and finally visited
773 Manfredo Tafuri, Machine et memoire: The City in the Work ofLe Corbusier, in H. Allen Brooks,
Le Corbusier: The Garland Essays, Garland Publishing, Inc., New York, 1987, p. 209.
774
Ibid., p. 211.




Fig. 6.11 Le Corbusier, drawing Fig. 6.12 Egyptian ornament,
ofEgyptian ornament, FLC 1778. O. Jones, The Grammar of
Ornament, PL IV.
While studying in the Ecole d'Art Le Corbusier imitated the Egyptian ornament in Owen
Jones' The Grammar ofOrnament. He chose plates IV and V, and composed two colourful
drawings. For his composition in fig. 6.11 he drew upon Jones' PL IV (fig. 6.12) selecting
only the more geometrically ordered elements, rather than the organic ones, and the positions
of the two papyri are exchanged. The drawing fig. 6.13 has elements from both PL IV and V
(fig. 6.14), with the selected images arranged into a more or less orthogonal order, an early
example of his preference for the right angle. This early study foreshadows characteristics of
his future artworks, such as order and geometry; reinterpretation ofnature; fragmentation
and reorganization.
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Fig. 6.13 Le Corbusier, Egyptian ornament, Fig. 6.14 Egyptian ornament, O. Jones, The
FLC 1779. Grammar ofOrnament, PL.V.
The fragmentation and reorganization in these drawings are typical ofhis design method. For
example, in the middle lower right ofPL.V a gold and enamelled vase is in the form of a
lotus. Whereas in Le Corbusier's drawing (fig. 6.13), he removed the set of papyrus from the
vase and put it in the middle left of his drawing as an equivalent to the royal headdress, and
transformed the vase into a base supporting the image of 'lotus and papyrus growing in the
Nile', originally in the middle bottom ofPL IV. In this reorganization new interpretations and
forms are generated. The Nile in the air was elevated above a vase, which may foreshadow
Le Corbusier's Surrealist work in late 1920s.
These ornaments, not simply the geometrised forms, have their symbolic meanings. The
lotus and papyrus are 'growing on the banks of their river, symbolising the food for the body
and mind; the feather of rare bird.. .as emblems of sovereignty.'776 A lotus flower is a
776 Owen Jones, The Grammar ofOrnament, London, Studio Editions, cl986. p. 22.
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symbol of the sun and of rebirth. Ra, the sun god, rises from the primeval water enclosed
with the lotus blossom, which enfolded him once more each night.777
This image of 'lotus and papyrus growing in the Nile', later published in Decorative Art of
Today (p. 124), is as a counterpart to the Pectoral ofRamses II, a symbol denoting an eternal
journey and resurrection (this will be further discussed later). He noted that the Egyptians
stylised the forces of nature, and that animal figures implied esoteric mysteries.778 Papyrus
in a line have a connotation with the temple pylon, or, the 'food for the mind' leading to
eternity and resurrection.
Owen Jones saw Egyptian art as pure, original, and derived directly from nature. As he
observed:
We must believe the architecture ofEgypt to be a pure original style, which arose with
civilisation in Central Africa.. .to the culminating point ofperfection.. .In the Egyptian
we have no traces of infancy or of any foreign influence; and we must, therefore,
believe that they went for inspiration direct from nature.779
As with the inspiration for Egyptian ornaments claimed by Jones, nature is also one of the
sources for Le Corbusier's artwork. An interpretation of nature became one of the bridges
linking his works and primitive art.
The Home-coming: an Egyptian House
777 Veronica Ions, Egyptian Mythology, New York, Peter Bedrick Books, cl990, p. 35.
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Fig. 6.15 An Egyptian House.
LC, The City ofTomorrow,
p. 37.
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Fig. 6.16 Drawing ofhome-coming ofMeri-Ra, Tell-el-Amarna.7
This drawing of fig. 6.15 appears in The City ofTomorrow illustrating Le Corbusier's
discussion on 'order'. He annotated 'The Egyptian house' without crediting the source or
giving further interpretation. It is, in fact, the left part of an inscription from Meri-Ra's tomb
in Tell-el-Amarna. The reliefwas inscribed on the northeast wall in the Hall ofColumns and
is the left portion of the drawing (fig. 6.16) depicting the home-coming ofMeri-Ra781 along
with a royal garden, a storehouse and stables. Meri-Ra was a high priest ofAten and a royal
chancellor. Tell means a town-mound, and Tell-el-Amarna between Thebes and Memphis,
was where the Amenhetep IV (Akhenaten),782 a religious reformer built a new capital for
himself. This capital was abandoned after Akhenaten's death.783
In this drawing the enclosure, with its subdividing walls, is presented in a plan, but the
objects and doors within it are in an elevation. Elements, such as buildings, ponds and the
780 Edward Bell, The Architecture ofAncient Egypt: a Historical Outline, London: G. Bell and sons,
ltd., 1915, p. 83.
781 Norman de Garis Davies, The Rock Tombs ofEl Amarna, London; Boston: offices of the Egypt
Exploration Fund, 1903-08, vol. 1, p. 38.
782
Akhenaten, Early New Empire, XX dynasty, between c. 1850 B.C. and c. 1350 B.C.
783 Edward Bell, The Architecture ofAncient Egypt: a Historical Outline, London, G. Bell and sons,
ltd., 1915, pp. 78-83.
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layout of trees all follow a strong orthogonal order. In Le Corbusier's book, this left section
(fig. 6.15) is composed of a large building complex with the house and a garden at the back.
A pond is in front of the main entry pylon. The building complex is a quadrangle with
storerooms filled with vessels flanking the left and right. At the end of storerooms, a stairway
leads up to the flat roof. In the middle of the complex, surrounded by inner courtyards
planted with trees, a quadrangle supported by papyrus columns has a central elevated
courtyard. In this courtyard an altar piled with offerings in the centre implies a religious
purpose.784 The walled garden behind the building is filled with an enormous pond, palms
and pomegranates.
Compared to the original archaeological drawing785 and the partial reconstructive drawing
(fig. 6.16), only the left fragment was adopted in Le Corbusier's book; even the trees in the
middle were awkwardly cut into half and a new 'wall' added to complete this enclosure. This
arrangement might have been made either by Le Corbusier or by archaeologists proposing
versions. After being cut off, the original palace shrinks and its new scale is more appropriate
to a house.
Other than a strong clear rectilinear composition, there are multiple layers in this building
complex, which make it very rich. The opulent vegetation and pond also make it a paradise
in the dessert. This homecoming and paradise anticipates Le Corbusier's urban Utopia with
greenery, rectilinear order, strict zoning and flat roofs amongst expansive reinforced concrete
structures.
784 Norman de Garis Davies, The Rock Tombs ofEl Amarna, London, Boston, offices of the Egypt
Exploration Fund, 1903-08. vol. 1, p. 41.
785
Ibid., PL. XXV, XXXII.
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Geometry and Rhythm in a Temple
Le Corbusier studied several medium and small-scaled temples with a strong rectilinear
order, as paradigms of the right angle, rhythm and purity, but did not mention large-scaled
temples, such as temple ofAmmon in Karnak or the famous pyramids in Gizeh, even though
he celebrated such pure forms.
In The City ofTomorrow next to the forementioned Egyptian house is a plan of an early
excavation of a temple, for which the source is not credited. It is the Temple ofHatshepsut
(1520 B.C., fig. 6.17) in Der El Bahri, near Luxor. There is a long processional route
following a strong axis from the Nile, moving up along ramps and terraces extended finally
to the sanctuary inside the rocky cliff. The temple itself is not large, but the whole
magnificent cliff is a grand backdrop for the procession. Many similarities can be found
between this temple and the Basilica of Sante-Baume, Le Corbusier's project of 1948 (fig.
6.18), especially the natural setting, a long path extending from the 'Permanent City' and the
basilica within the rock cliff.
Fig. 6.17 Early excavation Fig. 6.18 Le Corbusier, Basilica of
of Temple of Hatshepsut. Sante-Baume. O.C. 5, p. 31.
LC, The City of
Tomorrow, p. 37.
Fig. 6.19 Temple ofKhons,
Karnak at Thebes.
LC, Towards a New
Architecture, p. 50.
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The Temple of Khons at Karnak of Thebes (1198 B.C.; fig. 6.19) was cited by Le Corbusier,
who discussed the rhythm, symmetry and repetition of the plan. This plan is organized 'in
accordance with the axis of the main entrance: the Avenue of Sphinxes, the pylons, the
courtyard and peristyle, the sanctuary.'786 Another example ofhistorical architecture cited is
a small Mammisi Temple (1408 B.C.), also named the Birth House, on the Island of
Elephantine. This single chamber temple perpetuates the tradition of the divine birth of a
Pharaoh from a union of the god Horus and a mortal mother.787 Le Corbusier's drawing was
taken from Auguste Choisy's Histoire de Varchitecture 1%i
Animal Gods
Fig. 6.20 Le Corbusier, Egyptian sculptures in [Kunst] Historisches
Museum, Vienna790, FLC 2077.
Fig. 6.21 Statuette ofRam's
head (offering to the god
Amen), New Kingdom, ca.
1250 B.C. Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna.789
786 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 50.
787 Sir Banister Fletcher, Sir Banister Fletcher's a History ofArchitecture, 19th ed., edited by John
Musgrove, London: Butterworths, 1989, p. 57.
788 Le Corbusier, Almanach d'architecture moderne, p. 9.
789 Ram's head: Black steatite, possibly 19th dynasty, ca. 1250 B.C. Quoted from: Georg Kagler, ed.,
The Masterpieces ofthe Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, tr. Erika Pauli, English ed. Firenze:
Bonechi, cl986, p. 42.
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In 1907, Jeanneret, the young Le Corbusier, went to Vienna to study contemporary design.
He often researched at museums, but did not sketch paintings of European masters; instead,
he was fascinated by the artworks from distant cultures and made sketches of them.791 An
Arabian room (FLC 2077 in Kunstgewerbe Museum) and Egyptian sculptures (fig. 6.19 FLC
2077) were his focuses. The Egyptian sculptures he studied were head of a pharaoh and
statuettes of sacred animals, such as rams, a baboon, cats, a monkey and a mole. He
commented on the material and power of these sculptures. On the ram's head, he noted:
'notice the arrangement of the homs, the force of the nostril's curve resting on the edge.'792
These sculptures are not simply representations of animals but all are associated with gods in
Egyptian mythology. The ram's head (figs. 6.20, 6.21) was an offering to Amon, god of the
city of Thebes. It was said that the soul ofAmon, the creative god, was enshrined in either a
ram-sphinx or a serpent-sceptre.793 Thoth, a dog-headed baboon, was called the Measurer of
Time. As scribe of the gods and god ofwisdom, Thoth was worshipped by all the learned
men in Egypt and had an important role in funerary mythology.794 He recorded the results of
the weighing of the deceased's heart. The mole or ichneumon, a slayer of snakes and an
incarnation ofAtum, the setting sun wears the sundisk and uraeus.795 The cat was associated
with Bast or Bastet, goddess ofjoy and the fertilising warmth of the sun.796 These figures in
general symbolized knowledge, creativity, protection and measurement, which to Le
Corbusier are certain fundamental characteristics of architecture.
790 Le Corbusier annotated: 'Wien Historisches Museum'. Many items in the drawing, however,
appeared in catalogue of Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna of 1967. See Mary Patricia May Sekler,
The early drawings ofCharles Edouard Jeanneret (Le Corbusier) 1902-1908. Garland, 1977, p. 465.
791 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 121.
792 la remarquer I 'arrangement des comes, laforce de la courbe des naseaux reposant sur le carre
FLC 2077, also see Passe p. 143.
793 Veronica Ions, Egyptian Mythology, New York: Peter Bedrick Books, cl990, p. 93.
794 Ibid., p. 85.
795
Ibid., p. 37.
796 Ibid., p. 100.
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Ceremonial Breastplate: Leading to Resurrection
Fig. 6.22 Le Corbusier,
drawing ofEgyptian
Jewellery in the Louvre,
Passe 312, FLC 5848;
LC, The Decorative Art
ofToday, p. 124.
The ceremonial breastplate, or 'pectoral', was designed to be attached to the specified areas
on the mummified bodies of the dead. Le Corbusier studied several pectorals in the Louvre
(fig. 6.22). One of them is the Pectoral ofRamses II797 (fig. 6.22 lower right, fig. 6.23),
which is made of colourfully inlaid cloisonne. This type ofjewellery dated back to the most
ancient times and was directly inspired by Egyptian architecture. This pectoral ofRamses II
was discovered under the coffin facing the door of the tomb. It has the form of a trapezoid
frame in imitation of the pylon of a temple, capped with a cavetto cornice. The highly
decorated complex fretwork combines writing, protective symbols, and emblems of the royal
power. In its centre, the vulture and cobra symbolize the two Egyptian kingdoms of the
pharaoh's realm, Upper and Lower, and is balanced by two dead hieroglyphs signifying
stability, associated with Osiris, lord of the afterlife. Above the bird and snake is a
ram-headed falcon with outspread wings holding the sign of Chen (or Shen), a loop of a rope
797 Pectoral ofRamses II, the Nineteenth Dynasty (c. 1279-1213 B.C.) Electrum with red, turquoise,
green, white, and yellow glass. Colour inlay in cloisonne, 13.5x 15.7x 0.25 cm. Picture from




without a beginning, nor an end, which represents eternity in his talons.798 Royal pectorals
often identify the sovereign with Ra, god of the sun, who carries him off on his eternal
journey. This notable pectoral was copied by Gustave Moreau, Jean-Andre Rixens799 and
appeared in his painting 'The Death of Cleopatra, 1874'.800
Fig. 6.23 A pectoral ofRamses II, the Nineteenth Dynasty.801 Fig. 6.24 A Pectoral, XlXth Dynasty,
the Louvre Museum.802
Another pectoral from the same Serapeum (fig. 6.21 upper left, fig. 6.24) shows the divine
mourners, Isis and Nephthys, supporting a scarab, the symbol of renewed life.803 The
scarab's habit of laying its eggs in a ball of dung, which is then rolled along the ground and
dropped into a hole, made it an obvious symbol for the sun god. In the drawing Le Corbusier
noted their different designs, materials, colours and some effects.
The serpent and eagle are the counterpart goddesses of Lower and Upper Egypt. The cobra,
798 Jean-Marcel Humbert; Michael Pantazzi; and Christiane Ziegler, Egyptomania: Egypt in Western
Art, 1730-1930; [catalogue of an exhibition] Paris, Musee du Louve, 20 January-18 April 1994;
Ottawa, National Gallery ofCanada, 17 June-18 September 1994;Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum,
16 October 1994-29 January 1995. Ottawa: National Gallery of Canada, cl994, p. 352.
799 Ibid., p. 353.
800
Ibid., p. 576.
801 Jean-Marcel Humbert; Michael Pantazzi; and Christiane Ziegler, Egyptomania: Egypt in Western
Art, 1730-1930,-p. 353.
802 Charles Boreux, L'art egyptien, Paris: G. van Oest, 1926, PL. LXIII.
803 Veronica Ions, Egyptian Mythology, New York: Peter Bedrick Books, c!990, pp. 24-5.
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presented as uraeus, is a royal symbol in Egypt. The serpent-goddess of the Delta, Buto or
Wazit, which is the national goddess and a guardian deity of Lower Egypt, is an aggressive
defender of her sister Nekhbet (Nekhebet), the vulture-goddess and Buto's counterpart in
Upper Egypt.804
To Le Corbusier, this pair may be associated with Zarathustra as he read Nietzsche's 'Thus
Spoke Zarathustra', in which, at the beginning, a serpent and an eagle are always
accompanied by Zarathustra. This symmatical composition, a rectangular outside and a
ffeeform inside, may be one of the early inspirations for his later work such as the Villa
Savoye (fig. 6.25), where the box-like volume contains a bright, illuminating ascending ramp
in the symmetrical centre, with free sneaking meandering paths throughout pairs ofying and
yang space in the building. This composition also reappears in the geometrical pattern of
paintings such as his 'La Bouteille de vin orange', FLC 140, 1922
(fig. 6.26).
Even though Le Corbusier did not write down the mythological association in these drawings,
he researched them in detail, studied their interpretation at museums and clearly read many
804 Samuel A. B. Mercer, The Religion ofAncient Egypt, London: Luzac and Co. Ltd., 1949,
pp. 196-8.
Fig. 6.26 Geometrical diagram of Le
Corbusier, 'La Bouteille de vin orange',
FLC 140, 1922. The Lantern may relate
to the ascending ramp to the left.
Fig. 6.25 Le Corbusier, Villa Savoye, Ground floor plan.
O. C. 2, pp. 24-5.
-- j
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other related documents. Many of his works reveal mythological associations. The image of
this pectoral was published in The DecorativeArt ofToday, along with his 'lotus and papyrus
growing in the Nile',805 which was duplicated from Owen Jones' book. Le Corbusier noted
in his book:
The Egyptian had also stylised the forces of nature: but within the high priestly caste
subtle relationships linked the eagle, the snake, and the winged bull, implying esoteric
mysteries which for us still entail an inescapable poetic disquiet.806
Both images also reappeared in his painting and in the lower section of the enamel door of
the Assembly Building in Chandigarh (fig. 6.27). In this section, the snake is once again
arranged in the lower and the falcon is in the upper area, following the previous mentioned
Egyptian example. In the western interpretation the whole picture here is an interpretation of
Genesis, and depicting the earthly paradise.807
Even though the symbols on this door were not suggested by the client, they contained layers
of Indian cultures and had local reference. For example, in Etinduism snakes are sacred and
the category of naga rooted in Sanskrit comprises all kinds of serpents. The giant eagle,
Garuda, is Vishnu's vehicle. Garuda carries Vishnu to Vaikuntha (heaven) where Garuda
lives. These images were later adopted in his painting and Poeme.




Mogens Krustrup, Porte email, Emalljeporten, La Port emaillee; The Enamel Door: Le Corbusier,
Palais de I'Assemblee de Chandigarh, Copenhagen: Arkitektens Forlag, 1991, p. 32.
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In Egyptian architecture the pylon is the mass ofmasonry flanking a monumental entrance of
Egyptian temples; in this pectoral (fig. 6.23) the pylon was diminished into 13.5x 15.7 cm
with protective symbols. Like these correspondence of pectoral and pylon (figs. 6.23, 6.24);
and combination ofhuman form and a huge scarab (fig. 6.24), there is a juxtaposition of
diverse scales in these Egyptian artefacts, as well as in Le Corbusier's paintings and
architecture. His 'Composition avec la lune', (fig. 6.28) is an example, where a diminished
church on the lower right is much smaller than the surrounding bottle, meat and glove. On
the upper left, the reflection of the moon is in the centre of a cup.
Fig. 6.27 Le Corbusier, enamel door of the
Assembly Building in Chandigarh, exterior,
detail.
Fig. 6.28 Le Corbusier, 'Composition
avec la lune', Example of scaling,
FLC146, 1929
Exposed Concrete and the Egyptian Temple
Le Corbusier used exposed concrete as early as his Swiss Pavilion in 1930. In the late 1940s
and 1950s, ancient Egypt provided him again with a valuable reference. When he discussed
the exposed concrete of the Unite d'Habitation in Nantes, he described how the concrete kept
the imprint of its mould: 'Recessed mouldings appear in the face of the concrete, thus
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achieving a situation similar to that in which the Egyptians prepared sculptured frescos in
their temples 5000 years ago.'808 Moreover, such a natural application ofmaterials was also
expressive in 'their place in the work, the meaning of the times, the rigorous schedule and
the discipline of the job site.'809 Le Corbusier put a bas-relief ofhis Modulor man on each of
his Unite d'Habitations. Egyptian temples, however, were usually polychromatic while
exposed concrete is only monochromatic. In the long course of time the colours of the
Egyptian temples faded away and their surfaces turned to their original state as we see
nowadays.
Measurement and Modulor
Among the leaders ofModernism, Le Corbusier was the only one who put a system of
harmony and proportion at the centre of his design philosophy.810 Egyptian measurement
served as a reference to his dimensional system, the Modulor, in the late 1940s. The principal
unit ofmeasurement in ancient Egypt was the royal cubit for sacred constructions, which
inspired Le Corbusier for his Modulor. It is a length of 52.4 cm, approximately the length of
a man's forearm. Le Corbusier thought that, being based on a system of human proportion,
'The Egyptian Cubit irradiated the culture of the ancient world.. .The palm contains four
fingers; the foot contains four palms; the cubit contains one foot and two palms.'811 Le
Corbusier's Modulor is also based on the human statue, which establishes kinship with the
great traditional systems ofmeasurement, and as he noted in his Modulor II, 'most
808 Oeuvre complete 1952-1957, vol. 6, p. 180.
809 Ibid.
810 Richard Padovan, Proportion: Science, Philosophy, Architecture. London: E & FN Spon, 1999, p.
317.
811 Le Corbusier, Modulor II, p. 51.
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particularly with the "Egyptian Cubit", which marks a peak in this domain.'812 Another
measurement in Egyptian temples was researched by Le Corbusier from the low relief of the
Temple of Seti I and Abydos. This measurement seems to conform to the Fibonacci series
and is based on the human proportion.813
Part III. The Cradle of Civilizations: Mesopotamia and Persia
The creator seeks fellow-creators, those who inscribe new values on new
tables...Zarathustra seeks fellow-creators, fellow-harvesters, and fellow-rejoicers...I
will make company with creators, with harvesters, with fellow reioicers
—Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, Prologue.
(Underlined by Le Corbusier.814)
Le Corbusier was fascinated and also inspired by the ancient cities and architecture of Persia
and Mesopotamia when he looked for new developments of architecture. In Une Maison -
un palais he presented many drawings ofPersia on page 43, and claimed that the peasant
residence ofMesopotamia revealed the spirits of the historical prestigious empires. He
replicated some examples ofPersian architecture including huts, the palaces ofPersepolis,
Ctesiphon, and the tombs at Naksh-i-Rustam. On this page, the image of the royal tombs and
the palace at the lower level seem supportive for the farmers' houses on the above, which are
cubic and modernistic. The theme of this book, 'maison' and 'palais' is highlighted through
these images. Even though he did not mention the sources of these series of sketches, they
have been taken from the illustrations in Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy's L'Art Antique de la
Perse,815 a five- volume survey ofPersian cities and architecture. Similarly, when Le
812
Ibid., p. 16. See also p. 51.
813 Le Corbusier, Modulor, p. 193.
814 Friedrich Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra: a Bookfor Everyone andNo One. Penguin, 1969, p.
52. The underlined passages here interested Le Corbusier and are marked by him in his own volume.
See H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 174-5.
815 Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Perse, vol. II, Paris: Librairie centrale
d'architecture, 1884. Le Corbusier did not mention the source ofhis reproduction of drawings in Une
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Corbusier discussed the order of a great city, he used the examples of Khorsabad and
Babylon to support his principles.
Farmer's House and Palace
To support his argument for modern architecture, Le Corbusier took two farmers' houses as
examples (figs. 6.29-6.32). Both are pure and simple and, consisting ofpilotis with a flat
roof, serve as marvellous templates for the new epoch. He also claimed; 'ancestral residences
of the peasants ofMesopotamia made of wood and cob reveal prestigious splendours of
Babylon and Nineveh; they sink our memory into the past.'816
Fig. 6.29 'Habitation de Paysans au bord de la
mer Noire (Coupes transversales)', Le Corbusier,
Une Maison -un palais, p. 43.
Fig. 6.30 Cross section, fanner's house on the
shore of eastern Black Sea. From Dieulafoy, L'art
antique de la Perse, vol. 2, fig.34.
These are farm houses, one at Lazistan (on the shore of the eastern Black Sea), the other at
Ghilan and Mazaderan (northern Iran near the Caspian Sea).817 Neither is really in
Mesopotamia but within the territory of the great ancient kingdoms such as Assyria and the
Maison - un palais. However, his drawings fit Dieulafoy's pictures well, and Le Corbusier mentioned
it in his other books, such as Towards a New Architecture, p. 76, and his Sketchbooks I, A2, no.l 13
and 114.
816 Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais , p. 42. 'Ces humbles maisons de bois et de torchis
devoilent les prestigieuses splendeurs de Babylone et de Ninive; elles enfoncent notre memoire dans
le passe.'
817 Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Perse, vol. II, Paris: Librairie centrale
d'architecture, 1884, pp. 46-7.
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Persian Empire; the former was centred in Babylon and Nineveh. Such peasant houses are
considered more likely to have maintained the local legacies and should be similar to the
architecture of ancient times. They tend to bear some characteristics of the royal palace, such
as the post and capital of Persian Palace of Cyrus at Pasargadae, which Chipiez and Perrot
observed.818 History ofArt in Persia was also an important source of ancient civilization for
Le Corbusier.819
Fig. 6.31 Le Corbusier, Une Maison -unpalais, Fig. 6.32 Farmer's house in Mazenderan, northern
p.43. Iran. From Dieulafoy, L 'art antique de la Perse,
vol. II, fig. 35.
Many other examples ofPersian Palaces consisted of a flat roof on a rectilinear box volume
suitable in the relatively dry weather and tell of the availability ofwood in the certain area on
the plateau. Such a flat roof has been sustained in Iran even nowadays. It is about one metre
thick, and consists ofpise mixed with chopped straw rammed solid.820 Meanwhile, the pure
volume from the days of the Empire provided a foundation ofmodernist ideals.
Achaemenian Cupolas and Regulating Lines
818 Charles Chipiez, Georges Perrot, History ofArt in Persia, London: Chapman and Hall, 1892,
p. 98.
819 See Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, A2, nos. 56, 58,109, 152.
820 Charles Chipiez, Georges Perrot, History ofArt in Persia, London: Chapman and Hall, 1892, p.
82.
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In Le Corbusier's tenets, 'regulating lines' is one of his key themes and an inevitable element
in modem architecture, which is rooted in both European and Asian ancient architecture. He
noted in Sketchbooks I, 'the building of every great period of architecture conformed to an
elementary geometric "module", with every part submitting to its multiples and submultiples.
The vaulted Achemenid monuments: the Porte-Saint-Denis / the Piraeus Arsenal / the fafade
ofNotre Dame / the interior ofCathedrals....'821 Most of these buildings are examples of
regulating lines, as shown in Towards a New Architecture. He focused on the fa9ade except
in the case of the Persian palace, where he analysed the major section of its cupola, the key
space of the building, which fascinated Le Corbusier.
Le Corbusier researched this Persian palace in 19 1 5,822 a few years before the publication of
L 'Esprit nouveau. At that time Auguste Choisy and Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy had already
discussed the idea of architectural proportion, which was also referred to by Le Corbusier.
Choisy's regulating lines in Histoire de Tarchitecture brought Le Corbusier certainty in his
designs.823
The modular proportion of Sassanian Persian architecture had been researched by Marcel
Dieulafoy, who stated that the proportion of a gate related to the hierarchical status of the
owner of the architecture. The standardized modular of arches was already there: 'the barrel
vaults, all the domes, all the arches were created in ancient Persia by the same elliptic
821 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, no. 112.
822 These sketches (nos. 113,114) are in his Sketchbooks A2, dated 1915-6 (see introduction on p.4).
A few pages after these sketches, a note of 'September 03, 1915' on no. 130 proves that these two
sketches have been made before then.
823 Le Corbusier, The Modulor, p. 27.
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curve.'824 Of the monument of Sarvistan and Firouz-Abad, '... but one can at least approach
the study of the Iranian modular system. ... The Greeks determined the dimensions of the
temple according to the average radius of the columns. The Persians adopted as basis of their
modular combinations the opening of the arches. This choice was judicious, because in an






Fig. 6.33 Diagram ofproportion. Section of cupolas of Fig. 6.34 Plan, Sarvistan Palace.
Sarvistan Palace, from Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Perse, vol.
Perse, vol. IV, p.28. Left, fig. 22, section of the room IV, PL3. Room B: centre lower middle;
B; right, fig. 23, section of the small room C. Room C: upper right.
The case Le Corbusier studied in this book is the Sarvistan Palace (near Persepolis, c.350,
figs. 6.33, 6.34) built in the Sassanian Dynasty. This palace is composed of rectilinear rooms
covered with a major cupola, two minor cupolas and several barrel vaults. The cupola is a
principal space in the Persian architecture and the proportion of its cross section is an
important framework to structure the space. Dieulafoy surveyed this attentively and
illustrated his findings with diagrams in his book.
'
...que tous les berceaux, toutes les coupoles, tous les arcs ont ete engendres dans la Perse
antiquepar la meme courbe elliptique' from Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Perse, vol.
IV, Paris: Librairie centrale d'architecture, 1884, p. 23.
825 'mais onpeut au moins aborder l'etude du systeme modulaire iranien... Les Grecs determinaient
les dimensions du temple d'apres le demi-diametre moyen des colonnes. Les Perses adopterent comme
base de leurs combinaisons modulaires les ouvertures des arcs. Ce choix etait judicieux, car dans une
architecture voutee la portee des coupoles ou des berceaux joue un rolepreponderant.' Ibid., p. 27.
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When Le Corbusier studied these diagrams (fig. 6.35) in 1915 and copied the left one, he
noted: 'modulor lines / ofArchemenid vaults / Dieulafoy. The [point of departure] is the right
triangle with proportions 3, 4, 5, which is used to determine the elliptical vault / so the
hypotenuse turns out to be constantly repeated.' Furthermore on the right diagram, he found
it 'much more complicated but rigorously precise.'826
Fig. 6.35 Le Corbusier, study of regulating lines. Fig. 6.36 Le Corbusier, Regulating lines of
Annotated: 'much more complicated but Achaemenian cupolas. LC, Towards a New
rigorously precise.' LC, Sketchbooks I, 113. Architecture, p. 76.
He then built up his own version of this regulation line, which combined the sections of
Room B, C, and was slightly different from Dieulafoy's version. The sectional diagram of
small cupola Room C was enlarged and the side aisle was trimmed off. Le Corbusier's
interest was obviously focused on the elaboration ofproportion, so he even disregarded the
relative scale and hierarchy of rooms. He might have seen Auguste Choisy's diagram of
these two cupolas for reference, in which two rooms are equal in height.827 He consequently
proclaimed the 'great Achaemenian cupolas form one of the most subtle conclusions of
geometry. Once the conception of the cupola was established in accordance with the poetical
826 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, nos. 113, 114.
827
Choisy, Auguste, Histoire de I'architecture, p. 137.
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needs of this race and of this epoch, and in accordance with the static data of the constructive
principles applied to it.'828
The Palace of Persepolis
Le Corbusier sketched the photograph of the Palace of Persepolis from Dieulafoy's book (fig.
6.37) and published it in his Une Maison -un palais 829 without noting the source. This
splendid palace, initiated by Darius I in 518BC, was mostly executed by Xerxes I (486-465
BC) and accomplished by Artaxerxes I around 460 BC. The various buildings stood on a
Fig. 6.37 Le Corbusier,
Une Maison — un palais, p. 43.
Fig. 6.38 Palace of Persepolis,
Iran, photograph from the east,
from Dieulafoy, L'art antique de
la Perse, vol. II, PL 8,9,10,11.
platform rising about 15 metres above the rocky plain.830
_~~ * J
ijji _
The original photograph (fig. 6.38) is a general elevated view of the ruin from the east before
excavation. In his sketch, Le Corbusier praised the high, vertical columns ofApadana, which
rises up from the platform against the expanded horizon and mountain afar. The ruins of the
Throne Hall with low double walls in the near front are intentionally simplified into a few
828 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 76-77.
829
Judged by the shape ofmountain, column, platform, etc, even the column groups should ground in
the latter platform. In AdolfMax Vogt, Le Corbusier, the Noble Savage: Toward an Archaeology of
Modernism; he wrote that it is 'a water expanse set against some hills in the background.' (p. 201)
which may not be the case.
830 Sir Banister Fletcher, Sir Banister Fletcher's a History ofArchitecture, 19lh ed., p. 89-93.
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lines. The gate ofXerxes on the far right, Darius' Palace in the middle left background, and
the Palace ofXerxes to the left are all represented, but simplified. Elements of this palace in
Le Corbusier's drawing were abstracted and rearranged (the columns, for example) as an
orthogonal, pure and clean setting, which reflects his modernist Utopian preference, with an
association of glorious magnificence.
Technology ofAncient and Modern: The Palace of Shapur, Ctesiphon
Le Corbusier was also fascinated by the highly developed technology of the great
civilizations. An image he selected in his book (fig. 6.39) is the Palace of Shapur, Ctesiphon
near Babylon, south ofBaghdad (fig. 6.40), with its enormous brick vaulted audience hall.831
This palace, a brick structure, is on the Mesopotamia plain and was built in the fourth
century, at the height of Sassanian power (224 - 637 AD). Its arch was one of the largest
single-span vaults ofun-reinforced brickwork in the world. The elliptical barrel vault over
the banquet hall rises 36.7 metres from the ground to cover the 25.3 metres span. One wing
of the fayade fell in 1909 after an exceptional flood of the Tigris.832
831 Horst Woldemar Janson, A History ofArt: a Survey ofthe VisualArts from the Dawn ofHistory to
the Present Day, p. 95.
832 Sir Banister Fletcher, Sir Banister Fletcher's a History ofArchitecture, 19th ed., pp. 92 & 94.
Fig. 6.39 Le Corbusier, Une
Maison — unpalais, p. 43.
Fig. 6.40 Ctesiphon Palace, Iraq, from Dieulafoy, L'art antique
de la Perse, vol. V, PL V.
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Fig. 6.41 Airship hanger at Orly (Freyssinet Fig. 6.42 Le Corbusier, Palace of the Soviets, Moscow,
& Limousin). LC, Towards a New 1931. O.C. 2, p. 127-137.
Architecture, p. 284.
This arch was reincarnated in the modern era, for example in the Airship Hanger at Orly
(Freyssinet & Limousin, fig. 6.41), using the modern technology of reinforced concrete,
which Le Corbusier celebrated in Towards a New Architecture. Later, in his design for the
competition of Palace of the Soviets, Moscow in 1931 (fig. 6.42), this grand arch was
reinterpreted in a concrete arch with the same metaphor: public gathering, audience hall, and
the majesty of centralized power.
The fragmented front belt of the arch in Le Corbusier's sketch is obviously reinterpreted into
the main arch of the Palace of the Soviets. He further stated that the cathedral complex of
Pisa reflects the same rules, which controlling the design of the Palace of the Soviets refer to
a unity in detail, a human scale and also a disorder within the general layout.833
833 On his trip to Pisa on June 4, 1934, 'note le principe architectural des edifices constituant le
magnifique ensemble du Dome, du Baptistere, de la Tourpenchee et du Campo Santo; tout a coup, il
reflechit que les memes regies architecturales ontpreside a la conception du Palais des Soviets: de
Vunite dans le detail (unite a echelle humaine); du tumulte dans I'ensemble (propos de I'Abbe
Laugier sous Louis XIV). Le Corbusier, O.C. 2, p. 132. In The City ofTomorrow and its Planning (p.
86), he maintained the same point: Chaos and disorder in the general layout, but uniformity in detail,
which was proposed by Abbe Laugier in the time of Louis XIV.
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The Cruciform Royal Tomb of Darius, Naksh-i-Rustam
Fig. 6.43 Naqsh i Rustam, Iran,
from Dieulafoy, L'art antique
de la Perse, vol. Ill, PL I, II, III.
Fig. 6.44 Le Corbusier, sketch
ofNeocropole de
Nakhche-Roustem. LC, IJne
Maison — un palais, p.43.
•y'vo(, d. yuq#cHcf<< ■ rt-ov£ti~K\ .
The Tomb ofDarius, Naksh-i-Rustam (485 BC), 13 km north of Persepolis (fig. 6.43), is one
of the four rock-hewn sepulchres of the great Achaemenian kings. Le Corbusier sketched this
necropolis from Dieulafoy's book (fig. 6.44). The fa9ade of this royal tomb has a cruciform
shape, with four columns and one door in its centre, leading to chambers where the king's
body was buried.
This series of cruciform-standardised architecture was arranged in a roughly equal distance
in natural surroundings, which may be a prototype for a Utopian urban project of Le
Corbusier. At the time when Le Corbusier worked with Dieulafoy's treatise in 1915, he made
two drawings in his sketchbook.834 These 'represent the first instance of Jeanneret's interest
in skyscrapers and their placement in large green areas in the city.'835 The cross with the
834 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, A2, 89-90.
835 Ibid., p. 5.
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Fig. 6.45 Reconstruction of Darius Palace.
From Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Perse,
vol. Ill, PL VII.
Fig. 6.46 Darius' tomb. LC, Une Maison - un
palais, p.43.
On the same page of Le Corbusier's Une Maison - un palais, there is a line drawing of the
facade of Darius' tomb (fig. 6.46). In the lower part, there are four columns with a central
decorated door, similar to Darius's palace in Persepolis (fig. 6.45), a cubic volume with
ramps and a flat roof. This palace may anticipate Le Corbusier's Purist architectural volume.
On the middle level, twenty-eight people, perhaps representing the subordinate nations, are
carrying the platform on which Darius is sitting. On the upper level, Darius, in front of a fire
altar, is praying to Ahuramazda who is shown as a winged disk. Ahura (spirit) mazda (wise)
means 'Wise Lord', the supreme god of the Persians, whose cult is propagated by the prophet
- Zarathustra, who preaches as a supreme god that has created the world and embodiment of
all good things in his holy spirit. For Zarathustra, the meaning and destiny of the world is
accomplished by a retrieval of the original state ofAhura Mazda. 'In the system that bears
the name ofZarathustra.. .this world is the scene where Ahura-Mazda, the wise spirit, and
Angro-Mainyus, the destroyer, are opposed to each other; but in the end good prevails.'836
836 Charles Chipiez and Georges Perrot, History ofArt in Persia, London: Chapman and Hall, 1892,
p. 12.
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Le Corbusier had known certain things about Zarathustra before his study ofDieulafoy's
treatise as he purchased and read Nietzsche's Ainsiparlait Zarathoustra (Thus Spoke
Zarathustra) during his first visit in Paris from 1908 to 1909. He read and marked the
prologue of this book, and later he reread it in 1961.837 The three-level structure of this
drawing could foreshadow somewhat Le Corbusier's Purist architectural elements such as
the 'pilotis' and the 'toit-jardin' (roof-garden). Other references for the roof garden were the
famous Babylonian and the Assyrian hanging ones.
In the same page of his Une Maison -un palais, as marked on this line drawing, Le
Corbusier made a comparison of it with Erechtheion which was built slightly later
(421-405BC). Both of them used a human form to support a platform. He wrote:
We rediscover those conquering and voracious kings who carried their artists with them
in their retinues along the trails ofAsia Minor.. .in this flower ofAsia are the Caryatids
of Erechtheion at the Acropolis, Athens.838
What Le Corbusier suggested is that Europeans learned the essence from Asia. Dieulafoy
also discussed that 'the cornice, the frieze and the architrave of the portico ofArephores
[Erechtheion] are an imitation made with particular taste and tact of Greek artists.'839
Power and Mythological Theme: Assyrian Seals
837 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 174-5.
838 'nous retrouvons ces rois conquerants et voraces qui trainaient a leur suite leurs artistes par les
chemins d'Asie Mineure... dans cette fleur d'Asie qu'est la Tribune des Cariatides de I'Erechtheion sur
TAcropole d'Athenes.' Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, p. 42.
839 Marcel Auguste Dieulafoy, L'art antique de la Perse, vol. II. Paris: Librairie centrale
d'architecture, 1884, p. 73.
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Fig. 6.47 Inscription of a cylinder
seal. Le Corbusier, Une Maison —
un palais, p. 43.
Fig. 6.48 L. Delaporte, Cat. des Cylindre,
orient, PL. 24, 354, Musee du Louvre.
Paris: Hachette, 1920.
Ancient inscribed seals were usually owned by important officials. An Assyrian inscribed
seal (fig. 6.47) was arranged in the middle of Persian images in Une Maison — un palais,
page 43 without any reference. In fact, this seal is an official seal ofNergal-eresh, governor
ofRasappa about 800 B.C. (fig. 6.48). The inscribed image here is of a ritual scene. In
Assyrian seals, the gods are represented only by symbols or by cult statues. Some of the
divine figures are personifications of the planets and constellations.840
The image on the left is the male god, Adad, mounted on a bull, with his hand holding his
distinctive weapon the axe. To the right is the Ishta, the goddess of fertility,841 lady of ladies
and goddess of battle, who is regularly depicted with the planet Venus above her.842 This
goddess of battle would cast a shadow on Le Corbusier's connection with Athena, as well as
his series ofwoman and horse painting, such as 'Les amazones' in 1958. In front of her is a
sacred tree, the source of a magic virtue, or source of power.843 On the top is a crescent, a
winged disc hovering above the sacred tree. The god of the winged disc appears in all the
monuments associated with the king. It was originally an Egyptian solar symbol, which was
840 Henri Frankfort, Cylinder Seals: A Documentary Essay on the Art andReligion of the Ancient
Near East, London: Macmillan, 1939, p. 195.
841
Dominique Collon, First Impressions, Cylinder Seals in the Ancient Near East, British Museum
Publications, 1987, p. 165.
842 Ibid., p. 215.
843 Henri Frankfort, Cylinder Seals: A Documentary Essay on the Art andReligion ofthe Ancient
Near East, p. 204.
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taken over by Hatti, Mitanni and Assyria because it enjoyed an enormous prestige as symbol
of imperial power.844 The deity Pleiades is never personified but occurs frequently rendered
as seven dots.845
This image is composed in a symmetrical geometrical setting with basic 'regulating lines'
behind it. This image in the book was arranged in the centre of the page; reminds one of the
ancient splendours of Babylon and ofNinevah, which Le Corbusier intended to discuss in
the connection with the folk house and palace. It also brings in supernatural, mythological,
and astrological themes; dialectical dialogue ofmale and female deity which protect the
figure between them, etc. The consecrated subject matter of sun, tree and life would share a
common ground of The Radiant City in early 1930s. It also foresees mythological figures in
Poeme, such as the winged Capricorn on page 108, or a goddess on page 131.
Another two images ofAssysian seals in The DecorativeArt ofToday (fig. 6.49) have a
similar theme, without reference to its source.846 It is from ancient Assyria and similar to a
Fig. 6.49 Assyrian seals. Le Corbusier,
The Decorative Art ofToday, p.121.
Fig. 6.50 Ur, seal Fig. 6.51 Le Corbusier,
of crescent and Poeme p. 8, detail,
star.
844 Ibid., p. 209.
845
Ibid., p. 195.
846 There is no source mentioned in The Decorative Art ofToday, but in L'Esprit nouveau no.27, it
noted 'Assyrien'(Assyrian).
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seal from Ur847 (fig. 6.50). The right image has seven dots, a star, a crescent and a mace. Le
Corbusier celebrated its essential simplicity:
And so here is lyricism at its most absolute, the quintessence extracted from the natural
phenomenon, the force of pure meaning; the complete realisation of a relationship
established between certain human emotions: the crescent moon, the star, the
sword-blade.848
The sword-blade, if observed carefully, is in fact a mace, a symbol of power, which Le
Corbusier needed to fulfil his urban Utopia. His homage to Louis XIV at the end of The City
ofTomorrow is clear evidence of this craving for power. In the discussion of 'Decision' in
The Radiant City, he maintained that what we need is a 'despot', which is a plan, and that is
'your despot: a tyrant, a tribune of the people.849 In the early thirties, Le Corbusier believed
that 'new political and social institutions were requisite to environmental improvements.'850
The theme of these two seals continues on page 8 in Poeme and above the iconoclast there is
an image of sword, seven-ray star and a blue cloud form (fig. 6.51). The sword on the top has
its source in the mace on the seal. The blue cloud shape in the middle could be interpreted as
the sky, as on the cover of The Radiant CityS5i and the page 17 in Poeme. The sword-blade
reminds us of his 'physic or surgery' or 'mobilization of land' in his urban treatise. This
situation for protection may relate to the note on his sketch of this image: 'La vie est sans
pitie'.852 The crescent, reappeared on the cover ofPoeme. The star, which is frequently
mentioned in Journey to the East, also reappeared in different versions on his stained glass
and the door ofRonchamp Chapel.
847
Ur, Crystal conical Seal, star and crescent, no.682, (CBS. 16319).
848 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 121.
849 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, pp. 153-4.
850
Mary Caroline Mcleod, Urbanism and Utopia, Le Corbusierfrom Regional Syndicalism to Vichy,
Ph.D. Dissertation, Princeton University, June 1985, p. 6.
851 Le Corbusier painted it with blue colour and wrote 'espace' over it. He celebrated increasing space
between buildings, which allowed more skies and sunshines.
852 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II, 610.
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His view on the gigantic force of nature may relate to the thought that 'La vie est sans pitie'.
In March 1933 when he made the flight from Algiers to Ghardaia, he observed the formation
of the Earth, the vicissitudes of river erosion and circulation ofwater vapour. With this
God-like view, he is assured of having delivered Earth from its fate. He maintained:
And man, introduced into this unrelenting, impassive, careless game of gigantic forces
out of all proportion to himself, man within his human years, human seasons, and
human span, is forced to bow before the unforeseeable moves of the elements which
play their own games, and go their own way without heed. A mere sigh, a faint shiver,
the slightest frown indicating their activity is a frightful catastrophe to him.853
This set of images, as pointed out by Morgens Krustrup, is Le Corbusier's coat of arms,854
which functions like a seal to mark ownership and, by extension, protects what was so
marked. This protective quality gave the seal an amuletic value and the rightful owner and
wearer of a seal was also protected.855 In architecture the bas-reliefs imprinted in Le
Corbusier's Unite and Chandigarh are indeed his personal seal.
The Order ofAssyrian City: Khorsabad
Antiquity has left us, in its various remains, a demonstration of this fact. There have
been golden moments when the power of the mind dominated the rabble. We have
already seen it clearly in regard to Babylon and Pekin [Beijing].. .great cities and
smaller ones...which during certain noble periods were illumined by talent, science and
experience. Everywhere there are remains...which provide us with a model.
- Le Corbusier, 'The Great City', The City ofTomorrow, p. 105.
Le Corbusier was inspired by the ancient Assyrian and Babylonian worlds. Khorsabad, an
Assyrian city near Tigris, built as a new capital by King Sargon II (722-705 BC), particularly
853 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, notes next to fig. 116-7.
854
Mogens Krustrup, Porte email, Le Corbusier, Palais de I'Assemblee de Chandigarh, Copenhagen:
Arkitektens Forlag, 1991, p. 39.
855
Dominique Collon, First Impressions, Cylinder Seals in the Ancient Near East, British Museum
Publications, 1987, p. 113.
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interested him. The city was not completed when Sargon died in 705 B.C. His son and
successor, Sennacherib, moved the capital to the old established city ofNineveh, about 15
miles south. It is almost square in plan856 and a defensive perimeter surrounds nearly one
square mile.
This square plan interested Le Corbusier, who reproduced the city's archaeological plan in
The City ofTomorrow as an example of a great city (fig. 3.2). Although there is no
description of the city in this book, he mentioned it in his sketchbook: 'Assyria, palace of
Sargon, temple of Sargon.'857 Later measurement shows that the city was not very square.
His source of this plan is most likely Charles Chipiez's book,858 one of his main sources of
ancient history.
In the northwest of the city, there was an enclosed citadel accommodating many major
buildings; among them the Palace of Sargon. A ziggurat, associated with the palace temples,
in the citadel was on a square base of 45 metres side. Its seven tiers rose up to the same
height and it was ascended by a winding ramp.859 Le Corbusier's Mundaneum of 1929 bore
strong similarities to this citadel (fig. 3.16). Both are oriented in a diagonal of the cardinal
points. Both ziggurats were located on the side of the major or secondary axis with a big
courtyard next to it. The rectilinear exhibition buildings ofMundaneum, having a series of
square courtyards, were the main compositional language of this Palace.
856 Charles Chipiez and Georges Perrot, History ofArt in Chaldaea andAssyria, trans. & ed.,
Armstrong, Walter, London: Chapman and Hall, New York: A.C. Armstrong and Son, 1884, p. 312-4.
The Drawing Le Corbusier reproduced was from Chipiez's book.
857 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, no.57.
858 From Le Corbusier's Sketchbooks: 'Assyria, palace of Sargon, temple of Sargon.'(Sketchbooks I,
57) which is at Khorsabad; 'Study Chipiez / Assyrian' {Sketchbooks I, 109) 'Ninevh-Chipiez; Babylon
[-Chipiez]' {Sketchbooks I, 152).
859 Sir Banister Fletcher, Sir Banister Fletcher's a History ofArchitecture, 19th ed., p. 78.
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As architecture and urban design, many objects of the decorative art of the Near East culture
were studied by Le Corbusier. Other than Assyrian seals, there are small statuettes of the
Head of a Deer (FLC 1869) and a Chaldean Bull (FLC 5862),860 which achieve a high
standard of craft. It is an example of the high technology of the ancient world, which was
especially appreciated by Le Corbusier because ofhis background as a Swiss clock
decorator.
Part IV. India and Indochina
In south Asia, the British dominion of India and the French dominion of Indochina both have
magnificent large-scale religious architecture. In India the sacred monument or temple is
symbolically identified with the temporal and formal structure of the universe. In the spatial
continuum that links the human world to the gods; architectural forms make specific
reference to cosmic pattern, including the mathematical structure of the cosmos. Their
regulating lines are based on 'mandalas', geometrical diagrams that reproduce the pattern of
this universe. Instrumentally, Indian sacred architecture is based on symbolic and formal
principles, 'shastras', that give information on building forms and techniques, as well as
astronomical and astrological data. These permit sacred monuments to be related to the
heavens. Shastra assures the architect that if he masters the mathematics of his building, then
harmony will reign throughout the world.861
860 Head of deer, collection of Louvre, FLC 1869 and also see Passe 343. The Chaldean Bull, FLC
5862 published in The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 203, collection of the Louvre.
861
George Michell, The Penguin Guide to the Monuments ofIndia, vol. 1, Buddhist, Jain, Hindu,
London: Penguin, 1990, cl989, pp. 63-4.
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Building types that interested Le Corbusier were large-scale temples. Even when they have
various ornate towers, there is a strong, clear, and orthogonal order in their plan. The
examples he studied appeared in his publications: the Ramalingeshvara Temple in south
India in Une Maison - un palais and the Tyagaraja Temple in Tiruvalur in Towards a New
Architecture. Three more images of temple plans were illustrated in Oeuvre complete vol. 1:
the Temple of Jagannath in Puri, the Gondeshvara temple in Sinnar and AngkorWat in
Cambodia. His interest in rectilinear order is evident in his focus on rectilinear plans rather
than the curved tower (gopura) in elevation.
In the plan of the building complex of the Indian temple, the votive image is housed in the
sanctuary, known as the 'garbhagriha' or womb-chamber. It coincides with the centre of the
regulating mandala, its most powerful point; it also dictates the arrangement of the other
architectural element. The main axis is most often laid out on an east-west direction, and
doorways are often positioned along the line, followed by series ofmandapas (columned hall)
to the sanctuary. Secondary axes and side porches are sometimes provided. In its elevation,
the temple is conceived as a mountain. The tower rises directly above the garbhagriha
(sanctuaiy), and its summit being positioned over the middle of the sanctuary. In this way,
the highest point of the elevation is coordinated with the innermost point in the plan.862
Ramalingeshvara Temple
In Une Maison - un palais*63 a sketch of the plan of the Rameswaram temple
(fig. 6.52) is discussed along with a drawing of a summer residence near Beijing and the
862
George Michell, The Penguin Guide to the Monuments ofIndia, vol.1, Buddhist, Jain, Hindu,
p. 68.
863 Le Corbusier, Une maison - un palais, p. 11.
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Colosseum in Rome. He noted on his drawing of this Indian temple: 'The temple of









Fig. 6.52 Le Corbusier, Temple of Rameswaram. Fig. 6.53 Plan of Temple of Juganat at Puri.
LC, Line Maison — un palais, p. 11. James Fergusson, History ofIndian andEastern
Architecture, 1891, p. 430.
This temple is located at Rames(h)waram, a sacred Hindu island in Tamil Nadu, south India
and connected to the mainland by a causeway. It is believed to be the place where Rama
(incarnation ofVishnu) worshipped Shiva after crossing over from Sri Lanka.865 This temple
complex (fig. 6.53) is composed of a vast rectangle of high walls, around 200 metres (612 ft.)
by 260 (868 ft.) metres with rectilinear X-Y axis crossing in the centre. Each axis is followed
by an entrance of a high wall, a towered gopuras (a tower gateway in monumental structures)
and a long corridor. Within this wall is the second layer, an intermediate square enclosure
with long corridors, water tank, and secondary shrines. Furthermore, in the centre of the
intersecting axes is the third layer of enclosure, the innermost sacred shrine. Everything is




George Michell, The Penguin Guide to the Monuments ofIndia, vol. 1, Buddhist, Jain, Hindu,
London: Penguin, 1990, p. 464.
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sanctuary, without a strict symmetry. In Une Maison-un palais, Le Corbusier follows his
description ofRome as iron vigour, ordered ruthlessly, with one of this temple: 'And here are
expressed, in the great temples of India, the actual conditions of all architecture; the order,
the hierarchy. Power, flexibility and subtlety. Nuance.'866
This concentric type ofHindu temple may cast some light on his later work of the Assembly
Hall in Chandigarh (fig. 6.54). The whole precinct is a rectangular setting in an orthogonal
order. Both of their entries will pass through a reflective pond. The sacred centre located in
the innermost area, corresponds to the assembly hall at Chandigarh, and is located off the
geometrical centre. In the hall ofAssembly, as Le Corbusier noted, 'will lend itself to
possible solar festivals recalling to men, once a year, that they are children of the sun.. .it will
display, by its proper geometric definition, an amazing architectural nobility.'867
The Temple of Tyagaraja
The Tyagaraja temple in Tiruvalur, Tamil Nadu, south India, is another type of Indian temple.
It has similar arrangement, with layers of enclosure, but the towered gopuras are aligned
866 'Et void s'exprimer, dans les grands temples des Indes, les conditions memes de toute architecture:
I'ordre, la hierarchie. Puissance, souplesse et subtilite. Nuance.' Quote from Le Corbusier, Une
Maison-Un Palais, p. 10.
867 O.C. 6, p. 94.
Fig. 6.54 Ground plan, Assembly, Chandigarh. O.C. 2, p. 88.
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along the central east-west axis. It was featured in Towards a New Architecture,868 as he
discussed in 'Three reminders to architecture'. He remarked on the simplified drawing (fig.
6.55): 'Types ofHindoo Temple; The towers make a rhythm in space.' In Indian sacred
architecture, 'a correctly proportioned building is considered to be in harmony with the
principles of a universal order such a building can also bring perfection to the community.'869
The source of this drawing is not credited, but is in fact taken from Auguste Choisy's
Histoire de Varchitecture. As Choisy noted, he had referred to a book by Ram Raz. Thus this
image in Le Corbusier's book is most likely the Tyagaraja Temple in Tiruvalur, which
Choisy made after Ram Raz's Essay on the Architecture ofthe Hindus (fig. 6.56).870
The towers make a rhythm in spare.
Fig. 6.55 A Hindoo temple. LC, Towards a New
Architecture, p. 48.
868 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 48.
869
George Michell, The Penguin Guide to the Monuments ofIndia, vol. 1, Buddhist, Jain, Hindu, p.
64.
870 Ram Raz, Essay on the Architecture ofthe Hindus. London: J. W. Parker for the Royal Asiatic
Society ofGreat Britain and Ireland, 1834, PL XLVII, The Pagoda ofTiruvalur; PL XLVIII, Ground
plan of the Pagoda of Tiruvalur.
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Fig. 6.56 Pagoda ofTiruvalur. Ram Raz, Essay on
the Architecture ofthe Hindus, PL XL VII.
Fig. 6.57 Temple of Tiruvalur.Michell, George,
The Penguin Guide to the Monuments ofIndia, vol.
7, p. 485.
Tiruvarur (Tiruvalur, Tiruvalur) temple, in the district of Tanjore, is famous for the shrine of
Tyagaraja. The temple is a gigantic structure. From miles distant the gopurams are visible. It
is a great pilgrim centre, throughout the year, particularly in the month of Chittirai when the
most important festival, the annual festival of Sri Tyagaraja, is performed. There are four
gopurams on four sides. The colossal structure of the temple has a length of 846 feet with a
breadth of 666 feet. Pilgrims take their bath before entering into the precincts of the temple.
Similarly in his design of Chandigarh, an entry through a cleansing pond dignifies the
Assembly, High Court and Governor's Palace. It also echoes the washing basin at the
entrance of the Villa Savoye, a house - a temple.
Jagannath Temple
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The Jagannath Temple (Jagannatha, Juganat) is in Puri, and was built in the twelfth century,
with later developments. Le Corbusier studied the plan of this temple (fig. 6.58) and noted
on two extreme ways ofmanaging the symmetry of temple: 'Determination of the rigours
and flexibility of Symmetry.' ('Determination des rigueurs et des laisser-aller de la
Symetrie.')
' ci t*. fyj
Fig. 6.59 Plan ofTemple of Juganat at Puri, From
Fergusson, James, History ofIndian and Eastern
Architecture, 1891, p. 430.
Fig. 6.58 Le Corbusier, Temple ofJagannath,
from his Oeuvre complete vol. 1, p. 21.
Puri, as it is known to the Hindus, is a holy town located on the bank of Bengal Bay, Eastern
coast of India. The temple of Jagannath (fig. 6.59), Lord of the universe and an incarnation
ofVishnu, is one of the four most sacred places (Dhams) ofworship for Hindus. This temple
has a double enclosure. Externally it measures 670 ft. by 640 ft., and is surrounded by a wall
20 ft. to 30 ft. high, with four gates. The inner enclosure measures 420 ft. by 315 ft., and is
enclosed by a double wall with four penings.871 Rising to a height of about 56.7 m (186 ft),
the tower over the sanctuary is a powerful composition (fig. 6.60).872
871 James Fergusson, History ofIndian and Eastern Architecture, London: J. Murray, 1891, p. 430.
872
George Michell, The Penguin Guide to the Monuments ofIndia, vol.1, Buddhist, Jain, Hindu, p.
251.
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Fig. 6.60 Puri, Temple of Jagannath.873
Gondeshvara (Gondeshwar) Temple
a y,vr"^'
Fig. 6.61 Le Corbusier, Temple of Fig. 6.62 Section and side elevation, Temple of Gondeshwar,
Gondeshwar, Sinnar, from Oeuvre Sinnar.874
complete, vol. 1, p. 21.
This temple was built in Sinnar, Maharashtra, western India, in the eleventh century. It is one
of the largest temples in the region. The principal temple and its facing pavilion are elevated
on plinth.875 A hall with three porches adjoins a towered sanctuary (fig. 6.62). Le Corbusier
sketched its plan (fig. 6.61) and pointed out its clear orthogonal axes. This image is placed
next to the images of temple of Jagannath and Angkor Wat, which all have a strong
873 From Mario Bussagli, ed., OrientalArchitecture, trans. John Shepley, New York: H.N. Abrams,
cl973,p. 129.
874 From Tadgell, Christopher. The History ofArchitecture in India: from the Dawn ofCivilization to
the End ofthe Raj, London: Phaidon Press, el 990, PI. 138.
875





Fig. 6.63 Le Corbusier, Sketch ofplan of Fig. 6.64 Le Corbusier, Sketch of a Cambodian
Angkor Wat. Oeuvre complete vol. 1, p. 21. Stele, FLC 1928, Passe 304.
Even though Indo-China was a French colony, the materials selected for publications by Le
Corbusier were quite limited, compared to his Indian and Chinese sources. The most notable
example is Angkor Wat, part of the Temples ofAngkor, a jungle city ofwater and
mountain-temples on the Cambodian Lake Tonle Sap. It was founded as the capital of the
Khmers about AD 900.876 The huge building complex was laid out in a strict centralized
rectilinear order, within an immense area of jungle. A sketch of its plan is published in
Oeuvre complete vol. 1 (fig. 6.63). Its serrated plan-form of the stepped temples and clear
orthogonal order might inspire Le Corbusier's urban idea such as central cruciform glass
towers.877 He also studied a Cambodian stele with a dancing female figure (fig. 6.64), style
ofAngkor Wat, at the Guimet Museum. His annotated drawing makes the claim that these
group ornaments are harmonious combination.
876 Susan and Geoffrey Jellicoe, The Landscape ofMan: Shaping the Environmentfrom Prehistory to
the Present Day, Rev. and enl. ed., London: Thames and Hudson, 1987, p. 67.
877 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 49. Le Corbusier had studied Angkor in his 'La Construction
des villes'.
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Part V. Journey to Further East and China
In his treatise Le Corbusier discussed several exotic examples from the Far East Asia.
Though Indo-China was a French colony, he paid little attention to it, being more interested
in China and Japan, perhaps because he was more interested in remote lands, and focused
more on the major civilizations to support modernist arguments.
In 1965, three months before the end of his life, Le Corbusier was interviewed by Hugues
Desalle: "Is there any other architecture, other than Greek architecture, which was an
important element in your life as an architect and builder-innovator?" Le Corbusier
answered:
Yes, yes! I've travelled all the countries of the world, except for two cities... Peking
and -what is the other? Peking and Mexico City.. .1 am trying to go to those
countries.. .in addition to the palaces... I admired the peasants' house, the house ofman,
the huts, the modest thing on a human scale.878
Even though he did not reply to Desalle precisely, his response explicitly revealed his
intentions and expectations.
Several illustrations of the Far East were randomly integrated in Le Corbusier's 'La
Construction desvilles', The City ofTomorrow, The Decorative Art ofToday, Une Maison-un
palais and other treatises mainly before 1930s. Some of his study results on 'La Construction
des villes' were published in his first Oeuvre complete 1910-1929, where pages of his
sketches from around the world were presented at the beginning. One of them (p. 21) was
annoted: 'Chine-Japon', which in fact consists of drawings of China, Japan, India, Cambodia
878 Ivan Zaknic, The Final Testament ofPere Corbu: A Translation and Interpretation ofMise au
point, p. 117.
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and even some European cities.
Rectilinear Order - The Great City
Fig. 6.65 Early plan of Pekin (Beijing), Le
Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow, p. 39
/Mf pit* tbtSf if fWw, a kifh }M»krr M. A*A 3*
(*tt taifcjm ft tateeJf im lie tcwt */ CJV !
Fig. 6.66 Early plan of Pekin (Beijing). 'Compare
this plan with that ofParis, a little further on. And
we Westerners felt called on to invade China in
the cause of civilization!'. LC, The City of
Tomorrow, p. 102.
A number of researches made in the French national library were repeatedly mentioned in Le
Corbusier's publications, such as the rectilinear order and discipline of Peking (Beijing, figs.
6.65, 6.66) in the discussion of 'The Great City'. Beijing city, laid out in a strict order and
hierarchy, inspired Le Corbusier's modem city. He noted in his Sketchbooks: 'Peking for
unity strong / and complete / (spirit unity?)'879 He also intended to use the plan ofKtifu
(Qu-Fu, the birth place, temple and tomb of Confucius, the great philosopher and
teacher ofChina 880
879 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, no. 152.
880 See FLCB2-1-80.
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In ancient Chinese cosmology, people believed in the 'spherical heaven and square earth.'881
Consequently, human beings should harmonize themselves with the universe by having
houses and cities primordially in a rectilinear composition. In contrast, non-formal structures
such as garden following the topography are more liberal and natural. In Le Corbusier's
project of the Radiant City, the cruciform towers in the business district, as Kenneth
Frampton stated, correspond to the 'center of divine power in traditional Chinese city
planning.'882
The Great Wall of China was constructed primarily to protect the ancient Chinese Empire
from invasion by the northern tribes. This huge wall, from Kansu Province in the west to the
Yellow Sea in the east, was initially built in the third century B.C. When Le Corbusier
discussed the technical equipment in The City ofTomorrow, he used this picture of the Great
Wall (fig. 6.67) as an epilogue to the chapter on technology, with no description in the text
except the annotation below the picture: 'The great wall of China, nearly 2,000 miles in
Length.' This picture is taken from L'illustre, no.7, p. 83 (FLC B2-2-50) with the caption 'La
muraille de Chine, au nord de Pekin.' This page is composed of several pictures from around
881 In Chinese ifj'. There are many archaic sources of this such as Confucius' words, see Sun,
Tzong-wen, Chinese architecture andphilosophy, China: Jiang-Su Science and Technology pub.,
2000, p. 33. mrntt, 'fmmmmnm, 2000)
882 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 53.
Fig. 6.67 The Great Wall of China.
Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow,
p. 167.
THE CHEAT *'AtL 01® CHINA, NEARLY E.OOO 3J3LE5 iSi LENGTH
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Beijing, and a brief introduction to China in the early twentieth century. In The City of
Tomorrow, Le Corbusier did not explicitly elaborate on the picture of the GreatWall, but his
description on the following page could be interpreted as a footnote to this picture. 'The vital
thing is to have an idea, a conception, and a programme... Haussman's equipment was
meagre...and in destroying chaos he built up the Emperor's finances!'883 It is a similar case
to ancient China, which was able to use primitive equipment to accomplish a remarkable
monument of a powerful empire and a miraculous architecture in the world. It seems that this
picture informs Le Corbusier's urban project in Algiers (fig. 6.10) with its sinuous
viaduct-like structure meandering along with the natural topography.
Asymmetrical Disposition - A Private Chinese Garden in Quanton (Canton)
Ml
Fig. 6.68 Le Corbusier, A Chinese garden in Quanton Fig. 6.69 Chretien Louis Joseph de
(Canton), south China. FLC B2-20-282. Guignes, Voyages a Peking, Manille et
Tile de France, Atlas, Plate 90.
883 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 166.
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A Chinese garden at Quanton (Canton, or Guang Zhou, a seaport of south China) with an
asymmetrical composition interested Le Corbusier. His study was recorded in 'La
Construction des villes' and published in the Oeuvre Complete 1910-1929. This plan (fig.
6.68) of a small private garden is taken from the book Voyages a Peking, Manille et Pile de
France by Chretien Louis Joseph de Guignes, a former Resident de France in China.884 It is
the only architectural plan (fig. 6.69) in the Atlas volume of the book; the others are scenery
and maps. This garden was located on the outskirt ofCanton and belonged to M. de
Grammont.885 Le Corbusier imitated this plan precisely and recorded all the notes and names
of each part.
Water is the key element of this Chinese garden. Two ponds, separated by an island with
three pavilions, are the focus of the entire garden, surrounded by galleries, corridors,
buildings, courtyard and trees. No further drawing of this garden is provided in this book, but
many similar examples can be found in other plates of the same book, such as pavilions
(plates 13 and 59), gardens and buildings with curved pitch roofs (Batiment from the original
drawing). The latter are mainly wooden trabeated structures.
This plan (fig. 6.69) interested Le Corbusier and might have inspired him in various ways.
From the northeast corner (upper right in the drawing), one enters the garden through a small
gate and walks along a short narrow corridor. An octagonal pavilion situated at the end of the
corridor diverts the path to the pond. By such a delicate design, the visitor will not be led to
the pond directly. Furthermore, a scene of contrast, expanded and spacious, surrounded by
884 Chretien Louis Joseph de Guignes, Voyages a Peking, Manille et Vile de France: faits dans
Vintervalle des annees 1784 a 1801, Paris: Imprimerie imperiale, 1808, Atlas, Plate 90.
885
Ibid., volume II, p. 192.
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trees and other corridors, is surprisingly presented. Each side of the upper pond is planned
differently with various views.
As the central pavilions and corridor are all visually permeable,886 the other shimmering half
of the garden is the next pond surrounded by plants, which could be perceived as a further
layer of space and creates a deeper effect. This building complex, with its asymmetrical
orthogonal layout, delighted Le Corbusier. Within this order, people can promenade in a
free-flowing but dynamic space entwined with naturalistic and informal waterfront and
vegetation. This naturalistic and organic ethos permeates the garden, as described by the
author: 'L 'art des jardins, chez les Chinois, consiste a copier la nature: imiter ses beautes et
render ses desordres, sont chez eux le comble du genie. '887 Following the zigzag path, a
series of interesting and thoughtful designed vistas emerge one after another. Le Corbusier
may have observed that Chinese architecture is mostly made ofwood with a post-and-lintel
structure. Usually, the columns of a pavilion are only to support the roof.888 Walls of a
pavilion with large openings, such as the examples in this book, offer a great deal of visual
transparency on the ground level. This composition has a similar effect to Le Corbusier's
'Piloti'. The type of arrangement, creating a journey through a tiny entrance, a zigzag path
and along a sequence ofmulti-layer space in a rectilinear order adopted in this Chinese
garden, is also frequently applied in Le Corbusier's work.
886 The typical Southern Chinese architecture is built up with wooden trabeated structure system
(piloti and beam), and the pavilion is usually a structure open to the surrounding.
887 Chretien Louis Joseph de Guignes, Voyages a Peking, Manille et Vile de France: faits dans
Vintervalle des annees 1784 a 1801, Paris: Imprimerie imperiale, 1808,Volume II, pp. 189-190. Le
Corbusier may read this section, as this part is in the whole book, or may not read it, as his annotation
is only basic information.
888 je vrai mot, celui qui convient le mieux a la colonne Chinoise, etpiller [compare with the Greek
one]...La majeurepartie des materiaux d'un edifice Chinois, est en bois; le toit est supportepar des
colonnes.' Ibid., p. 173.
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Examples in this book are introduced as etchings seen from a Westerner's eyes, in which a
certain distance from real Chinese architecture can be discerned. A few characteristics of
typical Chinese architecture are not presented ideally. For example, details ofDou-Gong
( box and arch system as a connection between column and roof, in Chinese in the
drawing are always blurred in de Guignes's book, but Dou-Gong is indeed a unique and
delicate kind ofChinese wooden construction. However, Le Corbusier's personal interest in
Asian architecture, as revealed by his other drawings, actually focused more on the
composition than the wooden construction details.
Geometry in Nature: a Chinese Royal Summer Residence
One of Le Corbusier's studies of Chinese landscape (fig. 6.70), most likely from 'La
Construction des Villes', was published in Une Maison - unpalais.m This landscape was
juxtaposed with drawings of the Colosseum and a large-scale Indian temple complex. In this
work, he discussed the order within nature exemplified in building in Chinese landscape
drawing, and further elaborated on hierarchy and power, as well as other subtleties in these
cases. This juxtaposition implies that these three architectures remain equally magnificent: a
moderate Chinese pavilion complex within a natural setting, an architectural landmark of a
great empire, and a powerful influential religious monument.
889
Currently this drawing is not in 'La Construction des villes' but belongs to the same family of
Chinese drawings there. See discussions in the following paragraph.
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Fig. 6.70 Summer residences around Peking
pavilion on the shore of an extensive lake, which gradually merges with the distant
mountains. This drawing is annotated: 'The summer dwellings around Peking.' (Les
residences d'ete aux environs de Pekin.); and the text reads: 'In a variegated setting, the
Chinese erect a house, clear, lucid, precise: a regular event.' {Dans le site bigarre, le Chinois
eleve sa maison, nette, limpide, precise: evenement regulier.)
Le Corbusier's argument is precise and reasoned, as the leitmotif of the book is to support
his argument against losing the competition for the League ofNations buildings. Both
building complexes, the Chinese residence and the League ofNations, were situated on
natural lakeshores. His modernist design for the competition is geometrically pure, and
rectilinear. It is also a manifestation of his 'five points'. As he notes, he cherished the regular,
clear, limpid and precise characteristics of this Chinese architectures placed amongst the
irregular, natural and picturesque setting. The right angle, his lifelong delight, is manifested
in this Chinese pavilion, and supported the universality of his design. As the League of
Nations was an international institution, his design drew upon universal solutions.
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A. A Summerhouse or a Palace
There is no further description of this Chinese summer residence in the book regarding its
source, which is not unusual for Le Corbusier. But where and what is this summer residence
near Beijing? Unfortunately, this drawing is not shown in Philippe Duboy's research on 'La
Construction des villes',890 nor in the archive file of Une Maison - un palais at the Fondation
Le Corbusier. From the characteristics and history of Chinese architecture, it is clear that this
quadrangle and pavilion complex is not an ordinary residence as it is not arranged
symmetrically, which has always been a typical feature of the Chinese residence. It is more
like a large-scale garden, and its grand scale suggests that it is most likely a royal garden.
The capital of Qing Dynasty (1644-1911) was Peking and there were several summer palaces
nearby built in this Dynasty. Among them, the most remarkable was in Chengde, north of
Peking. In Philippe Duboy's research, a Chinese landscape drawing of the same source, but
with a different vista (FLC B-20-218 or F/19), provides evidence of its source. Comparing
this drawing (FLC B-20-218) with the royal collections of the thirty-six beautiful vistas at
the Summer Palace in Chengde (figs. 6.73-6.75), it is clear that the former comes from one
of the latter. In Le Corbusier's eyes, this building is clear, lucid and regular in a variegated
setting. But if examines from Chinese document, what does this architecture and landscape
convey?
890 See 'Index des Lieux' in Philippe Duboy, Architecture de la ville: Culture et triomphe de
L 'Urbanisme. CH.E. Jeanneret, 'La Construction des villesBibliotheque Nationale de Paris, 1915,
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Ancestors of the royal family of the Qing Dynasty were originally from Northeast China.
This summer palace, closer to their ancestral home, was built for the emperor to escape from
the summer heat in Peking (Beijing). The natural scenery of lake and mountain provides a
grand setting to this resort and provides the main theme of this royal garden. Many other
themes, such as legends, mythology and poetry are also incorporated in the garden in various
forms. To harmonize with nature, the original topography was conserved as far as possible
when the buildings were constructed.892 The volume of the architecture is subdued into a
moderate size instead of the grand scale of the Forbidden City. Nevertheless, the royal
grandeur and beauty remain appealing through a harmony with the splendid surrounding
mountains. Emperor Kang-xi, who initiated this palace, selected the thirty-six most beautiful
vistas, composed a poem for each of them, and ordered his court artist to make a drawing of
891
Shengzu (Qing Dynasty), Palace IllustratedPoem ofSummer Palace, (yu zhi gong he bi shu shan
zhuang tu yong). Note: in Xi-yong xuan cong shu; Taipei,
SI; (iW)ra^?P;(7H)WPM^^)i;(?W)?!tIli!llB- Pftti: H
m> (»b:«£»i,KH 72 *£[1983])
892 It was ordered by Emperor Kang-xi, the initiator of this royal garden. See Tianjin University,
Bureau ofCultural Relics ofChengde, Ancient Architecture ofChengde, Beijing: China Architectural
Industry Press. 1982, pp. 27-31.
BM, 1982.
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each vista. These poems and drawings were then collected, transformed into woodcut
drawings and edited as an anthology for publication.
One of the vistas, 'Spring sound resonates near and far' (in Chinese, )lt 'Yuan Jin
Quan Sheng', fig. 6.71) provides the source of Le Corbusier's drawing (fig. 6.70), in which a
quadrangle is encircled by an extensive lake with the magnificent mountains as the backdrop.
The composition of this landscape painting is arranged in a 'rising-eye-leveT sequence, a
vertical viewing system of successive eye-level vistas and perspectives, which conveys an
expression of depth when the viewer shifts his focus from the architecture at the bottom to
the winding lake and the mountain peaks on the top, and from the foreground to background.
The buildings in the painting are for leisure and therefore do not follow the conventions of
formal residence, which always follow rigid symmetry. Chinese formal architecture is
always composed of rectilinear courtyards and quadrangles arranged along a central axis.
The distribution and a sequence of the interior space reflect Chinese social and ethnical
values as well as hierarchy.893
The traditional Chinese gardener treasures a natural setting. It always follows the existing
natural topography and further enhances the characteristics of the natural landscape. Many
Chinese gardens were constructed or commissioned by intellectuals proficient at painting
and poetry.894 Building columns and wooden beams support a curved roof, whereas walls
are only enclosing partitions. This echoes Le Corbusier's 'Free plan', as he proposed in his
893 Dun Zen Liu, The History ofAncient Chinese Architecture, Beijing: China Architectural Industry,
1980, p.9. mwm• ikm, 1980.
894 Xu Jie Liu, Introduction to Ancient Chinese Garden (Zhong Guo Gu Dian Yuan Lin Gai Shu).
Beijing: China Architectural Industry Press,1986. 1^11111^35
lism 1986.
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'Five points towards a new architecture'. His interest in oriental quadrangle settings was
revealed in several sketches made during his journey to the East. These include a Turkish
house between Murattis and Rodosto,895 and a sacred necropolis in Eyiip enclosed by walls
as a quadrangle setting.896 This leisure residence in a rectilinear layout but avoiding the strict
symmetry of the Beaux-Art school, and synchronised with the landscape inspired Le
Corbusier, and hence was chosen as a case study.
The title of this painting — 'Spring sound resonates near and far' (in Chinese, ) -
refers to a spring in the north and a waterfall in the west in that region. The painting contains
not only a picturesque lake and mountain but also an imaginary resonance from the sound of
the spring, and even the temperature is cooled down by water, shade and wind. This image
was also perfectly conveyed by Emperor Kang-xi, in his beautiful symmetrical "Dui-Lian"
(in Chinese Miff), a Chinese traditional literary format, two regulated sentences in a certain
strict and consistent rhymes and rhythms, which symmetrically respond to each other: 'An
image of the sun emerges among the surrounding floating waterweed; a celestial spirit is
reflected in a lucid green lake.' (in Chinese : BiS '—andin his
poem: 'Draw spring to hear the cascade, dancing water arouses dewdrops; jade-like sound
echoes in the air; they exist but are invisible.' (in Chinese : 5 > fj?
AEffMffi ' The buildings, however, were not the Emperor's focus; neither
did he praise the architecture. Instead, he wrote in appreciation of the natural scenery and
sound, which contrast strongly with Le Corbusier's interpretation of the architectural order
within nature.
895 Ivan Zaknic (ed), Journey to the East, Le Corbusier, Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, 1987,
p. 80.
896 Ibid., pp. 125-6.
897 He Kun et al (ed), Qin Din Re-He Zhi (2), vol.28, Taipei, Wen-Hai Press, 1966, p. 17.
fjHTH, mt, 1966.
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B. A Variegated Chinese Landscape
Following the discussion of this Chinese landscape painting, Emperor Kang-xi's anthology
concerning this scenery was illustrated by Chinese woodcut landscape drawings. Chinese
landscape painting and poetry had been developed within an autonomous and matured
system for thousands of years. The appreciation of nature was a leitmotif of Chinese
landscape painting, which was formalized in the Six Dynasties (265-58IAD).898 Painters of
that time regarded landscape painting as a high art because landscape was thought to have
both substantive and spiritual qualities.899 'The Chinese were the first people.. .who placed
the painter on the same level as the inspired poet.'900 Both painting and woodcut were
commissioned by the Emperor and were of the highest artistic level in China. Why was it
'variegated' (bigarre) in Le Corbusier's eyes?
Michael Sullivan, The Arts ofChina, University of California Press, 1977, p. 139.
899 These words were probably by Tsung Ping (tk'JP), 375-442), a Buddhist scholar and painter, in his
'Preface on Landscape Painting (|lj7f<.11IJ?)' • See Ibid., p. 98.















The original illustration in the Emperor's anthology was a woodcut copied from a painting
by court artist Yu Shen (in Chinese CfcnfTf) and beautifully carved by a court artisan. It was
later reproduced as a copperplate etching (fig. 6.72) by Matteo Ripa, an Italian missionary,902
in 1713 under the Emperor's order, and it mainly followed the woodcut version. This etching,
however, was the first of a series of copper etchings made in China. Matteo Ripa was the
only westerner in the court who knew etching and his knowledge was limited. He knew only
what he had learned from a single class taught by an artist in Rome. The required materials
were difficult to obtain and tools were not available. The ingredients for aqua fortis (nitric
acid) were inadequate, with the result that the lines of the etching were very shallow. The ink
901
Shengzu (Qing Dynasty), Palace Copperplate Etchings ofthe Thirty-Six Vistas ofSummer Palace,
Beijing, Xue Yuan Press, 2002. SlliSMilJLlStH-fr/Ngif ffl/(?i)l=ilL§l; C/tfflt^trffXlO/ff)
mamm, 2002. ^<»m#iijh±h+7v1?i#0> mm, nut*m
®s+-^[i7i3] pgjjTirom
902 Matteo Ripa (Chinese name JllSlIf), 1682-1745, Italian missionaiy who stayed in China from
1710-1723 .Author of'Memoirs ofFather Ripa, during thirteen years residence at the court of Peking
in the service of the Emperor ofChina.'
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was not suitable for printing; nor was there a machine for pressing. Matteo Ripa did many
experiments before finally achieving a measure of success.903
These two versions reveal the difference in the disciplines between two cultures, as well as
maturity in technique. The woodcut drawing (fig. 6.71) follows the basic technique of
strokes in the Chinese brush painting ('Tsuen' or cun, in Chinese a special technique
ofmodelling strokes that Chinese artists have been using to depict the textures of the tree,
rock, mountain and land. The brushstroke allows varying thickness of line and changes of
direction in the same stroke. Conversely, in copperplate etching the artist 'draws' the line
with a sharp needle over the resinous layer on the plate; thus the line is very fine and
delicate.
There are significant differences between these two versions, as revealed in the manner of
depicting the mountains. In the woodcut (fig. 6.71), the mountains are depicted abstract and
flat, either covered by slender dots where they are near or by just a contour line for these
further distant; whereas in the copperplate version (fig. 6.72), all the mountains are of
uniform shade. There are also some minor variations. In the woodcut there is an area of lines
representing the waves in the centre of lake, but in the copperplate etching it is lacking. A
short bridge leads to a small island on the lower right corner; but in the copperplate version,
the linkage is unclear. Thus the copperplate version becomes 'variegated', as Le Corbusier
described. The woodcut drawing by the Chinese painter and artisan is closer to the Chinese
poetic and naturalistic spirit, whereas Le Corbusier's drawing is reproduced from the
copperplate etching.
9(b Matteo Ripa, Memoirs ofFather Ripa During Thirteen Years' Residence at the Court ofPeking in
the Service ofthe Emperor ofChina, New York AMS Press, 1979, pp. 77-84.
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C. Hermitage within Lakes and Mountains
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Fig. 6.73 Le Corbusier, Royal palace of Chengde.
Le Corbusier, 'La Construction des villes'. FLC B2-20-218
Another Chinese landscape painting in 'La Construction des villes' (fig. 6.73) came from the
same source (fig. 6.74). It is another of the thirty-six vistas in this royal garden and was
named by Kang-xi, 'Orchid path to cloudy isles' (^MftPL Zhi Jing Yun Ti). When
Emperor Kang-xi commissioned this royal garden, he instructed, 'The local farmlands and
trees shall remain intact; follow the natural topography to elaborate the beauty!'904 The vista,
'Orchid path to cloudy isles', was accomplished as this instruction. The theme is a path
bordered with orchids leading to a cloud-shaped isle. This isle becomes a floating cloud in
the "sky" reflected in the lake. A similar technique of such a double-meaning layout was
actually often applied in Le Corbusier's work. However, his viewpoint of this painting was




Creeks, isthmuses, pavilions, small islands, mountains are very high and really far, a
grand loneliness in an ample landscape. Ask the conservator who engraved these plates
which seems made by Mantegna and are so much Chinese in spirit?9 5
Fig. 6.74 Orchid path to cloudy isles, copperplate Fig. 6.75 Orchid path to cloudy isles EH,
etching, which Le Corbusier drew upon. Zhi Jing Yun Ti), woodcut version.
Both Chinese landscape paintings, in a diagonal composition, depict small buildings in a lake
with mountains in the background. Le Corbusier was attracted by such scenery, which could
be compared to his passion for the landscape of his hometown, the Jura Mountains and Lake
Neuchatel. He praised the beauty ofAndrea Mantegna's work in the Gonzaga Palace in
Mantua while travelling to north Italy in 1907.906 For the Chinese, mountains convey many
spiritual and symbolic meanings, as observed by Boerschman:
And if the Chinese, familiar as they are with their native earth, regard themselves as
part of it, look upon it as the source of their power and soul, they also lift their eyes up
to the mountains the source of the soil. In them they see the origin of their own being
and of holiness, the seat of the Deity. The mountains connect earth with heaven.907
Mountains inspire religious feelings in all parts of the world. The ancient Greeks believed
905 'Des criques, des isthmes, des pavilions, des ilots, des monts tres hauts tres tres loin, une gr[an]de
solitude dans un tres ample paysage. Demander au conservateur qui a grave ces planches qui
semblentfaitespar Mantegna et qui sont si chinoises d'esprit?'1 Annotation ofFLC B2-20-218
('La Construction des villes'/
906 'A Mantoue, Mantegna, tres beau, surement son chef-d'oeuvre (bibliotheque des Gonzagues)...
Letter to Charles L'Eplattenier, Nov.l 1907, Le Corbusier /choix de lettres, p.39. Andrea Mantegna
made a number of engravings during his stay in Mantua.
907 Ernst Johann Robert Boerschmann, Picturesque China; Architecture and Landscape: a Journey
through Twelve Provinces. Trans. Louis Hamilton. London, 1924, p. VI.
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Mount Olympus to be the home of gods. Temples and monasteries are frequently sited on, or
related to, mountains, which are regarded as holy places.
This Chinese copperplate etching was brought to Europe by Mateo Ripa and by other
ways.908 After 1908 Le Corbusier lived in major European cities such as Paris, Berlin and
Vienna, studying, working as an apprentice, and writing books ofEtude sur le mouvement de
I'art decoratifen Allemagne and 'La Construction des villes'. He revisited the Bibliotheque
Nationale de France, Paris in 1915 to further research for the latter book909 and others. Here
he was exposed to Matteo Ripa's Chinese drawing910 and to other resources, including the
schematic analysis of the Achaemenian cupolas in Dieulafois's L'art antique de la Perse,
subsequently included by Le Corbusier in Towards a New Architecture.
D. A Romantic Conjecture
Architecture in this drawing actually is not a house as stated in Le Corbusier's book, but a
royal pavilion at the Emperor's summer palace, which is quite the opposite to Le Corbusier's
idea of 'une maison' (a house) but it is indeed a part of 'un palais' (a palace). Nor is the main
theme of this setting visual order but a poem set to the sound ofwater. Le Corbusier
idiosyncratically selected what he needed for his argument, and made a personal
interpretation on the setting of this part of the summer palace. Nevertheless, the orthogonal
908 In January 1724, Matteo Ripa left China. On his way to Italy, he visited London in September and
paid a courtesy visit to King ofEngland and Duchess of Arlington, to whom he gave the etchings
before heading for Leghorn (Livomo, west Italy) and Naples. This early trade in Chinese images was
enormously increased over the nineteenth century, when many Chinese treasurers were pillaged for
western museums.
909 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 430-5. Also, the vista from the same source
(FLC B-20-218 or F/19) was in Philippe Duboy's research of'La Construction des villes' with a title,
'Ch.E. Jeanneret, "La Construction Des Villes" Biliotheque Nationale De Paris, 1915.'
910 A copy of this etching is in the Bibliotheque nationale de France, Paris. BNF, Etampes et
Photographie, Res. Hd 90. (Entre avant 1833)
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order in the painting is explicit.
It is interesting to see how a western artist selected, manipulated and utilized this distant
source. The original context would have inevitably been reinterpreted by Europeans with
their different cultural perceptions. Of course, Le Corbusier was an architect, painter and
writer, not an archaeologist. Other artists, such as Picasso, were inspired by African artefacts
but did not undertake scholarly research into the context and meaning. Whether consciously
or not, an artist 'shapes his artist expression to fit the use for which the work is intended, and
in the process adjusts the themes to the psychological and aesthetic environment of the
time.'911
Even if Le Corbusier could have undertaken scholarly research on it, the authenticity of
Chinese traditional painting does not care for realism. The Chinese, instead, care for an
imaginary expression and a cognitive presentation. This is evident by the high viewpoint of
this painting rather than from an eye-level perspective, as there is no such a high standing
point on the real site. The spiritual meaning of the landscape is more important than the
precise photographic reproduction. From the painting, Le Corbusier seized upon the order in
nature for his own purpose.
Le Corbusier's appropriation of this painting took place against the larger backdrop of
Orientalism in Europe, which was 'a kind of second-order knowledge - lurking in such
places as the "Oriental" tale, the mythology of the mysterious East, notions ofAsian
911 Jean-Marcel Humbert, Egyptonania: A Current Conceptfrom the Renaissance to Postmodernism,
in Jean-Marcel Humbert, Michael Pantazzi, Christiane Ziegler, Egyptomania: Egypt in western art,
1730-1930; [catalogue of an exhibition] Paris, Musee du Louvre; Ottawa, National Gallery of Canada,
Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, cl994, p. 25.
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inscrutability - with a life of its own.'912
Imaginary Building Complex
In 'La Construction des villes', there is a set of three consecutive drawings of large-scale
Chinese building and garden complexes, which Le Corbusier studied assiduously and made
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912 Edward William Said, Orientalism, p. 52.
913 This drawing Philippe Duboy noted on his 'Construction des Ville' with 'Architecture Chinoise,
palais d'ete Pekin.' However, some ofhis notes on East Asian drawings are not correct, such as FLC
B2-20-230 and 231, which are P'u T'o Shan in China, but are categorized as 'Japanese temple.'
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Fig. 6.77 Le Corbusier, Plan, League ofNations project, turned 90 degree. O.C. 2, p.
162.
The first sketch (fig. 6.76 FLC B-20-264) was important to Le Corbusier as he published it
in his first Oeuvre complete. On the left side of the sketch is a building complex within a
landscape. The layout is presented as a floor plan, but in the plan each building is shown in
elevation. Such a collage is common in ancient Chinese architectural engraving, and can also
be found frequently in Le Corbusier's paintings. The entrance is presumably located on the
left recess, and followed by a series of orthogonal courtyards surrounded by buildings. The
lower half of the complex is presumably a garden with vegetation. Le Corbusier noted: 'In A,
the Chinese garden is exquisite with its pond, the rocks, its large pine umbrella, its twisted
trees, its grasses, etc.'914 This asymmetrical orthogonal layout with a sequence of courtyard,
green area and a wedge shaped complex along the central axis, with buildings on one side of
the axis and landscape on the other bears resemblance to his later project for the League of
Nations, Geneva in 1927 (fig. 6.77).
On the right of fig. 6.76 is another Chinese large-scale, tall building and garden complex, in
914 En A lejardin chinois est exquis avec son etang, les rochers, son g[ran]dpin parasol ses arbres
tordu, ses herbes, etc.
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which he showed much interest and wrote a lengthy note.915 Since he never had a chance to
visit China, and did not have first hand knowledge of Chinese architecture and landscape, he
could only refer to secondary sources. In the sketch he tried to visualize what it was like to
wander around the complex and follow the sequence of space from statues, pavilions, and
gardens to courtyards. He made a detailed description of the sequence and transitions of
space: one crosses a moat and enters into a series of buildings, courtyards and later a
hermitage beyond. Various courtyards are formed by wooden porticoes, galleries, walls and
buildings, are linked and defined by stairways and doors. Inside the courtyards are there trees
and statutes.
Le Corbusier did not mention the precise source. It is in China, as a note on the top of this
drawing (fig. 6.77, FLC B-20-264): dejardin chinois' and on the top of fig. 6.82 (FLC
B2-20-266), he notes: 'Onze maisons imperials qui sont sur la route de Pekin a Nankin.''
Secondly, it should be a royal palace, garden or a very high-level temple, as they are
large-scale, and have at least three consecutive large buildings. Two of them have three
915
(Oe 20) C'est un fosse et 1 pont, unportique de bois, puis leporche lui-meme, ouvert dans la mur.
C'est un escalier (stair) qui monte sur la terrasse du premierpavilion. IIy a a gauche et a droite au
haut de I 'escalier, 2 griffon de bronze; a droite 4 arbres et une grande tortue de bronzeportant une
forme symbolique estposee dans le gazon. A gauche ily a aussi une vue. Ce pavilion est cercle dans
un cloitre (cloister) de gazon: des pomeraisf?] tout le tour, au colonnettes rouges seferment sur le
second et deja plus grandpavilion, qui a trois toitures superposees. 2 autres tortues dans I 'herbe.
La s 'agglomere le complexe des eaux diverses; Mais le gfranjd axe se maintient et au dela d'un
secondparvis, voici le troisieme et dernier grandpavilion, a 3 toitures, avec une galerie, au Illieme,
des arbres toujours ici et la. Et sous leportique ouvert des portes qui donnent sur d'autres clos, avec
des multiples pavilions en travers, a R[ez] de chfaussee] seulement. Et sous le portique ouvert des
portes qui donnent sur d'autres clos, avec des multiples pavilions en trovers, a RfezJ de chfaussee]
seulement. Puis si a droite semblent se multiplier les com[m]uns (cour vues ?) , a gauche ouvre un
petit clos tout tranquille et asymetrique avec un petitpavilion de lefond sur la pelouse derriere est
un chemin courbe qui suit un mur aussi courbe ouvert d'un trou rondpourfnote: move to next page]
regarder dans une grande thebaide avecpavilion qui encerclent en plan de grecque, com[m]e une
petite pagode. C 'est retire derriere le grandpavilion ouvre un parvis desert clos de murs dont de
grandes portent doubles ouvrent dans le clos qui dessert les com[m]uns.
Et enfin a I 'angle droit c 'est un clos avec Ipavilion loggia se mirant dans un etang contourne Le mur
de cloture evidementferme le tout. IIy a une gi'ande geometrie mais pas une symetrie froide; au
contraire. Ces vues sont en couleurs exquises.
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superimposed roofs (one roof and two layers of eaves, in fact), and multiple pavilions.
Behind them there are also a large hermitage with a garden and curved walls. The statues of
griffons (gryphons) and tortoises in the courtyard are further evidence of the building's
status.
It must have been amazing for a westerner to see a grand wooden pavilion with three
imposing curved roofs, porticos and galleries with wooden posts, lintels and sophisticated
joints. To Le Corbusier, this huge wooden building complex is very different from western
architecture. Wooden pilotis are much thinner than those of stone structures and are common
in Chinese pavilions. These provide easy communication and an open layout to the ground
floor. Under the open portico, doors lead toward other enclosures with many traversed
pavilions.916
Le Corbusier was also curious about exotic mythical animals and mentioned the bronze
griffons and the tortoise bearing symbolic objects.917 The griffon, a freak combination of
lion and eagle, is a mythological animal in the West and the Middle East, but scarcely
appears in Chinese culture. A more reasonable interpretation is that this pair of bronze
griffons are actually 'Chi-lin' (MSH), one of the mythical animals of the Chinese. As it
symbolizes blessing, a pair are sometime placed in front of the main gate of a royal residence
or temple. A tortoise bearing an object is rare in the western world, but it is commonly used
in Chinese traditional temples and palaces. In fact, this is a Bi-Xi,918 a legendary animal in
916 Et sous leportique ouvert des portes qui donnent sur d'autres clos, avec des multiples pavilions en
travers, a R[ez] de ch[aussee] seulement.
917
'//y a a gauche et a droite au haut de I 'escalier, 2 griffon de bronze; a droite 4 arbres et une
grande tortue de bronze portant une forme symbolique estposee dans le gazon.'
918 Bi-Xi (JUS), a fabulous tortoise in China who can bear heavy loading and also has a very long
life.
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Chinese mythology, which is the eldest son of a dragon. It is said that a Bi-Xi can bear heavy
loads and also represents longevity.
Le Corbusier might have been as fascinated by these mythological figures. The image of a
turtle reappeared in Poeme (page 137). He noted that 'to create architecture is to make a
creature.' The turtle shell, with its metaphor of a house bearing the loading ofweather and
providing protection, is divided into a geometrical pattern, like a sort of regulating lines. The
turtle is also an alchemical symbol.919
Le Corbusier continued his imaginary journey to the rear part of the complex and came to a
hermitage: 'behind there is a curved path which follows a wall are also curved, opened by a
round hole looking into a large hermitage.'920 In Chinese architecture, the curved wall,
round window and door are used in informal settings, such as gardens, pavilions and leisure
buildings. Within a limited space, these small gardens create sensuality and eliminate the
solemnity conveyed by a symmetrical layout. It is also frequently used in the vocabulary of
Le Corbusier's designs. On the other hand, there is a great geometry, but not a cold
symmetry; on the country,921 an obvious central axis is maintained and permeable to the
second courtyard, whereas the informal aspect is expressed by a curvilinear composition.
This ethos of an antithetical combination of geometry and freeform has echoes in most of his
architectural compositions.
919
Morgens Krustrup, Porte Email, 1991, Copenhagen, p. 34.
920
.. .derriere est un chemin courbe qui suit un mur aussi courbe ouvert d'un trou rondpour regarder
dans une grande thebaide...
921
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Fig. 6.78 Le Corbusier, Sketch of an island and a pagoda, FLC B2-20-265.
Another example in this series is an island with low pavilions, buildings and trees,
highlighted by a pagoda on the summit (fig. 6.78). Le Corbusier annotated its waterfront and
architecture.922 He noted there was an island washed by waves with a pagoda on top of the
rock. At the bottom, walls plunged into the waves and were crowned by top pavilions or by
beautiful loggias. There were one or two small islands, but their slopes were too steep. One
passes through red and blue lattice, red wooden columns, and white or pink walls, and he
imagined what a cheerful climbing experience this would be. All the buildings were
juxtaposed orthogonally. This layout is similar to the imperial garden in Chende, as in both
cases all the buildings have an orthogonal juxtaposition within the natural surroundings.
The pagoda, a highlight of this setting, is a symbol of the Buddhist doctrine, as 'a lighthouse
922 Ici c 'est une ile battue des flots. Au sommet du rocher est lapagode. Au bas des mursplongent
dans les flots et sont couronnes de pavilions apic ou de loggias d 'ou I 'agrement est extreme. IIy a
une ou deux iles petites. Mais le sol est trop en pente. Les lattis sont rouges, d 'autres bleu, les
colonnes de bois rouges, les murs blancs ou roses. Quelle gaie escalade! Tous les batiments ont une
juxtaposition orthogonale.
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of the Buddhist universal law.'923 As observed by Ernst J. R. Boerschmann, pagodas had
become indispensable and integral parts of the perfect Chinese landscape, as tall, usually
massive towers that contrast with other lower horizontal edifices or with natural mountains.
They emphasize 'an individual note which is both conspicuous and strange in
surroundings.'924
Virtual Journey to a Holy Island - P'u T'o Shan
Fig. 6.79 Le Corbusier, Sketch ofP'u Tsi Temple (left and middle) and Fa Yu Temple
#) (right), P'u T'o Mountain. FLCB2-20-230.
In 'La Construction des villes' there are two Chinese temples redrawn by Le Corbusier from
the photographs ofErnst Boerschman's book (fig. 6.79, FLC B2-20-230 & B2-20-231). Le
Corbusier did not cite the name of the place or building. In fact, they are major temples of
P'u T'o Shan (P'u T'o Mountain, IfKill), an island in the East China Sea, south of
Shanghai, east of the city ofNin-Bo. It is one of the four most important and holy mountains
of the Buddhists in China. There are many temples on these mountains, which attract
numerous pilgrims.
923 Ernst Johann Robert Boerschmann, Picturesque China; Architecture and Landscape: a Journey
through Twelve Provinces. Trans. Louis Hamilton. London, 1924, p. XV.
924 Ibid.
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In China, Buddhism: 'adopted the idea of the sacredness of mountains, and created its own
four Buddhist sacred mountains: also called Four Great Celebrities. Seats of the four great
Bodhisattvas, they too were placed in distant parts of the country as symbols of Buddha's
doctrine, as religious lighthouses erected by nature...'925 P'u T'o Shan is the sacred religious
centre ofBodhisattva Avalokitesvara, or Kuanyin
(His), Ae Goddess ofMercy, who is worshipped by many Chinese, especially in the coastal
provinces.
Monasteries and sanctuaries to the goddess are all over the island, which is similar to
Mont-St-Michel in France, but it is slightly larger and more distant from the coast. Pilgrims
have to travel by boat for hours to reach it. The Mont-St-Michel is also featured in 'La
Construction des villes' (no. 159). There are numerous examples in Ernst Boerschman's
book, but Le Corbusier was most impressed by the temples of P'u Tsi Sze926 and Fa Yu
Sze.927
Le Corbusier did not annotate the drawings apart from a few words from the original pictures
such as 'bridge', 'lotus pond' and 'kiosk'. He did not bother to write down the name of the
place, or the function of the building. In such circumstances, these drawings reflect his
personal preferences and fantasies at that time. He tried to catch images of the architectural
scenario, a procession of spaces rather than a fixed picture, three-dimensional instead of
two-dimensional.
925 Ernst Johann Robert Boerschmann, Picturesque China; Architecture and Landscape: a Journey
through Twelve Provinces. Trans. Louis Hamilton. London, 1924, p. X.
926 P'u Tsi Temple,
927 Fa Yu Temple,
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Le Corbusier appreciated a strong architectural order surrounded by a natural landscape.
Approaching from a rural setting, one purges one's mind while crossing a bridge over the
lotus pond and enters the sacred shrine. In Buddhism, the lotus represents 'grace', a holy
symbol, and in Chinese culture and literature, it also stands for purity. The Chinese admire
the lotus because, while it grows in dirty mud, the flower remains pure. This holy precinct
consists of a square compound with several courtyards. Though it is arranged in strict
symmetry, the passage in the central bridge is detoured from the main axis by a kiosk. To
visit the shrine, ordinary people enter it from the right side door and get out from the left.
Thus even though the layout of the temple itself is symmetric, the space sequence for visitors
is complex. The main hall on the central axis is the shrine dedicated to the major god, while
the side halls are also important for pilgrims to venerate the subordinate deities housed there.
Framed Sacred Vista
Fig. 6.80 Le Corbusier, Sketch ofPai-Fang and a temple of four
guardian gods (Sze ta t'ien wan) behind in Fa Yu Temple, P'u T'o
Mountain, detail ofFLC B2-20-231.
When Le Corbusier drew a vista, he usually chose either a front view, with layers and depths,
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or a side view, which was more dynamic. This perspective ofP'u T'o Shan (mountain) (fig.
6.80 FLC B2-20-231) is an entry view of the Fa Yu temple, which is framed by a "Pai-fang"
or "Pai-lou" (W®), a detached gate composed of post and a lintel frame with
inscribed decorations and calligraphy ofpoetic phrases. Such a framed gate is used in front
of temples and palaces to define a specific precinct, a similar function to the Torii in
Japanese architecture. This Chinese memorial gate erected in honour of gods or meritorious
men, as Boerschman observed, is a 'harmonious blending of the two basic conceptions:
simple constructive outlines and vivid ornamental decorations, Yin and Yang, the female and
male principles.'928 Another detail on the top of FLC B2-20-231 is a bas-relief on the railing
of a stairway. It has the theme of bulls, trees and clouds, and is part of the bull series, which
is a theme throughout his life.
Visiting this temple involves passing through a sequence of spaces, the framed gate, trees,
and stairs to the entrance chamber of four guardian gods (Sze ta t'ien wang, IZS^^zE), the
first of a series of chambers of the temple. Le Corbusier specifically selected this picture (p.
47 in the book) instead of the next one, a similar view without a framed gate, probably
because he was interested in more spatial depths and variations. In Le Corbusier's design, a
vista created by a specific frame is a common technique to represent spatial depth and
variety.
Chinese architecture uses exquisite timber structures, especially in the highly hierarchical
architecture of temples. However, perhaps due to the European architectural legacy, Le
Corbusier was more interested in the masonry parts, such as the kiosk, stone bridge, and
928
Original text is 'Yang and Yin'. See Ernst Johann Robert Boerschmann, Picturesque China;
Architecture and Landscape: a Journey through Twelve Provinces. Trans. Louis Hamilton. London,
1924, p. XIV.
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details of the railing decorated narrative reliefs.
A Book Case - Folding and Illumination
Fig. 6.81 Le Corbusier, study of a Chinese royal bookcase. FLC B2-20-266.
A special delicate Chinese folding case made of cardboard covered with silk (Fig. 6.81)
interested Le Corbusier. He sketched the case with detailed notes929 but without an
indication of the source. Inside the box the drawings were folded into a standard size and
assembled systematically as a set. This special cut "case" can be unfolded and re-folded at
each side. Its cloud-shaped pieces convey a metaphor of a free and lofty mind, interlocking
perfectly.
This set of books, which Le Corbusier studied is probably from the Bibliotheque Nationale
in Paris. One of this series is 'Imperial edition of the praise of the town ofMoukden'
929 voici l'emballage:
A: le plan peint a la gouache et a [? ] sur soie beige est colle sur soie damassee jaune citron rabattue
tout le tour a se plie en 4 x 4/2 B C'est le petit portefeuille soit 2 cartonnetes reconverts
completement de la soie jaune citron, on met le plan dedans et on boucle avec un petit os rouge vif b.
A-B on empile les II plans A B.
C. dans une fourre C qui s'ouvre et se deploie, avec fermeture au moyen G. Epaisseur 3mm. Le tout
est double de soie damassee jaune citron. L'exterieur est le plus beau brocard de soie vert rouge, bleu
brun et blanc representant des nuees sur fond jaune.
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(Shenyang, fig. 6.82).930 The author, Hong-li, was Emperor Qianlong (1736-1795), of Qing
Dynasty. Thirty-two booklets of this edition, printed in 1748 and covered with silk, are well
preserved in four silk cases.
Fig. 6.82 Imperial edition in praise of the town ofMoukden. From Monnet, Nathalie, Chine: Vempire
du trait: calligraphies et dessins du Ve au XDCe siecle, p. 189, and
http://expositions.bnf.ff/chine/grand/cl 17.htm
Le Corbusier made a detailed description of its colours, how and what it was made of, and
how the books and pamphlets were accommodated and opened systematically. The sketch on
the right hand side in fig. 6.81 showed a drawing pasted on lemon-yellow damask silk folded
in four times and inserted in a thin cardboard wallet fastened with a buckle.
The motifofwrapping and expansion can be observed repeatedly in Le Corbusier's work.
An image of a domino, always 'expanded', frequently appears in his paintings. The example
of a domino here (fig. 6.83) expands along each edge in 90 degree and becomes a sheet of
paper, which is presented in the same fashion as the Chinese set of books. The six surfaces of
930 In Chinese (yu zhi sheng jing fu), ?f
Collection ofBibliotheque nationale de France, Manuscrits orientaux, chinois 1582-1589. Its
composition dated back to 1743, Edition printed in 1748. Moukden or Mukden, former capital of
Manchu, had been named Fengtianfu and Shenyang.
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this box, original elevations and plans of it were expanded, turned ninety degree and
recomposed in one plan. Here the plan and elevation are transferable, as Le Corbusier's
claimed in Towards a New Architecture-, 'the floor...is really a horizontal wall. '931 This was
discussed by Colin Rowe: 'For, if walls become floors, then sections become plans; and, as
the building becomes a die to be thrown on the table, then all the rest results.'932
Fig. 6.83 Detail, Nature Morte a
la fourchette, FLC 257, 1929.
The folding of a plan (fig. 6.81, right) is a method of collage, which is elaborated in his
Cubist and Purist painting. In Le Corbusier's Purist paintings, plans, elevations and sections
of still life are always collaged together. The image is as seen from several orthogonal angles
simultaneously, with the fourth dimension, the dimension of time, frozen and added to the
traditional image.933
The Chinese theme in Le Corbusier's work was suppressed after his Purist phase as he had
become an established architect. In the 1930s most of his travels were in Europe, America
and Algeria. Nevertheless, he remained interested in other societies, including China. In The
Radiant City (1932), he discussed how his earlier proposals for modern city planning had
931 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 186.
932 Colin Rowe, 'The Provocative Fafade: Frontality and Contrapposto', in Le Corbusier Architect of
the Century, London: Hayward Gallery, 5 March-June 1987, p. 27.
9jj The idea of the fourth dimension had influenced many of the avant-garde artists ofFuturism,
Suprematism, Cubism, and others who challenged the old notions of space. Le Corbusier have been
much inspired by the "fourth Dimension". See Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, p. 8.
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been rejected by politicians. He mentioned how the European countries were suffering a
slump, the U.S.S.R. had interminable conflicts with China, and that Japan had begun to
invade China.934 He criticized the European politicians who only calculated how much
money they could make from the arms trade to enhance their domestic economy. Le
Corbusier claimed that 'In order to realize our plan, we should need new institutions, total
political redevelopment.. .let us continue to draw up our plan for the machine era under this
sign, the only true one: harmony.'935
In the late 1940s when arguing for his Modulor system, he recalled again the contact
between ancient civilizations: 'I know that Crusades set out to Jerusalem, that Marco pole
went to China.'936 He was also a member ofAssociation France-Chine.937 From Le
Corbusier's interview with Hugues Desalle in 1965, we find that Le Corbusier would still
like to have visited China for further exploration. Unfortunately, this dream never come true
but the Far East had made its mark upon him, leaving significant traces in his work.
Part VI. Japan
Le Corbusier's Japanese source are known to have included two examples of Japanese
architecture from documents; three Buddhist statues at the Guimet Museum in Paris; a Tsuba
with an inscription of bulls, later published in The Decorative Art ofToday. He had two
934 In 18 September 1931, Japan initiated war against China with a pretext of Chinese destroyed the
railway in north China.
935 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 185.
936 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, tr. P.de Francia and A.Bostock. London: Faber and Faber, 1958, p. 50.
937 He was the member of Liaisons artistiques, culturelles et universitaires in the Association. Auguste
Perret (Architecte & membre of l'lnstitut) was also a member. See FLC T2-1-103 in category
T2-1-101-111, Association France-Chine 1945.
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Japanese colleagues in his office from the late 1920s. Lafcadio Hearn, an English writer who
lived in Japan for fourteen years, is mentioned several times in his Sketchbooks, as well as
the American-Japanese sculptor Isamu Noguchi. Le Corbusier went to Japan after war and
designed the National Museum ofWestern Art in Tokyo in 1957.
Two Drawings ofArchitecture
For 'La Construction des villes', Le Corbusier examined two examples of Japanese
architecture in documents and illustrations. For one of them, he recorded the general plan,
noted each room but without description, while for the other he copied the perspective and
made an imaginary visit, without citing the source.
The plan studied by Le Corbusier (fig. 6.84 FLC B2-20-243) is Toshogu (jfCMH), a funeral
temple of Ieyas from Fernand Levieux's Essai sur I'architecturejaponaise. He carefully
drew the general plan of this building complex on page 14 and noted the function of each
space. Japanese architecture at that time was quite fresh to the European as Levieux pointed
out, 'In Japan, for example, we find an architecture fundamentally original, differing from
ours from the triple point of view: material, form and method, but susceptible as well to a
degree of development.'938
The Toshogu atNikko City (H3fc), was reconstructed in 1636 as a mausoleum for
Tokugawa Ieyasu ($j,]! [sic®, 1453-1616), founder of the Tokugawa Shogunate. It is a
938 'Au Japon, par exemple, nous rencontrons une architecture foncieremenl originale, s 'ecartant de
la notre au triplepoint de vue des materiaux, des formes et des methodes, mais susceptible tout
comme elle d'un haut degre de developpement.' From: Femand Levieux, Essai sur I'architecture
japonaise, Bruxelles, Societe Generale d'lmprimerie, 1895, p. 6.
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complex group ofmany buildings, each richly adorned. The principal buildings include a
main hall and a worship hall in the Gongen style, approached through the famous Yomei
Gate, which divides the forecourt and the holy precinct.939 Levieux's book contains two
illustrations of this building; a photograph ofYomei Gate and a general plan. Instead of the
richly decorated Yomei Gate, Le Corbusier was attracted by the simple, rectilinear ordered
plan which he sketched.
The Toshogu is like the Abbey of St. Denis, near Paris, which is the burial place of the
French royal family, inasmuch as it is the eternal resting place for one of the most powerful
kings in Japanese history. Unlike the church in a single volume, the Toshogu is composed of
a series of smaller buildings. It has a rectilinear order along its central axis, and is enclosed
by walls and gates creating a sequence of enclosures. The procession route is hierarchically
arranged with the primary sanctuary located in the innermost position. The main entry is




















Fig. 6.84 Le Corbusier, temple plan of Fig. 6.85 Le Corbusier, sketch of Japanese buildings
Toshogu. (FLC B2-20-243) (FLC B2-20-224)
939 Sir Banister Fletcher, Sir Banister Fletcher's a History ofArchitecture, 19th ed., edited by John
Musgrove, London: Butterworths, 1989, p. 724.
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Another Japanese example (fig. 6.85) that interested Le Corbusier is a medium-sized
two-story building complex near the sea and a volcano, probably Fuji Mountain, and it was
published in his first Oeuvre complete.940 No further indication on its name, function or
location is available. However, it is based on another author's pictures and descriptions.941
Le Corbusier described the experience of a journey into the building complex and its
interior:
In the Japanese street there are large pines and lawns, and upper floor galleries all
around the house. The galleries are vast, and they are illuminated by lanterns, and there
are reed blinds which can be lowered. There is a pavement in front of the building.. .a
podium of boards. And from inside the very big room on the hill, one sees the immense
panorama, the black pines... the sea, the volcano, the rice plantations.942
The interior is built up with thin wood frames with large openings on the walls. The sliding
partitions act as flexible doors and windows. The building is very neat and pure, and is
almost devoid of decoration, externally and internally. Because of its wooden construction,
the interior of Japanese architecture is freely partitioned and could be expanded flexibly by
sliding partitions. This design demonstrates the concept of the 'free plan'. The building
measurement is subdivided according to the Japanese modular unit, the 'Ken'. Le Corbusier
noted this later in Modulor: 'It has been the Japanese tradition through the ages to construct
their admirable wooden house on a modulus which is certainly much subtler than this [chess
board system]: the plait (the totow/).'943
Le Corbusier greatly admired Japanese architecture as stated in Oeuvre complete 1929-1934,
940 Oeuvre complete 1910-1929, p. 21.
941 He did not visit Japan until after WWII.
942 'Dans la rue japonaise ily a des grands pins et des gazons, et des galleries a I 'etage tout le tour
de la maison. Les galeries sont vastes, et on les eclairepar des falots et ily a des stores des roseaux
qui se baissent. IIy a trottoir devant I'immeuble... un podium de planches.
El de I 'interieur de la piece tres vaste sur la colline, on voit I 'immensepanorama, les pins noirs ...la
mer, le volcan, les rizieres.' FLC B2-20-224.
943 Le Corbusier noted this later in Modulor, p. 54.
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in which he cited the example of a modern house close to Tokyo:
it is certain that the art of architecture in Japan is better prepared than our western
counterpart to exploit successfully the modern architectural thesis. Japan possesses an
admirable tradition of dwelling. It has at its disposal an exceptionally refined and
spiritual craftsmanship. The old Japanese teahouses are adorable works of art.
Moreover, the Japanese have adopted the principles ofmodern architecture. They have
applied them with undeniable flair. They are capable of endowing modern architecture
with discernible refinements.944
His knowledge of Japanese architecture came from research and from his Japanese colleague.
Traditional Japanese architecture, especially the modest house without excessive decoration,
has many features in common with modern architecture, such as flexible partitions and
spaces, post and lintel structure, purity in materials and space, standard rectangular module.
Although Japanese architecture shows some modernist parallels, and was studied by Le
Corbusier, his notes on Japanese architecture are limited. Moreover, Japanese and Chinese
architecture are both normally composed ofmany delicate wooden elements and joints,
which are far from the plastic and monolithic concrete favoured by Le Corbusier. A
correspondence between Le Corbusier's architecture and that of Japan is less straightforward
that with the work of other modernists such as Frank Lloyed Wright.
Three Buddhist Statues
Le Corbusier also studied several Japanese Buddhist statues at the Guimet Museum in Paris.
One of them is Ida ten (Weit'o, FLC 2251, fig. 6.86) that is tall and straight. He is a
legendary patron and guardian of Buddhist temples, monasteries and law (dharma). He is
usually presented in armour, palms closed with a sword laid horizontally across his arms.
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Fig. 6.86 Ida ten (Weit'o, Fig. 6.87 Le Corbusier, Ida ten, Fig. 6.88 Le Corbusier, poeme p. 92.
Guimet Museum. FLC 2251.
Photo by author.
Le Corbusier did not sketch the entire statue, (fig. 6.87). The head almost disappears; and the
base was completely omitted, while he concentrated on the frightening, monstrous face in the
centre of the armour protecting his heart. The vertical hands, horizontal sword over the arms,
and the terrifying face expelling evils amid two sleeves form an enigmatic triangle in the
middle of the composition. This expressive form conveys mysteries within the orthogonal,
symmetrical composition of this martial statue. This sketch could very well be an early
prototype of a curious figure with two strange eyes staring at the viewers in Le Corbusier's
poeme p. 92 (fig. 6.88). In the process of development, it began as two figures embracing;
then the heads were omitted and the woman's breasts became eyes; a similar approach to the
sketches of the Japanese statue. It is also possible that Le Corbusier was inspired by Man
Ray's photographs in Minotaure no.7 of 1935 which shows a female torso as a bull's head945
and her head, like that of two previously mentioned drawings, remains invisible. Le
945
Mogens Krustrup, Porte email, Emalljeporten, La Port Emaillee, The Enamel Door: Le Corbusier,
Palais de I'Assemblee de Chandigarh, Copenhagen: Arkitektens Forlag, 1991, p. 41.
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Corbusier contributed an article to Minotaure no.9 of 1936.
Fig. 6.89 Le Corbusier, Sketch ofBodhidharma or Fig. 6.90 Le Corbusier, Sketch ofZao-gongen
Daruma -daishi (aHH^lSi), PLC 1897, (left). It (Zao-gongen, HczESfl!,), PLC 2246 (left), It drew
drew after the wooden statue in Guimet Museum, after the wooden statue in Guimet Museum, Paris.
Paris, no.205 (right, photo by author) (right, photo by author)
Le Corbusier also studied and sketched two more Japanese Buddhist statues. One is
Bodhidharma (fig. 6.89),946 better known as Ta-mo (Daruma, or Daruma -daishi)?*1 a
famous Indian monk who brought the disciplines ofZen meditation to China in the sixth
century. He was venerated as the founder ofZen Buddhism in China. The other is
Zao-gongen (fig. 6.90),948 a Buddhist deity said to have control over all evils. He is always
depicted with a wrathful face, right leg striding up and out into the air, and he holds a pestle
in his raised right hand. This Buddhist king is the deity of secret virtue who can overrule the
ordinary.
These two wooden statues contrast strongly in form and expression. One gesture is indeed
946 In Chinese and Japanese:
947 In Chinese and Japanese: Ta-mo (Japanese: Daruma, )|||5jf) or Daruma -daishi (gStl^yLfffi)
948
Zao-gongen is a Buddhist king displayed in different appearance, according to each circumstance.
In Chinese and Japanese lEE, iP^BlIslEE, °
vol.29, p. 169; vol. 9, p. 981) «,
•&.( vol.18, p. 83, vol. 6, p. 606). ^UiBE, MMMZB '
' mmz.
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calm and meditative, while the other is active and aggressive. Such a contrast also reflects
different aspects of the Buddhist path to enlightenment. Bodhidharma's tenets are based on
spiritual enhancement and the elevation of the mind through meditation for enlightenment
and epiphany. The other holds a substantial weapon in an intimidating gesture to overcome
evil and delusions in order to achieve virtues and liberation. The influential power of
Bodhidharma is conveyed as a tranquil inner state, whereas the Zad-gongen's is external
visual violence. Le Corbusier interest in these deities may be an indication of his obsession
with the antithetical counterparts, which he frequently exhibited in his works.
Tsuba of Bull
Tsuba is the part of a Japanese sword that serves as a hand guard. It is shaped like an oval
metal plate with an opening in the middle to accommodate the blade, and is placed between
the blade and hilt to protect the Samurai's hands. A tsuba is often decorated with subjects
that illustrate mythology, customs, legends, folklore, scenery, celebrities, and historical
events. As the demand for swords 'grew during the warring times, the production of swords
as well as tsuba increased, but as the world became peaceful, decoration overwhelmed
function.'949 The tsuba Le Corbusier selected is decorated with images of bulls (fig. 6.91)
and is one in a series ofbull images, which recurs throughout his life.
949 Rdiko Hara, Akiko Fukuno, ed., Tsuba: Japanese Sword Guards from the Ota Collection. [Tokyo]:
International Christian University, Hachiro Yuasa Memorial Museum, 1997, p. 3.
Fig. 6.91 Tsuba, Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday,
p. 199.
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Personal Connections with Japan
Le Corbusier's observation of the Japanese influence on Europe was at a very early stage. In
Etude sur le mouvement de I'art decoratifen Allemagne, his first book on research in
Germany published in 1912, he noted that the new orientation of arts spreading over
Germany was affected by the accidental revelation of the arts of Japan. 'It is probable that
the land was favourable, because the assimilation was radical... Vienna offers a sensitive
ground, and revolutionizes through Japanese study.'950
Le Corbusier made several Japanese acquaintances around 1930. Two Japanese architects
worked as assistants for him in this period: Sakakura Junzo who had worked
with Le Corbusier since 1927, returned to Japan In 1936 to design the Japanese pavilion for
the Paris International Exposition at 1937. Junzo received Charlotte Perriand, Le Corbusier's
partner and designer of furniture and interiors, when she visited Japan in 1940.951
Meanwhile, Maekawa Kunio (gfjJIISM) studied with Le Corbusier from 1928 to 1930.952
Jean Bodavici, an architect and editor, was Le Corbusier's friend since the early 1930s. His
partner, Eileen Gray had an association with Seizo Sugawara, a Japanese lacquer master
from 1907. Le Corbusier painted two murals in their houses 1934 and 1938. Le Corbusier
also knew Isamu Noguchi, the American-Japanese sculptor, as noted in his Sketchbooks II,
254: 'Noguchi (New York) October 1950 tells me that the Japanese are counting on me,
950 'II estprobable que le terrain etaitfavourable, car 1'assimilationfut radicale... Vienne offer un
terrain sensible, et revolutionne en japonisant.' Le Corbusier, Etude sur le mouvement de I 'art
decoratifen Allemagne, pp. 14-15.
951 GILLES Fage et Laurence Barbier, edition, Charlotte Perriand, Fernand Leger, une connivence,
Paris: Reunion des musees nationaux, 1999, p. 24.
952 Yutaka Tazawa, editor, Biographical Dictionary ofJapanese Art, Tokyo: Kodansha International
in collaboration with the International Society for Educational Information New York: Distributed by
Kodansha International / USA, through Harper & Row, 1981.
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would like me to go there etc.'
Le Corbusier later designed the National Museum ofWestern Art, in Tokyo in 1957. Though
the basic composition was Le Corbusier's proposed Museum of Unlimited Growth in 1930s,
many parallels can be discerned with his early drawings of two examples of architecture in
'La Construction des villes'. The spatial sequence of this museum echoes that of the temple:
a progression and a right turn after the entrance, then through a ramp going up to the next
upper enclosure. Many characteristics are similar to other Japanese buildings, such as large
galleries around the centre, the layers of spaces created by trees, pavement and a reed screen.
The solar panel on the ground floor of the museum recalls the window screens and grates
used in traditional Japanese building. Although Le Corbusier employed modern exposed
concrete, a wooden texture from concrete moulds was imprinted on the surface of the
concrete and still provided a reminiscence of traditional wooden structures. The exterior is
sheathed with green pebbles set in concrete panels, a common feature of the local
architecture of that period. Moreover, the stable rectilinear order contrasted with a dynamic
ramp with a diagonal pyramidal skylight above it, reminds one of the antithesis of the two
Buddhist statues.
Lafcadio Hearn
Le Corbusier read Lafcadio Hearn's writing and noted in Sketchbooks I 152 '...Japan Streets
/ see Lafcadio Hearn.' Le Corbusier learned about his work during his vist in Istanbul and
noted: 'Lafcai'do Hearn / ses oeuvre sur le Japon (Parfait / dit Augugste [Klipstein])'.953
953 Carnet I, Voyage d'Orient Carnets, English edition, trans. Mayta Munson and Meg Shore, Electa
spa. Milano & Fondation L.C., Paris, c2002, p. 82 and note 77.
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Lafcadio Hearn (1850-1904), an important English journalist and writer on the Japanese
culture stayed in Japan as an English teacher between 1890 and 1904.954 He was one of the
greatest interpreters of Japan to the English-speaking world.955 Another note in Sketchbooks
I, 57 is likely on Hearn's work: 'JAPAN Poetry— the gods / about death in a subjective
presence / not picturesque but noble grace / (The sacred isle of..
The illustrations in Hearn's books represented with customs, insects, religious stories and
folklore, but little architecture, unlike the rich pictures in his book on West Indies. He wrote
about several Japanese streets, but the drawing of a Japanese building
(fig. 6.85) is not from his sixteen works on Japan.956
Part VII. Other Cultures
South America was an early source of inspiration that began with his study at museum of
ethnography in Paris, in 1909. These sketches are of pre-Colombian Peruvian vases (FLC
5858, 256, 5865, etc), mostly with human or animal form. An example of this surrealistic
juxtaposition is discussed in chapter 7. Two of his studies were published in The Decorative
Art ofToday, a set of duck-vases (p. 201) as an example ofmuseum study, a drawing of two
owl-vases and a vase decorated with an albatross and waves (p. 30, FLC 1984, fig. 6.92) as
examples of folk culture.
954 He lived in Matsue, Kumamoto in Kyushu, Kobe, Tokyo and visited many other places. He
married a Japanese, chose a Japanese name, Koizumi Yakumo (/Jv§IAit)> and wrote numerous
books about Japanese religions, customs, belief, folklore and music.
9x5 Bibliotheca Hearniana, University Library, Kyoto University of Foreign Studies, 1976. p. viii.
956 For the list of these sixteen works, see Bibliotheca Hearniana, University Library, Kyoto
University of Foreign Studies, 1976. p. 2-4.
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Later, in 1929, he travelled to South America, where he gave lectures, observed the
Argentina folk house (see chapter 3) and made many sketches of exotic local women. He
went there again in 1936 for the projects in Rio, which were for the Brazilian Ministry of
Education and Public Health, and the University City. He made sketches of local scenery and
women, which were later developed into important paintings such as 'Les Trois
Musiciennes' (1936) and 'Alma Rio' (1949). He also designed Maison Curutchet in
Argentina in 1949. In 1935, a Peruvian potteiy957 and a pre-Colombian jade mask958 were
displayed in the 'Exposition d'art dit Primitif' in his apartment. These two objects seem to
have come from Louis Carre.959
Fig. 6.92 Le Corbusier, Peruvian vase, Fig. 6.93 Le Corbusier,
FLC 1984. Polynesian ornaments from
portions of clothing. The
Decorative Art ofToday, p.
29.
Papou.
Fig. 6.94 Le Corbusier, a
peddle of Papua, FLC 1767,
The Decorative Art ofToday,
p. 120.
His sources for the islands ofOceania are the decorative art from his early study of Owen
Jones' The Grammar ofOrnament, his text book in L'Ecole d'Art, of which two examples
957 There are several pictures slightly different in detail. A Peruvian vase appeared in his picture, OC3,
p. 157
958 Architecture d'aujourd'hui, July 1935, p. 84.
959 These two are not listed in FLC inventory 'Objects ayant appartenu a Le Corbusier.'
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reappeared in The Decorative Art ofToday. A study of Polynesian orthogonal decorative
pattern (p. 29, fig. 6.93) is used as an example together with his Peruvian vases for his
discussion on folk culture. It is drawn after Plate I from Jones' book, and is about ornaments
from portions of clothing made chiefly from the bark of trees. Le Corbusier selected plates,
no.2, 6, 11, and 13 for his purpose. Later he selected again no.2 and 13, and turned them
through 90 degrees for The Decorative Art ofToday. Interestingly, in the upper left of the
decorative pattern, there are orthogonal grid, subdivided blocks and diagonal lines extremely
similar to the order of his ideal plan of 'A Contemporary City',960 in which orthogonal urban
fabric was intervened continuously by a diagonal grid road system.
While discussing 'Respect for Works ofArt', he stated that decoration promotes decorum
and illustrated images including a paddle of Papua (p. 120, fig. 6.94). He noted:
The shepherd who shapes his staff... the Papuan who inscribes on his paddle the figure
of an albatross and a surging wave; they are both making an act of devotion towards
nature. The practice of their art has amassed the experience of generations and their
candid works have thus passed beyond the level of superficial observation to that of
true re-creation. Integration.
These two images appear at the very beginning of Jones' book in the chapter, 'Ornament of
Savage Tribes', which Jones praises highly. Jones stated that the efforts of a people in an
early stage of civilization possess a grace and naivete rarely found in mid stage, and never in
manhood's decline. He maintained, 'this evidence ofmind [the desire to create] will be more
readily found in the rude attempts at ornament of a savage tribe than in the innumerable
productions of a highly-advanced civilization.'961 This paddle shows a far higher advance in
their ornament.962 These two earliest researches of both rectilinear and free curves are
960 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 184-5.
961 Owen Jones, The Grammar ofOrnament, p. 14.
962 While discussing on the head of a canoe, Jones noted: 'In the distribution of curved lines, the
twisted rope forming the type as it naturlly would be of all curved lines in ornament.' Ibid., p. 16.
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manifested as a dialectic in most of Le Corbusier's works.
In addition to Oceania or Southeast Asian examples, Le Corbusier's sources were gathered
extensively from the Five Continents. Among them, the French colonies, however, account
for only a small portion, which reflects his desire for more exotic inspiration. Based on them,
new interpretations and visual languages kept presenting themselves to Le Corbusier as he
experimented with complementary possibilities and potentialities. The next chapter will




Creative Visual Language: Transformation, Purism, Surrealism
and Others
Here I have been allowed to speak as a man of the laboratory, dealing with his personal
experiments carried out in the major arts which have been so unfortuartely dissociated
or separated for a century. Architecture, sculpture, painting: the movement of time and
of events now unquestionably lead them toward a
synthesis. - Le Corbusier, 1948963
Le Corbusier's gallery of so many themes and images in his 'imaginary museum' was, of
course, as a resource for his creativity in both his art and architecture. In the footsteps of
Cubism, Le Corbusier and Ozenfant initiated 'Purism' in 1918. Celebrating the
characteristics ofmodern life such as the machine and geometry, Purism was an important
stream in both modern paintings and architecture followed by the International Style and
CIAM. In late 1920s, Surrealism and other influences emerged in Le Corbusier's work, but
there was still a certain Purist ethos.
In his artworks, the primitive and distant cultural sources are manifested in several ways as
fragments, elements, compositions and themes. For example, a flint is an ancient tool for
igniting fire or sharpening objects. Le Corbusier noted in Towards a NewArchitecture how
'primitive man squared a board very badly with a flint or a knife.'964 He brought a flint to
his studio and presented it in his paintings interlocked with his hand as in 'La main et le silex
vert'965 and 'La main et le silex'.966 It turned into something much more than merely a
primitive tool as he annotated on the latter painting: 'The human creative work stands
midway between the two poles of the objective and subjective, a fusion ofmatter and
963 Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, pp. 8-9.
964 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 74.




spirit.'967 Here his subjects have their own metaphorical structures formed through his life
experiences, during which these elements in his repository were constantly subjected to
reinterpretation and transformation, emerging in the visual language of his painting,
architecture and sculpture. In a series of reformulations, they appear firstly as Purism, and
subsequently Surrealism and other developments.
Part I. Transformation and Reinterpretation in Le Corbusier's Visual Language
The application and interpretation ofLe Corbusier's collections expressed in his art and
design work are usually not straightforward. Instead, these elements are always decomposed,
metamorphosed and recomposed into numerous new visual languages, which are able to
express his new poetry of design. Metaphor was very important to Le Corbusier's visual
languages. He always 'collected' images and motifs for use in his art and architecture.
Metamorphosis
While looking at an object, Le Corbusier was constantly thinking ofhow to develop and
transform it. One way was to abstract and fragment it.968 Morphing of objects into various
forms led towards Le Corbusier's ideal. In his Purist age the object is always geometrised,
mechanized, or expressed in an orthogonal projection. After this stage, transformation tends
to be plural.
967 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, frontispiece.
968 Richard D. Coyne, Designing Information Technology in the Postmodern Age: from Method to
Metaphor, Cambridge, Mass.; London: MIT Press, cl995, p. 254.
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Fig. 7.1 Le Corbusier, sketch of a woman, Fig. 7.2 Le Corbusier, sketch of a woman,
Sketchbooks I, B8, No. 487. Sketchbooks I, B8, No. 489.
For example, in his Sketchbooks B8, he drew a female nude on the beach (fig. 7.1). Two
pages later (fig. 7.2), the head of the same woman was transformed into a group ofwinding,
flowing lines; no colour or volumetric expressions for the body except for a few geometrical
lines. A concrete image of the body here is with new possibilities of associations opened up.
Fig. 7.3 Le Corbusier,
sketch of a woman and
trees. Sketchbooks B8,
No.488.




Fig. 7.5 A Gabon mask in
LC's apartment 24 N.C.
Detail ofFLC L2-10-89.
It was always Le Corbusier's primary aim to use ambiguity to make multiple meanings by
transforming heterogeneous objects. Thus a visual pun is created in which a simple hand can
also be read as a dove, a nude as a trunk (fig. 7.3, Poeme p. 145), etc. Le Corbusier always
showed three-dimensional components in projection drawings - plan, section, elevation and
axonometric, etc which are quite architectonic. He criticized the conventional perspective as
it only gave an accidental view of objects, and deprived them of universal and durable
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expressions.969 These images of projection are usually transparently illustrated for the
overlapped area in his Purist painting. The components in these paintings are commonly
re-scaled (for instance, a small building facade in his 'Composition avec la lune' 1929 (FLC
146), is reversed, transposed, expanded and mirrored like his icons of a die or a domino (fig.
7.4). These methods are similar to Le Corbusier's Gabon mask (fig. 7.5), which suggests
reversion (a concave face), scaling (a diminished torso and a leg) and geometrization (an
ovoid face and lozenge legs).
Reinterpretation
Another approach is to change an object's property rather than only modifying its shape,
giving the same element with multiple folds ofmeanings. For example, a rounded pebble
reflects natural phenomena; the tree and leaves are compared to an office building in Algeria;
contour lines of objects in his painting were reinterpreted into an architectural plan or section,
and an ocean liner could be turned into an apartment.
Being a part of Le Corbusier's design process, what Alan Colquhoun called a 'displacement
of concepts',970 was often employed as a vehicle of reinterpretation. According to
Colquhoun, Le Corbusier 'refers constantly to the architectural tradition either by invoking
its principles and adapting them to new solutions or by overtly contradicting them in such a
way that some knowledge of the tradition is necessary in order to understand his
architectural message.'971 The change in the arrangement and interpretation of existing
969 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964, pp. 65-6.
970 Alan Colquhoun, Essays in Architectural Criticism, MIT Press, 1985, p. 51.
971 Ibid.
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elements takes several forms. Le Corbusier often studied familiar three-dimensional objects,
human bodies and architectural precedents. He then recorded them in drawings, and
recomposed them, or further developed them into two-dimensional paintings, and again
reinterpreted them into three-dimensional architecture. The orthogonal projection is a
common form of architectural drawing, which Le Corbusier applied in his sketches and
paintings. For instance, the contour of a foot (fig. 7.6 right) could be projected as a curved
surface. This interpretation is seminal for his architecture as the three-dimensional elements
could be generated from any two-dimensional images of banal daily objects. For instance,
the shower 'capsule' in his bedroom at 24 N.C. is a projection from a square with rounded
corner, which is a motif of a distorted glass in his painting, 'Nature morte verres et cartes'
(fig. 7.7). Moreover, the characters, themes and qualities can be expressed by physical
objects and examples, or be developed into his personal visual language of art and
architecture.
ZEE
Fig. 7.6 Le Corbusier, Sketch of ajar (left) and Fig. 7.7 Le Corbusier, 'Nature morte verres et
projection of a foot (right), Sketchbooks I, B8, cartes', 1929, FLC 172.
No.495.
A. Objects and Artefacts
Our concept of the object comes from total knowledge of it, a knowledge acquired by
the experience of our senses, tactile knowledge, knowledge of its materials, its volume,
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its profile, of all its properties. —Purism972
Some daily objects such as a bottle, wine glass, pebble and seashell are profusely illustrated
in Le Corbusier's paintings. In his Purist paintings, bottles and plates are not only ordinary
objects but they also respond to a man's imperative needs in all ages and express the law of
selection - the economy.973
As stated in Purism, there are primary and secondary sensations. The former released from
elementary objects are constant and universal; the latter, grafted from the primary ones, are
individual and depend on one's hereditary or cultural background.974
His 'objets a reaction poetique' are indeed ordinary pebbles, rocks, seashells, bones or
woods, but are 'evocative companions' to him:
.. .by means of them friendly contact between nature and ourselves is woven.. .Through
them, characters emerges: male and female, vegetable and mineral, bud and fruit (dawn
and noon)... in direct contact with nature which gives us a sense of strength and purity,
unity and diversity.. .Pebbles, crystals, plants and all their parts extend their meaning
even to the clouds and rain, even to erosion, that crucial geological phenomenon.975
To Le Corbusier, poetry was the purest of all things, and is 'the capacity to go into the
richness of nature.'976 Thus interpretations of nature provided numerous associations to
facilitate his artwork. The associations of a seashell, one of his major motifs, included
cultural aspects, in which the seashell is 'smooth as porcelain or carved in Greek or Hindu
fashion.'977 The proportions of its original structure were natural regulating lines, and had
972 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1964, p. 65.
973
Ibid., pp. 63-4.
974 Ibid., pp. 61-2.
973 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students, trans. Chase, Pierre, New York: Princeton
Architectural Press, 1999, pp. 71-2.
976 Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 300.
977 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks with Students, p. 70.
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associations with precedents in many distant cultures,978 which could be seen as evidence of
a universal law.
When Le Corbusier travelled to Rome, he sketched a decoration of a pinecone from the
former Vatican basilica of St. Peter's and noted that it was similar to the Omphalus of Delphi,
the legendary sacred stone from Heaven that was seen as the World's navel and a centre of
the Earth. This pinecone reappeared in his painting 'Le masque et la pigne de pin', 1930,
FLC 237, and later again in Poeme in p.58 with notes: 'Free of fetters than before the house
ofman mistress of his forms; take its place within nature; whole in itself; coming to terms
with the terrain.'
Fig. 7.8 Le Corbusier,
'Nature morte (a
l'accordeon)', 1926.979
Fig. 7.9 Le Corbusier, Fig. 7.10 Le Fig. 7.11 Le Corbusier,
'Composition spirals Corbusier and Joseph Peruvian vases with
logarithmique', 1929, FLC Savina, Totem, 1950. image of feasting birds
171. and trees, FLC 5865.
Le Corbusier's large sculpture, Totem was evolved from a collage of different bottles in his
painting 'Nature morte (a l'accorddeon)' of 1926 (fig. 7.8). Later, profiles of bottles were
reinterpreted as the shoulders of a woman with a head on the top (fig. 7.9), which may
associates with a Peruvian vase he studied around 1910 (fig. 7.11). Finally, in 1950, it was
978 See examples in the chapter 'Regulating Lines' in Towards a New Architecture.
979 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier: architects'artiste, [computer file] London: Infinitum publications &
Fondation Le Corbusier, 1997, painting 29/195.
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further developed as a sculpture named Totem (fig. 7.10) by Joseph Savina. The name,
'totem', may imply an emblem of his Purism, or even an incarnation ofhis guardian spirit. It
consists of a figure and a representation - reincarnated from his Purist objects.
Fig. 7.12 Gabon mask, side Fig. 7.13 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks F24, no.705, 1952.
view, Royal Museum of
Scotland.
A Gabon mask in Le Corbusier's collection might have inspired a female figure with a sharp
oval face. A side view of the similar guardian mask (cf. fig. 7.12) could be related to this
sharp oval face and another similar work, his tapestry 'Presence II' (1949) and to the
lower-left figure on a page from Sketchbooks, F24, no. 705
(fig. 7.13). His Kpelie mask with a long face and a sharp chin (fig. 7.14) may also be another
inspiration.
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Fig. 7.14 Kpelie mask, Fig. 7.15 Le Corbusier, Poeme Fig. 7.16 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II,
Senufo, Ivory Coast, p. 116. no.1011, 1953. It is a source ofPoeme
(FLC slide: Masque p. 116.
FLC5)
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Kpelie (fig. 7.14) is a blackened wooden ancestral mask from Senufo. It consists of a stylised
human face and ram's horns, and was worn during the ceremonies at harvest festivals. It
combines both human and animal features. This long face mask may be linked to an image in
his Poeme (fig. 7.15).950 Another reference to this page of the Poeme is his sketch (fig. 7.16)
showing a woman embracing a baby. He noted on
p. 116 in Poeme'.
The sea has gone out the low tide at low ebb will rise again in time /A new time has
begun / a phase a limited a transition / and thus we shall not have mistaken our life.
This implies that a new generation has begun, either in the human life cycle or expressed in
primitive art as a new inspiration for modern work. There are also a number of examples of
reinterpretations in his works.981
B. Qualities and Themes
In Le Corbusier's repository, there were plenty of objects and drawings immediately
available for development, but there were also some intangible issues to be dealt with, such
as his modernist values and themes. These intangible qualities could be expressed in specific
examples in his writing, and illustrated in his prints and designs.
981 Such as in his Poeme p.9, islands above sea were transformed from a sketch ofparts of his body
above water. An open box in his painting Sculpture et nu 1929, FLC 342 and Lignes de la main of
1930, FLC246 very likely influenced his design of the belfry ofmonastery at La Tourette, France.
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Fig. 7.17 Le Corbusier, Diagram for
Unite d'Habitation with annotation on
hut and tent: 'a and b / primitive and
nomad / express the standard (aetb /
sauvage et normade / expriment les
standard). Le Corbusier, My Work,
p. 160.
^ /»U>Tv^
C C. - b,
- 4
In another drawing for Unite d'Habitation (fig. 7.17), Le Corbusier celebrated 'type' as
having developed paradigms - the nomad tent982 and an African hut,983 which were
reinterpreted as a standard unit in his Unite d'Habitation. He wrote, 'From the nomad and the
savage we arrive quite logically at the plan for south Marseilles.'984 This type of nomad
dwelling was also reinterpreted in his projects Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux 1937, and
Philip Pavilion 1958.
For Le Corbusier, the celebrated values of type, standardisation, progress, economy,
precision and creativity were all accomplished in the Parthenon, many folk houses in
Brittany and Arcachon. Many other principles of this kind, epitomised in examples of
primitive and distant cultures, were reinterpreted in his modernist works.
Regulating lines were illustrated in many examples such as Jewish tabernacles, Greek
temples and Gothic cathedrals. The prism was demonstrated in the city ofRome and the
Cathedral of Pisa. The orders and right angles in Hindu temples and the Chinese Forbidden
City were illustrated in his writing. The shifting axis resembles a meander, which is
982 A photo of tent is likely Berbers, in The City ofTomorrow and Its Planning, trans. Frederick
Etchells, London: The Architectural Press, 1947, p. 44.
983 The first drawing of 'native hut', in fact is in Africa, Ibid., p. 36.
984 Le Corbusier, My Work, pp. 159-60.
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illustrated in the plans of Pompeian houses or a Chinese garden. These principles were
reinterpreted into most of his modern designs, such as the Villa Savoye.
The classical principle of the tripartite facade is another example of reinterpretation. The
classical composition of base, shaft and capital could be applied to modem high-rise
architecture, as demonstrated by Louis Sullivan985 and also applied in Le Corbusier's Swiss
Pavilion; where the massive podium was transformed into a floating piloti, and the capital
became the top level, which is a roof garden.986
C. Architectural Precedent
Many architectural precedents were reinterpreted in architecture of the modem movement.
The economical folk hut was reinterpreted in Le Corbusier's 'Une Petite Maison' and his
'Cabanon' in Cap Martin. His design of'Maison de Weekend' of 1934, where the vaulted
ceiling was covered by turf on the roof above, was an interpretation of the primal cave
dwelling. The top-lit cave tunnel of Tivoli was reinterpreted as the side chapel of Ronchamp
forty years after his visit to Tivoli. The serrated Observatory in Khorsabad was transformed
into the World Museum in his 'Mundaneum' project. The horizontal windows and free plan
ofBalkan wooden architecture were reinterpreted in most of his modem work. This is a
much more direct way of architectural reinterpretation than his techniques ofmorphing and
abstraction.
985 'The true prototype of the tall office building is the classical column, consisting of base, shaft and
capital'. Quote from Louis H. Sullivan, 'The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered' (1986). In
Louis Sullivan: the Public Papers, ed. Robert Twombly, Chicago; London: University of Chicago
Press, 1988, p. 109.
986 Alan Colquhoun, Essays in Architectural Criticism, MIT Press, 1985, pp. 51-2.
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D. Icons from Crystallized Images
A large part ofLe Corbusier's collections is visual. Some of his favourite motifs were
distilled into his personal icons or 'hieroglyphs', which frequently reappeared in his
architecture, paintings and in Poeme. In his lifelong development, Le Corbusier tended to
'reduce the phenomena of culture and nature to a group of iconographic types whose
authority derives from such a network of relationships as the Iconostase for the Poeme,
where they could be regarded as a sort of universal scheme ofmeaning appropriate to all
human situations.'987 This network of his life-long icons or heliographic elements in Poeme
can be composed as a series of stories, which follow page numbers and texts, or allow other
collagistic combinations, as each page in Poeme is a separated sheet rather than a bound
book.
Most of the icons in Poeme can also be found in his paintings and publications. They
originated partially from his collection of objects, such as multifarious seashells and stones,
which reflected the natural rules and forces; partially from images collected from his trips
such as female bodies, which revealed human desire and fecundity. Motifs such as 'The Law
ofMeander', as a metaphor for vicissitude, were crystallized as paradigmatic images. Some
of them are his livelong icons, such as the lantern, which appeared in the 1920s and lasted
until the end of his life. It represents illumination, enlightenment and, as observed by
Mogens Krustrup, his self-portrait.988 The icons reappearing in Le Corbusier's works exhibit
two forms of thought. Peter Carl pointed out:
One of these is grounded in metaphor and analogy, which is to say, experience, memory
and judgement; the other is conceptual and relies upon the internal consistency of
formal patterns and relationships, mostly of number and geometry. As far as the
987 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 44.
988
Mogens Krustrup, Porte email, p. 23.
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painting and architecture are concerned, the mediating structure is supplied by cubist
989
space.
His icons and texts in this collagistic composition are also parallel to some contemporary
poetry if they were expressed in writing.990
Icons, such as Le Corbusier's personal ones, consist of three strata of subject matter or
meaning, as Erwin Panofsky discussed: configurations of shapes (such as numbers and
geometry), themes or concepts (such as metaphor, analogy, memory and judgment) and the
basic attitude towards a nation, a period or a class.991 Le Corbusier's icons echoed his
cultural background and typical European interests at that time, together with his personal
preferences. Peter Carl asserted that to 'overlay competing realities with his speculative,
hypothetical and symbolic thinking is a matter of the play of analogies within an
iconographic field which is the basis of the urban thinking, the architectural design, and the
i • • *992
painting and writing.
New Composition
Le Corbusier adopted several approaches to composition for painting and architecture. The
transformed elements and fragments were recomposed into new works. To him,
'composition comprises choice of surface, division of the surface, co-modulation,
989 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 38.
990 Ibid.
991 The first is 'primary or natural subject matter', either factual or expressional, which is
apprehended by identifying certain configurations of lines, colours, shapes and so forth. The next is a
'secondary or conventional subject matter', about specific themes or concepts manifested in images.
The third is an 'intrinsic meaning or content', which is apprehended by ascertaining those underlying
principles which reveal the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or philosophical
persuasion - qualified by one personality and condensed into one work. See Erwin Panofsky, Meaning
in the Visual Arts, London: Penguin, 1987, pp. 53-56.
992 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 41.
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relationships of density, colour scheme.'993 The creator of artwork chooses languages and
groups them together 'to create a symphony of sensations ... a state of a particular quality,
joy, gaiety, sadness, etc.'994 In his Purist painting, collage is a basic method, which follows
the principles of Cubism. Geometrical order is common in organizing Purist painting and
architecture. Architectural experience is perceived while one is moving or working in a
series of spaces, which is like a collage consisting of series of images, which are generated
and recorded in one's mind. As the transformed elements and fragments are juxtaposed, their
forms, themes, metaphors and associations interlace with each other and produce new
extended meanings.
Fig. 7.18 Le Corbusier, 'Nature morte du pavilion
l'Esprit Nouveau', 1924, FLC 141.
de Fig. 7.19 Le Corbusier, 'Nature morte du
pavilion de l'Esprit Nouveau'. From Le
Corbusier, Lapeinture moderne, p. 169, and
L'Esprit nouveau, vol.27.
Collage and composition in Le Corbusier's artwork are organized in various ways. Firstly,
the elements are sometimes placed side by side with different views and materials as a whole
new piece. For example, in fig. 7.18, the wine glass on the right of the painting is composed
of a plan as its top part, a side elevation for the middle part, and the plan again as the bottom
993 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, p. 67.
994 Ibid.
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part. Another example is an extended die (fig. 7.4); its elevations, plans, axonometric are all
juxtaposed. This combination is a legacy of synthetic Cubism commonly used in his Purist
painting.
Secondly, while real elements are positioned in spatial depth, different layers of Purist
painting are collaged together, and certain parts are transparent. Consequently, the contours
are intertwined. Le Corbusier called this 'marriage of contours' (fig. 7.19). This creates
visual echoes and puns. The area confined by the contour line can be recomposed and
reinterpreted again to generate new combinations for his later work.
Thirdly, the elements can be related through resemblance. In fig 7.20, the top of a glass, on
the left, coincides with sound hole of a guitar, the wine glass in the middle coincides with the
mouth of a pot, and the cup on the right corresponds to the bottom of a bottle. This creates
visual puns and multiple connections. The glass at the lower left corner of the painting is
fluted, perhaps a connection with classical columns.
Fig. 7.20 Le Corbusier, 'Nature morte pale a la lanterne',
FLC 209, 1922.
Fig. 7.21 Le Corbusier, interlocking
glasses, detail of 'Nature morte du
pavilion de l'Esprit Nouveau', 1924,
FLC 141.
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Fourthly, heterogeneous elements are combined such as a human head on top of the bottle; a
woman with a pair ofwings; or the combination of roots and pebbles, which become a 'bull';
thus a mythical or surrealist theme is generated.
Unlike most Cubist paintings, elements in Le Corbusier's painting and architecture are often
ruled by a set of geometrical orders, his 'Regulating Lines' and later the 'Modulor' system.
He stated in Purism, 'there is no art worth having without this excitement of an intellectual
order, of a mathematical order.'995 These provide a harmony among elements, intended to
conform to that of cosmos. Le Corbusier maintained, 'But as craftsmen-builders, sculptors,
painters, organizers of space - we are dazzled by the wealth of combinations offered by the
Golden Mean.'996 Furthermore, the golden section 'haunts studios like the spectre of the
philosophors stone... It is a mathematical section permitting the division of a straight line so
that a harmonious relation reigns between the two segments.'997
The motif of interlocking glasses (fig. 7.21), two glasses with one upright and the other
upside down, were one of the main icons of Purist painting. This symbol of interlocking
oppositional elements relates to the images of copulation in painting (such as 'Deux femmes
assises avec collier' FLC 89, 1930, and 'Deux femmes au repose', FLC 54, 1939), as well as
interlocking space in architecture, such as the section ofVilla Carthage, the plan of the
Carpenter Centre and the section of two interlocking units in Unite d'Habitation.
He sometimes made a composition first, and then interpreted from it, as in the Ubus series,
995 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, p. 60.
996 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, p. 20
997 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, p. 68-9.
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first created in the Pyrenees (1940-2), as he stated:
Stones and pieces of wood led me on involuntarily to draw beings which became a
species ofmonster or god. The wild rumblings and gesticulations which plunged the
poor world into delirium filled the atmosphere with obsessive presence. Having painted
them for four years without knowing it, I one day recognized them and called them the
Ubus.99&
This sculpture of Ubus can have multiple interpretations as landscape, building or cities, as
he maintained: 'hints of landscape, of lagoons or beaches, or other things. It is also a house
or a large building raised up on posts, it is a city lifting up in the sky of its future the spheres,
cones and cylinders arranged in certain order, of Saint-Gaudens, of Barcelona, ofAlgiers or
ofParis, or of Rio de Janeiro.'999
Situational and Non-perspectival Space
Artists of all the periods 'have tried to put forward their solution to the essential paradox of
painting, which is that it represents depth on a surface.'1000 Paul Cezanne had already ceased
to take any of the traditional methods of painting for granted. Each brush stroke in his
paintings contains air, light, outline and character in order to achieve a sense of depth and
orderly arrangement without sacrificing the brightness of colours, while ignoring the
conventional outline1001 or perspectival space.
In Cubism, the traditional perspective was replaced by a perception of space which was often
more dynamic and situational. The dissolution of objects in analytic Cubism creates a
situation in which fragments preserve some connection to the original condition, while
situating those objects in a radically new structure of space. As George Braque said in 1917,
998 Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, p. 21.
999
Ibid., p. 23.
1000 Ernst Hans Gombrich, The Story ofArt, 16th ed., p. 575.
1001 Ibid., pp. 543-4.
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'The subject is not the object; it is the new unity, the lyricism which stems entirely from the
means employed.'1002 To Braque, the 'space between objects' seems as essential an element
as the objects. The subject matter consists precisely of the relationship between these
objects...and the intervening space. The relationship between them is always based on the
context of a particular setting. Its nature is thus determined by the logic of the situation and
the meaning of individual elements.1003
The similarity between different objects is established by composition, metaphor and analogy.
The metaphor depends on a productive imagination.1004 Thus the setting of objects and the
space between the objects become non-perspectival and situational. In Surrealist art, the
analogy 'can be the deep relation between realities which the logical functioning of our mind
cannot link together.'1005 Le Corbusier's Bestegui penthouse is a good example.
Transformation among Different Domains: Object, Painting and Architecture
Le Corbusier could 'observe the same phenomenon through the practice of three arts:
architecture, sculpture and painting.'1006 He stated that through painting, he arrived at his
architecture.1007 Through his whole life, Le Corbusier was dedicated to many visual arts:
architecture, urban design, painting, sculpture, tapestry, enamel and lithography. Even though
they are very different, they have certain common characteristics, especially those of them
1002 Edward F. Fiy, Cubism, trans. J. Griffin, London: Thames and Hudson, 1978, p. 147.
1003 Dalibor Vesely, 'Architecture and the Ambiguity ofFragment', in Robin Middleton, ed., The Idea




1006 Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, pp. 8-9.
1007 Le Corbusier, maler og arkitekt: Le Corbusier, Painter andArchitect, Cataloguefor Exhibition at
Nordjyllands Kunstmuseum, Aalborg, Denmark, September 30- December 10 1995, Paris: Foundation
Le Corbusier, p. 6.
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which were made in the same period. His paintings remained a secret laboratory to him and
were a generator of forms.1008 They are also a revelation of his personal cosmology:
Architecture, sculpture and painting are, by definition, dependent on space, tied down
to the necessity to come to terms with space, each by its own means. The essential
point I wish to make is that the key to aesthetic emotion is a function of space....my
entire intellectual activity has been directed towards the manifestation of space. I am a
man of space, not only mentally, but also physically.1009
Many similarities and correspondences exist between Le Corbusier's painting and
architecture. A painting to him is 'an association of purified, related, and architectured
elements....we think of the painting not as a surface, but as a space.'1010 The interpretation
from two-dimensional media into three-dimensional space is very creative and suggests more
spatial possibilities. The orthogonal projection is a common expression in architectural
drawing.
Images and lines in drawings could be interpreted directly as a normal drinking glass, a folk
pot, or part of a human body. Reading them is like reading architectural drawings such as a
set of rooms or the parts of building elements. Thus the bottles, jars, and human bodies are
turned into building elements in plan, section and elevation (fig. 7.22). As a result, his works
could inspire and respond to each other and bring in endless creative possibilities.
1008
Fran9oise de Franclieu, notes on Le Corbusier Sketchbooks II, 1950-1954, London Thames and
Hudson in collaboration with the Fondation Le Corbusier 1981, p. 11.
1009 Le Corbusier, Modulor 2, pp. 25, 27.
1010 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, p. 67.
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Fig. 7.22 Diagram of Le Corbusier's 'Still
Life with Numerous Objects' (top left), Villa
Stein (top right), Palladio's Villa Malcontenta
(bottom left) and Study for Villa Stein, spring
1926.
William Curtis, Le Corbusier, p. 82.
Architectural experience is composed of a series of consecutive vistas, which are dynamic
according to its user's movements. Similarly in Le Corbusier's painting, space is revealed in
both physical, perspectival aspects, where objects are arranged in depth, and
non-perspectival aspect, where there are multiple readings and metaphorical effects are
generated. As his painting is a juxtaposition ofmultiple images with a 'marriage of contour',
the revealing dialogues among them are consequently generated and the space implied there
could open to multiple interpretations. This is further enriched by his discussion of the fourth
dimension, which is 'the moment of limitless escape evoked by an exceptionally just
consonance of the plastic means employed.'1011
Part II. Distant Cultures and Purism
Le Corbusier and Ozenfant established a new avant-garde stronghold, known as Purism,
1011 Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, p. 8. He further stated: 'Then a boundless depth opens
up...accomplishes the miracle of ineffable space.'
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after World War I. It celebrates the art and architecture in the new epoch. In their manifesto
After Cubism of 1918, however, many ancient and distant cultures were involved to support
their arguments. It is also, as Robert Goldwater stated, an 'intellectual primitivism' (see
chapter three).
In the fourth issue ofL 'Esprit nouveau of 1921, Le Corbusier and Ozenfant published
Purism, which maintained that one's aesthetic sensations depend on individual hereditary
and cultural background.1012 In After Cubism, ancient Greece is celebrated as clear, bright
and ordered, the characteristics of 'purity'. The ancient Greeks, for the Purists, prefigured the
modern spirit, which had a tendency 'toward rigor, toward precision, toward the best
utilization of forces and materials, with the least waste, in sum a tendency toward purity.'1013
This spirit is manifested in the machine and in modern art, where the machine is 'attaining a
remarkable refinement and purity. This purity creates in us a new sensation, a new
delectation.. .it is a new factor in modern art.'1014 The works since the industrial revolution
'bring us the perception of a beauty that is clear, light, general. Not since Pericles has
thought been so lucid.'1015 Painters, as stated in After Cubism, 'should make purity, a
spiritual aspiration, real. Clear pictorial organization is satisfying because it realizes the
simplicity that nature seems to favour.'1016
The Parthenon is a height of achievement in this essay: 'All of this advances toward a
realization of something that the Greeks, so attuned to this [modern] spirit, had envisioned
1012 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, pp. 61-2.
1013 Carol S.Eliel, L'Esprit nouveau: Purism in Paris, 1918-1925, Los Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles
County Museum ofArt in association with Harry N. Abrams, c2001, p. 147.
1014 Ibid., p. 143.
1015 Ibid., p. 142.
10,6 Ibid., p. 162.
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but could never realize, lacking methods and means comparable to those ofmodern industry.
Today we have builders. If today we have our Ponts du Gard, we will also have our
Parthenon, and our age is better equipped than that of Pericles to realize the idea of
perfection.'1017 The clarity and purity were expressed in the Greek age, which was a model
for the spirit ofmodernity:
The true Purist work should conquer chance and channel emotion; it should be the
rigorous image of a rigorous conception: by means of a clear, purely realized
conception, it should offerfacts to the imagination. The modern spirit requires it; this
novelty for our era will re-establish a link with the era of the Greeks.1018
Indeed Le Corbusier's early reading, Edouard Schure's The Great Initiates taught him that
Pythagoras 'illumined [esoteric teaching] with Hellenic simplicity and clearness, giving it a
stronger sentiment and a clearer idea of human liberty.'101
In After Cubism the authors stated that 'the goal of serious art is the search for the
Invariable'1020 as expressed in certain everyday objects and in natural laws. The chosen
subject looks simple but it has associations. A bottle, for example, has a high degree of
generality. Intellectual beauty was celebrated as that appreciated by the Greeks 'hidden
beneath sensory beauty.'1021
Le Corbusier celebrated objets type, which responded to 'type-needs', along with human
scale and human functions,1022 ofprime necessity, and respond to the eternal human. He was
also eager to 'respect and even to re-establish the traditional iconography ofCubist still life
10,7 Ibid., p. 144.
1018 Ibid., p. 163.
1019 Edouard Schure, The Great Initiates, Sketch of the Secret History ofReligions, trans.









For order, clarity and invariability, Purism celebrates geometry. Its purity was both antique
and scientific, and they maintained that pure art and pure science had a common spirit. Art
and science were dependent on number, thus 'A painter's studies are analogous to the
analyses undertaken by physicians and mathematicians; knowledge of the natural order.'1024
This order provides the harmony connected to the law of nature. 'Verified laws are human
constructs that coincide with the natural order; they can be expressed in numbers...They will
restore art.'1025 The natural law is the correspondent of the ancient and modern world. To Le
Corbusier, ancient canons, such as the Greek, were based exclusively on precise knowledge
of the universality of the natural laws that governed the exterior world and works of art.
[The universality of the natural laws] made it possible to link human works to those of
nature (Euclid, Pythagoras, Archimedes). These same canons (Egyptian triangles,
numerical relationships, etc.) were known to the most ancient civilizations. The
Egyptians, the Assyrians, the Greeks, the Persians, and the Goths knew them.1026
In After Cubism, this natural law has made it possible to construct works 'whose plastic
originality is as pure and various as the Pyramids, the palaces ofAssyria, the Parthenon,
Persian domes, Gothic naves...'1027 Further ancient examples were discussed in Le
Corbusier's publications in 1920s, such as The City ofTomorrow and Une Maison- un palais.
At the beginning of the manifesto, Cubism was criticised as non-representational, obscure,
inappropriate, and poorly conceived. The Cubists' technique of using elements extracted and
1023 Stainslaus von Moos, Le Corbusier, Elements ofa Synthesis. The MIT Press, 1982. p. 285
1024 Carol S.Eliel, L'Esprit nouveau: Purism in Paris, 1918-1925, Los Angeles, Calif.: Los Angeles
County Museum ofArt in association with Harry N. Abrams, c2001, p. 153.
1025
Ibid., p. 151.
1026 Ibid., p. 157.
1027 Ibid.
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isolated from nature had been tried in all periods. The use of isolated elements, non-narrative
representation, was not new; the Mycenaeans, the Orientals, and the Negroes had constantly
used them already.1028 Later in 1931, however, Le Corbusier celebrated Cubism as 'it is true,
exact (relationships). But the mind has been at work: inventing and composing.'1029
In Cubist work, two-dimensional and three-dimensional ambiguity is a major characteristic.
It was deemed by the Purists too fragmental and ephemeral. Purism sought stability and
typicality, but used essentially Cubist space. In Purist work, objects or vistas were presented
in successive views instead of from a traditional single view, and were collaged together.
Elements ofportrait, for example, 'are composite and never appear to us in a single glance;
we encounter all of them in succession: front view, profile view, three quarter view, etc.'1030
Fig. 7.23 Le Corbusier, drawing of a funeral scene
on a Greek vase, FLC 4101. The vase was from the
Louvre, A517.
Fig. 7.24 Details of an Egyptian house, in
The City ofTomorrow and its Planning,
p. 37. cf. 6.15, 6.16.
This type of collage is not new, but existed in certain ancient Egyptian and Greek drawing,
which Le Corbusier had studied. For example, in this drawing of an ancient Greek funeral
scene by Le Corbusier (fig. 7.23), the two wheels of the cart on the left were put side by side.
1028
Ibid., p. 135.
1029 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks 1, B7, 428-9.
1030 Carol S. Eliel, L'Esprit nouveau: Purism in Paris, 1918-1925, p. 164.
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The legs of the two horses are shown together as four in the front and another four in the
back; the platform holding the deceased is expressed in plan, as is the body, but the persons
in front and behind it are in elevation, etc. This is similar to the drawing of an Egyptian
house (fig. 7.24, see chapter six), where the plan was juxtaposed with elevation of trees,
gates and walls. Both drawings have a clear orthogonal order. There are further discussions
on the Greek vase later in this chapter.
In Le Corbusier's books and Poeme, the text and images are always juxtaposed as collage, as
Peter Carl observes:
As far as the painting and architecture are concerned, the mediating structure is
supplied by cubist space. As for the writing, he deploys adjectives, adverbs and
metaphors in a compared collagiste manner which derives from contemporary poetry,
and which has the virtue of allowing double readings to arise from what at first appear
to be the flattest statements of fact.1031
Even though Le Corbusier's Purist period ended in the late 1920s, many of his Purist
characteristics and his appreciation of distant cultures lasted all his life. His later work
L 'Made,1032 for example, was finished a year before his death. In the book his drawings
were made directly juxtaposed over the existing illustrations in the book, which create a
dialogue between ancient epic and contemporary heroic interpretation.
Part III. Surrealism and Others
Le Corbusier always pushed forward to extend the meaning of objects or images in his
collection. Among his compositions, some were juxtaposed in non-logical combinations in
the manner of Surrealism. Such compositions, however, already existed in primitive art. For
ltbl Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), p. 38.
1032
Mogens Krustrup, L'lliade /Le Corbusier, Borgen Copenhague: M. Krustrup, 1986.
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example, a Nimba statue illustrated in his book1033 has a human body with a bird's head.
Surrealism and the Subconscious
The Surrealists tried to integrate conscious and unconscious realms; and sought to explore
the frontier of experience and broaden it by fusing the logical reality with the subconscious
and dream experience. As Breton said, the aim is a 'resolution of these two states, dream and
reality, which are seemingly so contradictory, into a kind of absolute reality, a surreality.1034
The Surrealist vision often focuses on dreams, automatism and irrationality to reveal the
subconscious world. Underneath daily phenomena, the Surrealists were also involved with
'esoteric science, hermetism, divination and rituals, myths and folklore...attempt to
reconstruct the... "mondeperdu''' - forgotten and buried behind the positivistic world of
quantities.'1035
The Surrealist vision is 'born by juxtaposition of two different realities, and it is on the spark
struck by their meeting that the beauty of the image depends, the more different the two
terms of the image are, the brighter the spark will be.'1036 This juxtaposition could be of
scale, or content, such as a female body and tree trunk, stone and head, etc. It could also be
overlapped, based on the sameness in location or characteristic as visual puns. This
juxtaposition could be through automaticism and by chance, in order to bypass reason.
The Surrealists were inspired by poetry, such as Arthur Rimbaud's, by Sigmund Freud's
1033 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 117.
1034 Andre Breton, 1924, Manifesto ofSurrealism, trans. Richard Seaver & Helen R. Lane, Ann Arbor
Paperbacks, The University ofMichigan Press, 1972, p. 14.




theory ofpsychoanalysis, and the painting of Giorgio de Chirico, as well as Symbolism and
Primitivism. Surrealism has a broad range in art as observed by Dawn Ades:
Within the visual arts Surrealism was one of the most voracious of all modem
movements, drawing into its range the art ofmediums, children, lunatics, the naive
painters, together with primitive art which reflected their belief in their own 'integral
primitivism'.1037
This range overlaps largely with the 'primitives within' listed by Colin Rhodes as a sort of
'twisted return to primitive states'.1038
With critical insight, Robert Goldwater questioned whether the reading of the subconscious
picture actually belongs to the realm of reason;1039 some surrealist works manipulate with
too deliberate and programmatic 'subconscious' iconography.1040 At the same time, however,
Goldwater pointed out three aspects of the surrealists' method that may be called primitivist:
firstly they continue a tradition of anti-rational exteriorising of the subconscious that went
back to the alchemists; secondly as pioneer explorers in the realm of the subconscious, and
initially to investigate systematically by artistic means; lastly, by working with the essentials
of human nature as finally revealed by psychology.1041 The surrealists were interested in
what they considered the pre-rationalist aspects of primitive art and its more 'fantastic'
inventions, and so were more drawn to Melanesia and the Northwest Coast than to Africa.1042
The dream is a core theme in Surrealism. It is a chain of thoughts, images, and fancies
passing through one's mind during sleep or a similar mental state. In Freud's theory, the
content of the dream is the fulfilment of a wish. There thus occurred a textual difference
1037 Dawn Ades, 'Dada and Surrealism', in: Nikos Stangos ed., Concepts ofModern Art, 3rd Rev. and
enl. ed., London: Thames and Hudson, 1995, p. 127.
1038 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism andModern Art, p. 23.
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between the dream and the thought-content, as the dream-displacement.1043 The construction
of collective and composite images is one of the chief resources of the activity of
dream-condensation.1044 The displacements were shown to be substitutions of one idea for
another.1045 Hence the 'dream-displacement' and 'dream-condensation' are the two major
mechanisms that mould dreams, according to Freud.1046
Displacement corresponds to the mechanism of 'metonymy' in language, where one thing is
replaced by something corresponding to it; or by the transformation of an image.
Condensation occurs when a set of images is packed into a whole, or complex meanings are
condensed into a simpler one; it is similar to 'collage' or 'double images.' The Surrealist
painters used methods and motifs from psychoanalysis to express the unconscious, and to
replicate the condition of dreaming.
Myth, Primitive and Surrealism
There is a fascination with "exotic" subjects, as in Orientalist painting, from the
nineteenth century to the time ofMatisse and after. The yearning for the mystical and
the mythic is apparent in contemporary art. All of these elements have been called
'primitive'.104/
All primitive cultures and ancient civilizations have their own beliefs. In this legacy of
beliefs, myth tried to interpret certain aspects of the world around man, and was concerned
with the powers controlling the human world, and the relationship between those powers and
human beings. Myths represent human experience, and are the earliest form of history,
1043
Sigmund Freud, The Interpretation ofDreams, p. 286.
1044 Ibid., p. 275.
1045 Ibid., p.314.
1046 Ibid., p.286.
1047 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism and Modern Art, p. 11.
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science, philosophy, or moral values. Each community tends to take its inspiration from the
local surroundings or gods of other time and places.
Myth was regarded as a symbolic representation of the external environment. But in the
twentieth century, the symbolic interpretation ofmyths moved from the external
environment to the internal environment of the unconscious mind. Sigmund Freud and his
followers regarded myths as the expression of the individual's unconscious wishes, fears,
and impulses. Carl Jung and his followers viewed myths as the expression of a universal,
collective subconscious. Myths from around the world contain many similar themes that
suggest the existence of a common collective unconscious. Anthropologist Claude
Levi-Strauss looked at myths with a common underlying structure rather than narrative
content.1048 They are often thought of as pre-scientific attempts to interpret the natural world,
or to explain the origins and nature of the cosmos, validate social, or economic issues.
The mythology of a society is presented through ceremony, ritual, custom and art. Thus their
artworks always represent their interpretation of the natural world, and the origins and nature
of the cosmos. The art reflects people's deep mental states and needs, which are in common
with the characteristics of modern Surrealism. One of the surrealist aims was to create new
myths, as Breton proposed in his question:
What should one think of the postulate that 'there is no society without a social myth'?
In what measure can we choose or adopt, and impose, a myth fostering the society that
we judge to be desirable?1049
He followed by 'a certain return to the study of the philosophy of the Middle Ages. He
maintained:
In the measure, I repeat, surrealism tends to create a collective myth; it must gather
1048 Donna Rosenberg, World Mythology; an Anthology ofthe Great Myths and Epics, London:
Harrap, 1986, pp. xix-xx.
1049 Andre Breton, Manifestoes ofSurrealism, pp. 287-8.
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together the scattered elements of this myth, beginning with those which proceed from
the oldest and strongest traditions.1050
The surrealist experience was a liberation of those powers, which might help to revive
archetypal symbols capable of creating a general adherence of humanity - a new myth. As
Dalibor Vesely pointed out, Surrealist myth (Sur-reality) is the imaginary-real world of
certain primitives, stripped of all supernatural implications and meanings. Surrealists felt a
deep nostalgia for archaic forms of existence,1051 and a world of dreams and fantasy. Ancient
myths have resonance as part ofmodern life, as European heraldry employs mythical
symbols. Greek mythology is still broadly remembered in the modern European world. The
natural force, such as fate, which could be interpretable by modern science and logic, is still
limited.
Fig. 7.25 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier, 'La
Dame a la Licorne'. A sketch ofpart of
tapestry in the Musee de Cluny. FLC2250.
FLC2250.
Fig. 7.26. Le Corbusier, Apollo and
Medusa. LC, The Home ofMan, p. 156.
The responses of ancient civilizations to their natural world produced their authentic art.
Superhuman power was imagined through combinations of two distant species such as man
and animals such as the sphinx, or in the combination of two different animals such as the
griffon, which has the attributes of lion and eagle.
1050 Andre Breton, What is Surrealism, ed., Franklin Rosement, London, Pluto Press, 1978, p. 159.
1051 Architecture Design / 2-3 / 1978, p. 88.
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Le Corbusier studied myths ofmany civilizations and sketched their examples, which he
later expressed in various works. For instance, his sketch of a tapestry 'La Dame a la
Licorne' (fig. 7.25) was based on a tapestery in the Musee de Cluny; both the woman and her
unicorn have a horn. He studied in 1909 Triton (fig. 5.25) of the Greek mythology, who has a
human body but a fish tail; a Benin statue of a human body with the head of a shark or lion
(fig. 7.36) was sketched around 1910, also a human figure with wings, such as the Persian
god 'Ahuramazda' in the 1920s (figs. 6.47-6.49) and another Capricorn (fig. 1.11) ofhis
creation.
Informed by his studies of the primitive, many of Le Corbusier's works have a certain
mythological aura, including his surrealistic paintings, designs and other works. He created a
twin head ofApollo and Medusa in the 1940s (fig. 7.26), to express the good and evil
situation of architecture. Several images of a human bestiary we recreated, such as the
combination of a human female body, bird's wings and unicorn of his Capricorn in the late
1940s, etc.
Le Corbusier's Relationship with Surrealism
In Le Corbusier's writings, he frequently supported Purism and Cubism but was more
sceptical about Surrealism. Nevertheless, he was acquainted with the Surrealists very early
on and produced a number of surrealistic works.
One of Le Corbusier's early Surrealistic drawings is Une reve (A dream) in 1917
(fig. 7.27). A huge tulip with upright leaves growing from clouds occupies the centre of the
Fig. 7.27 Le Corbusier, Une reve (A dream),
watercolour. FLC 5160, 1917.
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drawing; it seems to be in dialogue with a flying dragon above it. In the background a
leaning broken bell tower, possibly of that of St. Mark's in Venice, is submerged in water.
This dreamlike and uncanny setting is an entirely surrealistic composition. In his writings of
1925 Le Corbusier acknowledged this new movement:
The new 'Surrealists' claim to lift themselves above the brute nature of the object and
are ready to recognize only relationships which belong to the invisible and
subconscious world of the dream.1052
But Le Corbusier also expressed his own view of reality as interpretation on Surrealism as
mathematical, which was quite far removed from Surrealist's leitmotifs:
And the supremely elegant relationships of their [Surrealists'] metaphors — as they
impress one who is not such a 'high dreamer' [i.e., Le Corbusier himself] - are all the
time very clearly dependent on the products of straightforward conscious effort,
sustained and logical, cross-checked by the necessary mathematics and geometry.1053
Even so, Le Corbusier was still impressed by the Surrealists' imagination and the free
associations of their works, especially those pertaining to machine, as described by De
Chirico:
They are like levers, as irresistible as those all-powerful machines, those gigantic
cranes which raise high over the teeming building-site sections of floating fortresses
which heavy towers like the breasts of antediluvian mammals.1054
Even though Le Corbusier accepted the exaltation of emotions, he generally expected them
in the 1920s to be based on objects with a function. The poetry of Surrealism 'can only be
based on their poetics on realism... which is the magnificent fruit of the machine age',1055 he
asserted. This vision, a mixture of emotion, the subconscious together with a realistic and
logical approach, explains why Le Corbusier distanced himself from Surrealism. However,
some of his architecture and paintings after 1928 have clear affinities with Surrealism.
1052 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 187.
1053 Ibid.
1054 De Chirico wrote it in the first number ofRevolution Surrealiste, December 1924. See Le
Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 187.
1055 Le Corbusicr, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 188.
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Fig. 7.28 Le Corbusier, Fig. 7.29 Le Corbusier, Beistegui penthouse,
'Composition avec la lune', 1930-1. O.E.2, p. 54.
1929 FLC 146.
In the late 1920s, Le Corbusier's works, both architecture and painting, became broader in
subject matter and mode of execution, but he was still pre-occupied with certain Purist
notions, such as mathematics. But as he pursued a combination of distant realities and
intellectual possibilities, some paintings were predominantly surrealistic in character. For
example, in his canvas 'Composition avec la lune', 1929 FLC 146 (fig. 7.28), a tiny image of
a building elevation was juxtaposed with bottle at the lower right, and the image ofmoon at
the upper left is reflected in the mouth of a glass. It illustrates a tension between realistic and
abstract representation, for example between big and small (building and bottle), celestial
and mundane (the reflection of the moon in the glass), and between dream and reality.
This juxtaposition of scale recalls his Gabon mask (fig. 7.5) where the face has the same
height as the body and legs, or his drawing of an Egyptian pectoral (FLC 5848, see chapter
six), where a sacred beetle is the same height as human being.
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In architecture, his Beistegui penthouse in Paris (fig. 7.29) was an explicit example of
Surrealism. The exterior courtyard can be read as a room, the grass as a carpet. The door can
be read as a fireplace, and the Triumphal Arch beyond echoes this fireplace. As Kenneth
Frampton pointed out:
.. .works such as the de Beistegui Penthouse unexpectedly revealed a Surrealist side to
Le Corbusier's imagination... This Surrealist sensibility (cf. Magritte and Piranesi) is
latent throughout the whole ofLe Corbusier's return to the vernacular, from the Maison
de Mandrot of 1931 to the Ronchamp pilgrimage chapel built in the mid-1950s.1056
During his trip to the United States, Le Corbusier expressed his scepticism toward
Surrealism after he saw a student studying the art of Caravaggio and felt 'his [Caravaggio's]
case belongs to psychiatrists.'1057 To Le Corbusier the idea of art 'implies knowledge,
consciousness, mastery, perpetual discovery... the mathematics of ingenious, fertile, and
infinitely varied equation.'1058 As for European Surrealism, he said: 'Born in the uncertainty
ofwar, triumphed in the unchained post-war period...Cubism is health, strength, optimism,
creation, the contribution of a few strong and healthy men... Surrealism is a noble, elegant,
artistic, funereal institution.'1059
Moreover, Le Corbusier was satirical about the excessively irrational:
Dream! Freud! Phantoms in limbo! Almost spiritualism. Spiritualism, stories, evocation.
Literature. There are no bones in it any longer, but disjointed things, unearthly, passing
over into stupefying and promiscuous combinations. Sensitive souls, lacking in solidity,
occupy themselves with these precious, crepuscular decorations.1060
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titled of the book: 'a journey to the country of timid people.'1061 In another text
published in 1938, Le Corbusier commented with a similarly ironic tone:
The painting, at the extreme of its development, fell into the abstract and at a time, by
the automatic reaction (automatism), Surrealism created surprising and exciting themes
and described dreams or hallucinations. Here all literature, there its negation itself.7062
In spite of this, however, he contributed an article to the journal Minotaure1063 about a
mentally ill artist, Louis Sutter (or Soutter, 1871-1942),1064 who was
Le Corbusier's and Pierre Jeanneret's cousin. Soutter made drawings and finger paintings. In
1936, Le Corbusier wrote several letters to John Nef (on 6 March) and to Jean Giono (on 16
October)1065 to promote Soutter's works. After this, there are still a number of Surrealist
works by Le Corbusier in painting and architecture, such as arguably the Chapel of
Ronchamp.1066
There are other connections between Surrealism and Le Corbusier. An important member of
the Surrealist movement, Roberto Sebastian Antonio Matta Echaurren, worked in Le
Corbusier's office in 1934-35. Matta remembered this episode years after and 'commented in
detail on how troubled Le Corbusier was by his drawings of floor plans based on drawings of
l06' The subtitle: 'vovage au pays des timids' is displaced in French version of the book, and appeared
as 'a journey to the country of timid people' in many English version, but was omitted in other
English versions such as McGraw-Hill Paperbacks. See Ibid., cover and p. 146.
1062 'La peinture, a I 'extreme, de sa course, a chu dans I 'abstrait alors qu 'en meme temps-etpar
reaction automatique- le surrealisme creait des themes inattentdus et excitants, decrivant des reves ou
des themes inattendus et excitants, decrivant des reves ou des hallucinations, lei toute la literature, la
sa negation meme.' Le Corbusier, Oeuvre Plastique Peinture, Architecture et dessins, Paris 1937, p. 4.
1063 Le Corbusier, 'Louis Sutter; L'inconnu de la Soixantaine', Minotaure No.9, 1936, pp. 62-65.
1064 The name 'Sutter' in Minotaure should be 'Soutter'. In Le Corbusier's letter to Louis Sout(t)er on
24 December 1935 as he travelled to United States, he wrote: 'J'ai ecrit un article assez important sur
tes dessins qui va paraitre dans le prochain numero du Minotaure avec de tres belles planches
reproduisant tes dessins.' See Le Corbusier / Choix de lettres, no. 104. Selection, introduction et notes
par Jean Jenger, Birkhauser-Editions d'Architecture, 2002, p. 234.
1065 See Le Corbusier / choix de lettres.
1066 In Ronchamp the roof incorporates multiple meanings; in interior the dark grey heavy ceiling is
floating above the white wall; the exterior east fapade is also the inner part of congregation.
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female nudes.'1067 Brief notes in Le Corbusier's Sketchbooks indicate some relationships
between Le Corbusier and Andre Breton through others, such as Malraux in the late
1950s.1068
Alchemy, Esoteric and Surrealism
Surrealism has explicit connections with the esoteric and alchemy, as Breton mentioned in
the Second Manifesto of Surrealism in 1930:
I would appreciate your noting the remarkable analogy, in so far as their goals are
concerned, between the surrealist's effort and those of the alchemist: the philosopher's
stone is nothing more or less than that which was to enable man's imagination to take a
stunning revenge on all things, which brings us once again after centuries of the mind's
domestication and insane resignation, to the attempt to liberate once and for all the
imagination by the 'long immense reasoned derangement of the senses,' and all the
rest.1069
This hermeticism can be traced in the writings of surrealism's precursors, such as the poet
Arthur Rimbaud (1854-1891) who pursued the unknown by the systematic disordering of all
senses. He talked about 'quintessence' and 'alchemy of the word' and celebrated
enchantment and hallucination in his poem 'A Season in Hell (Une saison en enfer)' which
were also discussed by Breton.1070 In a section of 'The Ravings II: Alchemy of the word
(Alchime du verbe)' Rimbaud wrote:
I love absurd pictures...1 believed in all enchantments.. .Poetical archaism played an
important part in my alchemy of the word. I accustomed myself to pure hallucination: I
1067 In a recent letter sent by Luis Perez Oramas to Paulo Herkenhoff in the framework of our work
together on the curatorship of the historical section. Quote from Justo Pastor Mellado, Matta: malaise
oforigin; origin of the malaise, Note 3. http://www.uol.com.br/bienal/24bienal/nuh/expo_matta.htm.
1068 In 1955: 'Write Jeanne [Heilbuth] or L-C write tell Teriade to send Malraux + Camus + Cendrars
+ complete [the list] with Andre Breton Question Jardot.' (Sketchbooks III, No.326) And No.959:
'Delange [Ministere des] Affaires Etrangeres L-C painting get back in touch with Andre Breton +
Jean Paulhan. / on painting.'Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks III, No. 959, 1957.
1069 Andre Breton, 'Second Manifesto of Surrealism', 1930, in: Manifesto ofSurrealism, trans.
Richard Seaver & Helen R. Lane, Ann Arbor Paperbacks, The University ofMichigan Press, 1972, p.
174-5.
1070 Ibid., p. 173.
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saw very clearly a mosque instead of factory.. .coaches on the roads of the sky, a
drawing-room at the bottom of a lake.. .1 ended up by reading my mental disorder as
sacred. 071
This phrase, 'alchemy of the word', was further explored in Andre Breton's Before the
Curtain for Surrealism in 1947:
Rimbaud.. .wished to have attributed to the words 'alchemy of the word', and it will be
asked whether the whole secret of the passionate interest aroused successively, within
the surrealist movement itself.1072
Alchemy, an ancient mystical discipline, aimed to refine base materials to produce gold and
other pure substances. In ancient Greece, Empedocles (ca.440 B.C.) believed that the world
is composed of four elements (earth, air, fire, and water). Later the 'Mohammedan's
alchemists embarked upon their search for the philosopher's stone, the elixir of life, and a
method of transmuting base metals into gold.'1073
The alchemists did not deal only with metallurgy, but also 'postulated and believed in a veiy
real sense in the essential unity of the Cosmos.. .there is a correspondence or analogy
existing between things spiritual and things physical, the same laws operating in each
realm.. .the natural world is only an image and material copy of a heavenly and spiritual
pattern.'1074 The study of alchemy 'had been revived as a vital area of scholarship in the
thirties, and by the mid-forties had reached its highest level of accomplishment with the
writings of Carl Jung and his Zurich circle of friends and associates.'1075
In 1907-8 Le Corbusier read Les Grands Inities by Edouard Schure. It begins with an
1071 Arthur Rimbaud, A Season in Hell, from: Authur Rimbaud, Collected Poems, Penguin Books, ed.
Oliver Bernard, 1962, 1986, pp. 326-330.
1072 Andre Breton, What Is Surrealism? ed. Franklin Rosemont, 1978, Pluto Press, London, p. 278.
1073 Bertrand Russel, A History ofWestern Philosophy, Simon& Schuster, Inc, 1972, p. 43.
1074 Herbert Stanley Redgrove, Alchemy: Ancient andModern, 2nd ed., 1922, pp. 9-10. Quote from:
Electronic Text Centre, University ofVirginia Library.
1075 Richard A. Moore, 'Alchemical and Mythical Themes in the Poem of the Right Angle
1947-1965', Oppositions 1980:19/20, p. 135, note.3.
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introduction to esoteric teaching, stating that all the great religions have exterior and interior
histories. The latter, meant the profound science, the secret doctrine and the occult actions of
the great initiates, prophets and reformers.1076 In ancient theosophy, there were 'Alchemy or
the transmutation ofmetals, the disintegration and re-integration ofmatter by the universal
agent.'1077
In the early twentieth century, theosophy played a considerably influential role. A prominent
figure was Johannes Ludovicus Mathieu Lauweriks whose 'importance for architects such as
Berlage, Behrens, AdolfMeyer, Gropius and Le Corbusier has yet to be fully assessed'.1078
Lauweriks designed Thorn Prikker's houses in the Artist Colony in Hagan. Le Corbusier
happened to be in Hagan at the same time, and he very likely visited this building.1079 'Le
Corbusier's later "Modulor" idea may possibly owe its inception to Lauweriks.'1080
The text of Le Corbusier's Poeme is clearly suggestive of the transformative processes of
alchemy, and there are parallel examples in other work. According to Richard Moore's
observation:
Alchemy appealed to Le Corbusier first for the way in which opposites were separated
and jointed (solve et coagula); second, for its attempt to transformation of basic matter
or the original four elements, into a higher fifth substance known as the 'quintessence'
or 'philosopher's stone'; third, for its assertion that earthly elements and processes were
expressions of greater cosmological phenomena and events.1081
Dissolution and coagulation', solve et coagula, is a repeated process of division and union,
1076 Edouard Schure, Les Grands Indies, Volume I, p.xvi.
1077 Ibid., p.xxii.
1078 Hanno-Walter Kruft, A History ofArchitectural Theory, p. 377.
1079 See Le Corbusier, The Modulor, p.26, and Tummers, Nic. H. M., The Claw ofthe Lion,
Wiederhall, 1987, PT.6-8, p. 3.
1080 Hanno-Walter Kruft, A History ofArchitectural Theory, p. 377.
1081 Richard A Moore, 'Alchemical and Mythical Themes in the Poem of the Right Angle 1947-1965'
Oppositions 19/20 (Winter/Spring 1980), p. 111.
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dissolution of the old matter into the prima material, and the coagulation of that basic
material into a new and more beautiful form. Dissolution is associated with the moon
(moisture and coldness) while the coagulation, with the sun (dryness and heat).1082 The
cover ofPoeme is a manifestation (fig. 7.30) of this process of the union of opposites.
In the architectural design process, Le Corbusier classified various primary dwelling units,
reorganized them and repeated the process until a good solution was finally reached.
Similarly in his painting, elements such as bottles, bones, pebbles and women are always
abstracted and recomposed into a new entity. The regulating lines in his mind would act as
an alchemical measure, just as the golden section 'haunts studios like the spectre of the
philosophical stone... It is a mathematical section permitting the division of a straight line so
that a harmonious relation reigns between the two segments.'1083 His pseudonym of 'Le
Corbusier' was chosen in 1920. Le Corbusier's signature, a raven or corbeau, is the
'alchemical symbol of change from material to spiritual, black to white.'1084
Le Corbusier's writing of 1925 reveals some alchemical tendencies as he described the folk
culture, discussing extracted quintessence from natural phenomena and the synthesis of the
symbol:
And so here is lyricism at its most absolute, the quintessence extracted from the natural
phenomenon the force of pure meaning...observation of the spectacle of nature to the
lyrical synthesis of the symbol - a symbol that is nevertheless explicit. One step further
leads to the word ofhermeticism, outside art.1085
1082
Lyndy Abraham, A Dictionary ofAlchemical Imagery, Cambridge University Press 1998,
pp. 186-7.
1083 Le Corbusier and Ozenfant, 'Purism', in: Herbert Robert L. ed., Modern Artists on Art: Ten
Unabridged Essays, p. 68-9.
1084 Richard A. Moore, 'Alchemical and Mythical Themes in the Poem of the Right Angle
1947-1965', Oppositions 1980:19/20,p. 111.
1085 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 121-122.
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Fig. 7.30. Front cover, Le Corbusier, Le Poeme de L 'angle
Droit, 1955.
One sense of symbolism in the Poeme is alchemy, and such allied symbolic languages as
astrology and Greek mythology.1086 The front cover (fig. 7.30) with two interlocking colours,
the sun in the cold (blue) side, the moon in hot (red) side, is a good example. In section D3
'Fusion' ofPoeme, Le Corbusier wrote:
An image next to the text is a pregnant boar about to give birth. This image, symbolising
fertility, was reproduced from his Sketchbooks II, no. 916, drawn in Delhi in 1953. The
image of two rhinoceri facing each other, reproduced from his Sketchbooks II, no.798, was
drawn in Cairo in 1952. One day before he made this drawing, he wrote in Cairo zoo about
the fusion and inspiration from different and exotic cultures: 'let us overlook our kind of
street; we knew it in our childhood. But the street of the Indians, the Egyptians, the Chinese,
it's a huge thing in full ferment and possible bloom.' This text implies the fusion of exotic
cultures to reach proliferation and blossoming.
1086
Moore, Richard A, 'Alchemical and Mythical Themes in the Poem of the Right Angle
1947-1965', Oppositions 1980:19/20, p. 111.
1087 Le Corbusier, Le Poeme de L 'angle Droit, 1955, p. 114.
Tolerate the fusion ofmetals;
the alchemies in any case commit you
to nothing1087
Laissezfusionner les metaux tolerez des
alchemies qui d'ailleurs vous laissent
hors de cause
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Metamorphose - Human Bestiary
Fig. 7.31 Statues from Dahomey,
Musee Ethonographique, 1985.
Passe no.291.





Tocadero. FLC, carnet no. 10,
dessin 3864.
The Decorative Art ofToday,
p. 117.
In ethnic and Western art there are hybrid mythical and superhuman creatures, which are a
combination of different human and animal parts. Le Corbusier visited in the Ethnographic
Museum in Paris in 1908 and sketched a number of statues, including those from Dahomey
(figs. 7.31, 7.32). These were the deity king, Glele, with a lion figure; King Dahomey of
Behanzin with a shark figure; and the deity Ghezo, another king ofDahomey with a sword in
his hand. In a sketch of a Nimba statue (fig. 7.33), a bird's head is on a female body,
representing a goddess of fertility. These mixtures of human beings and animals provide a
superhuman power in order to fulfil man's desire.
From the early 1930s Le Corbusier was interested in fusing his figures with animal forms
and exploring multiple characters and metaphors (figs. 7.34, 7.35). He wrote in 1952:
Intuitively over the past 20 years I have evolved my figures in the direction of animal
forms, vehicles of character, force of the sign, algebraic capacity for entering into a
relationship between themselves and thereby producing 1 poetic phenomenon.1088
1088 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II, 1952, No.700.
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Fig. 7.34 Example of human bestiary in Fig. 7.35 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks, 1952
Le Corbusier's Sketchbooks, 1952 F24 No.700. F24 No.705.
Many of these metamorphoses have a Surrealist resonance, since the Surrealists explored
analogies in order to destroy artificial distinctions between categories. Since Le Corbusier's
early study ofAfrican art, this bestiary was generated subconsciously in response to people
of various social classes and situations. The human figures in his paintings are mostly
females, except for the Taureau series. Thus, the 'bestiary' becomes a personal reflection
largely on characters ofwomen. He noted:
This idea (notion) of a human bestiary perhaps came to me unconsciously through such
frequent contact throughout the world and throughout all social class, with men and
women, in business circles, committees, intimate moments. The characters appear,
qualifying people and keeping or / proposing / their typology.1089
Fig. 7.36 Le Corbusier, 'Woman
with Cat & Teapot'. FLC 85,
1928.
Fig. 7.37 Le Corbusier, 'Etude j
le cheval de cirque', FLC 2983,
1935.
Fig. 7.38 Le Corbusier,
'Poeme Electronique' for the




For instance, in Le Corbusier's painting 'Woman with cat and teapot' of 1928 (fig. 7.36), the
face of the cat is simultaneously the face of a woman. This face is the most realistic part in a
rather abstract setting. Another instance is in the sketch 'Etude pour le cheval de cirque'
1935 (fig. 7.37). Here the women's leg becomes part of the horse's leg; her hair fuses into
the hair of horse. We find this again in paintings, such as 'Femme au cheval' FLC114 1936,
and the plates ofPoeme (p. 125 and p. 121).1090
Human capacities can be enhanced with specific animal powers. A physical attribute, such as
the eye of a bird, represents an additional overview:
A new eye: the eye of a bird transplanted into the head ofman. A new way of looking:
aerial view.1091
But today it is a question of the airplane eye, of the mind with which the Bird's Eye
View has endowed us; of that eye which now looks with alarm at the places where we
live, the cities where it is our lot to be.1092
A lion-headed figure from Dahomey was later selected to be displayed at the Philips Pavilion
for the 1958 electronic poem (fig. 7.38). Le Corbusier's 'Poeme Electronique' consisted of
an eight-minute film juxtaposing images, which represent the progress ofmankind, in which
this primitive deity was juxtaposed with machinery, Charlie Chaplin, Le Corbusier's 'open
hand' and the ominous mushroom cloud of a nuclear explosion. These images were projected
with part ofmulti-media performance relying on modern technology within a primitivistic
nomad tent. This contrast was intended to accomplish a harmonious integration of the
primitive and technological.
1090 Additional instances are the fusion of a tree trunk and a nude female, in his Sketchbooks B8, 488,
and in the late 1940s more examples occurred, such as La Biche, a combination of a female and a deer,
and Capricorn, amixture of a woman's body with a unicom, which that may symbolizes his wife
Yvonne's star sign.
1091 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, 1935, pp. 78-79.
1092 Le Corbusier, Aircraft, p. 5.
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Other surrealist motifs such as the double image, visual puns, the found object, and
expressions of desire, are profuse in Le Corbusier's work, but do not fall into the category of
primitive or exotic cultures; thus will not be discussed here.
Part IV. Other Themes
Decorative Art as a Foundation
Through his training as a watch decorator, Le Corbusier's foundation in the visual arts was
through decorative art. His early reference book The Grammar ofOrnament provided
examples of ornament from a range of cultures and civilizations and discussed patterns and
motifs. From Eugene Grasset's Methode de composition ornamental, he also learned how to
develop abstract and geometric forms from plants. Le Corbusier continued his study of
decorative art in museums and collected artefacts during his time in Paris and elsewhere,
publishing The Decorative Art ofToday in 1925.
This pre-occupation with decorative art continues as an influence in his painting and
architecture. Geometry, abstraction and two-dimensionality are basic traits in decorative
pattern. These have arisen as a cultural response to an environment. It is a blueprint for
architectural design: selection, transformation and composition, as the architect's response to
society, and to the client. Many principles are common among the arts. Indeed, the principle
of ornament, as proposed in The Grammar ofOrnament, emerges in his architectural tenets:
'As architecture, so all works of the decorative arts, should possess fitness, proportion,
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harmony, the result of all ofwhich is repose.'1093
Despite the profound influence of Jones' rather academic summary of the world's culture, Le
Corbusier was aware of all the implications. 'Ethnographic significance, documentary
importance, historical value, collectable value, all these are superimposed on its beauty or
ugliness... our admiration for the artefacts of an earlier culture is thus often objective.'1094
Decorative art has traditionally been conceived as microcosm. The acanthus on Greek and
Etruscan vases was not only a 'microcosm of botany, but has given expression to the
architecture of creation.'1095 Decorative art at its most absolute can be the quintessence of
natural phenomena, the force of pure meaning, or the lyrical synthesis of the symbol.1096
Le Corbusier's admiration for decoration eventually diminished, and he declared that
architecture was a play of space and light and had nothing to do with decoration.1097
Nevertheless, it was not fully eliminated. In his writings, decorative art remained a rich
source for his argument. He made murals, enamel doors and tapestries in Chandigarh,
imprinting icons onto them as a relief sculpture on the concrete wall. These icons include
symbols of folk culture, nature and the cosmos, as when his 'Modulor Man' appeared on the
exposed concrete wall of his Unite d'Habitation.
Exotic Women Themes: Muse and Metamorphosis
In modern art the human figure remained a key preoccupation among artists. The depiction
of the body, allowed the exploration of psychological, sexual and social themes. Le
1093 Owen Jones, The Grammer ofOrnament, Studio Editons, London, 1856, p. 5.
1094 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 9-10.
1095 Ibid. p. 121.
1096 Ibid. p. 121.
1097 Ibid. p. 207
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Corbusier's paintings largely focus on the still life and the nude, the female nude became
important, in the first half of 1930s, when he met Josephine Baker in 1929, married Yvonne
Gallis in 1930, and travelled for the first time to Algiers in 1931. The subjects ofmany of Le
Corbusier's painting are Oriental women, black women or fisherwomen. Le Corbusier
admitted that he never really studied the human figure before arriving at the academy in
Vienna in 1907.1098 Nevertheless, as early as 1911 during his trip to the East, Le Corbusier
was fascinated by exotic women.
In 1911, when Le Corbusier visited Bucharest, he did not compliment Carmen Sylva, the
famous literate and Queen ofRomania, he criticized her taste in art and her exhibition rooms
which were congested with the collections. Le Corbusier was more interested in the local
women, especially gypsies on the streets of Eastern Europe: 'Here again are those splendid
women! ... For us, the tziganes will become a symbol, the only possible expression of this
city in which we were so tortured.'1099
In Istanbul, he saw two high walls along the street and imagined the scenery behind them.
He visualized not only a sequestered garden in the architecture but also the lively women and
odalisques inside:
They were nevertheless perfectly happy, reflecting on the joyful life that goes on
behind some fifty centimetres ofbrick and stone - a life of day - dreaming in carefully
sequestered gardens. Prisons, perhaps, but the prisons of odalisques. For us at this
moment it felt like a slightly painful, melancholic, beneficent poem.1100
His early fantasy on the nude in Greek mythology, 'L'enlevement d'Europe' of 1912-3 (fig.
7.39), depicted a nude woman riding a bull with her arm upright reaching for a bird, as she
crosses the water pursued by a man in a sailing boat. In Greek mythology, it was Europa, a
1098 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 123.
1099 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 54.
1100 Ibid., p. 93-4.
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Levantine woman seduced by Zeus as a bull, who was carried on his back to Crete. The
reddish background and the yellow bull may suggest the flame of desire. Le Corbusier's later
Purist work became ascetic and the theme of the exotic woman was less blatant.
Fig. 7.39 Le Corbusier, 'L'enlevement
d'Europe', 1912-3.
Later still, Le Corbusier's paintings became diverse and women returned as a theme. From
1932, the woman theme increased in his works quite remarkably. From 1933 to 1937,
women, particularly in pairs, dominated his paintings as musicians, fisherwomen, and on
boats, as well as resting, or intertwining with one another.
For Surrealists, a woman could be as a muse, lover, friend, a mannequin, or a participant in
games and collaborator in image-making sessions. Le Corbusier had a variety of significant
muses. The exotic African-American singer, Josephine Baker, with whom he had an intimate
relationship, can be seen in many of his drawings, a number of them nude. She helped him to
'appreciate the character of the American woman and that of the African-American... By the
1930s he was predisposed to look upon African-American culture as a more noble one.'1101
According to Mardges Bacon, the Negro's intrinsic culture, art ofmovement and music
'liberated his spirit and his soul.'"02 To Le Corbusier, Baker's music was 'not merely
1101
Mardges Bacon, Le Corbusier in America, The MIT Press, 2001 p. 223.
1,02 Ibid., p. 224.
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"intense" and "dramatic"; it shared with his own architecture the primal, the modern, and the
universal.'1103
During his numerous trips abroad he had the opportunity to sketch many women. A number
of exotic women appeared in his painting, as observed by Frampton: 'He appears to have
associated the females form with the undulating character of the Brazilian landscape and vice
versa, with a profound effect on his entire personality.'1104
In Algiers, Le Corbusier was fascinated by the beauty of two young girls and then sketched
them in nude with a colour pencil on graph paper. A few months after his sojourn in Algiers,
Le Corbusier began to rework his original sketches into numerous studies. His method was
to lay transparent paper over the original, which allowed him to retrace his sketches step by
step. His lines were gradually simplified and became more concise, until finally only the
decisive contour remained.1105
Fig. 7.40 Le Corbusier, 'Figure rouge', 1929. Fig. 7.41 Matisse, 'Odalisque rouge', 1926.
The theme of the oriental odalisque had been pervasive in Parisian art since the time of
1103 Ibid.
1104 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, Thames & Hudson, 2001, p. 90.
1105 Stanislaus von Moos, 'Le Corbusier as a Painter', Oppositions 19/20 (Winter/Spring 1980),
pp. 89-91.
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Ingres and Delacroix. In the 1920s Henri Matisse, whom Le Corbusier admired very much,
produced a series on the Odalisque. Comparing two paintings from the same period, for
example, the 'Odalisque Rouge' by Matisse ofl926 (fig. 7.41) and 'Figure rouge' by Le
Corbusier of 1929 (fig. 7.40), one can see shared a rectilinear order, similar gestures, and still
life objects in the foreground. Compared with the lively woman in Matisse's painting, the
nude in Le Corbusier's painting is heavier, simplified, and geometrised, reminiscent of a
ceramic object-type. All the objects in this painting share similar features. Her hair is short,
slicked down with a cowlick on the forehead, and the red colour may suggest a dark skin as
well as a mood of passion. Josephine Baker could be the subject of this painting. Her image
appeared frequently in Le Corbusier's work especially in 1929 and early 1930s.
Fig. 7.42 Le Corbusier, sketch
ofwomen in Rio de Janeiro.
Sketchbooks C12, No.728.
Fig. 7.44 Le Corbusier, plan of pjg 7 43 pe Corbusier, 'Alma Rio', 1949.
Ronchamp Chapel.
Sketches ofwomen made in Rio de Janeiro in 1936 (fig. 7.42), in Sketchbooks C12
(No.728), were later developed into several important paintings, such as 'Deux figures Rio'
(1943) and 'Alma Rio' (1949, fig. 7.43).1106 'Alma Rio', meaning the 'soul ofRio de
1106 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks 1, 1994-1948, noted by Francoise de Franclieu, Thames and Hudson,
1981, p. 33. Sketch No.727 was mentioned in this introduction, but Sketch No.728 seems better fit
these paintings.
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Janeiro' was special to Le Corbusier as it was hung on the wall of his apartment at rue
Nungesser-et-Coli. The contours of the rough sketch are transformed into a composition full
ofundulating elastic lines and rich colours. It contains 'a symphonic rhythm of outlines and
an interplay of depths and heights which seems to evoke memories of rivers, peninsulas,
mountain ranges and hills.'1107
von Moos sees 'Alma Rio' as Le Corbusier's invocation ofRio, his memories of thirteen
years earlier stimulated by the sketch. The contours of 'Alma Rio' occur again in the plan of
the Chapel of Ronchamp (fig. 7.44). In the middle of the painting, a pair of back-to-back
C-shapes (i.e., the breasts) now seems to evoke a metaphor of nursing as spiritual
nourishment, as they become a pair of small chapels in Ronchamp; the red colour of this part
of the painting is even repeated on the interior red wall of the small chapel. The profile of the
left woman of'Alma Rio' foreshadows a part of the west wall ofRonchamp. Thus elements
in this painting have been interpreted as a plan or a section of the building. It is common in
Le Corbusier's Purist painting, that objects be presented as plan, section, axonometric,
collaged into one picture.
The 'primitive woman' is another source of inspiration to Le Corbusier. He drew
fisherwomen in the Arcachon Basin, and this was a frequent subject during his journeys to
South America, North Africa and elsewhere. Their way of life and occupation, as well as
their archetypically female bodies stimulated Le Corbusier's imagination. The 'primitive
men' in his writing means primitive 'people' or 'women' in particular, as he only rarely
sketched men.
1107 Stainslaus von Moos, Le Corbusier, Elements ofa Synthesis, MIT Press, 1985, p. 288.
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The Bull Series
Fig. 7.46 Le Corbusier, sketch of a
Chinese balustrade (bulls and rider,
surrounded by trees and clouds)1108,
FLC B2-20- 231, ca. 1915.
Fig. 7.47 Le Corbusier,
drawing of a Japanese
tsuba. LC, The Decorative
Art ofToday, p. 199.
Fig. 7.45 Le Corbusier, sketch
from the Musee du Sculpture
Comparee, on a carving of the
stalls of the Amiens cathedral,
1908, FLC 5830.
The bull is another icon that recurs in Le Corbusier's painting. He was familiar with cattle
from his childhood in the countryside at La Chaux-de-fonds and he was interested in bulls as
they appear in folk art and mythology. When he was studying at the Musee du Sculpture
Comparee, in 1908, Le Corbusier made a careful sketch of a cast taken from a carving on the
stalls at the Cathedral ofAmiens. This naturalistic work depicts a group ofbulls clambering
over each other as they descend the slope of the stall (fig. 7.45). He also sketched a Japanese
Tsuba, the hand protection for a sword, composed of a circle with two interlocking bulls, one
in top view and the other in side view. In his works of Greek mythology 'L'enlevement
d'Europe' in 1912-13 (fig. 7.39), the bull transformed from the Zeus is the central figure,
which reveals Le Corbusier's early interest. In his 'La Construction des villes' he made a
drawing after a photograph of a Chinese railing at a temple on a sacred island. The theme is
folk: a bull with a rider, surrounded by trees and clouds (fig. 7.46).
Le Corbusier seems to have been passionate about this theme. For, from the dozens of Tsuba
in the Guimet museum, where he sketched many Japanese and Cambodian statues, he
1108 A stone balustrade of Fa yii sze, Puto Shan, China. Le Corbusier drew it after Ernst Boerschmann,
Die Baukunst und religiose Kultur der Chinesen, Band I, Putuo shan, Berlin, 1911, fig.3, plate 9.
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specifically selected the one with the image of bulls (fig. 7.47).1109 This interlocking reversal
image functions as protection of the knight and as an emblem of social standing, reflecting
the beliefs and tastes of its owner. This symbol may have informed Le Corbusier's personal
emblem, the interlocking glass.
In the 1930s the 'Minotaur' became also the name of the surrealist journal, in which Le
Corbusier published an article.1110 Later the theme of bull seemed to haunt imagination -
bull and Minotaur in Poerne, and the Taureau series ofpainting in the 1950s. At the same
time, while designing Chandigarh, he sketched local bulls in India.
There are at least two series of it. One series was created through combination of pebble and
root (figs. 7.48, 7.49, cf. 7.50) during his stay in the Pyrenees in 1940-42. Le Corbusier notes
in his Poeme: 'The key is a / stump of dead wood and a pebble /... ox / and plough passed /
all day before my window. / Because I drew and redrew it/ the ox - pebble and root - /
became the bull.'1111 In the Pyrenees he also made another series of compositions with
similar elements. This series, four years after making the composition, was one day
recognized by him and called Ubus.1112 Through his imagination, alchemical transformation
happens between inorganic and organic matter, vegetation and animals; these daily objects
were thus given life.
i 109 tsufoa may jjave been m Gmrciet museum or may have come from another source.
1110 Le Corbusier, 'Louis Sutter; L'inconnu de la Soixantaine', Minotaure No.9, 1936, pp. 62-65.
1111 Le Corbusier, Poeme, pp. 75-6.
1112 Le Corbusier, New World ofSpace, p. 21.
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Fig. 7.48 Le Corbusier, Study of a Fig. 7.49 LC, Poeme, p. 77. Fig. 7.50 Le Corbusier,
mural painting, Ozon 1940, Vichy Sketchbooks II, Detail,
1941. LC, New WorldofSpace, p. 108. 1952 F24, no. 700.
In the 1950s during his flight above the Indies Le Corbusier made as sketch after a
photograph of his early canvas (fig. 7.51), which his turned by 90 degrees (fig. 7.52), and
developed as series of bull (fig. 7.53).1113 During this development elements were added,
reduced, exaggerated and combined, producing a series of varieties
(figs. 7.54- 7.56). This bull-minotour regenerated through a series ofmetamorphoses over
ordinary objects.
Fig. 7.51 Le Corbusier, 'Le Fig. 7.52 The fig. 7.51 Fig. 7.53 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II, F24
grande verre a cotes et was turned 90 degree, no.713.
l'echarpe rouge', FLC 226,
1927-40.
1113 Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 232.
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Fig. 7.54 Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks II, Fig. 7.55 Le Corbusier, Fig. 7.56 Poeme p. 149.
F24, no.718, 1952. 'Taureau IV'1114, 1953.
These images of bull fuse many motifs: still life, natural objects, and mythological themes.
Le Corbusier knew Greek mythology and owned several book of it. In Greek mythology, the
Minotaur was halfman, halfbull and dwelt in the Labyrinth; a creature in Le Corbusier's
human bestiary.
Fig. 7.57 Chandigarh, section of Fig. 7.58 Statuette of
Administration building, vernacular Bull collected by Le
building and bull. Kenneth Frampton, Corbusier at 24 N.C.1115
Modern Architecture: a Critical History,
third edition, p. 230.
trut {,>.<£. 'p vv»c
St- i A. St oc-yfk. JtwVGh- tn'£**♦-
dT J"*- /cuVc-
£b 17U-- tr^cdi Ziu*
Fig. 7.59 Le Corbusier,
Poeme, p. 99.
1,14 The date of this painting, in Le Corbusier, My Work, p. 233 is 1953, with signature of 1953;
whereas in Jean Petit, Le Corbusier lui-meme, p. 229. It is 1959. As Taureau III and V are all in 1953,
this painting is likely to have been completed in 1953.
1115 Arthur Rtiegg, ed., Le Corbusier: Moments in the Life ofa Great Architect, photo by Rene Burri,
1999, p. 150.
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The bull motifmakes several appearances in Le Corbusier architecture. At Chandigarh (fig.
7.57), here is an association between a roof element of the Administration building and bull's
horns, as pointed out by Frampton. Other bull motifs appeared in the Assembly hall, where
an upturned crescent, or bull's horn, is on the slanted plaque on the top of a funnel; or on the
side elevation, in the curved porch. On the roof ofRonchamp, the downspout recalls the
bull's nose, while the peak recalls a horn. In his apartment he also kept a small statuette of a
bull, which was sometimes displayed in a niche on the stairway, as shown in Rene Burri's
photographs of 1959/60 (fig. 7.58). In his Poeme C.4 Flesh, there is a series of images on the
theme of the couple with the annotation: 'Men tell ofwomen in their poems and music. Their
sides eternally rent from top to bottom. They are but half.. .And the second half comes to
them and binds...' Le Corbusier wants to establish 'the reciprocity between carnal love and
desire for truth (in philosophy).'1116 On page 99, there is an image of a couple (fig. 7.59)
with a bull instead of a man beside the woman.
The Serpent Motif
In contrast to his geometrical prism, the serpent-like image appeared in many of
Le Corbusier's studies and works. Early study provided images published in The Decorative
Art ofToday. Egyptian pectoral ofRamses II (p. 124, Ch. 6, fig. 6.22), a standing snake (p.
220), Minoan goddess with snakes (p. 204), and Athena's shield (p. 119). It later reappeared
in his icon ofMedusa and Apollo (fig. 7.30), the lower section of enamel door of the
Assembly Building in Chandigarh (fig. 6.27), and the exterior side of the door at the south
1116 Section C in Poeme concerns with the 'flesh' as the matrix of sexual contact, which is a metaphor
for a creation of art. See the Becket-Chary, Daphne, A Study of the Le Corbusier's Poeme de I 'Angle
Droit, unpublished M-Phil Thesis in History and Philosophy ofArchitecture, Cambridge University,
January 1990, note 168.
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entrance ofRonchamp chapel. Bearing similar visual traits, images ofwinding ropes and
meandering river are also important in his visual language.
The snake has variable features in Egyptian and Greek art. In The Decorative Art ofToday"117
a serpent appears on the circular shield ofAthena, the goddess of the Parthenon, a
paradigmatic building for Le Corbusier. When he talked about the antitheis of virtue versus
evil, and for the cooperation between architects and engineers, he used as his symbol an
image of a double-faced head with sun-rayed Apollo on the right and snake-haired Medusa
on the left.
While discussing alchemy in the Fusion section of the Poeme (p. 115), Le Corbusier used a
drawing of a snake with a similar gesture to the Egyptian standing snake,1118 approaching
female nudes to express its desire. These females are in a state ofmetamorphosis into wood
trunks,1119 and their pose resembles the Greek sculpture of the 'Three Graces'. This
metamorphosis refers to that Daphne pursued by Apollo who was turned into a laurel tree to
escape from him. Interestingly, Le Corbusier's signature stands for a 'crow', the bird of
Apollo. This could be interpreted as Le Corbusier's intention in pursuing women and beauty,
which is revealed by the snake.1120
A serpent can also be seen on the exterior side of the door at the south entrance ofRonchamp
chapel. Here it is the scene ofApocalypse1121 or Revelation and the serpent has a different
1117 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 200.
1118 Ibid.,with a group of images of a bull and an insect. (FLC 2463)
1119 Similar transformation can be found in Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks I, B8, no. 488.
1120
Mogens Krustrup, Porte email, Emalljeporten, La Port emaillee, The Enamel Door: Le Corbusier,
Palais de TAssemblee de Chandigarh, Copenhagen: Arkitektens Forlag, 1991, p. 34.
1121 Ibid., p. 29.
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significance: 'The woman was given the two wings of a great eagle, so that she might fly to
the place prepared for her in the desert, where she would be taken care of for a time, times
and half a time, out of the serpent's reach.'1122
Fig. 7.60 Le Corbusier, 'Perspective animee' Fig. 7.61 Le Corbusier, 'Femme, cordage,
('Le Chameau hypothetique'), 1932, FLC 256. bateau et la porte ouverte', 1935, FLC 361.
The snake played various roles in ancient art, so did its interpretations in Le Corbusier's
compositions. One of his paintings, 'Perspective animee' ('Le Chameau hypothetique', fig.
7.60) is a juxtaposition ofwhat seem like snake groups, with some objects and their shadows.
On the left of this painting, the green snake in the front can be read as a camel where it
merges with the red form behind it. Furthermore, if one turns the painting ninety-degrees
clockwise, a sitting figure is revealed in the upper part. The left foot of this figure happens to
be the camel's mouth, and the pink table becomes the sidewalk
Le Corbusier was fascinated by winding and meandering elements. The circulating route in
Le Corbusier's architecture is always winding as through dynamic spatial sequences, such as
that of the Villa Savoye, which promenades circuitously through a pure, box-like mass. The
rope around a boat was the theme of several of his works in the 1930s and afterward, such as
'Femme, cordage, bateau et la porte ouverte', 1935, FLC 361 (fig. 7.61). A thick winding




centre. It winds around the hull, encircles the nude's foot and also serves as a foreground in
the painting. Here the transformed upright hull seems to have phallic meaning, while the foot
and many parts of the nude suggest female genitalia. A similar image reappears in Poeme, on
page 82, where Le Corbusier noted:
.. .love is a question of fate of number and chance; where at the accidental even
inexorable meeting of two roads is suddenly marked with amazing joy.. .it is essential
to bring together each alas quite blind not seeing the ineffable something which he
holds at arm's length.
The form ofwinding snake is also associated with his Taw ofmeander', a significant theme
from 1929 onwards, as noted in the 'Milieu', A4 of his Poeme:
the worms / and the snakes .. .The springs streams and / rivers do the same. / From a
plane one sees them teeming / in families on the deltas and/ estuaries of the Indus / the
Madgalena or the margins of / California...An obstacle stands on the bank / will trigger
the great cycle one / day began. Meander will live / its adventure to its / absurd
consequence; moreover take / its time millennia / if necessary.
Le Corbusier observed the meandering of rivers in 1929 when he flew over South America,
and he often discussed the natural cycle and vicissitude in his Precision, The Radiant City;
Aircraft and Poeme, on pages 37, 38 & 41.
Visual themes such as serpent, rope, bull or exotic women from Le Corbusier's personal
museum were transformed and reinterpreted. The seminal factor was his use and
manipulation of these as he created a language to express ideas or support his agendas. Each
of his designs, however, has different sources, and according to the characteristics of each




Modern Architecture of Primitive, Folk and Distant Cultures
Our great schools would do far better to send their students into the countryside of
France.. .nourished by the vitality of the countryside, equipped with modern
technology's methods and tools, architects would then join together in a unanimous
effort to create a new folklore. — Le Corbusier1123
Reflecting the spirit of the new epoch, the ethos of Le Corbusier's pioneering modern
architecture was grounded in an appreciation of vernacular, primitive and exotic motifs. In
this dissertation the previous chapters examine these sources based on his collection,
different cultures and visual languages. This chapter will examine these sources from the
standpoint of architecture.
Part I. Purist Characteristics
Le Corbusier's Purist architecture seemed pioneering and pure, but was in fact inspired by
primitive, archaic and exotic sources. All his 'five points towards a new architecture' are
preceded in these sources. The 'pilotis' could be found in an African Bongo hut, Persian folk
houses or Japanese wooden buildings (see Ch. 6); the 'roof garden' is exemplified in the
drawing of an Egyptian house (Ch. 6), or the folk houses on Santorini, the Cyclades; the
'horizontal window' and the 'free fa?ade' including the curtain wall and the 'free plan' all
were realized in the wooden houses in Bulgaria, western Turkey (Ch. 5) and Japan (O.C. 1, p.
21).
His Purist characteristics underpinned by these sources will be demonstrated with the Villa
Savoye. While the villa may be a perfect manifestation of his 'five points towards a new
1123 Le Corbusier, Le Corbusier Talks -with Students, p. 62.
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architecture', a 'dual status as a paradigm ofmodernism and as an assertion of classical
values'1124 is also achieved.
The villa is cubic, 'a pristine healthy house open to light, sun and views over greenery'.1125
In Le Corbusier's eyes, this prism is a component of the cathedrals ofRome and Pisa, a
mosque in Istanbul, and perhaps a monk's cell in a Carthusian monastery. It also reflects the
images of his primitive hut in the Alps or the exotic dwellings in Persia or China.1126 Behind
the white radiant cubes, as illustrated in his first painting 'La Cheminee', there is an image of
the Parthenon.
Within the pristine volume of the villa, the inner composition is very asymmetrical, and the
axis always shifts to create a dramatic effect. The experience of Pompeian houses is a good
reference, such as the House of the Tragic Poet:
You then note clever distortions of the axis, which give intensity to the volumes: the
central motive of the pavement is set behind the middle of the room; the well at the
entrance is at the side of the basin. The fountain at the far end is in the angle of the
garden.1127
Le Corbusier's designs disclose his struggles, as William J. Curtis pointed out: he 'tried to
reconcile Classical symmetry with the explosions of the free plan, frontal facades with
turbulent inner events, the machine a habiter with the archetypes ofPompeii.'1128 The
Bulgarian house Le Corbusier studied (see Ch. 5) is another example.
The entry to the modern machine-like villa is through a four-column foyer, a motif of
1124 William J. Curtis, Le Corbusier, Ideas and Forms, p. 94.
1125 Ibid.
1,26 See Le Corbusier, Une Maison - un palais, pp. 10-42, and Ch. 5 & 6.
1127 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 189-90.
1128 William J. Curtis, Le Corbusier, Ideas and Forms, p. 84.
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Palladian and Pompeian houses. Both the Villa Savoye and the Villa Rotonda can be
described as ideal villas, if that can be defined as a four-fai;ade house on a hill.1129 Le
Corbusier knew the Villa Rotonda well and deemed it in The City ofTomorrow as an
example of'permanence'.1130
In the villa, the piano nobile or the hanging garden raised by piloti amongst greenery, and the
horizontal windows are part of rural life, beautiful and intact as a lyrical dream:
The inhabitants, who came here because this countryside with its rural life was
beautiful, will contemplate it, maintained intact, from their hanging gardens, or through
the four sides of the long windows. Their home life will be set a Virgilian dream.1131
The ancient Arcadian dream in this design is displaced by the promenade, an Arabic fantasy
in Le Corbusier's imagination:
Arab architecture gives us a precious example. It is appreciated in perambulation, it is
while walking that one see things change, that one sees develop the harmonious orders
of architecture.. .1 prefer the teaching ofArab architecture.1132
The promenade is also manifested in the Acropolis and discussed by
Auguste Choisy (see Ch.2).1133
Whitewash, as the basic exterior finish of the villa, in Le Corbusier's mind, is moral, pure,
absolute and exotic, also reminiscent of the Mediterranean. He was much impressed by the
whitewashed buildings in Bulgaria during his Journey to the East:
At Turnovo the rooms are whitewashed, and the white is so beautiful that I was very
impressed. Already last year I had become enthused over the decorative power that
people and things take on when seen against the white of peasant rooms. 134
1129 Tim Benton, 'Villa Savoye and the Architects' Practice' in: H. Allen Brooks, ed., Le Corbusier:
The Garland Essays, Garland Publishing, Inc., New York, 1987, p. 85.
1130 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 71.
1131 Le Corbusier, Precisions, p. 139.
1132 It is appreciated in perambulation: Elle s 'apprecie a la marche. Le Corbusier, O.C. 2, p. 24. Trans,
by Charles Jenks, Le Corbusier, p. 184. By 1929 as he published this project in his O.C. 1, he had
never been to an Arabic land. He had never been to Tunisia for his Village Carthage.
This lesson of the Arab was likely noted down after his journey to Algeria.
1133 Richard A. Etlin, 'Le Corbusier, Choisy and French Hellenism: The Search for a New
Architecture', Art bulletin, vol. 69, no. 2 (June 1987), pp. 264-278.
1134 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 60.
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It is primitive and primal, as the whitewash has 'been associated with human habitation since
the birth ofmankind.. .the white of whitewash is absolute.. .it is honest and
dependable.. .whitewash is extremely moral.. .the sign of a great people.'1135 When one
follows the 'Law ofRipolin', Le Corbusier maintained, 'His home is made clean...Then
comes inner cleanness... Whitewash existed wherever peoples have preserved intact the
balanced structure of a harmonious culture'.1136
The plan of the villa is a square; it basically follows the geometrical checkersboard grid and
encompasses many circular and rectangular elements. Geometry was an essential attribute
that he found in representations of gods in the ancient world and in a certain primitive
cultures. As he stated in The Decorative Art ofToday.
The machine is all geometry.. .The machine brings before us shining discs, spheres, and
cylinders of polished steel, shaped with a theoretical precision and exactitude which
can never be seen in nature itself.... Our heart recalls from its stock ofmemories the
discs and spheres of the gods ofEgypt and the Congo. Geometry and gods sit side by
side!1137
The regulating lines are largely borrowed from distant examples.1138 Le Corbusier believed
that such regulating systems are rooted in the human instinct. The primitive man used his
foot, elbow and arm to create a measurement system with which he could regulate his
construction himself.1139 Among Le Corbusier's Purist work, the Villa Savoye is not the only
instance that manifests these sources. Conversely, most of his Purist works like this villa are
significantly associated with primitive, ancient and exotic cultures.
1135 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, pp. 190-192.
1136 Ibid., pp. 188-90.
1137
Ibid., p. xxiv.
1138 In Towards a New Architecture, regulating lines are supported by Jewish tabernacle, Persian
Palace, Greek temple, Notre-Dame de Paris.
1139 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, pp. 71-2.
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Part II. Post-Purist Architecture
From 1930 onwards Le Corbusier's architecture turned more diverse and was expressive
with more folk, primitive and exotic influences. The cubic prism remained strong but no
longer dominant. In this period the typological theme of the primitive dwelling appeared.
The tent, hut and cave were regarded as the origin of architecture, as Quatremere de Quincy
had maintained.
Le Corbusier emphasized this point in the exhibition of his Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux
with a series of images and texts describing the beginning of dwelling in caves, huts and
tents. In the chapter, 'Habitation, Loisirs' in Des Canons, des munitions? merci! des
logis...S. V.P., Le Corbusier stated:
The primitive men isolated in the natural elements seek natural shelters: caves.
They improve their insulation; they ensure their safety by building artificial shelters:
lake huts and houses.
The pastoral people following the seasonal migrations for their herds invent light and
mobile shelters: tents with skins of animals.1140
Alongside this theme of origins, the tectonic primitive also emerged.
Tectonic Primitive
The tectonic aspect came to the fore when Le Corbusier was designing the Maison de
Mandrot and the Villa at Mathes, which mixed modern motifs with vernacular. The rubble
1140 'Les hommes primitivespour s 'isoler des elements naturels recherchent des abris naturels: les
grottes.
lis ameliorent leur isolement, ils assurent leur securite en construisant des abris artificiels: huttes et
maisons lacustres. Les peuples pasteurs, pour suivre les migrations saisonnieres des leurs troupeaux
inventent des abris legers et mobiles: tentes en peaux de betes. Le Corbusier, Des Canons, des
munitions? merci! des logis...S. V.P. Editions de l'architecture d'aujourd'hui, pp. 42-44.
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wall, an almost universal method of construction by hand, is built with local stone and
produces a surface texture, natural and 'truthful'. It was used as early as Le Corbusier's first
building, the Villa Fallet, which aspired to a Jura vernacular. It appeared again in his study of
a Breton village. But in his Purist period, the whitewashed stucco was his favourite way of
expressing purity and the Mediterranean vernacular. He used rubble walls in this period in a
subdued manner in the garden walls of 'Une Petite Maison' and the Villa Savoye.
But from the end of 1920s onward, the rubble wall was expressed more explicitly, as in the
partition wall ofMaison Loucheur (1929), Maison Errazuris (1930), Maison de Mandrot
(1931), Le Corbusier's apartment (1934), Villa Le Sextant (Mathes) (1935), and Maison de
Weekend (1935). Several projects were designed during World War II and built afterwards,
such as the factory at St. Die of 1946/51. Its sidewalls were made of sandstone rubble and
exposed concrete. There were more refined versions of exposed stone, such as in the
Monastery at la Tourette of 1953, where smaller pebbles were applied to the surface of the
balconies and juxtaposed with exposed concrete, and similarly in the Museum ofWestern Art
in Tokyo of 1957, where it was given a local oriental natural flavour.
Here, exposed concrete is a primitivistic and honest expression, but also a new material,
another version of 'Purism'. It was commonly applied with the texture of the mould or even
in bas-relief. 'Exposed concrete shows... the fibers and knots of the wood, etc. But these are
magnificent to look at, they are interesting to observe, to those who have a little imagination
they add a certain richness.'1141 It is also considered as a faithful material: 'Le beton, le plus
fidele des materiaux, plus fidele peut-etre que le bronze, peut prendre place dans Part
1141 Le Corbusier, O.C. 5, p. 191.
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architectural et exprimer les intentions du sculpteur.'1142 It was applied to the Pavilion Suisse
of 1930/32. After this design, exposed concrete was adopted in most of his buildings. He
used it for the Unite d'Habitation, Nantes, and regarded it as equivalent to ancient Egyptian
fresco:
Once the pouring of the concrete is completed, recessed mouldings appear in the face
of the concrete, thus achieving a situation similar to that in which the Egyptians
prepared sculptured frescos in their temples 5000 years ago. That is to say the
architecture brings forth here that by which surface and volume are known (the
recognition of the wall), that by which the materials, their place in the work, the
meaning of the times, the rigorous schedule and the discipline of the job site are also
recognized.1143
This expression of exposed concrete was pioneered by Auguste Perret at the Cathedral of
Notre Dame du Raincy of 1922-3, with interiors of exposed concrete bathed in colourful
light from the stained glass. Clearly, this influenced Le Corbusier.1144 This expression of
exposed concrete became the basis ofBrutalism in the 1950s.
Hut and Folk Houses
Fig. 8.1 Le Corbusier, House at Mathes, Fig. 8.2 Le Corbusier, Resident at Cherchell Bay,
1935. O.C. 3, p. 134. Algeria, 1942. O.C. 3, p. 117.
1142 Ibid., p. 225.
1143 Le Corbusier, O.C. 6, p. 180.
1144 Le Corbusier, Line Maison - un palais, p. 44.
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Vernacular architecture begins with the simple economic form of a hut and retains its
original character in later development because of local climate and environment. Le
Corbusier experienced many kinds of vernacular architecture: in the villages ofBrittany,
Swiss farmhouses, Turkish houses, fisherman's huts in the Arcachon Basin, and he studied
the Persian flat-roofed house in a library from secondary sources.
Maison Errazuris in Chile (1930) is Le Corbusier's first fully developed manifestation of
primitive architecture. The site was near the Pacific Ocean and the building materials were
local. It used a wall of large blocks of stone, with the building frame and pitched roofmade
of tree trunks and covered with local tiles. The rusticity ofmaterials was no hindrance to Le
Corbusier in the expression of a clear plan and a modern aesthetic.1145
In the Maison de Mandrot in 1931, the load-bearing wall is of rubble, combined with
wooden window frames and a pitched roof. Le Corbusier's 'House at Mathes (Villa Le
Sextant, fig. 8.1)' in 1935 incorporated more local materials and modes of construction. The
budget was so modest that it was impossible for the architect to travel to the site either before
or during construction, thus the local contractor greatly contributed to the conception of the
plan. Instead of specially designed elements, vernacular rubble masonry and local carpentry
were employed.
During WorldWar II, Le Corbusier developed a series of designs to be executed without
specialized craftsmen and material. In 1940 he proposed the 'Murondins' (mur + rondins) for
refugee camps during the war, using primitive methods and bricolage, rammed earth walls
1145 'La rusticite des materiaux n'est aucunement une entrave a la manifestation d'un plan clair et
d'une esthetique modem.' Le Corbusier, O.C. 2, p. 48.
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and a pitched thatched roof. In the same year he proposed a house type for foreman and
engineers using local materials without the aid of sophisticated machinery.
Similarly, Le Corbusier designed a project at the west of Cherchell Bay, (fig. 8.2) Algeria in
1942. Cherchell is a city by the sea founded by the Phoenicians in the fourth century BC.
This building was intentionally constructed without specialized craftsmen, but by native
labour with local stone. The floors were made ofwood and the vaulted roofs of locally
manufactured hollow bricks. The building seems to reinterpret the most fundamental forms
of the Mediterranean tradition!1146
Le Corbusier's humble single-cell vacation cabanon at Roquebrune-Cap Martin of 1950 is
his most eloquent manifestation of the primitive. The site is by the Mediterranean, his place
of spiritual origin and the region of his wife, Yvonne's birthplace. The cabanan is a cubic hut
with a single-pitched roof arranged within an area of 3.66 m x 3.66 m, plus a corridor of
0.7-meter wide and 2.26-meter high. The external surface, with half round timbers, recalls
the huts in the Arcachon Basin and the primitive Irish Crannogs. The interior furniture was of
wood veneer and arranged ingeniously for optimum efficiency. Le Corbusier could certainly
afford a larger vacation house; deliberately a modest hut was a refugee for an expression of
free creativity, a shelter from Parisian business, engagement with the local environment. Also,
as Frampton pointed out, 'On one hand one witnesses the quintessential primitive hut
revisited in mid-20th-century terms, on the other the sole full-scale realization of Le
Corbusier's Fourierist Utopia.'1147
1146 Le Corbusier, O.C. 3, p. 116.
1147 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 227.
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The Cave
Fig. 8.3 Le Corbusier, Maison de Fig. 8.4 LC, Maisons Fig. 8.5 Le Corbusier, Basilica of
Weekend, 1935. O.C. 3, 129. Jaoul, 1954/56. K. Sante-Baume. O.C. 5, p. 29.
Frampton, Le Corbusier,
p. 145.
The concept of the cave is clearly expressed in his Maison de Weekend in 1935
(fig. 8.3), the same year as the exhibition of primitive art in his apartment. This house was
intended to be as little visible from the street as possible, situated at a corner of the site
behind a curtain of trees. It was only 8 feet high and employed naturalistic traditional quarry
stonewall masonery, both externally and partially internally. Moreover, the roofwas covered
with grass extending to the garden. The ceiling below was vaulted, which was a metaphor of
the ancient cave, and the hearth-column used exposed brick. Frampton pointed out: '...the
troglodyte dwelling at St-Cloud recalled Le Corbusier's Maison Monol of 1919 as well as
the vaulted Mediterranean megaron from which it derived.'1148 A similar language of
exposed brick appeared in his later designs for the Maisons Jaoul, 1954/56 (fig. 8.4), and the
Villa Sarabhai, 1955.
Le Corbusier studied the Temple of Hatshepsut (1520 B.C.)1149 at Der El Bahri, near Luxor,
where the main structure of the temple is carved into the rock cliff. Many similarities can be
1148 Ibid., pp. 136-7.
1149 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 37.
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found between this temple and his project for the Basilica of Sainte-Baume of 1948 (fig. 8.5).
It cuts into the rock to make a cavernous Basilica within a natural cliff and is approached by
a long path.
The cave lit from above was experienced by Le Corbusier in the Scenic Triclinium at
Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli. This was reinterpreted as the top lighting by skylight in his Maison
de Weekend, Maisons Jaoul, the St. Baume and the side chapels ofRonchamp. Le
Corbusier's own penthouse at 24, rue Nungesser-et-Coli, Paris has a cave-like space close to
the rather dark entry and a rubble wall with vaulted ceilings and translucent glass in his
studio. This entrance area is composed of a high horizontal window on one side and two
small skylights above. The one above the sitting room casts mysterious light on the objects in
the niche. An oculus above the spiral staircase 'allows release from the "cave"'.1150 In his
studio, there is a vaulted ceiling with a clearstory illuminating the rubble wall, and
translucent glass is largely used on one side. Thus the studio is invisible to the external world.
The vaulted ceiling, also above the dining room and bedroom, recalls his Poeme C2:
'Because the profound refuge is in the great cavern of sleep / that other side of life in the
night.'
1150 Peter Carl, Le Corbusier's Penthouse in Paris, 24, rue Nungesser-et-Coli, in Daidalos 28, p. 69.
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The Nomad Tent
{a*d this if fit serf of smalt foa ts or ritfajp
whifh je delimits f.U Urns fJatntr
Fig. 8.6 Nomad tent. LC, Fig. 8.7 Primitive temple. Fig. 8.8 Nomad tent settled as a village.




The history of architecture begins with the nomad tent at the beginning of Le Corbusier's
book Almanach d'architecture moderne (fig. 8.6). A modified version of the primitive tent
(fig. 8.7), as discussed in Towards a New Architecture, becomes a sanctuary. The primitive
condition for him is original and unspoiled. In this case the dignified tent is also a Jewish
tabernacle.
Various examples of the nomadic tent are illustrated in Le Corbusier's publications. In The
City ofTomorrow,1151 a picture of a nomad camp on rural land with several camels as the
background (fig. 8.8) is likely a Berber camp in North Africa, possibly Touareg. It is
juxtaposed with a medieval town and a modern skyscraper. Le Corbusier remarked on the
medieval town: 'The nomad has taken root', which implied that the origin of the town is
1151 See picture in The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 44. Judge from the characters of their
costume and so on, the group is likely Berber camp, possibly Touareg group. Le Corbusier also
displayed Berber carpet in L'Esprit Nouveau Pavilion, see his Almanach d'architecture moderne,
pp. 170-1.
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from a nomad camp. He did not specify the name of the nomad camp nor the town, but it
was Altdorf in 1649, which Le Corbusier drew after Mattheus Merian's drawing and
annotated: 'en croquis schemas montrant cas exceptionnel et barbare de bourg moyen
age.'1152 Altdorf is in southern Germany, near Nuremberg. To Le Corbusier, the nomads in
general sheltered in tents and later may have settled somewhere for a certain reason. The tent
is primitive architecture and the tent camp can be regarded as the origin of a city. Le
Corbusier maintained: 'Born in the first place in the scattered tents of pastoral peoples, as
mankind developed a social life so its field of action was transferred to villages and towns,
and finally to the great capitals.'"53
The discussion of the nomad tent as a primordial state is carried on in The Radiant City,1154
in which there is a picture of a nomad yurt contrasted with one of skyscrapers, perhaps in
New York. Below the picture of the yurt Le Corbusier wrote: 'In the Asian steppe', we 'must
try to define the modem consciousness.. .we must bring the falsified equation we see today
(the relationship ofman to his environment) back to its true form'. These pictures and text
were from his article in the syndicalist journal, Plans,1155 in which these pictures are on the
right opposite the title: 'Invitation toAction'. The text begins with 'The world is sick...'
1152 Le Corbusier: le passe a reaction poetique, no. 258-9.
1153 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 99.
1154 Le Corbusier, The Radiant City, p. 93.
1155 Plans, I, January 1931, p. 51.
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Fig. 8.9 Le Corbusier, Pavilion des Temps Fig. 8.10 Le Corbusier's diagram of the path of
Nouveaux, 1937. O.C. 3, p. 163. Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux. O.C. 3, p. 164.
In 1937 Le Corbusier designed a pavilion, a tent structure (fig. 8.9) for the International
Exhibition of 'Art and Technique' at Porte Maillot, Paris to express his views on city
planning. This Pavilion exploited the metaphor of the nomadic tent as the original and
primordial dwelling, reminiscent of the sacred Hebrew Temple in the wilderness of the East,
or daily life in the Berber tent ofNorth Africa.
In December 1936, four months before the opening of the exhibition, the authorities finally
agreed to Le Corbusier's project for the exhibition. While preparing the design, he thought
'the circus with canvas so perfectly implicates the arena. We needed successive architectural
events, varied and contrasted. A cube of canvas, then!'1156 The tent could be constructed
quickly to meet the deadline. In 1911, Le Corbusier had experienced a sagging canvas
ceiling in his favourite cafe in Istanbul. He noted:
Everything is cool and quiet, for age old trees mask the sky. Huge grey, red, or white
striped linens are suspended from their four corners to tree trunks, and their bellies sag
to within a few meters of the ground.. .After taking off one's shoes, one sits on one's
heels. In this way one assumes a very dignified position, very neat...1157
1156
'Quelle forme adopter?...Le cirque de toile si parfait implique l'arene. Nous avions besoin
d'evenements architecturaux successifs, varies, contrastes. Un cube de toile, alors!' Annotation on the
drawing of circus. Le Corbusier, Des Cannons, Des Munitions? ... S. V. P., p. 13. In his book
Almanack d'architecture moderne, drawings of a circus are put along with a nomadic tent and a
primitive hut as part ofhistorical architectures.
1157 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 133.
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The tent of the Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux contained cubic standard framework units for
the exhibition, stacked and arranged as a metal version of the 'Dom-ino' system. The ground





The pavilion (fig. 8.11) is, in many ways, reminiscent of the Jewish tabernacle (fig. 8.12).
The regulating lines in both cases are a grid system in both plan and elevation. The entrances
are all in the centre with widths of two grid units, followed by a raised platform. In the
tabernacle the raised platform is an altar (no. G in fig. 8.12). The pavilion has echoes of the
aeroplane, representing Le Corbusier's ideal of logic, economy and standard. Following the
main axis of the pavilion are two flanking exhibition areas; in the tabernacle there were a
flanking post and a vase of oblation (no. F in fig. 8.12). In the pavilion the terminus was a
table or 'altar' inscribed with a twenty-four hour solar day diagram and Le Corbusier's
personal motif of the 'open book' of the Charter ofAthens, whereas in the tabernacle the Ark
occupied this position. The background colour of the altar in the pavilion was red, which









E. Instruments oj worship.
F. Vase oj oblation,
G. Alitor.
Corbusier, Pavilion des Temps
937. O. C. 3, p. 160.
Fig. 8.12 Le Corbusier, Jewish tabernacle.
Towards a New Architecture, p. 70.
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In the pavilion the construction was similar to a nomad tent: a metal post structure, covered
with a translucent canvas roof of 1200 square meters. The sagging and bulging ceiling and
the pivotal gate all anticipate Le Corbusier's later designs for the Chapel ofRonchamp in the
1950s.
OEPUIS 100 ANS . t ' ARCHITECTURE EST ENTREE A * \
f 44C - j1
Fig. 8.13 Exhibition right to the entry, Pavilion des Temps Nouveaux, Fig. 8.14 Main hall, looking back
1937. Le Corbusier, Des Canons, des munitions? Merci! des entrance, Pavilion des Temps
logis ...S. V.P. p. 29. Nouveaux, 1937. O.C. 3, p. 169.
The interior walls were decorated with photomontages, collages, murals, architectural
drawings and painted panels. It was experienced as a potential reconciliation of
fragments.1158 When visitors entered the tent, to the right on the vestibule wall was the
exhibition, 'The accomplished architectural revolution {La revolution architecturale
accomplie, fig. 8.13)'.1159 There were photographs of a modem large-scale construction,
labelled 'For 100 years, architecture has entered a new age in life: it is in all things. {Depuis
100 ans, L'architecture est entree a nouveau dans la vie: elle est en toutes choses)? In the
vestibule were two documentary photographs of the 'primitive art exhibition', held in Le
Corbusier's apartment in 1935, and next to them four enlargements of paintings of the Eiffel
Tower drawn by children; a sort of'primitive in the contemporary Western world'.1160 Two
1158 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), pp. 42-43.
1159 Document of this exhibition, see Le Corbusier, Des Cannons, Des Munitions? ... S. V.P.
1160 Colin Rhodes, Primitivism andModern Art, p. 11.
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photographs faced each other: the Greek statue of the CalfBearer and a Greek statue of a
female torso next to a niche. In the picture of the niche a granite pebble from Brittany and a
bronze statuette from Benin were displayed.
The backdrop of this exhibition, the primitive nomad tent was juxtaposed with a
sophisticated modern cable construction. In a similar juxtaposition of themes: the symbol of
advanced technology (the Eiffel Tower) was placed next to that of archaic wisdom (the
Greek statues), enriched by the African primitive (Benin statuette) artwork and the primitive
within modern Europe (the pebble from Brittany).
Le Corbusier's diagram of the circulation route is reminiscent of the meander
(fig. 8.10). In the metaphors of civilization, it represents the battle of life and death, right and
wrong,1161 good and evil, or Medusa and Apollo. The architectural plan is rectilinear,
following the axis of a right angle, but the real path of the promenade, as with a river, and
shown in this diagram, is always circuitous and non-axial.
Many primitive images were shown in the section on 'urban history'. The tent was present
both on a panel in the exhibition and in the structure of the pavilion. The cave, the hut and
the tent, as illustrated in this exhibition, were frequent features, whether literally or implicitly,
in many of Le Corbusier's architectural designs.
In the main exhibition hall (fig. 8.14), two icons were displayed on the wall of the upper
level: a spanner and cogwheel to the right, and an ear of corn to the left. Le Corbusier's
caption reads: 'Ce pavilion est dedie au peuplepour comprendre, juger, revendiquer'' (This
1161 Peter Carl, 'Natura Morta', Modulus 20 (1991), pp. 40-41.
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pavilion is dedicated to people to understand, to judge and to claim). The spanner and pinion
wheel symbolized the machine and technology; the ear of com represented agriculture and
harvest. These two icons were important to Le Corbusier as they reappeared in the collection
of signs for Chandigarh, as 'images pertaining to a dialectics of human productivity, related
to his larger effort to reconcile engineering with nature.'1162 This ear of com icon most likely
came from a Greek coin ofMetapontum, which Le Corbusier sketched and published in The
Decorative Art ofToday. The image of 'ear of com' maintained by Le Corbusier is a
'type'1163 which is developed to a pattern like that of the acanthus on a Greek vase. This 'has
not only conceived a microcosm of botany, but has given expression to the architecture of
creation.'1164 Le Corbusier visited the area ofMetapontum during his journey of 1911. He
sailed to Brindisi in southern Italy for research1165 before taking the train to Naples via
Oria.1166
His image of the tent also appeared in his later projects. The convex ceiling of the Chapel of
Ronchamp clearly refers to a tent, using the metaphor of the sacred Jewish tabernacle. In the
Philips Pavilion, the theme of a tent was reinterpreted in response to the electronic music and
images. The structure was composed of hyperbolic-parabolic shells, and the walls
constructed of rough slabs cast in sand moulds on the ground, with a double network of
cable.1167 The electronic poem was a synthesis of colour, imagery, music, words and rhythm.
An African deity from Dahomey was displayed among the electronic images. In many of Le
Corbusier's houses, the nomadic metaphor was also employed with leather furniture and
1162
Ibid., p. 68.
1163 Le Corbusier, The Decorative Art ofToday, p. 121.
1164 Ibid.
1165 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p. 240.
1166 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 3, 173.
1167 Le Corbusier, OC 6, p. 200.
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carpets, which evoked a pre-industrial or even pre-agricultural civilization.
Part III. Contemporary City
In many of Le Corbusier's projects for contemporary cities, an orthogonal order
predominates especially on extensive flat sites, such as the urban project for Three Million
Inhabitants. Such an order is not simply a matter of pure geometry but also of principles
prefigured in the series of the worldwide 'great city' illustrated in The City ofTomorrow.
Freedom under this order is examplified in a Breton village.1168 In many projects the central
cruciform glass towers, as Kenneth Frampton pointed out, 'were reminiscent in their serrated
plan-form of the stepped temples ofAngkor.'1169 These towers, such as the business area in
his Radiant City, also correspond to the central divine power in Chinese traditional city
planning.1170 His Mundaneum of 1929 was inspired by the ziggurat of Khorsabad,1171
which was in an orthogonal order and 'regulating lines'. The conservation ofhistorical
architecture in city planning was discussed in the Athens Charter in 1943. Le Corbusier's
Unite d'Habitation manifests the theme of a social laboratory of a Carthusian monastery,
where its living units were derived from a type ofprimitive dwelling (fig. 3.17). His design
ofChandigarh copes with the local climate carefully. He used primitivistic exposed concrete
and inscribed the images of bulls as well as many primitivistic icons, plus nomadic
tapesteries hung inside the courts. Other than a cruciform layout, behind the circuitous
1168 Le Corbusier, The City ofTomorrow and its Planning, p. 223.
1169 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 49. Le Corbusier had studied Angkor in his 'La Construction
des villes.'
1170 Kenneth Frampton, Le Corbusier, p. 53.
1171 Alfred Willis, 'The Exoteric and Esoteric Functions of Le Corbusier's Mundaneum', in: Modulus
11, 1980, p. 13.
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viaduct city project for Algiers, the sinous topography and metaphor of Le Corbusier's robust
Algerian women can be traced;1172 the graphic feature of an Islamic script could also be
borrowed.1173
As these examples manifested, Le Corbusier's pioneering modern projects were strongly
underpinned by folk, ancient and exotic cultures. These sources were all collected in his
'museum' and incessantly inspired his work. This made his architecture simultaneously
primitive and progressive, archaic and modern, also timeless and advanced.
1172
Mary Mcleod, 'Le Corbusier and Algiers', Oppositions 19-20 (Winter-Spring 1980), p. 63.
1173 Stanislaus von Moos, 'Le Corbusier As Painter', Oppositions 19-20 (Winter-Spring 1980), p. 90.
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Conclusion
As I have shown, there is a consistent thread of fundamental sources and archetypes running
through Le Corbusier's life's work. Historically and culturally diverse, his achievement was
facilitated by his own study and the ambience of Paris, a cultural melting pot in the early
twentieth century. This enabled him to conceive of his work as especially significant, imbued
with the essence ofuniversality and timelessness.
1930 was a watershed in Le Corbusier's work. Before then, these primitivistic, folk and
exotic sources were profusely elaborated in his writing and presented abstractly in his
machinistic design, such as the regulating lines. Later these references were less to the fore
in his writing but more explicit in design.
Modernism Built up from Fragments of Tradition and Distant Cultures
Formulating a strong unorthodox trend in the turbulent early twentieth century, many
modernists in various fields studied distant sources to explore new frontiers, such as Freud in
psychology, Picasso in modern art, as well as Le Corbusier in modern architecture. Le
Corbusier had an innovative insight into architecture, which grasped the very essence of
architectural space. Meanwhile, he celebrated his modernist aesthetic, purity, economy,
geometry and rhythm in irregular compositions, and fulfilled them with new technology.
Le Corbusier insisted that his designs were modern while he used numerous fragments of the
ancient civilizations. These primitive and distant cultures and histories, previously ignored in
Western society, were often demonstrated in modernism after they were transformed or
reinterpreted. Consequently, in his treatises and works, modern and traditional characteristics
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remain somewhat undifferentiated. The modern work was gathered, transformed from
traditional elements and recomposed for new conditions in social, technological, urbanistic
and aesthetic aspects. Renato Poggioli pointed out:
Like any artistic tradition, however antitraditional it may be, the avant-garde also has
its conventions. In the broad sense of the word, it is itself no more than a new system of
1174
conventions.
A certain avant-garde spirit called for all connections with the past and with tradition to be
discarded. The Manifesto of Futurist Architecture stated:
Architecture now makes a break with tradition. It must perforce make a fresh start.. .1
combat and despise: ...All classical architecture, solemn, hieratic, scenographic,
decorative, monumental, pretty and pleasing...1175
Le Corbusier on the other hand, was actively involved with historical traditions. They were
collected and ruminated over as creative resources in his personal museum, which supported
his argument and progressive design. He claimed that he had learned from history, but it is
indeed an unorthodox history or an unconventional interpretation of history.
Instead of the academic and noble histories, Le Corbusier built up his own vision and sought
out folk, primitive, and distant cultures. He developed it through his idealistic interpretation
with a cyclic and progressive notion, and made it conform to modernist criteria, such as
purity, proportion and standardization. Clearly in his publications and designs, the
juxtaposition of new and historical images is profusely illustrated and reveals a dialectical
duality, such as that manifested in the duality of order and meander simultaneously existing.
Le Corbusier's generation was exposed to and had a broader contact with history and
civilization through travels, documents and artefacts, especially in a cultural centre like Paris.
Many avant-garde artists like Le Corbusier were deeply imbued with a sense of historical
1174 Renato Poggioli, The Theory of the Avant-garde, p. 56.
1175 Umbro Apollonio, ed., Futurist manifestos, London: Thames and Hudson, 1973, pp.169-171.
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precedent from around the world. Thus the most aggressive and cutting-edge ideas were
largely inspired by primitive, archaic and primordial sources. European nations had
colonized many countries, and ultimately these reciprocated by 'colonizing' European
culture.
To an extent, Le Corbusier's career serves as a mirror of European artistic and aesthetic
trends in the early twentieth centuiy. Learning from history is a repetitive course in human
development. Culturally, the exchange and interaction of arts and heritage has a long history.
Ethnically, the advanced and the primitive were frequently interchangeable, depending on
outlook. Le Corbusier's revolutionary accomplishment is only one of the waves or trends in
the history ofhuman development, as his work precisely exemplifies a recurrence and
reinterpretation ofprecedents.
Exploring and supporting his pioneering vision on new architecture, Le Corbusier's grand
tours and extensive study gave him a broad insight into a long chronological span from
prehistory and early geological history to the contemporary age as well as a wide
geographical sphere of all five continents, an extensive cultural domain from central Europe
to the Far East, from the pinnacle of the Parthenon and Michelangelo to primitive and folk
arts. The extensiveness demonstrates his breadth of thought and proves the universality of his
argument.
The vast resources of Le Corbusier's personal museum, European and Oriental, and both
physical and intellectual, were subjected to a series of seminal transformations and
reinterpretations as the core process of his creativity. These measures produced perennially
rich possibilities that informed his design and painting. In his studio, the diverse exhibits
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became props and characters in his ever-changing stage setting, which would trigger his
memories of earlier journeys and inspire new works. In his reinterpretations, archaeological
correctness was not his main concern, but more creative outcomes. This combination of his
sources and fragments was blended together as if in a dream. Primitive instances were not
only transformed, but also borrowed to suggest new possibilities and combinations in the
development of new art and architecture. The surreal combination of an animal head and a
human body in an African statue is a good example of such a process.
Le Corbusier's modernist language is rooted in history, folk and distant cultures and
supported by these references. All his 'Five points towards modern architecture' are
facilitated by these sources. Since Le Corbusier's work teems with fragments of the past and
distant cultures, where and how does his modernism exist?
Manifested in design and painting, his ideal of a new epoch was established through his
fundamental visions on architectural space, his aesthetic belief in the new age (principles of
purity and economy), a profound observation of nature, accomplished by the possibilities
stemming from new materials and technologies, and reinterpreted as well as catalysed




A Chronological List of Le Corbusier's Travels before 19351176
Abbreviation:
Ski 314 = Le Corbusier, Sketchbooks Volume I, no. 314.
1907 (Sept. to Nov.) To northern Italy for art and architecture; visited the Carthuthian
Monastery near Florence.
1907-08 Four months in Vienna; studied human figures; visited (Kunst) Historisches
Museum for Egyptian, Arabian and Gothic collections.1177
1908 (Mar.) - 1909 (Dec.) Twenty-month stay in Paris, apprenticed under Auguste Perret,
and researched at various museums, where he observed artefacts of cultures around the
world.
1910: Stayed in a Jura vernacular farmhouse Le Couvent at La Chaux-de-Fonds near his
home.
1910 (Apr.) -1911 (May) One-year stay in Germany. Apprenticed under Peter Behrens and
worked on the book Etude sur le mouvement de I'art decoratifen Allemagne.
1911 (May 25 -Nov. I)1178: Five-month travel to the Balkans, Turkey, Greece, as well as
central and northern Italy.
1912: Lived in the Jura venacular farmhouse Le Couvent again.
1912-16: For the business of interior decoration, he travelled to Paris to select decoration
materials. In 1915 he studied at Bibliotheque Nationale for 'La Construction des
1176 This list focuses on his experience on primitive, primitive and exotic in chronological order. His
short stay in a Jura farmhouse near his home at La Chaux-de-Fonds in 1910 and 1912 is also part of
this personal experience.
1177 H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, pp. 120-1. The museum is Historisches
Museum or Kunsthistorisches Museum see discussion ofEgyptian animal gods in the Chapter 6.
1178
Departed from Dresden for Prague (May 25) and returned to La Chaux-de-Fonds (Nov. 1, 1911),
see H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years, p. 259 &307.
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villes'.1179
1918: A vacation in Brittany including Angers, and spent two weeks with Ozenfant in
Andernos near Bordeaux.1180
1924: To Brittany to observe vernacular houses (Ski 314), and being inspired by a natural
right angle formed by a vertical rock against the backdrop of the horizon of sea level.
1928: Gave lectures in Madrid, Barcelona, Brussels, Frankfurt, Prague and Moscow. Took a
vacation at Piquey in the Arcachon Basin and observed folk houses and fisherman huts.
1929: Travelled to South America by ocean liner and airplane; visited Buenos Aires,
Montevideo, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo; observed folk houses of Buenos Aires; met
Josephine Baker.
1930: Travelled to Moscow and Algiers. Attended CIAM III.
1931: Trip to Spain, Morocco, Algeria.
In Spain: he travelled along the Mediterranean coast, from Barcelona, Valencia,
Alicante, Almeria, Malaga, and further to Tangier ofMorocco. He was impressed by
the local village: 'I know no country more beautiful.. .Its purity, nobility,
virginity...this where 'the old countries' are. (Ski 424)
In Morocco (Ski 432-442): Tangier, Tetouan, Rabat, Marrakech, Fez, etc.
In Algeria: Laghout (Ski 444-9), Ghardai'a (Ski 450-462, observed vernacular houses
in an oasis), Algiers (Ski 463-5).
1932: Summer at Le Piquey on the Arcachon Basin, studied a series of female bodies, boats
and landscapes, which were developed into various works in the following years.
Transformation techniques were adopted in sketching, such as a body and tree trunk;
foot and jar.
1933 CIAM IV held on a boat that cruised from Marseilles to Athens. Impressed by the
vernacular houses on the Cyclades.
1934 Lectured in Rome, Milan, Algiers and Barcelona; visited Algiers and Turin.
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Le Corbusier's Itinerary to the East in 1911. From Geoffrey H. Baker, Le Corbusier - The
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Appendix II
List of Le Corbusier's Early Study at Museums1181
Note:
* : Source from Le Corbusier's 'Confession', The Decorative Art ofToday, pp.
198-200.
** : H. Allen Brooks, Le Corbusier's Formative Years.
A. Paris
Cluny Museum: for tapestries, miniatures, Persian ceramics.*
Guimet Museum: for Asian art including deities in bronze, wood and stone.*
Trocadero:
1. Musee de Sculpture Comparee: Cast of French cathedral portals.
(*and Passe pp. 85-7).
2. Ethnographic Museum (later Musee de l'homme): art from Mexico, Peru and
Africa*. From mid-July 1909 Le Corbusier visited there with his brother
Albert to see Hindu, Assyrian, Egyptian and Gothic arts. (** p. 182)
Museum ofNatural History:
'There is much at this museum to analyse: shells, birds, big pre-historic skeletons and
skeletons of all present day animals. First introduction to the mechanism of things.'*
Louvre:
1. Secluded part where he could study undisturbed.
2. In Marsan Pavilion: Persian watercolours, carpets and brocades. (* , **p. 182) 3. M.
Pottier gallery"82: Greek and Etruscan arts.*
1181 His museum study focused on his formative years between 1907 and 1911. After this period, he
paid his attention on business, teaching, new art and new architecture rather than decorative art, thus
record ofhis museum study in his writing and drawing became less and scattered.
1182
Probably in Louvre. Edmund Pottier was the scholar and chief curator ofGreco-Romans and
Oriental antiquities of the Louvre museum, and member of the Academy.
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4. In mid-July 1909, Le Corbusier visited Louvre with Albert. (** p. 182)
B. Outside Paris
Berlin: Many museums were visited, including National Gallery (** p. 221),
Ethnographic Museum*, Royal Art and Craft Museum (met Bruno Paul, ** p. 250)
Munich: Bavarian National Museum: Applied arts began in the Middle Ages. (** p. 215)
Vienna: (Kunst) Historisches Museum: a sketch ofEgyptian sculptures (FLC 2077)
London:
South Kensington Museum: Hindu dancing girls.*
British Museum: the art of Benin*. Le Corbusier came to London from Paris with
L'Eplattenier for a few days in May 1909. (** p. 182)
Belgrade: Ethnographic Museum ofBelgrade in 1911:
Popular arts, pots and carpets*; 'clothing... beautiful Serbian pots of the kind we will
go looking for in the highlands of the Balkans around Knjazevac [Bulgaria]'.1183
Florence: Ethnographic Museum of Florence: Etruscan art.*
Naples: National Museum ofNaples: Pompeian frescos and many statues.*1184
Greece:
Athens: National Museum ofAthens: Greek jewellery. {Passe 348, FLC 1901)
Delphi: A winged sphinx.1185
1183 Le Corbusier, Journey to the East, p.43.
1184 Also see Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, 51-65.
1185 Le Corbusier, Voyage d'Orient Carnet 4, 158.
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